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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Tliis study is iiitciidcd lo be a description of the 

social structure of two Bandkeramik (the first 

Central European horticulturahsts) villages; yet a 

substantial part of it has to do with their pottery 

dcioration. liifaci, it was originally conceived of as 

a study of Early Neolithic pottery; more specifi-

cally, it should have been one of a series of reports 

on the Hienheim excavations. I was associated 

with these excavations as a graduate in the 1970 

and 1971 seasons; they were conducted by the 

Department of Prehistory of Leiden University. 

From the very beginning I have wanted this study 

to result in more than "mere" pottery description: 

parallel to my training in prehistory I also studied 

iihnology. In the end, this latter study has had 

considerable inlluence. It was perhaps in my first 

year that I read Lévi-Strauss' Tristes Tropiques, and 

1 was \ery much impressed by his analysis and 

interpretation of face paintings and offprints of 

these produced by the Caduveo of Brazil. Some-

thing similar should be possible with pottery 

decoration, I thought naively. VVhen later, during 

ethnographical lieldwork in Spain - perhaps one of 

the heaviest sensitivity trainings imaginable - I 

read Structural Anthropology by the same author, 

again his analysis caught my fantasy: it should be 

possible to work out social structure for prehistorie 

settlenu-nts in ways analogous to the Bororó and 

Winnebago analyses in that book. In the mean-

time, as a member of the excavating team at 

Hienheim for a number of months, I became 

acquinted with the Bandkeramik. Also, by the end 

of the 'sixties, the inlluence of Clarke and Binford 

had become perceptible, Leroi-Gourhan could be 

read (by some) for a second time, and archaeology 

was no longer vvhat it had been. That is, when I 

proposed a thesis on Bandkeramik social structure 

by means of a study of its pottery decoration, I was 

not transferred to the nearest asylum but treated 

instead with the remark: yoii may prove the 

impossibility of such an undertaking. 

I'hat proof is in the pages which follow, but I do 

not think the proof is conclusive. As it stands, I have 

not been able to produce an answer by means of 

pottery decoration alone ~ I had to bring in the 

gravegifts in the cemetery of Elsloo, and data on 

hut typology and size at the Bandkeramik villages 

of Elsloo and Hienheim, too. If the book is a bit of a 

hodgepodge, it is because of these sidesteps. 

Yet, there is some structure: the first three 

chapters are mainly concerned with pottery deco

ration, the two others with social structure. The 

book should be seen as a whole, however, no part 

standing separate from the rest. The pottery part is 

basic to the social part, and without the latter the 

detailed analyses of the former must seem pointless. 

The first chapter provides a new classification 

scheme for Bandkeramik pottery decoration: among 

the classifications in existcnce, none applied in a 

satisfactory way to the Hienheim sherds. The 

second chapter makes a bit of a sidestep: a luimhcr 

of methodical and statistical problems are elabo-

rated on there, and a methodological section has 

been addcd. As unrelated as it may appear at fust 

sight, the discussions in this chapter are of conside

rable importance for the general line of the 

argument. The third chapter is perhaps the most 

traditionally archaeological in this study: in an 

attempt to solve the problem of continuity from 

Early to Middle Neolithic, the Bandkeramik potte-
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ry decoration trom Hienhcim is presented. The pilc 

of diagrams accompanying that chapter are not h

ing but the usual sherd corpus appended to such 

texts, only slightly disguised through a bit of 

abstraction. 

The ethnographic portion of this study has been 

divided into iwo parts. The first part, chapter IV, 

consists of a pilot study of the Linear Bandkeramik 

cemetery of Elsloo. In order to achieve a more or 

less rounded picture, all kinds of gravegifts have 

been entered, not just ceramics. Short pieces of 

ethnological theory are scaled down to alternative 

and opcrationa! models, atid the data are matched 

with these to select the appropriate ones. The result 

is a set of hypotheses regarding Linear Band

keramik social structure from a "positional" (or 

status), a structuralist, and a neo-Marxist point of 

view. Chapter V, the second part of the ethno-

graphy, presents a summary of the existing litera-

ture on this topic and abstracts a number of 

alternative and additional iiypotheses from il. 

1 ogether with the results of chapter IV they are 

tested against data from the Bandkeramik settle-

ments of Elsloo and Hienheiin; the spatial and 

temporal distributions of ceramic decoration and 

of hut types and sizes provide the basis. At the end 

of that chapter the hypotheses and their degree of 

corroboration have been asscmbled and presented 

in listform. 

Above, I have named four authors who have been 

most influential in this study: L.R. Binford, D.L. 

Clarke, A. Leroi-Gourhan and C. Lévi-Strauss. 

Ihere are three others who ha\e been as important 

(and dear) to me: M. Godelier, K.R. Popper, and 

M.D. Sahlins. It is not customary to enter ones 

printed counselors among the people acknow-

ledged; I feel, though, that they should be men-

tioned, if only to let the reader know what to 

expect. 

Leiden/Lingen 

3 October 1978 / 24 January 1979 
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CHAPTKRI 

T H E ( ^ L A S S I F K ; A I I O N OF BANDKERAMIK P O I T E R Y DECORATION 

In this t'hapicr a ncw classitkation is |)r()poscd lor Bandkeramik poltery decoration;' its no\elty lies in its 
hciiiii a c losed systeni in ronliasi with cnnent, cxjiandabic schenies. 

I. Introdiuiion 

'i'he geneial subject olthis thesis is an clucidation ol' 

the social structure of the Bandkeramik. Therefore 

I ihink a description of the decorated pottery of 

iliat cuhure appropriate: f'rom the Early Neolithic 

onvvards archa('()l(ii>ical cuhures traditionally equate 

iirst and lineniost wilii gionps of pottery (Lüning 

iqy^",''). 10 be more precise, il has been supposed 

that if cultures can be distinguished on the basis of 

their pottery production, then distinctions within a 

culture should be discernible by means oi the 

variation within that product. Diflerent social 

groups will ha\(' had (and therefore will be 

traceable by; Schilfer 1976:42) different decoratixe 

preferenees uo need for assumptions aboul who 

produccd vvhat. 

Change occurs in these iirelerences as a response 

to gradual shifts in other parts of the cultural 

system. This change is identical with time - a 

category to be explained: Godelier (1977 (I): 36); 

Plog (1973: '2i); also cf. C. Lévi-Strauss (in 

Charbonnier I9()9: 38-39). Directly or indirectly, 

some direction is put this way in the otherwise 

stocliastic variations in the poltery decoration 

(Binford 1972: 247-248; CUarke 1968: 74-77, 128; 

König 1969: 20-21). In other words, a. very detailed 

analysis of the pottery decoration is nccessary. 

riiis is easier said than done: the data to be 

anaK sed was excavated in Bavaria and showed its 

own regional peculiarities for which no classill-

cation has been devised to date. Also, a substautial 

part of it was not of a hBK-sensu striclo character, 

but had more of the characteristics of its suecessor, 

the Bavarian Roessen. And altlK)ugh the laller is 

considered a part of the general Bandkeramik 

tradition ("Danubian" in Childe's vocabulary), its 

relations with the former were very poorly under-

stood (cf Ch. III below). CUariflcalion of ihese 

relations (chronological and social; could only 

result from comparison of the contents of the two 

cultures. 

Research into these relations is conducted within 

existing theoretical frameworks; concepts like con-

tinuity, exchange, etc. will be applied to prehistorie 

data. The models, or rather elaborations of these 

concepts are derived from anthropological theory. 

By means of these models we try to comc to grips 

vvilh ilii' apparenl varialion. In ihe models, we 

atlempt lo formalize and to structure the relation-

ships between the clements; the meanings origi-

nally attached to the relationships and conferred 

upon the clements are only to be guessed at. A 

classification is an instrument by which models and 

data are linked; it renders the data (in this case 

decoration on ceramics) manageable, amenable to 

the models; through it, the data can bc described 

in a way relevant to model and research problem 

alike (also cf. Hill and Evans 1972). 

A search through the literature touching on the 

classification of decorated Bandkeramik pottery 

(including among others, Butchkow 1935, Buttler 
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and Hahcrey i9:5(), Destexhe-Janiolle HjGi, 

Dohrn-lhmit> 1973, Hofi'mann 1963, Meier-

Arendt ujGG, Modderman 1970, Soudsky 1956, 

and Slehii 1973) did not produce any salisl'actorily 

applicai)le classilication (satisfactorily appHcable, 

that is, to my research problem). Deferring a 

detailed discussion to the third section, it can be 

stated that the existing classifications were inappli-

cable because of at least onc of the following points: 

(I) equivocalitics in the delinition of the classes; (2) 

openness, or expandability of the classilication; 

and/or (3) regionally, and/or diachronically res-

tricted (again, in relation to mj research interests. 

From hindsight, they were not sufiiciently detailed 

either; cf. Ch. IV below). 

The apparent conclusion is that a new classili

cation had to be designed which corrected these 

points. Vet the regional restriction of the other 

scliemes might ha\c been matched by a similar 

restriction, now to the Bavarian Band-keramik. 

Howe\er, for the very simple reason that the 

amoiiiil olwork to be speiit on the development of a 

regional scheme would be only slightly le.ss than 

that for a pan-classification I put my aim wider. 

Fortunately, as appeared later on, as some of the 

models had te be tested and others worked out on 

data other than that froin Hienheim. The data 

from the Dutch LBK which I used then litted 

wiihoul diHiculi\ iiuo the classilication. 

2. C.las.sification: genei al requirements 

In the fust section I have been using words like 

"description", "classification'", "delinition", with

out delining them. Ihey all relate to onc field of 

ideas which may be indicated by the term "syste-

matics". 'I'his latter word is a key term in almost 

any delinition of scienlilic activity, and implies the 

ways in which orderly arrangements are made 

(Dunnell 1971: 25). 

It would be superfluous to deal extensi\ely with 

the interrelations, dellnitions and backgrounds of 

these terms, as good textbooks (Spaulding 1974: 

513) are available (e.g., Dunnell 1971). However, 

belore criticizing others' classifications and con-

structing a new one, a short summary of these 

backgrounds is uscful here. Following Dunnell, the 

most basic distinction to be made is that between 

"ideational" and "phenomenological". The latter 

term is intended to cover things or events "out 

there"; the former relates to things which "have no 

objective existence, commonly called ideas" (Dun

nell 1971:26). Sciences belong to the ideational 

unixerse. bur are (ihiiiil phenomena. Closely pa

rallel to this dichotomy is that of "delinition" vs. 

"description". Definitions are in the ideational 

realm, and descriptions are about phenomena. As 

hinted at in the previous section, epislcmnlogically 

there is more to be said about this dichotomy. 

Things are slightly more complicated than the 

simple opposition of ideas and phenomena or of 

delinition and description: definitions pcrtain to 

the theoretical facies, and descriptions to the 

phenomenological side of our models. Yet, lor a 

clarification of the process of classification, the 

dichotomy will do. Sticking to the opposition, 

things or events are located in time and space; 

definitions (and science in general) are free of such 

ties, achronic and achoric. This view ofanalytical 

separatcness of the two realms implies that they are 

independent of one another, and ihough the 

"ideational" is about the other, only "relevance" 

or "correspondence" can be established, not 

" irulh". Thus, explanation is derived in the vvorld 

of ideas (in an explicitly or implicitly logical 

framework, if scientilic explanation is sought), but 

the facts (rather the description of the facts) 

will/will not match it. When facts and explanation 

do not match, and provided the explanation is 

logically sound, then the explanation as such need 

not be rejected; it is simply irrelevant J)ecause of 

wrong premises or conditions), and another expla

nation has to be designed. 

Iheory then, belongs to the ideational rcalm; a 

theorv consists ol the sel of ideas relaled lo some 
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specilied chissol piicuonicna, .Archeoiogical lhcor\ 

reiales lo ihiiigs \\ hicii eaii he exea\ated: iiovv lhe\ 

were produced, used, discarded, passed inlo obh-

vion, were dug out, and studied (SchifTer 1976: 

4,5,12). More loftily phrased: theory is about "the 

classes (irpluMiomcn.i and llie |)riiiciples hy nieans 

ofwliich iliese are relaled" [DunncU 1971:33). 

Insoi'ar as these classes and their relations are of 

an idealioual naliirc. tliey jjertaiu lo "classiiï-

cation"; their plienonienal (and also their descrip-

li\el pendant is "groiq)ing"". Both are procedures 

1(1 briug order inlo an unsystematized area, and 

can be seen as sub-classes ol "systematics ". Iroiii 

what has been written abo\e, definition has rele-

reiuc lo classirication; description relates logroup-

ing. Still therc are iiiany wavs of delining: lea\iiig 

aside all the more subtle Sclioolnien-subdix isions 

(cl'. Boclieiiski 1954: 90-96), two should be singlcd 

oul as iliey lia\e implications for the discussion in 

ihc iicxi scction: the first type lists all (namcs of) 

objecls, the second one inerely states the necessary 

and sullicient conditions for class membership 

(Duiiiiell 1971: 15-18). To give an exaniple, llie 

lirsi type of definition 1 "enunierative" or "exten-

sionaF'^ wlieii relaled lo "clan" vvould consist ol a 

lisl gi\ing llu' iiames of all clans aniong every 

society known to possess a clan organization. 1 he 

second, or "intensional" type of definition of the 

leriii "clan " should cnibody sucli concepts as 

exogamy, unilinearity and sonie others (Lé\i-

Strauss 1969b: 73). Clearly extensional definitions 

are easy to conceive; they are difiïcult lo use, 

howex'cr: |)ublicalion of an elliii()gra|)h\ 011 a 

hiiluMio unknovvn population organized in clan-

like groupings would nece.ssitate the amendment of 

the extensional definition of clan. An intensional 

definition, though requiring sonie hard ihinking 

beforc writing it down, does not run such a risk; an 

exoganious unilincal group is a clan, where- and 

whene\er il is found. • 

Ici return to classification as a procedure to put 

order into part ol the ideational sphere, this is 

defined by Dunnell (,1971: 44) as the creation of 

units of inraning :i.e., classes; by stipulaling the 

condilions sulficient and necessary to be a member 

of that class. So, intensional definitions and classi-

fications are at least basically similar. A classi-

ficatory scheme (or classification, or typology) is a 

set of classes which are systematically relaled one to 

another through their respectivc mcanings. 

As presented here, it should bc clear iliat 

classification has much to do with theory. In fact, 

classifications are constructed as an aid in problem 

solving. The conditions of membership of the 

various classes are derived from the problem il 

oiily lo cul oü what is considcred irrelevanl. 

Ideally, the classes should togelher co\er the "field 

of meaning" to which the problem applies (syn.: 

"universe of discourse"). Also, the relations be-

tween the classes are so framed (e.g., what is the 

ii:ost economie subdivision of the classes). 

Usually, a field of meaning is called a "dimension " 

or "variable". A classification may accomodate scv-

eral such variables, depending u])on the problem 

considcred. The classes of a dimension are labelled 

"attribuies"^ or "traits", and the relati\e quan-

tities of the traits per variable is called the "mix" 

(cf ('h. I I I ) . From the problem it should follow 

which aUributes are to be considcred relevant 

(which in turn depends upon the tradition of a 

discipline); so-called "natural" properties of phe-

nomena have absolutely nothing to do with it 

(Needham 1975: 365). 

So, for instance, if one were interested in the 

rclation bctween infra- and superslriictures of the 

Inca l'',m|)ire, oiic of the relcxanl dimensions would 

be that of the titles to the (arable) soil; llie 

attribules of this variable are, then, Sun propcrty, 

Royal property, and Ayllu (community) propcrty; 

the fornier iwo were taken from what had been 

community propcrty in pre-Inca tirnes (Godelier 

1977(1): 179), the latter constitulcd the area to 

which the avilu titles (i .c, ihe lolalilx of the local 

commoner and chiefly lineages) had been Icfl 

intact (Claessen 1970:171). Obviously, 110 "na

tural" property at either the infra- or superstruc-
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lural Icvcl is inxoKed. l'hc classes of a diniension, 

attributes of a variable, are of a qualitative nature; 

their defmitions state conditions for membership. 

The mcmbcrs of a class constitute a group, which 

has aquantitativc aspect. In the previous example, 

if each of ilic ihicc liilcs could ha\c been measured 

as to acreage per connnuniiy, the relative im])or-

tance of the superstructural apparatus would be 

known (Claessen 1970: 171). 

I roni the defmition of "class" above, it follows 

thal for the attributes of any dimension each should 

be unique (or exclusive), and unequivocal (or 

consistent!, and logether cover (or exhaust) the 

enlirc dimension (Selltiz et al. 1966:392; also 

Dunnell 1971:52-58, 60). As a classification is part 

of the ideational realm, it says nothing about the 

phenomena: somc of the classes which are logically 

possible need not have phenomenal representatives. 

On the other hand, if the classification is to bc 

a(lec|iiaU', none of llic phcnonicna considered 

relevant should bc put aside as "atypical" or 

"unclassifiablc", as this would imply that data and 

classification are only parlialK aligncd. 

To sum up briefly: a classification has at least one 

dimension or variable (usually more), every variable 

has a number of classes or attributes. Furthermore, 

a classification is an alicnipt U) slructure a field of 

meaning indicatcd by a ihcoretical problem (or set 

of related problenisi. The definition of an attribute 

or class consists of the lisiing of the sufficiënt and 

necessary conditions tbr its membership. Attri

butes are qualitative (insofar as they are considered 

ideational); quantities of phenomena may possess 

them. 

Nothing has been said yet about the relations 

between the dimcnsions of a classification. The 

characlcr ol ihesc relations dilfcrcntiates types of 

classificalions (and not of the relations between the 

classes per se, as Dunnell 1971:65 puts it). These 

relations are also part and parcel of the theory 

in\()l\('d: lliey are defined in response to the 

problem under examination. Two possibilities 

exist: all dimcnsions are considered of equal impor-

tance and indepcndeiu of one anothcr ihc 

paradigmatic case - or they are considered of 

hierarchical importance - the taxonomie case -

(Dunnell 1971: 68). Of course, these are pure types; 

in practice every paradigmatic classification has a 

taxonomie component (there isa statcnu-ni of w hal 

is relevant and what not), and every texonomic 

classification will show paradigmatic aspects (e.g., 

in the equi\ alence of classes per level per branch). I 

will present examples of this hybrid character in a 

rapid and partial analysis of two LBK decoration 

typologies in the next section (pp. 11). 

In a paradigmatic classification c\cry allribuU' 

( ̂  meaning) is considered only in rclalion to the 

alternatives in its dimension or xariablc: a taxo

nomie class has meaning only in rclalion Ui ils 

super-ordinated dimcnsions. The paradigmatic 

type of classification can be likened to a checker-

board approach: two sets of symbols (a lo h. i to 8) 

jointly indicate every possible class. 1 n lliis case. the 

letters a to h are the attributes (mulually exclusive, 

together exhaustivc) of the dimension or variable 

"columns"; the numbcrs i lo 8 are the allributes of 

the variable "rows" (Fig. ia) . In the cases of the 

checkerboard only two xariables are needed to 

describe the entire field. More generally stated, 

there are no reslrictions on the number ofdimen-

sions, of course - only the picture bcromcs more 

complicated that way. 

\ Iuch more complicated is the taxonomie classi-

ficatory scheme: every attribute prcsupposes the 

higher levels, as divisions higher up have produced 

subsets within any of the lower attributes (Fig. ib): 

the attributes m and n may also occur in the classes 

o and p; they (m, n) are not relevant there, 

however. In other words: within a taxonomie 

classification system the statement " o " does not 

convey any status within it: only when it is added 

"o" , given B, within D, is a non-equivocal assign-

ment made. 

In a paradigmatic classification every attribute 

has its own unambiguous place: column d is the 

case, or it is not. As in a paradigmatic one, so also in 
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h'ig. I. 'l'wo major l\pcs ol i hissilicatioii: ^a! paradigmatic classilicalion: ovory class requircs dclinilion oi ils position on all 
(Icnu-nsions (i.e., rows = . . . ; columns = . . . ) . (b) taxonomie rlassifiration: c\ery class requires dcfmition of its position in ils 
'l)ranch' (the dichotomy o/p, e.g., being meaninglul only in conjunction with the specification: field D, branch B): none ofthe 
attribiites lu-cd bc confined to its 'own' branch, although it is relevant only there. 

a taxonomie elassification: there is no limit to the 

nnml)er of ievels; in both cases there will be a 

si.iicinciil on ihc mesh ap|)i()priate to the problem. 

As an ethnographic example of a taxonomie 

dassificatory system, the traditional territorial 

division ofthe province of Kodi on Western Sumba 

(Indonesia) may be proposed (Van WOiiden ic)')(): 

208-219). The pro\ince is divided into an Upper 

(northern) and a Lesser (southern) part. Tlie 

Lesser part consists of three districts ol' equal 

standing with the Upper part as a whole, which in 

turn is sul)divided into two districts. Upper Kodi 

and the three districts of Lesser Kodi all partake in 

each other's great ritual tournaments. Upper 

Kodi's two districts are ol iinequal status: one has 

general agricultural rituals to perform, the other 

horticiillinal ones. IIUMI loo, the agriciillinal 

entity is dichotoinized, one subdistrict being actu-

ally charged with the great ritual tournament, the 

other with administrative affairs. The horticultural 

subdistrict of Upper Kodi is nol furllicr siihdix ided 

(except in x'illages), although there exists a class ol 

people in the hills who are of lower status but 

indispensable to them in agricultural fertility 

matters. These four subdistricts of Upper Kodi can 

be described as phratries; they are endogamous, 

ritual units of a number of exogamous patri-clans, 

each of which is identical with a viliage. The three 

districts ofthe southern half of Kodi are made up of 

as many sets of phratries ias aboxei, in iheir turn 

subdivided into "clan groups" (a local inter-

mediate between clan and phratry). Every clan 

group consists of a number of exogamous villages or 

patriclans. 

.'\pparently there is on each level of every branch 

a dilferent criterion for a further subdivision, which 

results in a truh' hierarchically defmed classifi

cation. 

From thesame ethnographic report, an exam])le 

of a paradigmatic classification can also be drawii 

(Van W'ouden 1956:221-235). The Kodi people 

employ two dimensions when defining the class of 

potential brides: patri-atfiliation or villages of 

origin, and matri-aniliation. Ihc palii-dimeiisioii 

has three attributes: non-phratry or outside the 

district, co-phratry or within the district, and own 
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clan or nali\c village (^respeclivcly: nol preierrcd, 

preferred, and prohibited marriage partner). Matri-

affiliation is (nowadays) simply dixided into own. 

and all other matrilineages (respectively: forbid-

den, required). Intersection of co-(patri)phralry 

membci'siiip and non-malri mcmbciship produces 

the deiinition ol'lhe right partner. 

For the construction of' a taxonomie classili-

cation much must be known about the relationship 

between the xarious variables involved; such is not 

the case for the dccoration of Bandkeramik pottcry. 

Taxonomy vvill therefbre be omitled f'rom 1'urther 

considcraliou: wc cannot say \\ hel her an\ dimen-

sion of that dccoration is more important than any 

othcr aspect of it. Thus, due to lack of knowledge a 

paradigmatic classification has to be constructed. 

This must be done e\en though many people think 

taxonomie structiires to be better (Dunnelt 197 i: 

82; perhaps the many cluster analyses publishcd 

recently may also be taken as a sign of the 

preference for hierarchical structiires. Often, how-

ever, the results of an inductive technique are 

mistaken for a deductive taxonomie classification; 

cf blow, p. 7). 
I w o points need still to lic discusscd in the 

context of classification: 

i. Off and on, ihere lia\c been attempts lo 

introducé the idea of "polythetic classes" or ditto 

"classification"' into social science (e.g., Clarke 

1968:37-38; Needham 1975). 1 he older VVittgen-

stein is usually associated with this notion, and then 

it is callcd "family resemblances" (Blok 1975: 22-

23). It sprang f'rom the realization that some terms 

like '•fcudalisin" or "peasantry" embody cases 

which hokt .umie characteristics not in common. If 

such a term isdefined by (say) f'ive properties, then 

an object may possess four of them (any selection); 

in any number of objects, there will be diHerem 

omissioiis. For instance: 

tho laljcl "prescriptive" does not denote a class of societies 
to which the law ofsubstitution [i.e. every member ofsuch 
a groupins is identical to the other] can be applied, tor in 
prcseriptive ailiance systems (conceived as empirical lorms 

ot social liiej ihc catcgt)iics, marriage rules, groupings, and 
modes of social aclion are independent variables (Need
ham 1975: 361). 

Much more extreme verslons are possible; cf. 

Needham (1975:353), or Sokal and Sneath (1963: 

14) for identical 1'oriiuilalions. Blok and Needham 

provide different solutions lo llic problem. 'i'he 

former thinks the best way out is to abstain from 

"generalization" and "identification" (Blok 197Ü: 

7), and rather lo look for a deeper understanding 

which does justice lo both the unique and the 

general aspects of a case. Needham (1975; he has 

wrillen more on this subject, cf Blok 1975: note86) 

pro\'idcs a detailed discussion; his conclusion is 

vcry different: perhaps by referencc to formal (or 

logical) principles (such as symmetry, transitivity, 

and reflexivity) it is possible to achieve results 

"without referencc to any class of entities" (Need

ham 1975: 365); this leaves the polythetic aspect in 

a subordinate place (where il bclongs; also cf. 

Chaney 1978:. 

1 think the error made by both is preciscK in the 

discussion of "general terms". They confouiid the 

quotidian and the formal theoretical use of words, 

"emic" and "etic" (cf Ch.II , section 5). "Classes" 

and "groups" (to revert to Dunnelf s terminology) 

become telescoped into anolher. For instance, in 

the case of "barrow" (a "general" term) one might 

develop a definition, e\en a classification, which 

includes, among other ihings, absence/presence 

and position of banks and ditches; absence/ 

presence of a ])allisadc; spacing of the poles and 

number of rings in it; horizontal and \ci'lical 

posilions of the inlerments in it; etc. 'I'hen any 

jjarticular barrow can be considered a variation of 

the "general" term "barrow"' - although it will 

most certainly not possess all possible characteris

tics. The main problem in research is to establish 

the relations between the variants, and for this we 

need a classification which clearly discriminates 

the categories.-' 

In other words, iheir "general"' terms are 

apparently conceived of in an essentialist way (Blok 
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1975:22) notvvithstanding slated purposes (Blok 

1975:27) and not as parts of an explanatory 

franievvork (or solutionl of' a prohlcni. For any 

concrete prolilem it should i)e possible to find a 

lerniinology to frame the proi)lem. along with 

pr<)|)osed and cliniinalcd solutions .cl'. \ \ ittgen-

slein 1922:4.1 i(): "Everything that can l)c ihnughl 

at all can be thought clearly""). 

2. Partially connected with the abo\ e are techni-

ques like nunurical taxonomy (Sokal and Sneath 

1963) or cluster analyses (Doran and Hodson 1975: 

i58-i8()). The Sokal and Sneath liook has been 

very inlluciitial in archaeology; especially the 

reconiinendations by C'.larke (1968: 512-567) seem 

lo ha\csiiniulated its adoption. Hardly any issue of 

a Journal likc World Archaeology or American Antiquily 

appears without at least one report on a clustering 

process. Very loosely phrased, the basic idea of 

numerical taxonomy is that there exist (objecti-

vely) natural taxa. and thal these taxa can be 

recognized by taking into account as many charac-

teristics as possible "withoiu previous arbitrar) 

selcction" ,Sokal and Sneath 1963:49). Several 

computational tecliniques are then developed (and 

more have been so since) to group or "cluster" the 

objects studied in a responsible way. 

The irouble is, of' coiuse, that a procedure 

normally laking [)lace in the mind of the analyst is 

now compulerized (which is recognized by the 

aiiihois jiisi (|uoted). Consequently, the claim of' 

being scientific fades with the apparent inductive 

nature of the process; but also, and even worse, 

critique is drowned by the software mystique. 

Pragmatically, addition of new characteristics 

(and who would claim to have incorporated all 

aspects or dimensions?) results in a different striic-

(ure; addition ol new data (even il the lirst set was 

IriiK a randoin sam()le, and the second one also) 

has similar de\ astating results. Since, however, one 

ol ihe aims of numerical taxonomy is the reliability 

(repeatability) of ils results (Sokal and Sneath 

1963:49), the only conchision can be that the 

technique in this way is inappropriate. There can 

be two ways to use this set of techniques, though: 

(I) as a heuristic device a computer can handle 

multidimensional data laster than the liuman mind 

i.e., in thephase betiveen problem perceplion andsoluüon 

proposals: and (2) within an explicitly slated proh-

lem-solving procedure, with a priori established and 

selected characteristics. See Aldenderfer and Blash-

lleld 1978 and Read and C'hristenson 1978 for a 

discussion). 

3. A discussion oj exisling classijicalions 

Just as the classificatory scheme to be developed in 

the next section builds and draws heavily upon 

existing classifications, and would indeed be im-

possible without them, so the latter are themselves 

amended revisions of the earlier ones. In criticizing 

the more recent schemes, the older ones are 

autonialicalK' covered as well, whicli allows a 

considerable shortening of' an otherwise tedious 

discussion. Also, and to the same purpose, I will not 

discuss all details of every classification but will 

only single out one or two points of some of them to 

illustrate the "general requirements" stipulated in 

the previous section. This necessarily results in a 

distorted picture of these classifications generally in 

an adverse way: none of them incorporates all 

weaknesses. Therefore, critique beloic has lo be taken to 

relate only to the specific point discussed. 

The first general requirement (p. 3) is not so 

much a requirement as it is a differentiation. 

Enumerative or extensional definitions of classes 

were opposed to intensional ones. As related to 

classes, no clean-cut examplc can be gi\en of such 

an enumerative definition; the absurdity of listing 

all pots (or sherds) to indicate some attribute is 

obvious. ü n a different level, however, a similar 

distinction can be made: a dimension, or even a 

field of discourse may be defined extensionally (by 

listing the attributes thought to perlain to it) or 

intensionally (by stating the relevant discrimi-

nating conditions). To examplify an enumerative 
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appi(.)acii, ihe ispoiogy ofl ' . Sleiili (1973) Ibi' the 

LBK of the Rhine W esihaiii< niay be taken. This 

typology can possibly be described as being of an 

cxtensiona! kind. At least the sheer number of 

supposedly independent categories incorporated in 

the sysleni would siiggest this. There are syste-

matics i)ehind il, of course; they remain impUcit, 

h()we\er, and the classes are not explicitly and 

systematically related to one another ihrough thcir 

definitions (of which the author is aware: Stehli 

1973: 62). It should be possible, in principle, to 

reconstruct the systems along these Unes (cf Borillo 

1970 for an example); then, after such an analysis it 

niight become clear that (not) all classes possible 

within the research area have been incorporated. 

Also, some will ha\e been oniitled for practical 

reasons; for instance, when, after consulting the 

data, only very few examples wcre foiind. This may 

bc the case vvith, e.g., a design like one single row of 

points o\er a line in the neck zone, a ncck 

decoration which does not occur in the table 

(Kuper et al. 1974: 5; Stehli 1973: 69); similarly 

among the secondary decoration (Stehli 1973:75) 

an intricate dumbbcll motif (Kuper et al. 1975: 

213) is abscni. 

'I'licn, I posed the systematic relation of the 

classes through their definitions or meanings as a 

kind of definition of classification itself (p. 3). 

Froin the classification by K. Hollmann (1963: 

PI .38) of the main motifs of the LBK ware an 

example may be taken. There, the first two 

ornaments (volutes) are identical although mir-

rored, excepl for an accompanying parallel line on 

top. W'hat is dilferentiated this way is not the 

occurrence of the main motif "volutes" (which 

according to the accompanying scheme is common 

to all phasesl but the occurrence of one type of 

embellishinenl which is not that cornmon. In the 

same way, ihc iourlh ornamenl in Hollmanns 

Table is inerely a further wound scroU - which 

cannot be separated from the first ornament if small 

sherds are to be classified, and which may be found 

in a conligiiration like the main motif no. i (e.g., 

Hollmann 1963: PI. 4no. i3) ,or with motif no. 3. If 

the levels (here: main motifs, secondary ombcllish-

ments, and devclopments of main moliis to use 

the terminology of the section 4 of this chapter) had 

been kept apart, the systematic variation per level 

could have been considered, which might have 

resulted either in a greater chronological precision 

or in a more economie phase definition (for which 

the motif by itself is insensitive, apparently), or 

boih. Perhaps, however, the small quantities of 

fmds axailable in Saxonia (altogether, only 56 

decorations on LBK vessels could be rcconsirucied; 

Hollmann 1963:47) are the main causc of the 

insulliciencies noted here. 

ï'ig. 2. Breakage aiul llie .Vloddeimaii (,1970: \'12) cla.ssiiica-
lion: breaking a pol along the dashed lines through the decora
tion (left) will result in a wrong allocation of' the resultant 
'elements'. 

The most important set of requirements for a 

"good" classification is the triad ol imiqucness, 

imambiguity and cxhaustiveness of the atli'il)utes 

(cf p. 4), either per class and dimension in a 

paradigmatic system or per class and branch in a 

taxonomie system (p. 4). Violation of the require

ments of exclusivity and uniqueness has sometimes 

been explicitly accepted by students of Band-

keramik decoration (Modderman 1970:122). To 

lessen the effects, transitional classes were intro-

duced (Modderman 1970:123). However, Fig. 2 

(not in Modderman 1970, but entirely within the 

possibilities of the Dutch LBK) gives two examples 

of this ambiguity: if a pot breaks along a line 
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parallel lo l part ol") the axis of the motif, a band 

origiiially belonging to type A-H would be classi-

lied as A-l-i and/or A-I-2; similarly hand E-II as 

E-I aiid/or l - I - i . Of course, such dubious sherds 

will norinally be omitted from eonsideration. 

'I heoretii ally, ihougli, dctoration on aii indi\ idual 

sherd elassifiable as A-I (or E-I, or E-I) does nol 

rille out the possibility of its having been A-II (or 

E-Il , respeetixely 1: it is not dillerent types of 

decoralion bul dilVerenl hazards of breaking thal 

are elassüied ihis way. Restricting the argument to 

Modderman"s diniension A (bands lilled vvith 

parallel lines oiilyi, lliis is unequixoeally diflercn-

tiated into A-III (hatehed lillings) and the others 

(line lillings); also the diirerentialion A-IV (multi-

dented spatiila) vs. A-1 lo -111 isimi)le spatula) is a 

suirieieni olie. However, A-1 and -II ui th 2 or 3, 

respcciively 4 or more linesj are practically nol 

exeliisive ( =distinctive criterion not sulhcient). Il 

the haiul t\pes . \ - l / l l l are aeeordcd a clironolo-

gieally dillt'renlialing power (Modderman 1970: 

199), it is beeause they do oecur in suOicienl 

quantiiies lo be used in a reliable way. Comparable 

dilFieuliies will arise vvith E. HoO'mann's classili-

eatiou of ihe niain motifs of the Stroke Ware 

ccramic deeoration (Hollinann ii)iry. PI. 54). 

'I'he ideal of exhaiisli\eness of a elassifieation 

(per diniension, that isi is never alluded to in the 

eonsulied lileratiire. Vet only in the case of 

exhaiisli\eness, ha\e all eonceixable \ariations  

been considered. i.e., |)iit into an encompassing 

(raniework. In my opinion, this omission is mainly 

chie lo an (implicit) inductive melhodology by 

lueans ol whicli ihe existing classifications have 

been generated: if data is Ibund al xariance with 

the existing typology, the lattcr is amcndcd. or 

r.illier cxpaiulcd. lliiis, such a classifualion will 

accommodate the data lor which it was designcd, 

hul nothing more. Depending upon the qualities of the 

typologist, and the amount and variability of the 

excavated pollcry, it is more or Icss \alid lor a 

speciilc regiou and a specific time span. Iherelorc, 

it is impossible to deline" the various regional or 

chronological \ariants of decorated Bandkeramik 

in a reliable way. What diirerences exist (and they 

certainly do) can only be apprehendcd by compar-

ing the lypologies, and not the types: "types" are 

defined on the basis of different, and so incom-

parable, criteria. 

Interesting in this context is M. Dohrn-Ihmig's 

observation, that although the so-called "Co

logne type" of Bandkeramik deeoration from the 

Rhineland is very similar to the Late sarka/early 

Stroke Ware decoralion from Bohemia, the former 

is not called Stroke Ware, beeause an important 

parallel ]5henomenon, the Stroke Ware house type, 

is not found along the Rhine (Dohrn-Ihmig 

1976b). Apparently, the typologies concerncd are 

not geographically neutral. 

As will be attemptcd in llic nexl scction, an 

exhaustive dcfmition of scxeral dimensions of 

pottery deeoration is possibic without becoming 

loo unwieldy through sizc or becoming loo Irivial 

through lumping, and still being sulliciently dc-

lailcd to answer a number of interesting questions. 

I x't it bc emphasized that in Bandkeramik typology 

nobody has ever claimed cxhaustixeness or attemp

tcd a wider application than a regionally and 

chronologically limited or a strictly regional one, 

serving to slriicUirc the data from a single area or 

time span only. And only on the basis of the more 

restricted elassificatory schemes can an attempt be 

made here towards a wider applicability. 

However, from the more limited range of these 

older typologies a number of implications follow 

which have never been fully answercd: 

(A) The widcly distributed plastic deeoration 

said to be characteristie lor the Belgian (Meuse-

Moselle) facies of the LBK (Dcsicxhe-Jamotte 

Hjfii: 17, 21) is nol incorporaled iiilo ihc Meicr-

Arendt 1966, and Modderman 1970 lypologies. 

But the applique techniquc does occur in 'their' 

areas (Meier-Arendl 1966: 35; Modderman and 

Walcrbolk 1958/9: 175). Also in the ly])ology of 

Butller, godparent to many of the typologies 

considered here, a separate class has been accorded 

file:///ariations
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to it ("Type G"; Buttler and Haberey 1936:104). 

Modderman and VVaterbolk are obviously right 

vvlien ihey state (Modderman and Waierbolk 

1958/9:175) that "the plastic element is of a very 

different kind, as are the criteria basical to our band 

typology", but perhaps different from what they 

inlended. 'I'he allernatives to appliques are mould-

ing and cutting (some more attributes exist on this 

variable: Shepard 1963: 192-199), which are on a 

different analylical level than are the band types 

considered by them (these are only sub-classes of 

the "incisive" way of surface treatment on vessels). 

One wonders whether a disentangling of the two 

dimensions would have resulted in a better under-

standuig of the relative chronological posilions of 

the Dutch and the Belgian LBR î cf. Modderman 

'97<>: '93- '94)-
(B) Different is the case of the attributes stab-

and-drag ("Furchenstich", in German; for a 

macro-picture of this feature see Modderman 1970 

(II): i72B).In southern Germany much is made of 

the distinction stab-and-drag/hatchings (as fillings 

of the bands of the main motifs); in fact, the 

opposition even leads to a differentiation of two 

stages within the so-called Middle Neolithic Bava-

rian Roessen, the younger Oberlauterbacher 

Group and the older Unterislinger Group (Zapo-

tocka 1970: 28-29; '•'^- Ch. I I I ) . Some authors use 

the iame term (slab-and-drag) to indicate decora-

tive components produced by what is called here 

ihe "goat foot tooi" ("Geisfüsslein" or "crowbar") 

(e.g., Stroh 1938), which in a technical sense is 

right (cf next section). Olher authors do not 

distinguish stab-and-drag from goat foot (among 

others. Geiler 1968) whereas in reality the former is 

what will be called here a component (with 

alternate attributes like lines, points, hatchings), 

and the lattcr a tooi type ion a level with round 

"stick" and pointed spatula). In the northwestern 

area of the Bandkeramik, stab-and-drag is appa

rently luniped with the band fillings of the so-called 

"Plaidt type" ( = separate points produced by 

impression with a multidented spatula; "Kamm-

stich" or "comb teeth"; Dohrn-Ihmig I976a:99) 

(cf Modderman 1970:68, 129; pots decorated by 

stab-and-drag conqjonents from the Elsloo Geme-

tery - esp. graves 83, 90, 92, 96 are classed as band 

type D-II I ) . Again, one wonders whether recog-

nition of the stab-and-drag pointlets as a separate 

attribute plus the differentiation of the various 

types of spatula would not have resulted in an 

earlier settlement of the controversies on the 

relatixe chronological positions of the Roessen and 

Grossgartach cultures (Goller 1968: 256; Mauser-

Goller 1969: 45-51; Stehli 1974; Stroh 1938: io, 13). 

(C) One of the most serious practical limitations 

is the restriction of the classification to complete (or 

at least reconstructable) vessels. In that way, the 

statistical basis of LBK ware studies is drastically 

reduced. True, this procedure stems from a realiza-

tion of the ambiguities that arise in the ap])licaiion 

to sherds of classificatory schemcs like ihose of 

Buttler, Hoflmann, or Modderman fe.g., Holfman 

1963:47) - yet e\en a category "iticomplete" 

(Stehli 1973:77) is but a partial remcdy. The 

alternative solution, a re-definition of the catego-

ries so as to accomodate broken decoralion as wcU 

gives much more leeway to statistical analysis than 

simply discarding potentially useful data. Periiaps 

the adoption of such a re-delining strategy would 

have resulted in a shaper or subtier and certainly 

more reliable chronological framework than that 

for the Saxonian LBK in HoO'mann (1963: 47, PI. 

38). 

A solution to this problem has been attcmpted 

by Soudsky: apparently his classification allows 

even small sherds to enter, without artificially 

garbling the data. Different levels ("abstraciions" 

in his terminology) of decoration are delineated, 

such as techniques, styles, secondary motifs, etc. 

Each of these is coded in a separate set of col

umns, with a blank for those that are not observ-

able (Soudsky 1962: 194). However, this method is 

inflexible as it cannol handle anything besides one 

sherd at a time, not even a complete pot (cf., 

however, Soudsky 1966). Every single charac-
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leiislic lias its own code nuniber, whieh lills ihe 

column reserved lor ihat level; counts of the 

characteristics are not entered. They are to be 

derived from the number ol units ( = sherds) 

vvithin a subfile (a find, or a larger entity), which 

renders it cumbersome. il nol impractical, lor any 

other purpose going further than mcrc deseription. 

A linal iheorelical point has to do with the type 

of classilication as defmed by the interrelations of 

the diinensions. Usually, neck decoration, motifs of 

bclly decoration, clements or band types, and 

secondary decoration are considered separately, 

i.e., in a paradigmatic way (e.g., HolTmann. 

Modderman, Soudskv, and Stehli classifications). 

Witliin every dimension, however, things are 

dillerent. ld illusirate tliis. agaiii the Modderman 

sclieme is taken. Historically a partial redelinition 

of a number of categories from the Buttler and 

Habcrey (1936) scheme, it was constructed to 

niirror llie \arioiis combinations of lines and ])oinls 

obser\ ed in the Northwestern Bandkeramik deco

ration (Modderman and VVaterbolk 1958/9:173). 

C'ategories A to E show lines as delinilory, and 

categories B to F, points (Modderman 1970: 122). 

(Incidentally, the gradual increase in number of 

points relative to lines from A to F appeared to be a 

chronological clue) This simple structure of lines 

and points was complicated, however, through 

addition of halchings to the lirst three categories 

and iiieiirporatioii ol decoration accomplished by 

niuliideiued means to some of the dimensions 

(Modderman 1970: 121). The various attributes 

are not considered of equal weight, though: multi-

dented spatula ditferentiates A-IV from A-I and A-

II, bilt not from A-l I l ; in other words, hatched 

lillings override the single/multidented distinclion 

(cl., e.g., gra\e nos. 97, 104 from FJsloo). Thus, the 

A-eategory of band lillings is dilferentiated in a 

taxonomie way: lirst level, halchings vs. non-

hatched (A-III vs. (A-I, -II , - I I I ) ) ; second level, 

multidented vs. simple spatula (A-IV vs. (A-I, -

II)), with in the other branch A-II l halchings nol 

further dilferentiated; and on the third level, four 

or more lines vs. less than four lines (A-H vs. (A;l, -

II)) , with in the companion branch A-IV, and in 

the other branch A-III , nol further dilferentiated. 

A similar demonstration of the often hidden 

taxonomie structure of an at-first-sight paradig

matic scheme can be preseiited by recalüng Soud-

sky's coding "inslructions" (Soudsky 1966:40). On 

one level he distinguished live main types of 

decoration: applied; delimitcd and continuously 

filled bands; either not fully delimitcd, or discon-

tinuously filled bands; points on lines, or music 

notes; and points of a deviating shape. Within each 

of these types a further parlilioning is to be made 

over two lower levels, lor every type and lor every 

level according to different criteria. In this way, a 

characlerizalion and specification of every type of 

decoration is achieved, consisting of a combination 

of three numbers, the respective positions of which 

indicate the level, and their combination giving the 

delinition. For insiancc, "470" defines a decora

tion of points on lines ("4 ", first level or main 

distinction), in a regular pattern which in the next 

seclion will bc dubbed "auxiliar\ lines" ("7", the 

second level) a dilferentiation more or less accord

ing to the number of lines and of points involved; 

and then, unspecified ("o", the third level, not 

further differentiated) - these three numbers to be 

entered into specificd columns. This example, 

however, is unreliable, as no lull deseription of 

Soudsky's coding scheme is a\ailable lo me; 

therefore, I may have missed some important 

points. Yet the taxonomie quality is clear from the 

looks of it - again, an illustration of the hybrid 

paradigmatic/taxonomie character manifest or la

tent in many typologies. 

Alter this more-or-less theorelical discussion, the 

practical ])roblenis with the existing 1\ ixilogies can 

be handled in a few lines. Above (p. 2) I noted 

equi\ocality, cxpandability, and regional and 

chronological reslrictedness as the main obstacles 

for answering the present research problems. A 

major technical shortcoming is that they do not 

fully exploit the data, as can be read from the 

file:///arioiis
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previous paragra|)lis. Regarding eqiü\()C'ality, 

sometimes ambigiioiis class definitions occur. I 

demonstratod ihis vvith examples drawn from the 

Modderman i Modderman and Waterbolk 1958/9; 

Modderman 1970! and the Hofl'mann (1963) 

classificatory schemes: some attribiitcs are more 

depcndent upon pot breaking than upon pot 

decoration; they are not unique (pp. 8-9). 

Also, expandabiüty has been touched upon. The 

reverse of exhaustiveness - which if implemented 

allows a judgment of adequacy one never knows 

for surc whether all logically and/or practieally 

possii>k' classes have been delined. Such a exjian-

dable typology can be thought of as a result of an 

inductive procedure: starting from the data at 

hand, generalities within that set are defiiied as 

classes. As the data uill normally come from a 

restricted region, such a classiflcation is necessarily 

applicable to that area only. The example of 

applique decoration (above, p. 9) served to il-

lustrate this point; it has as its major consequence 

the incomparability of "types" because of the 

liiuonipatibility of the typologies. Notwithstanding 

this, some sort of consensus exists as to what should 

be considered Bandkeramik: parts of several typo

logies overlap. '1'liis, liowever, is not by virtue of the 

classifïcations, bul l)ecause the decorative stylc of 

the older phases of the LBK are virtually interna

tional. VVhen after their expansive era a scttling 

period brought regionalization, the "resultant" 

typologies became differentiated, too. I suspect 

that much of the trouble about the relative dates of 

the various stages in the different regions can be 

coiuliidcd i)y usiiig a ])an-typology instead of by 

coni])ariiig the local classifïcations. Yet, interre-

gional coniparisons have been attempted (some of 

the better examples are: Buiilcr 1938, Dohrn-

Ihmig ig76b, Meier-Arendt 1966: 61-67). A num-

ber of the categories originally delined at the meso-

level (the region) are then applied to the inacro-

Icvel 1 interrcgioiialK I. Such argumciils usually 

lollow this coiii'se: lirst recording the occurrence of, 

e.g., the spiral motif, or the multidented spatula in 

a region, and afterwards a consideration of their 

geographical range. What is omitted is a conside

ration of the possible transformations of that motif, 

or of the alternative tooi types and the geographical 

distribution thereof. A furthcr example is to be 

found in Zapotocka's Stroke Ware studies. She 

compares Stroke Ware-like pottery Ironi non-

Czech regions in terms of the categories defined for 

the Bohemian Stroke Ware (Zapotocka 1970: 3,4). 

Such a regiocentricity obscures the problem of the 

validity of the regional categories for ceramic 

decorations elsewhere. For instance, for what 

reasons are zigzag motifs execuled in hatcliiiigs 

:Ba\arian Roessen, Hinkelstein) comparable with 

those executed in points (Stroke Ware sensu stricto) 

and not with those executed in Unes (LBK general)? F'or 

chronological reasons, perhaps, Inil thal is an 

argument alien to the definition of a classilicalion 

itsclf In other words, Zapotocka's conclusion that 

Stroke Warc-like ceramic phcnoiiicna lo the West 

of Bohemia should be expliwjicd as vcstiges of a 

Stroke Ware colonization (Zapotocka 1970: 59-

60) is in fact built into her ciassilicalion alieady 

from the beginning. 

The same argument holds for attempts at dia-

chronical comparisons. Thus, although cultures 

later than LBK were certainlv present in the Maiii 

area (Meier-Arendt 1975) there is no vvay to grasp 

the (diachronical?, synchronical?) transition from 

LBK to Hinkelstein in either his LBK typology for 

the region (Meier-Arendt 1966) or his Hinkelstein 

one (Meier-Arendt 1975). As classificatory sche

mes should be designed to answer specified ques-

tions (Dunnell 11)71:60) the partial chronological 

inscnsitivity of the existing typologies is at odds 

witfjthc explicitly stated purpose of some of them: 

Stehli is concerned (Stehli 1973:59) with establish-

ing a chronological sequence for the finds from the 

Aldenhoven Plateau (roughly between Cologne 

and Aix-la-Chapelle), but does not consider possi

ble transitions to later cultures; such classes do not 

exist in his typology (cl., e.g., Stehli 1974). Even 

less understandable is the shift in focus of Modder-
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nian's(iassilualion lioniclements (iny term) to Ixiiids 

(Müddciiuan 1970:121): in an eai'liei' arlicie liie 

clironological signifuance of the gradual trend in 

tlie LBK decoralion Ironi lines to points (elementsj 

was noted (Modderman and Waterbolk 1958/9: 

104). As these two attributes are easily observable, 

independent oJ the fraelure palterns of the pots, and easily 

counted (thus open to statistical treatment), a 

poIcnlialK powcriul chronological indicator has 

been pul aside. 

Afler so niuch crilique no doubt sharcd b) the 

originators ol the typologies discussed - it remains 

to be seen if a different typology can be constructed 

which steers clear of both the Scylla of ambiguity 

and of the Charibdis of unboundedness at the same 

linu'. ,uul whiih is llcxible enough to answeV 

pidblenis as dillerenl as intra- and inter-settlement 

and iiUer- and intra-phase comparison of social 

striiclmes. 

4. A paradigmatic classijïcatory schemejor decoraled 

Bandkeramik pottery 

The primary practical re(|iiircmenl of a classili-

catory sclieme is iliat il shoiild make possiblc llic 

description of the varialion between the relevant 

units. In the Bandkeramik case, and with present 

research interests these units are the contents of the 

various pits specificaliy, the decoraled sherds 

found in the so-called "refuse pits" ("Abfall-

giiihcn") along the houses, per pit considered a set 

(cf CUi. II) . A classificatiou of ihe decoraled sherds 

should make possible a ciuantificalion of the dif-

ferences between the various pits, in order to allow 

statistical treatment. In that way, inter- and intra-

site, intra- and inter-phase comparison can be at-

tempted. However, since nothing is known yet 

aboul which characteristics of LBK ceramic deco

ralion are sensible to variability in social slruclure, 

and as chronological markers are only partially 

known, the classification should be as delailed as 

possible and contain as many dimensions as prac-

licable. In that way, one ])arl of the classification 

may prove to be of chronological use and anolher 

part for the elucidation of kinship, etc. 

Perhaps needless to say, I am not pursuing char

acteristics concerning the pottery itself (manufac-

ture, shape, contents, or even the uses which have 

been made of it), bul about the differential distri-

bution of ceramic phenomena. And only because 

sherds occur in slatistically altractive numbers and 

because liiey display considerabic varialion, it is 

decoraled sherds that are used to gauge difl'erences 

- just like the other typologists of Bandkeramik 

ware have done. 

The construction of a classification is based on 

the assumption that the existing literature provides 

ample material to gain an adequate overview of 

Bandkeramik designs. The following publications 

on Bandkeramik pottery (sensu lato) were con-

sulled: Butschkow 1935; Butller and Haberey 

i93(); Destexhe-Jamotte 1961; Dohrn-Ihmig 

1973; Hofl'mann 1963; Meier-Arendt 1966 and 

1975; Modderman 1970; Quitta 1960; Schietzel 

1965; Stehli 1973; Stroh 1938; Zapotocka 1970. I 

have worked (as of spring, 1978I for three years 

with this classification on data from Bavaria and 

Holland, l'he principles have nol been changed at 

all; only the format has been streamlined in com

parison with its first conception. Still, I do nol 

consider the scheme definitive in its present state; 

further checking, especially on Belgian and 

Middle Neoiithic (Rossen, Grossgarlach, pcriiaps 

Münchshöfen as well) material should refine its 

calegories. . ' • ,, 

A definition of the Bandkeramik is difllcult lo 

give: for present purposes, reference to the chrono-

logically first cycle of decoraled pottery (with no 

restriction as lo fine ware only) in central and 

western (continental) Europe should suflice (or, 

roughly, the decoraled pottery produced by the 

"Danubian 1" and "Daiiubian I survi\als in llu-

North" of Clhilde 1957: 105-110, 116-119). 

If a definition of whal "is" Bandkeramik is 

difllcult, "decoration" is impossible lo define; not 
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even Shepard (1963) attempts this. Perhaps it is best 

considered a primitive term to be used vvith common 

sense to indicate embellishment of earthenware (ex-

cluding polishing, because of its rare preservation). 

Analytically, several independent levels of de

sign, or variables can be distinguished: the tools or 

TECHNiQUES that havc been employed to produce 

the decoration; the structuring of the zones on a pot 

or the i'ORMAT of the decoration; NUMERICITY, or 

the repeat factor visible on several different dimcn-

sions; the AUXILIARY LINES by means of which the 

format has been meted out and/or sulxlixidcd; the 

MOTIFS fiUing the zones; the principles or STRUC-

TUREs that govern the execution of the motifs, 

including their image; characteristics regarding 

conlinuitv and direction of the FILLIN(;S of the 

motifs; the embellishment of ENDS and LIMITS oi'the 

mutilk; the SECONDARY lilling-in of the zones outside 

the motifs; and iinally, the COMPONENTS, vvith 

which the decoration has been depicted. 

To begin vvith TE(;HNI(^UES: there are many 

techniques for decorating pots (for an cxtensive, if 

not an exhaustive, listing, cf Shepard 1963: 192-

199); from among these, only three are relevant to 

Bandkeramik ware: incising the surface with 

knives, spatulas, gouges, and the like; modelling 

the,surface with fingertips or nails; and applique. 

VVithin tlie catcgory ol'incisions, a number of sub-

categories or attributes may be differentialed 

according to the number (single-, doublé-, trcble-, 

. . . . dented) and form (pointed; rounded, and 

straight-edged) of the tooi. 

An observation on method: implicit in the 

discussion of classification in the second section is a 

distinction between classification as a theoretical 

construct (discussed there), and the ciassificatory 

scheme as the instrumcnl vvith which to observe the 

data. 'l'hc lalter, here labelled "codebook", is to be 

derived fnmi ihe former, with practical considera-

tions guiding this reduction. In that way, it was 

from the available literature on Bandkeramik 

decoration that the number of techniques was 

reduced lo the three above. (ïoing with one eye 

ihrough Shepard's manual and wilh die other 

through the published data, it was possible lo drop 

such categories as gouges, stamping, molding and 

slipping.'' Moreover, after analysis of a substantial 

part of the Hienheim data, spatulas with more than 

two points proved extremely rare; the subcategory 

"pointed tools" was therefore reduced to two 

attributes: single dented tooi (which includes 

knives, as they are hardly different in ilieir effect 

from a wcll-pointed spatula; cf. Shepard 1963: 

200) and multidcnted spatula. The round-edged 

"sticks" were defmed, or rathcr dilferentiated, 

from the single-dentcd s])atula by the limit of i mm. 

deep grooves, a limit established also by experience 

with the data. Finally, the square or straight-edged 

gouges apparently occur in a two-tecth version 

only, the so-called "goat-foot tooi" (cf. p. 10 

above). This operationalization of the original 

ciassificatory scheme proved cjuite workabie in the 

subsequent analysis of the ceramic decoration from 

Elsloo in the Netherlands (where, however, ves-

tiges of the goat loot tooi are not found). 

Ihe case is different with the category appliques. 

It does not occur at all in Hienheim (nor in the 

other Bavarian sherds that I have seen, with the 

exception of the famous "puppet" on a pot from 

Gneidingen at the Straubing Museum - also cf 

Maier 1965: 23) and only rarely at Elsloo. As 

appliques are widely applied on Bandkeramik 

pottery this category has been retained in the 

codebook. Fhus, incisions were first much diffe

rentialed (ciassificatory scheme) and laler luiiiped 

(codebook); modelling or appliques were never 

further differentialed. So, the variable TECHNIQUES 

now consists of the attributes: simple spatula, multi-

dented spatula, rounded gouges, goal Joot tooi, Jïnger or 

nail impriiils, and appliques, 

l\) facililatc discussion I will now drop all 

reference lo sherds and inslead refcr lo pots: 

decoration has been executed on complete vessels 

and not on sherds. However, some of the variables 

will be observable on pols or large fragments only; 

other dimensions will slill be visible on even small 
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sherds. In order not to torego possible inforination 

llie latler ha\ e lo l)e incorporated as well; the same 

elassilkatory selieme should be applicable in bolh 

cases. "Unobservable" is missing data; it is not 

"ambiguous". 

A major (hmension is the FORMAT of the decora-

lion, vvliieli eonsists of two separate variables: 

subdixision or zoning of the vessel's suriace, and the 

subchv ision of earh of the zones. Loaving asidi- llie 

inlerior of llie pot as being only ineideiUally 

decorated, the oiitside can be devidcd into thrce 

zones: rim and neck, belly, and bottom. In the 

Bandkeramik ihe bottom is hardlv ever decorated. 

separate zone but an attrii)ute ol the distinction 

neck-belly: articulated or not. 

l'hen, the rim may also be decorated, vvhich 

ne\er has anything to do with the design on the 

remainder of the pot. 

This leaves us with three zones: rim, neck and 

belly, each of which may be decorated or not. 

However, if either rim or neck has been decorated, 

thcn ihc belly has been decorated loo; conversely, 

vvhen the latter has been left bare, the iormer also 

remained undecorated (almost without excep-

tion). Which leaves four attributes to zonation in 

the codei)ook: run decorated (yesjno). and neck zone 

Fig. 'i. I.BK pot tioin Hii'iilu'ini with (Ictotalod bottom; the design is a d<>ni)liiii^ ot tlic inotils iii tho boily /oiic. 

and il' so, merel) as an cxtansion of the belly 

decoration (cf. Fig. 3) - with the exception, of 

course, of the LBK's mugs (so-called ^'sleilwandige 

Becher") and the Middie Neolithic dishes. Belly and 

neck design are often different and can be regarded 

as independeiu; ihis may even be accentuated by a 

line or narrow band separating the two, a kind of 

shoulder decoration. .\s this latter never (or hardly 

ever?) assiimes full inde])cndcnce, it is not a 

decorated (yesjno). In the case of presence of either of 

the two, there will also be decoration in ihe belly 

zone. •' 

Within the zones entirely different principles per-

tain. If the neck zone is decorated, this may be en

tirely independent of the lower zone, an indepen-

dency which may even be accentuated (above); 

sometimes an interruption or accent occurs which is 

directly related to the decoration below it. 
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In tlu" belly zone two major dimensions are t\vel\e-ibld repetition ol' the molifs is intended, 

observable. I he ürst one is the repeat 1'aetor ihere vvhereas "lack" of s|)ace resulted in only elc\en 

ealled "numericity") and indicates the number ol motifs (cf. Fig. 4). In line with the general ideas 

motils occinring around the pot. NUMERICITY behind this classification the blueprint number 

should be conceived as an abstract principle: even should iheii be coded (more on numericity below, 

deviating or irregular patterns result from an o n p . 20). 

orderly conce])!. So il is somctimes clear that a The sccond dimension at work in the belly zone 

Fig. 4. Four-fold and three-fold execution of format; the auxiliary lines, the circumference (and the neck decoration) are all in three-
rold, therhombsfi l l ingtheshoulder-bel lyzoneoccurinthree-and (twice) four-fold. (Vesselseen from top.) Hienheim, find no. 1115. 
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is tliai ol'ihe Al XILIARY I.INES: thcre inay bc none, 

bul uuirc ol'ten than not the subdivision of the zone 

is indicatcd 1)\ rovvs of ])oints or liiu's, formiiig 

syrnmtiiv (i.xr.s in \ertical and/or horizontal direc-

tions, and obxiousiy serving to lacilitate correct 

exccution o l lhc niolils. I hc cohunns of points in 

conibinalion vvilh an exccution of the remaindcr of 

tlie decoration in lines are often erroneously called 

"music notcs" ("Notenköpfe" in German; e.g., 

Stehli 1973: H3). In realily, symmetry axes are 

rcgiüar in thcinsclvcs, whcrcas "music notes" are 

strung reguiarly on lines (see below, p. i8). More 

rarcly obscrxcd are cadrci around sets of motifs. 

1 hen, tlierc is the dimension of the MAIN MOTIES. 

1 lic not too great variation can be reduced to two 

nuün piiiui])lcs: thcsemi-circle (wave) and thespiral 

(Fig. 5). ('Ihat liie latter looks like a transformation 

would invoKc a different scaling of the two 

clements, vvhich is not a transformation at all). A 

motil is licic undcrsU)od lo bc llic rcpcatcdly 

occurring palcrn ol decoration on a single vessel. 

The motifs iilling the belly zone are dcvelopments 

of basic motifs through symmetrie opcrations and 

movements as shown in Fig. 5. Together these 

transformations logically exhaust the possibilities 

for elaboration of the main motifs; they form a 

"grou])"" or ""pattcrn" in an algebraic sense (Bell 

i()()(): 112-119; Budden 1972: 504-538; also, sec 

Shcpard 1963: 269 and note 3 below). In Band-

kcramik |)racticc, howcver, thcre are two dillicul-

ties with this classification: the glidc does not occur, 

and the wave (in its rectilinear guise) is sometimes 

reduced toa.i7'«^/É'slanl;''Zapotocka 1970: PI. i, 3, 

4; also Fig. 6). ^ 
Sevcral structuring variables mediate between 

the componcnls of the decoration (below) and the 

niolils. lu llic l)cll\ zone, oncoflhc nioic im])ortanl 

sTRi'ciTREs lias bul ivvo altribulcs: cunHiiwar or 

rectilinear exccution of the motifs. In Fig. 5 the 

curved and the straight akernatives have been 

rendered side by side. Of course, straight lines are 

impossiblc on globular surfaces; in accordance with 

the rest of the argunientation here, the distinction 

refers to the rolled-olf design (or more precisely 

to a gnomonic projection of the motif). 

Anothcr structuring dimension is the IMAGE (for 

lack of a bctter term): the image of a motif may have 

been spared out in a zone lilling articulation of the 

suri'acc, ihuscrcalinga negativc image of llic molil. 

Or the motil's may be cxprcssed as positivc images, 

.setting thein off with lining or through filling 

against an otherwise comparatively empty space. 

For the "positive" image almost any Bandkeramik 

decoratcd jiot can serve as an example. For the 

"negativc " onc the so-callcd embroidery-like 

("teppich-artige"), working up by means of the 

goat-foot tooi so characteristic of Planig-Friedberg 

ware will do. With the (pcrhaps rare?) exception of 

the Planig-Friedberg ware, no counterparls of these 

structuring principles of the belly motu's or/of the 

motifs themselves can bc established for the neck 

decoration. 

Also a kind of strucUiriiig ])i'iiicipU', 1'H,I.IN(;S of 

the motifs applies equally to belly and lo neck 

decoration: both may have been fillcd by continmus 

or iiücmipled rows of coni|)oiicnls or may lia\e been 

left vacant. ' 

N e x t t o ElLLINGS, D I R E C I T O N OF THE FILLINGS is a 

second variable of the motif exccution (and equally 

of the neck decoration 1, which refers lo the angle of 

the componcnts rclalivc to the (localj axis of the 

band: undelermined, parallel, ohlique, perpendicular, or 

crossed. It will be clear that this variable, combined 

with that of the componcnts below, is most closely 

related to thq Buttler and Haberey tradition of 

classification; indeed, it should be possible to work 

out a calibration of the present classilicalion with, 

c.g., the Modderman scheme. 

Other variables for the descriplioii of liic exc

cution ol niolil and ncck decoration are i.iMiis and 

ENDs. The latter onc is simply a dilfcrentiation of 

the degree of elaboration of the motif ends: no ends 

present through rotation or translation; nol worked 

up, which includes the regular association ol llic 

ends with symmetry indicators; and worked up. 

'Fhe variable LIMITS should difi'erentiate the 

file:///ertical
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various ways in vvhich the inolifs (or ncck dccora- "on line"" ("m«,v/c notes", "dumb hells") or "oll'line"" 
tion) are outliiu'ci, whether .i/;('(7rt//;>/»7,i are dravvn (with discontimwus or with ((intiriuous Jriniies). The 
or nol. and ilso, whelher these limits are claborated attrihiites lisled here carrv more ofan enunierati\'e 

BA5IC(MAIN)MOTIFS 
WAVE SPIRAL 

BA5IC(MAIN)MOTIFS 

0 A (c) ra 

s y m m e t r i e 

e l abo rahons 

a: ho r i zon ta l 
re f lecHon 

b: ver t i ca l 
r e f l ec t i on 

C: hor izonta l 
+ ve r t i ca l 
reFlect ion 

d : r o t a t i o n 

e 

"Xj ^ y 

HA N^ m m 

movemen ts 

1: t ranslat ion m AA 6)6) BBI 
movemen ts 

2; i j l ide nu AV 6)0 Ü f 

reduc t i on W 
Fig. 5. All logically possible molils ol'Kaïidkeraniik poUeiy decoralion, il'considered as elaboralions oi'lwo basic ligures, exeeuled in 
eilher a reclilinear or a curvilinear fashion. Though possible, 'glides' do not occur; not strictly a member o ta transformation group, 
' leducl ion ' is sometimos observed. 
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/•'ig. ()'. Large l'ragnuMit, sliouiiig rcductioii i>l zigzag motif'to 
simple slanls (plus continuous neck decoration) and hatching; 
llu' zigzag has been achieved throug smearing. Hienheim, 
lind no. 111 =i. 

than of an intensional definition of this variable, 

ahliough basically an intensional discrimination is 

present (no/yes; if so, unelaborated/elaborated; il 

so, on line/off line). It is ihe differentiation within 

the on/off line attribiites ihal is enunierali\e, and 

thus liable to amendment. 

'1'lie lield outside the motifs in the belly zone still 

has to bedescribed. One possibility is implieit in the 

structnrina; \ariable IMAGE: if the motifs are exe-

c'uted in a iicgative way, then obviously the 

reniaindcr of the lield has been lïlled. Another 

lilling ol the non-motif space is by means of 

Aixii.iARv I.INES: cadres or rellection axes may 

(n iup\ (illuTwise rnipt\ pails ol the belly zone. 

Sccondary decoration in a strict sense, however, 

starts from either of two principles. These are 

different from the above, whichproperly belongs to 

ihe le\rl of the MOTIES. The firsl one is simply 

(partiali repetition of the motifs in the belly zone -

mostly on top, but also to the bottom side (Fig. 3) or 

even between the motifs (including what are called 

"Zwickelfiguren" in ( icrman). This attrihute vvill 

be called ^'douhhng\ The second prin(i])le indi-

cates an entirely independent working up of the 

empty field by means of small groups of compo-

nents, of which numerous different forms exist (cf 

Stehli 1973: 75; only the nos. 1-5, 7-10, 21, 26, 33-

35, 37 and 43 can be taken independently; (j and 3() 

are probably combinations of this type with a 

symmetry axis; 38-42 and probably 29, too, would 

be classified as "doublings"; all other configura-

tions shown ihere are likely to be dilferent \aria-

tions on the theme "auxiliary lines"). 

Belonging to both zones is the variable COMPO-

NENTs, defined as the smallest recurrent units of 

(Bandkeramik pottery) decoration. Although thcre 

is certainly an original relation to TECHNIQUES, not 

all categories of the latter are cqually relevant here. 

For instance, (the number of) applic|ues is almost 

ahvays idenlical on both le\els. And although llic 

number of linger/nail imprints is quite dilferent 

from the employment of this modelling technique, 

no further differentiation is conceivable. The incis-

ing technique has resulted in four dilferent compo-

nents, however: line drawing (^heaxily: luie.s: light-

ly: hatchings: the two are almost ahvays distincti\e, 

especially when reference is made to the compa-

nion sherds in the same find); the jerking usc of 

spatulas resulted in stab-and-drag, and pointed tooi 

pricking producedpointtets. It is needless to say that 

the components can still be obser\ed on even the 

smallest sherds. As indicated above, both pointed 

and straight-edged tools can produce stab-and-

drag components; the tool-edges may be dilferent. 

as are the tooi marks at first sight, hut the 

components are conceptually identical. In this way 

the variable C^OMPONENTS is observable in the 

following attributes: lines, hatchings, pointlets, 

stab-and-drag, andJinger impressions (with the belly 

and the neck zones considered separately because 

of their independence). 

The dimension of NUMERICITY can be ibund at 

several levels: the single, two- or-threefold use (or 

file:///ariable
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e\('ii more) of the components in the execution oi 

ncck decoration, motifs and secondary filhngs in 

the helly zone and/or the auxihary lines, and ihc 

number of motifs in the belly zone; these are all 

goxerned hy a repeat factor, and not necessarily by 

the samc one. Yet there is some regularity to be 

obscrved, since there appear to be two series: 3-6-g 

folds, and 2-4-8 folds, with the number one 

standing alone and nol being further developed 

inlo a series.** In lliis vvay developmenls of the 

repeat factor i, 2, or 3 can be foiind, altriljutcs 

named simplex, duplex, and triplex. 

As 1 have said belore, on any ])ot se\eral 

numhers tend to occur together, though generally 

selected from one single series. Quitta (1960:8) 

noted the conneclion l)ctvveen symmetry axes and 

repeat factor: by means of these auxiliary lines 

(and/or the ears of the pot), the format of the belly 

zone is subdivided. Much easier to be observed is 

the repeat factor in the auxiliary lines ihemscKes: 

these consist of single, Ivvo- or threefold (somelimes 

more) columns of poimlets, lines, hatchings, etc. 

Also, the arrangement of the components in a motif 

and in the neck zone (cf., however, note 8 below) 

can be a guide. It may appear then that the 2 and 3 

series are merged, as on the pot described when 

FORMAT was discussed (p. 16; Fig. 4). In that case, 

numericity is determined by a vveightiiig oi the 

\arious observations against another (in Fig. 4, 

auxiliary lines show a threefold composition, as 

does the neck decoration; also, the circumference of 

the pot has been divided into three lields by ears 

and auxiliary lines; only the number of motifs is 11 

[4 + 4 + 3] and should have been 12 I3 • 4], which 

amounts to attrihution of the design to ihe triplex 

series). 

When number of sherds and idenlijiealiou iiiimhersj 

Jind mimbers are added, the classificatory scheme is 

complcted, althougli no claim to exhaustivcness is 

made; there will be more dimensions to decoration 

llian lisled hcrc. In llie next section the codebook 

will be prescnted wilh w liicli to code Handkcraniik 

decorated sherds. 

5. A codebook for Bandkeramik decorated ware 

Notes 
(1) With the exception of the variables COMPONENTS and NUMBER of sherds, all counts are taken from the number of motifs in a 
find. Thereto sherds are to be grouped when apparently belonging to one vessel; then the minimum number of motifs present 
in such a group is entered. Single, ungroupable sherds represent one motif each (cf Stheli 1973: 60, 86). 

(2) When the count of a trait surpasses 99 - the maximum, as generally only two columns are available - then the total of the 
VARiABLE is set to one hundred, and the proportions of every attribuie on that VARIABLE is entered. 

(3) For defmitions o{ atlributes and VARIABLES and a description of the system's structure reference should be made to the 
previous section. 
(4) There are three groups of VARIABLES; a set relating to general characteristics; a set for the belly zone; and a set for the neck 
decoration. Suflixes: (G), (B), and (N), respectively. 

(5) If any attribute cannot be recognized because of the small size of the sherds, no entry is made. " 0 0 " is reserved for positively 
observable absence. 

(G):GE^'ERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

T E C H N I Q U E S (G) ' column numbers 
When tools of different types have been used on one vessel, the attribute best characterizing the motif is counted. 
Neck decoration is counted as one motif per pot. 

01: single dented spatula, knife no. of motifs: 01-02 

02: multidenled spatula [not i{ o^) no. of motifs: 03-04 
oy goat-foot toot . • no. of motifs: 05-06 
o^: ftngers or naits no. of motifs: 07-08 
o^: round stick, deeper llian 01 niM. {nol it'o':^) no. of motifs: 09-10 

06: appligue no. of motifs: 11-12 

file:///arious
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N U M K R l C n V (G) column numbers 

DifVerent repeat factors may occur together on the same pot. For example, the neck zone may show a simplex 
decoralion, with the motifs in the belly zone belonging to the duplex series. These are counted separately, and neck 
decoration is equal to one motif Minor deviations from the apparent design are to be ignored. 

07: j(m/)/cA design (i.e., one-fold, simple) no. of motifs: ' 3 - ' 4 
08: (/w/j/̂ .Y design (a-, 4-, and 8 folds) no. of motifs: 15-16 
09:/«/)/cï design (3-, 6-, and g-folds) no. of motifs: 17-18 

Z O N I N G (G) 

As the sum total of TECHNIQUES provides the number of motifs in the fmd, and the number of motifs in the belly zone 
can be ascertained from STRUCTURES, "absence of rim decoration" (as alternative to attribute 10) is omitted. 
Shoulder decoration is considered a part of the neck decoration, and the two are merged. 

10: rim decoralion present no. ofrims: '9-20 
w: neck decoralion present no. of rims: 21-22 
12: n̂ rA: ^("fora/ïon a/'.ï^n/or ancillary to belly design no. of rims: 23-24 

(B): HEI.I.ÏZONECHARACIERISTICS 

S T R U C T U R E S (B) 

STRUCTURES refer to the design of the main motifs only. 

ly. curvilinearity no. of motifs: 25-26 
14: rectilinearily no. of motifs: 27-28 

1M.-\GE(B) • -

As the number of motifs in tlu' belly zone follows from STRUCTURES, "positively executed" as alternative to attribute 
15 is omitted. 

\^. motifs negalirely indicated . . . . , , , , , , , , no. of motifs: 29-30 

M O T I F S (B) 

'There are two analytical levels recognized here; the MAIN (or basic) MOTIFS and the MOTIFS which can be derived from 
them. Examples are to be found in Fig. 5. 

MAIN M O T I F S 

i 6: the bas'ic uiiit is a waveIzigzag no. of motifs: 31-32 
17: the basic unit is a frooA:/mfanrf«'r no. of motifs: 33-34 

MOTIFS have been developed through: 

18: horizontal rejleclion no. of motifs; 35-36 
\^: verlical rejhclion no. of motifs: 37-38 
10: horizontal plus verlical rejlection no. of motifs: 39-40 
ï\: rotalion no. of motifs: 41-42 

22: reduction no. of motifs: 43-44 

AL XILI.VRV LINES (B) 
More often than not, the belly zone has been subdivided by means of auxiliary lines to facilitate the rendering of the 
motifs. These drawing aids sometimes assume the function of secondary motifs; they are readily discriminated, 
however, as they are more or less independent of the motifs, filling vacant spots, whereas the auxiliary lines either 
frame the motifs or are laid out across them. 

23: cadres no. of motifs: 45-46 
2^•. symnutry axes no. of motifs: 47-48 
2y. no auxiliary lines no. of motifs: 49-5° 

cadres symmetry axes 
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FILLINGS (B) column numbers 
T h e variable FII.LINGS relatcs to the intcrior of the straps oi'the motifs; the way in which the bands are delimited is 
coded with the variable LIMITS (B) . 

The motifs have been executed as: 

26: emply bands no. of motifs: 51-52 
21'. disconiinuouslyfüled bands no. of motifs; 53-54 
28: iminlerrupledlvfilled bands no. of motifs: 55-56 

e^- ^ ^ 

empty discontinuous not interrupted 

ANGLE (B) O F F ILLINGS 

In the case of attribute 26, no entries are made here. 
The angle of the lillings of the strap, relative to the (local) axis of it, is: 

29: in(/^/frminfl/^ (NOI if the sherd is too small) no. of motifs: 57-58 
30: para/W no. of motifs: 59-60 
31: oblique no. of motifs; 61-62 
^2: perpendicular no. of motifs: 63-64 
33: crossed * . no. of motifs: 65-66 

indeterminate parallel 

y//////////, 

oblique 

1111I II I I 11 

nnn 
perpendicular crossed 

L I M I T S (B) 
The variable LIMITS specifies the delimination of the motifs (together with ENDS ( B ) ) . "Absence" being implicit, as 
from FILLINGS (B) the number of visible motifs can be derived. 

The motifs have been delimited explicitly: , 
•>,\. simpk delimüalion no. of motifs 
35: '^music notes'' no. of motifs 
36: "dumb bells" no. of motifs 
(continued with attribute nr. 40) 

67-68 
69-70 
71-72 

I D E N T I F I C A T I O N , ETC. 

37: reserve 
•^8: Jind number . . . . 
39; card number: fill out " i " 

73-75 
76-79 

80 

(Continuation of L I M I T S (B)) 

^o: ducontinuous fringe no. of motifs: 01-02 
^\: continuous Jringe no. of motifs: 03-04 

y/////A 00 

absence (implicit here) simple delimination on line, "music notes" on line, "dumb bells*" 
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column numbers 

ÜËS! V V V W W 
oir line, continuous fringe olTline, discontinuous fringe 

ENDS (B) 
Tlu-lips or ENDS of the itiotifs may (nol) have been claborated: 

4a: no cnrfi (translation/rotatiun resulted in cont. design). . . . ^ . . . . . . . . . . 
43: «nc/flioraW cnrfi (incl. auxiliary marks) .• . no. of motifs: 
44: f/aioraW«nrfj (excl. auxiliary marks) no. of inotifs: 

no cnd.s simplc ends (symmctry axis) elaborated ends 

05-06 
07-08 
09-10 

SECONDARY FILLINGS (B) 
sb'.ooNUARY Fii.i.iNos occur in the belly /.onc only; the variable refers to all design clements not incorporated in or 
appended to the motifs. The attribute decked out remains implicil, as it is covered by IMAGE. 
"nt). of motifs" refers to the primary motifs. 

Non-motif space in the belly zone has been: 
45: left A/anX:, or meted out by aux. lines only . . ,.,,' . , , * ' . . . . . . no. of motifs: 
46: i'illed with/ïfir//fl/(/oui/m^^j of motifs . ; . . , . , no. of motifs: 
^•j: üWfA \\\{\\ i>idepemtent small markings no. of motifs: 

91̂  9^ 
no secondary motifs parlially doubled motifs independent secondary motifs 

COMPONEN'IS (B) 
cciMPONENTS are the smallest recurrent units of decoration. O n Bandkeramik pottery lines or continuous grooves 
occur; points or independent tool-point impressions; hatchings are relatively shallow, closely packed in bundies, and 
approximately parallel incisions; stab-and-drag points originate when the spatula is not lifted clear from the vessels's 
surface vvhile applying points in a jerking movement, a shallow line vvith bead-like, deeper points strung on iv,Jinger 
and nail impressiom are easily recognizablo. Implicit is the attribute appliques, as this would be almost identical with 
thal attribute of the variable TECHNHjUES. 

l.incs are counted on the pot's equator. 

To reduce the amount of space needed to accomodate the totals, these are converted to i o-logarithms (Appendix 
to ihis chaptcr, p. 217). 

The decoration in the belly zone has been executed in: 

48://««.• lo-log (abs. no. of lines in find) 
^g: points: lo-log (abs. no. of points in find) 

^o: hatchings: lo-log (abs. no. of hatchings in find) 
^\: stab-and-drag: lo-log (abs. no. of points in s i d) 
^2:Jmgerlnail impr.: io-log (abs. no. of linger/nail impr.) 

In the case of non-presence of any of these attributes, enter "999" . 

11-12 

' 3 - ' 4 
15-16 

17-18-19 

20-21-22 

23-24-25 

26-27-28 

29-30-3' 

(N): NECK ZONE CHARACTERISTICS 

When 011 rim sherds parts of the belly decoration are visiblc, these should be cntered with the variables above. Neck 
decoration, as understood here, is independent of the decoration in the belly zone; i.e., neck decoration is not 
supplementary to the belly design. It includes eventual shoulder decoration (or rather, decoration intermediate 
between neck and belly zone). 
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FILLINGS (N) column numbers 
The variable NECK FII.LINGS relates to the filling up of the neck dccoration, not to its dehmination (:NECK LIMITS). 

The neck dccoration has been rendered as: 
53: an empty band ' . , ' . . no. of necks: 32-33 
^^: a discontinuouslj! ftlied hand no. of necks: 34-35 

^^: acontinuousljfiUed hand no. of necks: 36-37 

empty band 

I l l l l l l l l 

discontinuouslv filled 

V/////A 

continuously fiUed 

ANGLE (N) O F FILLINGS 

(Cf illustration of ANGLE (B) OF FILLINGS) . The fiUings of the neck dccoration - only when attributes 54 or 55 pertain; 

in the case of attribute 53 no entry is made here - may exhibit an angle relative to the rim: 
56: indeterminate , . , no. of necks: 38-39 

^•j: parallel no. of necks: 40-41 

58: ohlique no. of necks: 42-43 
^g: perpendkular no. of necks: 44-45 
60: crossed no. of necks: 46-47 

L I M I T S 
(Cf illustration of LIMITS ( B ) ) . This variable specifies the delimination of the neck dccoration. Implicit is the 
attribute not delimüed (as from NECK FILLINGS the sum total of decorated necks can be derived). 

If the neck dccoration has been especially set off, this is done by: 

61: jiVi/)/f (/é'/Zmma/iow of neck dccoration no. of necks: 48-49 
6'2: ^'musü notes^^ no. of necks: 50-51 
B-j. "dumb hells" no. of necks: 52-53 
(n: dücontinuous fringes no. of necks: 54-55 
65: continuous fringes no. of necks: 56-57 

C O M P O N E N T S (N) 
Lines are counted per neck, as are the other components. Counts should include rim dccoration. 

The neck dccoration has been constructed by means of: 

66: Unes: 1 o-log. (abs. no. of lines) 58-59-60 
()-;: points: lo-log. (abs. no. of points) 61-62-63 
68: halchings lo-log. (abs. no. of hatchings) 64-65-66 
69: itei-an(/-(/rag lo-log. (abs. no. of points in s + d ) 67-68-69 
•jo:ftngerlnaitimp. lo-log. (abs. no. of finger/nail impr.) 70-71-72 

I D E N T I F I C A T I O N , ETC. 

yi: numher of sherds'm ünd 73-74-75 
T^'.ftnd number 76-77-78-79 
73: card numher: enter " 2 " 80 

6. A nok on the codebook's ejjïcacy 

It is not too difiicult to gauge the cfficacy of the codebook presented, efficacy to be understood here as the measure to which the 
attributes can be made visible in the data . As shown in Table 1 (cols. i ) , developed motifs and secondary fillings score worst: only 
in some 50% of the cases or even Icss, can their traits be observed - in Hienheim as well as in Elsloo; all the other variables, 
however, can be scored in at least 8o°„ of the finds. 

A more precise estimate of the efficacy of the codebook can be obtained by relating the number of motifs observed to the totality 
of motifs presented in the material (Table 1, cols. 2). Some variables are apparently difiicult to observe; among them, developed 
motifs are definitely the worst; basic motifs and ends are also quite opaque, whereas the remaining variables are determinable in 
more than half the number of the motifs. (The figures in the table relate to settlement debris; in the case of other types of da ta the 
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efTicacy would differ, of course; analysis of decorated pots from a graveyard produces complete information.) 
Notwithstanding the markedly dilfcrent qualities of the data at Elsloo and at Hienheim, the close correlation of the evaluations 

in the table seem to argue ihat it is the classification's efficacy which is measured, instead of data quality. 
There are two standards that are not tested this way: validity and reliability. \ 'a l idi ty has to do with the relevance, the 

approprialeness or the pertinence of the coding scheme to the research questions. There is no sure way to establish reievance; 
a roiigh indicator is whether the data can be itianipulated so as to conform to the patterns presupposed by the research problem 
and the degree to which the answers found are acceptable to the audiencc. In other words: the codebook has a valid application 
insolar as the conclusions of this study are received approvingly. 

Reliability is the degree to which observation is repeatable: are the codings identical when the same data are classified for the 
second time; do two coders arrive independently at the same "profile"? In a training course on find description (winter 1975/6) a 
number of students counted and coded a set of lïnds from Hienheim. Comparison with my own figures indicated virtual identity 
(there were discrepancies, mainly on the variable NUMERICITY; discussion showed these to be reducible to unfamiliarity). 

Again, the close agreement of the proportions in Table i lor two sites can also be taken as an indicator of the reliability of the 
codebook's defmitions. 

Before embarking upon the research problem, a set of miscellaneous points still has to be considered. This will be done in the 
next cbapter. 

NOTES 

' A summary of parts of the present chapter has already 
appeared in print: Van de Velde (1976). Here, however, much 
more detail, background, and considerable modifications are 
otleied. 

•̂  "At t r ibute" as used here is quite distinct from "at t r ibute" as 
intrtKluced by ('larke (1968): apart from his intermingling of 
ideational and phenomcnal levels, his attributes are roughly 
equivalent to "dimensions" as used here. Clarke also recognizes 
"attribute states" mostly of a present/absent nature - which 
correspond to the often dichotomous classes of a dimension. My 
use of attribute is parallel to that of Dunnell: it applies equally to 
properties of phenomena and to characteristics of ideas. 
^ From recent anthropological research it has become apparent 
that such transformations can be very significant, not only on 
the mythical level (as amply demonstrated in Lévi-Strauss' 
Mylhologiques), but also on the level of material culture. For 
example, Lévi-Strauss' (1975) reports on the variations on the 
theme of two masks in British Columbia; also, in an unpublished 
study of South Cloast New Guinea shields at the Cultural 
.Xnthropological Institute al Leiden (Prof dr. , \ .A. Gerbrands, 
pers. comm.) symmetry operations like those described for the 
motifs of Bandkeramik decoration (Fig. 5) were observed. 

* However. microscopic examination of thin sections of sherds 
Irom Hienheim has established a slip covering on some of them 
(Bakels 1978: 98). Yet according to the same author, this 
technique has not been described for LBK from other sites. 

* Strictly speaking, this statement is too simple. Whereas a 
decorated neck zone "presupposes" a decorated belly zone, 
rim decoration may occur on otherwise undecorated pots. The 
notches and lumps making up the rim decoration are further 
lelt aside, as there is no diflerentiation possible. Therefore, pots 
with rim decoration only are not considered "decorated" in 
what follows. For the same reason, if there is decoration 
elsewherc on the vessel, rim decoration is to be entered only on 
the level of zonation. 

' The slant motif might bc thought more basic than the bow, a 

proposed in the text; the latter pattern can be derived from tht 
former through simple vertical reflection. Apart from the 
absence of a curvilinear transformation, among the seven 
possible elaborations, the simple glide, rotation, and horizontal-
reflection do not occur, whereas a complicated notion like 
horizontal-reflection-and-glide-combined would have materi-
alized. If the basic motif has been the bow, with the slant a 
"degeneration", then the glide (and horizontal-reflection-and-
glide-combined) do not occur. As this is also the case with other 
main motif, the crook, for consistency's sake the semi-circle or 
bow may be assumed basic, instead of the quarter-circle. Thus 
the Bandkeramik potters used all possible symmetry-operations 
but realized only one (translation) of the two (also the glide) 
movements. 

' Inanearlierdraftofthisclassification I assumed two different 
dimensions relevant to a general description of the fiUings of the 
neck zone and the motifs in the belly area: continuously vs. 
discontinuously filled, and heterogeneous vs. homogeneous 
composition of the band's components (Van de Velde 1976: 
112). However, the latter did not relate to the quantitatively 
important group of non-filled bands, nor did the continuous/ 
discontinuous opposition differentiate the empty bands from 
the continuously filled ones. Consequently, the redefinition has 
been worked out as in the text, with much better results. 
' I lirst thought 1-3-9 ^"^ 2-4-8 (with 6 intermediate) to be 
the relevant series. However, the 1-3 transition is by no means 
obvious, and a re-study revealed the ambiguous nature of it: 3 
and 6 very often co-occur, but when i and 3 are seen together, 
either the data are insufficiënt (too small sherds), or a rare 
exception is found to the general " ru le" of sticking to a series 
(Van de Velde 1976: 112). Thecombinat ion 1-3 (and also 1-2) 
was frequently encountered (accounting for the majority of the 
exceptions) in the middie phases of the LBK, when the first 
attcmpts at neck decoration resulted in a single row of points, 
the belly decoration being developed in a regular way from a 
two- or threefold root. 



CHAP IER II 

ON DATA DEFINITION 

Iiilioductum Thejind as unit of analysis 

VVhile in the first chapter I was mainly concerned 

with theoretical problems olclassiticaüon, I intend 

licrc lo discuss llu' more practical issues ol data 

delinilion. As the problems in\olved are quite 

disparate by nature, this chapter has been sub-

divided into a numbcr of more or less independent 

sections. 

The first point to be considered is: what to usc as 

the unit of analysis. Thereto a number of as-

sumptions about former states of ail'airs had to be 

made. Secondly, vvhen discussing the noise in the 

data, similar assumptions and statistical notions 

have to be iiuroduced in an attempt to diminish 

the influence of this rumble. l'hirdly, as most of the 

computations reported here are based on propor-

tions of the various traits (as are the models to be 

desclopcd!, 1 shall also iiulude a brief seclion on 

the pros and the cons of percentages. 

Apart froin these base and pragmatic ponder-

ings, in a separate discourse I shall dweil al some 

length on more lofty, methodological issues. An 

account of my views shall be rendered there, in 

order that the practical results of this study may be 

seen in tluii proper perspective. Deductive vs. 

inductive rs. the "third" way, (again) some very 

down-to-earlh statistical problems, the concept of 

law in the social sciences, the validity of our 

propositions in alien affairs (especially in the light 

ol the recent flipping of archaeological mainstream 

theory), and processual vs. structural vs. systems 

approaches - these will be the principal ingredients 

of the al-times-polemic potpourri concocted in the 

last section of this chapter. 

A deflnition of the unit of analysis should Ibllow 

from the research problem, with an eye to its 

evenlual obser\ abilily. As already indicated in ihe 

first chapter and the Introduction, the problems to 

be dealt with concern variations within ihe Band-

keramik iradilion of pottery decoraüon, al Hien-

heim, and in a wider context. That tradition is the 

sum total oi' all decoratcd pottery that has ever 

been present at all the sites discussed; obviously, the 

quanlily recoxered is bul a minor \)M\ of il, a 

seleciion of unknown size. 1 o describe ihe \aria-

lion, ihc counts of the traits or altribules of the 

variables of the classification should serve as a basis 

fbr the definition of degrees of "similarity'7"dis-

similarity" (Popper 1972: 196; Sokal and Sneath 

1963: 50, 128). Generally, because of conside-

rations of representativity, it is most profitable to 

use units as large as compatible with the research 

ciuesiions (Hays 1973: 422). Diflerences between 

two sherds make a less impressi\e argument than 

diflerences between the ceramic contents of phases, 

to mention but the extremes. Similarly, several 

variables together allow more precision than exa-

mining one frequency distribulion of a single 

attribute over space or time (Sokal and Sneath 

1963: 51). Moreover, in large samples the presence 

or absence of the traits is more easily observed, as 

ihe incidence of "missing values" will be relatively 

reduced. This in its turn allows a beller description 

(if wanted) ol the polythetic conducl of the 

individual traits (Blok 1975: CUarke i9()8: 37-38; 

Needham 1975). 

If we imagine a scale of the possible sizes of units. 
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llicn .U (}iu' end llic iiidixidiial sherd wili l)e Ibuiid 

and al tlie otlier tiie ceramic contents ol'the site. 

l\its, pits, iiuts (or 'iiouses" as some wotüd have it) 

and groiips of huls are positioned in between on 

ihat scale. "Slierd" and "site" can be discarded 

rigiil away as iieing loo sniaii and loo comprelien-

si\c, respectiveiy. "Pots" are vcry rare in the tind 

malerial (set'tleinent debris), even if a generous 

allowance is made tbr reconstructable vessels: at 

Hienlieini iess ihan fifty pots are reasonably com-

piele when reconstituted. This number is quite 

uninleresting statistically lor almost any concei-

vabie research qtiestion. 

A possil)le alternativc is presented by the "linds", 

or raliier llic linds associated with a lind number. 

'i'he laller is allached to any feature or, iflarge, to 

parts of it recognized during the excavation. 

Generally, these are the ancient pits, wall trenches, 

e t c , which show iqj as dark patches in the light 

loess, bul also, if stich be the case, the indi\idiial 

layers oi' a stratified pit's fillings. At Hienheini, 

alinosl 1500, and at Elsloo nearly a thousand of' 

lliese eminenlly operational and labeling units are 

atlribiilable to the Bandkeramik tradition, and 

these in particular are mcant in the discussion 

below \\ hen "linds" are reierred to . ' 

l'rom this description, a partial (if not a close) 

analogy lo Montelius' definition of a "closed fmd" 

may be sensed by those interested: ^ "a 'close lïnd' is 

a set ol objecls whicii was loiiud UIUUT circurn-

stances indicating synchronie deposition" (Monte-

liiis 11)03: ']). The definition requires some com-

nicni in ihis context; "synchronie", "set", and 

"circumstances" are the keywords. 

Modally, a pit wili have been dug into non-

\irginal soil; waste lying in the vicinity may have 

comc inio it (cf. Mcintosh ic)77 lor an ethno-

archaeological description). Alter digging, it wili 

ha\e been in use as a dumping area lor trash until 

lilled up. (Il is ihis rubbish al which oiir research 

questionsaredirected;/)öCé"McEvedy 1967: 9.) The 

time required lor lilling a pit in this way is not set, as 

lar as 1 know. Vet, in relalion lo the duration of the 

occupation of the site, this pcriod should be rathcr 

small: 10 to 25 years are the usual estimate. If this 

estimate is close to being truc, the contents may be 

considered synchronous, at least relative to the 

research qucstions. 7'he things we are asking are 

stnictural, i.e., almost by deflnilion slow (Behrens 

1973; 180; Bertels 1973: 97). 

After filling, the dirt wili have settled gradually, 

causing a secondary depression in the soil. In it, all 

sorts of things happening in its vicinity wili have 

been caught. One may suspect that at least a part of 

this secondary filling wili be different in nature 

from the primary contents of the pits. Oftcn vcry 

niarkcd diflerences are to be seen on cross-sections 

of Bandkeramik pits, with very dark top layers and 

a rather light (though banded) lower part. In this 

way, the top layer may be considered a scaling-ofT 

of the primary fillings. 

Still, this cover is not impermeable: worms, 

roots, trampling fect and similar agents wil! dilfuse 

the contents of the layers in all even \ertical  

directions, thus contaminating the original deposi-

tory sequence (cf, e.g., Cahen i97fi). If appro-

priate measures are taken, this "noise" of post-

depositional admixtures (and the pre-ones as well) 

should not pose serious problems, as I shall try to 

demonstrate in section 3 bclow. 

In the later history of the pits, substantial 

portions of their tops have been eroded away. A 

number of them has been subsequently covered 

up again by coluvial action (Modderman 1976b). 

Neither erosion (including ploughing) nor cover

ing up would seem to interfere substantially with 

the distribution of the contents of especially the 

lower parts of the pits, except in eliminating the lop 

layers (which were secondary anyhow). 

To return to the definition of the "closed find", 

the decorated sherds of a pit may be considered a 

set insofar as they pertain to the primary fillings. 

The sherds may be considered "synchronie" inas-

much as it is accepted that their period of accumu-

lation is short in relation to the period of time 

"covered" by our research qucstions. And the 
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circumstances of recovery of the sherds should 

enable us to judge the synchronousness on the basis 

o( the characteristics of the pit fiUings. In othcr 

words, the recovered contents of the fermer refuse 

pits may be called "closed iinds", or "finds" (which 

are to be synonymous for Montclius 1903: 4). 

Apart from such finds (to continue the use of this 

term to indicate the decorated sherds in the fillings 

of the pits), "huts" were also suggested as possible 

units of analysis. For the LBK this unit might bc of 

use; the pits belonging to a hut are easily identified 

as such (e.g., Pavlü 1974), and thercfore their 

contents can be taken together. For youngcr 

pcriods this is not possible, however, as the pits 

were no longer dug alongside the houses, but 

farther away; we do not know how to assign to the 

huts those pits which were dug by their inhabitants. 

If then, for the LBK the huts, and for the Middle 

Neolithic the individual finds were entered, the 

scale of the units would be dissimilar, apparently at 

variance with the idca "unit of analysis" (Dunnell 

1971: 146). 

These very considerations also apply to (geo-

graphical) ''groups of houses" (cf. Ch. V), which 

were suggested as alternative entities: Middle 

Neolithic pits do not occur in groups, but are 

widely dispersed. Perhaps liltle can be brought 

forward against the use oï chronological groupings of 

pits or huts except that the diachronical ordering is 

unknown until the individual pits have been 

analysed. 

I therefore prefer to use the "find" as unit of 

analysis. It is the largest possible grouping of 

objects at the site "displaying the same degree of 

inclusiveness" everywhere (Dunnell 1971: 146). 

The theories to be tested shortly will concern 

relations between social units. Presumably, diffe

rent social groups would show different tastes in 

many areas of culture, and the more akin such 

groups are, the more resemblance should bc found 

among their prejudices. Archaeologically speak-

ing, one of the areas most convenient for testing 

such similarities is that of ceramic dccoration; 

comparatively, a lot of it has been preserved, and it 

lends itself easily to quantification. A rcpresen-

tative sampling of the decorative universe should 

allow us to specify the variation in it. 

It is impossible, unforlunatcly, to control the 

sampling process and to take precautions to gua-

rantee randomness. Still, the factors governing 

deposition and preservation are entirely beyond 

control and probably independent of the dccora

tion; thus thcy may be assumed to result in random 

selection (Hays 1973: 73; I shall come back to this 

topic in section 5 of this chapter). At the same time, 

the proportion of the originally available dcco

ration actually in our samples (the sampling level) 

is also unknown: 2%(?) or 5"o(?) Fortunately, 

however, from a computational position, it is the 

absolute size of the sample which is important and 

not the sampling level, given randomness. 

The samples that have come down to us, the 

"finds", are easily associated with the household 

groups, as they are adjacent to huts (in the Middle 

Neolithic: to working areas?), restricted in time 

and space. It seems best to trcat the quantiiied 

descriptions of the finds as the closest possible 

approximation of random samples of the pottery 

dccoration preferred by the nearby household 

groups. 

A more abstract formulation may bc as foUows: 

in the first chapter, the concept of "trait" or 

"attr ibute" was introduced to indicate any of the 

various possible states of a variable or dimension of 

dccoration. On the one hand, a trait indicates a 

class within the eiitire classificatory system of 

Bandkcramik dccoration; on the other hand, its 

dcfinition idcntifies the things to be grouped in that 

class (Dunnell 1971: 44-45). ' Ihus, the dccoration 

on a sherd can be classified by noting that the 

variable TEGHNIC^UES is represented by the attribute 

unidented spatula: that the variable STRUCTURE is 

represented by the trait curvüinearity: and so on. 

Similarly, the occurrence of the several traits in the 

group of sherds called "a find" can be counted. As 
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cusloniary. ihe array ol eounts is treated as 

representalixe of the originally present deeoralion 

(at a specific point of time and location). The 

arrays for a single sherd, or for the set of sherds 

attributable to a luit, e t c , are also samples, of 

eoiirse. Being on different levels, they have different 

associations thotigh: less or more inclusive; more or 

less homogeneous in a ehronological or a choro-

logical sense. 

Summing up, the group of sherds that is called 

here "a find", yields the data (in the guise of 

cotints) that together constitutes the largest possi-

ble sample of the population of decorated earthen-

ware originally associated with a household group. 

In this context it seems appropriate to say 

something ahoiil ihe supposed status of the deco

rated ware in the entire Bandkeramik ceramic 

repertoire. Decorated pots conslitute oiily a inino-

rily ol'llie lolalily of earthenwarc excavaled at a 

settlement site. It is generally thought that the 

distribution of the decorated pottery in a village is 

similar to that of the undecorated ware (Butschkow 

1935: 10). I do not know of any research con-

cerning this matter; Irom experience I would say 

that pits yielding undecorated sherds also produce 

decorated ones ipid\ided the minihri' ol sherds is 

not too small to introducé sampling biases), and vke 

versa. In line with the discipline's tradition I shall 

also assume that the distribution of undecorated 

ware is similar to that of the decorated pottery, and 

iherefore need not be accounted for separately.'* 

[V .N mse 

A perennial problem in an)' research program is 

that of "noise", the " E " at the end of our equations. 

Hardly ever can a statement be found on what an 

individual researcher has done to remedy it, 

however (e.g., "noise" is not discussed in Doran 

and Hudson 1975). Such an omission may suggest 

eiilier a conscious or an unconscious denial of the 

pidblem, leading to the incorporation of all (even 

suspect) material, or to a casual selection proce

dure ol'quite an unsophisticated nature. It will be 

sullicienl to illustrate the latter case by one ol the 

very few explicit statements about noise: 

. . . proveniences [i.e., finds) which were mixed were 
located very erratically [on the chronoligical axisf Since a 
mixed provenience has no correct position, these prove
niences were eliminated from the sca l ing . . . The ultimate 
criterion, however, was whether the frequencies otoccur-
rence of'the various states [i.e., attributes[ showed strong 
charactcristics of'more than one segment of the [temporal | 
sequence (Drennan 1976; 298). 

It seems superfluous to criticize such a melhod; 

instead I will try to develop an answer, however 

partial, to the problem. 

I start from the notion "closed find", already 

detailed in the previous section (it should be noted 

in passing that Drennans "mixed pro\eniences" 

would not qualify as closed linds in a Montelian 

sense). Then "noise" is everything which interferes 

with the "closed" quality of the lind, admixture 

generally. For refuse pits acquire sherds (or any 

other kind of rubbish) through two different 

processes: 

One process is non-accidental and directed, the 

purposely dumping of waste. Pits used this way will 

contain relatively large numbers of sherds in their 

lillings. II all such pits had the samc charactcristics 

(circumference, length of use, mean distance to 

working areas), the resulting frequency distri

bution of contents per pit should be a normal 

(Gaussian, bell-shaped) curve. Since it is highly 

improbable that these parameters would be iden-

tical for all refuse pits, the curve will be skewed. 

These contents, dumped on purpose (sherds, or 

nint debris, wasted tools, or burnt seeds), are 

generally speaking the objects of archaeological 

research; with proper precautions "closed finds" 

can be made of them. 

The second process of waste accumulation is of 

an accidental nature: sherds (or, again, flint debris, 

used tools, charred seed) lying around the site 

sometimes find their way into the pits, stochasti-

cally, as it were. This applies both to sherds older 

and to sherds younger than the contents we are 
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eoncerned witli. Oldersiierds may have lieen lying 

arouiid llie sile aiul were easiially kieked in by ihe 

unconcerned natives while the pit was o|)en. 

Younger sherds may have accumulated in a simikir 

way in the secondary depression that originated 

through the setthng of the original contents; 

palaeomoies and -mice as well as -worms will have 

joined in muddling the neat stratigraphies. l'his 

very process is the catise ol the noisc. In any fair 

sample of pits, the majority will contain none, or 

only a few sherds (if subject to this process and not 

to the lirst one). The curve of frequency distri-

butions of the numbers of sherds per pit should be 

Poisson-like (Dixon and Massey 1957: 231; Doran 

and Hodson 1975: 48; Hays 1973: 202-206). 

To check and substantiate the above proposi-

tions, a random sample of 92 Baiidkeramik finds 

was drawn in Hienheim. Sampling le\ el . 130; 38 of 

those counted (41.3",,) did not contain any deco-

ratedsherd; 32 (34.8"{,) contained only from one to 

four sherds, and from each of the remaining 22 

finds (26.9",,) five or more sherds were recovered. 

In 1'ig. 7 a more delailed rcpresentation of the 
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h'ig. y. Frequencies of rouius ol' dccorated sherds per pit. 
Taking the varying width of tlie classes into account, this distri-
hutioii is interpretablo as tv\'o su[)erposited curves sumtnated: 

a Poisson-like distrihiilioii with mode at zero, rapidK falling 
o l ï to the righl. 

a normal (Gaussian) curve, skewed, with mode al about eight 
sherds/pit. 

The two curves (thought to be the result of a noise, and a 
dumping process resp.) meet at between four and five sherds/pit. 

Counts are based on: 
a random sample of 92 pits, for the pits containing at most 

four sherds. 
- actual numbers for the excavates part of the site. for the j)its 
with at least ftve sherds. 

relati\c sizes of the finds is shown, as proportions of 

the universe samplcd. Se])aratcd at ca. Ii\e sherds 

])cr find or pit, in that gra]5h the two distributions 

that were hypothesized above are to be scen: 

1. The Poisson-like distribution with its mode at 

zero shows up very clearly. I ts other characte-

ristics are: average (or: A ̂ N p ) .685 sherds 

per find if the pits containing at most four 

sherds are counted. From a table (e.g., Dixon 

and Massey 1957, Table A-15) it appears that 

in 99.9" (I of the cases in any substantial 

quantity of finds, at most four sherds will bc 

found, given a Irue Poisson regime as spcci-

fied. 

2. With its mode at about eight sherds per find, 

the normal distribution dcrixed abo\e is also 

visible, though less clear. As the arithmctical 

mean is at 35.22(1 sherds per find, the curve is 

very skewed, as expected. 

If this interpretation of the distribution shown in 

Fig. 7 is accepted, then removal of finds with less 

than five sherds w ill take care of the "noise" sherds. 

It should be noted, however, that the remaining 

larger finds (26.9",, of the total) were also subject lo 

accidental kicking in, so some of them will ine\ ita-

bly contain a few "Poisson" sherds: a find of five 

sherds is entered into the file, no matter whether il 

contains three "baddics" and two "goodies"; 

"goodies", or even "baddies" only. Therc is no way 

to reliably solve this, as far as I can sce. Truly 

tiansitional decoration (either of a progressive or ol 

a regressive appearance) might be thrown out if a 

sorting by hand were atlempted (as Drennan 197(1: 

298 did). Still, comparing average contents of the 

retained, larger finds (35.226) to the noise (at a 

level of 1.97 sherds; empty pits not counted) a 

rummagc of 5.59",, would nol sccm to be very 

serious. 

'l"o concludc: noisc will be dealt with in the 

present analyses by Icaving out all pits containing 

less than five sherds. For the data retained a noise ol' 

ca. 5.6')o should be reckoned with. 
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4. Ou prtil>o)ii()ii.\ and men.suremenl scales 

In Chapler 1 the analytical levels of variables and 

atlributes were introduced. For any variable, al 

least tvvo traits/attributcs are implied, present and 

absent, being the minimum. The traits, considered 

alternate |)ossibililies, are mutually exclusive; to-

gelher they comprise all possible alternative cha-

laclerislies: they areexhausli\e. In olher vvoicls, for 

an) lind the arras ol the counts of the several traits 

ofa variable is liilly deseripii\e. 10 make the arrays 

comparable it sullices to scale them to imily, i.e., to 

render the covmts of the traits as proportions of the 

sumnied number of traits (of that \ariable! in the 

fnul. 

\\\ lliis inethod. the nature of the data is changed 

in a number of ways; it is not clear, whether this is 

(dis)ad\antageous. In the first place, traits in and 

l)\ thcmscKcs are of a (|ualilati\e nature: deco-

ration just exhibils irail r; or it does nol. Since we 

are observing //«r/ï (nol sherds) it is very vvcll 

possible to say that in lind NNN trail b occiu's /; 

times, that il occurs q times as often in find M M M , 

vvhereas in lind KKK it does not occur at all. 

Aijparenlly the scale of measurement starts at zero, 

counts by lixed intervals, and may be handled lo 

establish ratios in lact, it is a ratio scale. 

Novv suppose that for a variable A the traits e and 

d are the logically possible alternatives. Then one 

might note that in some lind trait c occurs ; times, 

and trait d, s times (with either / or s but not both, 

possibly e(|ual to zero). Also their rclative frequen-

cies nia\ be compiKcd: 

freq. (c) ^r j (r + s) and 

freq. (d) =sl(r + s) 

always, the sum of the frequencies freq. (c + d) 

equals i.o. Per variable, these frequencies will be 

referred to as the "mix". 

The range of possible frequencies of a trail is ihus 

lixed at 0.0 to i.o. At the same time clear archae-

ological ineanings are iiuplied (e.g., in lind SSS the 

atlribiile r is specifiably more frequent ihan in lind 

TTT) and statistical exercises are made possible 

(Hays 1973: 88). For specilic statistical purposes 

some more conditions have to be fiilfilled; so, for 

instance, in contingency table analysis, nonempty 

cells; in some types of multivariate analysis, linear 

relations among the variables; etc. A number of the 

more fundamental requirements will be dealt with 

in the next section; the more specific ones will be 

discussed when the occasion arises. 

In the second place, the size of the lind is 

eliminated from consideration as each trait total is 

delined a uniiy. notwilhstanding the sum of its raw 

numbers. In this way, small and large linds are 

given equal weights. Yet, "size" has obviously 

something to teil about the reliability of the counts. 

The largcr a lind, the more representati\e it will be 

of the state of alfairs existing when it was de])osited. 

'I'he comparability achie\ed ihrough the con\cr-

sion has nol been matched hy an increased compa-

lihilitN ol the linds. 

In llic ihird place, casier observablc atlributes 

are |)ul on a |)ar with those that are more diflicult to 

pcrccive (again, per definition every variable adds 

up to unity, regardless of the counts of the 

constituent traits). For example, virtually every 

decorated Bandkeramik shcrd allows lor an un-

equivocal determination of the variable TECH-

Niqi'Es: uni- or miütidentcd spatula, "goat loot 

tooi" etc. are very easily identilied. C'onversely, 

some other variables are not so readily observed -

among every hundred decorated sherds only some 

25 Icnd themselves to rccognition of the spiral or 

the wavy nature of iht niolilOn them (cl. lablc i). 

This means that the statemenl: "in a given lind the 

proportion of the motifs applied with a multi-

denled spatula is .75" carries a dilfereiu weighl 

from the statement ".75 of the motifs in that very 

lind are waves". On the other hand, the announce-

ment ".60 of the recognizable motifs in a find are 

spirals" conxeys more informalion ihan "(i motifs 

in that find are spirals". 

Lastly, all traits are considered ol (-(lual impor-

tance. This is certainly a dilliciill point, as il 
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inleilerrs uith the diagnostic characler of traits 

which, however sparsely represented, nonetheless 

may be important markers. For example, a single 

row of points as neck decoration, execution of the 

decoration in so-called "music notes", or the use of 

the "goal looi loof', are all iniporlanl rhronolo-

gical markers. 

Perhaps the importance of these markers has 

been o\erslressed in some eonlexts. A chronolo-

gical signalling function cannot obscure the fact 

that even in prehistory predictability, normality 

and conformism have been the rule and not the 

exceptions. I do not pretend to give a definitive 

refutalion of the use of "marker traits", although I 

do nol see hovv to establish bejoiehand whivh Irait is 

more important than its co-traits. Il may be 

possible, of course, that during an analysis some 

trait(s) turn up that work well for the research 

question then in hand. So, for instance, at Hienheim 

ihc ielaii\e proportions of recti- and curvilinearity 

in a lind are a very sensitive chronological marker; 

in I'.lsloo the tvvo occur in about a constant ratio 

ihroughoul the \illage"s inhabitation (cf Ch. III) 

l'ogether with the absence of any theory whatso-

ever about "marker traits", apparently the restric-

ted geographical applicability effectively blocks 

generalizing attempts. It is possible, however, to 

leave out unimportant traits when re-doing an 

analysis; it is as simple as re-punching a data-

defmilion card. 

5. On validity 

VVhen becoming an archaeologist it seems very 

lashionabie these days to discuss extensively the 

"nevv" archaeology (e.g.. Van der Leeuw 1974; 

Slolsira 1974). The upshot of such essays is often a 

lairl) pronounced view on a number of metliodo-

logical issues. There are two reasons why I am 

suspicious of the (scientific) utility of such contri-

butions. In the first place, I lack competcnce to 

fuUy appreciate the significance of the methodolo-

gical aspect of the discussion and the resulting 

stances; and in the second place, I also ihink that 

some ritualism is involved. 

My own lack of competcnce in inethodological 

matters seems to be shared by a number of other 

archaeologists. Charges with ihal |)urporl can be 

found in the rare statements on the subject by 

]5rofcssional methodologists in archaeological jour-

nals. According to ihem, most "new" archaeolo

gists would simply seem to have no overall picture 

of the field and thus talk only about one discon-

nected aspect of a wider problem (Morgan 1972; 

Salmon 1975). 

Having been trained as an archaeologist, I 

cannot \alue this attack properly.'' However, I do 

nol ihink that the conchision should be that 

archaeologists would do better to keep clear of 

methodology; on the contrary. Only we should not 

Iry to summarize in a few pages the contents of a 

discipline that has been evolving since the Iron 

Age, nor abstract in a dubious way some problems 

from it and then look for archaeological counter-

parts. Rather, I ihink wc should woik llie other 

way around: select some archaeological problem 

insoluble so far - and see whether a relevant formal 

way out has e\er been provided in methodological 

writings. Methodology is more a descriptive than a 

normative science; il studies the methods contrived 

in the "applied" branches of knowledge. 

The second poiut tlial niakes me hesitale to 

discuss the "new" archaeology is the |jossibility 

that ritualism is involved. There is some llavour to 

il as was to be lasted in Marxist archaeologists" 

reports in an era now happily past: starting from 

the general principles of Marxism-Leninism (not to 

be confused with historical materialism) the pre-

sence in a grave of, say, a dagger was accounted for. 

Also, a similar odour arises from the just as 

antiquated (but certainly less past) account of a 

hoard of bronze artifacts somewhere on a river 

levee as an example of the principle of free 

enterprise. In the same way sometimcs a sccnt of 

consecration is to be smelt when Hempel or Popper 
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are invoked in archaeological w riting about (what 

are thought to be) methodologicai problems. 

Be iliis as il may, ihc tradition (or, at least the 

fasiiion of the "sixties and the 'seventies) seems to 

be fairly well established, although iionconformists 

could be eited as well: Louwe Kooijmans 1974, or 

Verwers 1972 forexample. I shallalso take the risk. 

However, instead of entering into the metho

dologicai debate (and thus falling into the trap 

outlined above) I would rather summarize part of 

ihe archaeologists" discussion very briefly, high-

lighting ils main topics by a small set of examples. 

And in ihe reinainderol thissection I shall then feel 

frec to present one or two points that are not usually 

considered, though they do have some practical 

valuc in niy opinion. 

What the "new'" archaeology is often reported 

to be about is the opposition inductivists-deduc-

tivists (the latter of a hypothetico-so creed or not). 

The labels refer to |)ropi)nents of eilher of two 

Solutions lo a central scienlilic and methodologicai 

(and consequently also archaeological) problenv. 

slaiemenis generaled by research are strictly appli-

cable only lo ihe covered data and not to othcr 

relevant material. Implicit or explicit generali-

zation ("inference") from the researched subset to 

ihe lolalily iscallcd "induclion". People seeing this 

as ihe (only legiliniale or only practicable) melhod 

of science are called "induelivists". In line with the 

iiu'ihod's long pedigree, numerous rules have been 

dcveloped lo guarantee reliable results, apparenl-

ly, however, to no avail (Hempel igfjf): 6; Popper 

1968: 29). 

Deductivist methodology starts from the other 

end: theories are concoctions based on revelation, 

himch, ediicated guess, analogy, tight reasoning, 

iraditioii. induclion and what nol. l'roni iheories, 

iinplications ('•hypotheses'") are derived ("dedu-

ced") lo be tested in empirical reality. Given a 

solid, well-constructed framework of hypotheses, 

conditions, and specifications ("nomological net-

work", De Groot 1961: 84-87), aproperlydesigned 

experiment will show the viability of the under-

lying iheory. However, ])urc deductivism leads 

nowhere, il is observed by ils critics. Nothing not 

already conlained in ihe parent theory can be 

deduced from il in the hypotheses (Salmon 1976; 

my reply to this critique would be: then expand the 

theory). 

In the extreme formulations above, both stand-

points are as far apart as East and West. Conclu-

sions from inductive reasoning are usually framed in 

rather general terms, and the very moment some

body turns up with a counter-example the field of 

applicability will be restricted lo exclude the 

nuisance (Popper 1968: 80, 82). On ihe other 

hand, deduclivisls put out only very preliminarily 

phrased hypotheses, at best accompanied by a few 

corroborative tests of their favorites. In ])ractice, 

both ways suffer from ihe very small number of 

theories actually tested in archaeology. The induc-

tivist generalizations remain standing with their 

(largely) undefmed field of applicabilily, and ihe 

deductivist hypotheses with their uns|)eciliable 

degree of corroboralion 1 examples of both can be 

lound ihroughoul the presenl volunici. .\nci both 

result in feelings of unccrtainly in llie audience 

(Clarke 1968: 17). 

As an illustration the following example is 

olTered. Binford accuses Clarke (both are promi

nent "new" archaeologists) of rigid inductivism 

(Binford 1972: 248; also in Clarke 1972a: 114) 

where Clarke himself accuses Binford of nol ha\ing 

systematically defined his categories. According to 

Clarke, "types" are lo be defined by means of 

taxonomical mcthods, 'l'lie definitive or "key" 

traits of a type should be selected through a 

hierarchical analysis (practically, cluster analysis) 

of all traits imposed by hominid action (Clarke 

1968: 137) obviously, an inducli\c |)i'ocedure. 

And delinilions arrixed at by other means are 

conducive to conflicting results: "one cannot build 

sound siruclures from shoddy components" (Clarke 

1968: 188-189). Of course this statement is truc, 

writes Binford. It is, however, also applicable to 

Clarke's definitions: "[any] classification system 
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dcpcnds upon a sclcction b) the inxcsligalor of 

criteria considered "significant" for use in classi-

fying data" (Binford 1972: 248). In other words, 

"kcy" traits derive their status from their relevance 

to a researcli problem. This is a deductivistic 

|)oslure, v\liicli is characteristic of Binford's scien-

tiiic beha\ioin\ accordinglo liiniself: Binford 1972: 

90-91)-
Indeed, il should l)c admitled that Binford works 

with models and sets out to test them; yet hc keeps 

on discussing "verification" (presumably in Hem-

pel's footsteps). Analogously, Clarke was not a 

rigid inducli\ ist in my opinion, given his explicitly 

declared intentions in his Bcakcr studies: "what we 

have to look for fis] test conditions" (("larkc's 

cmphasis; in Lanting and \ ' an der Waals 1976: 

481; also cf Clarke 19Ü4: 181; 1970: 7; 1974). Yet 

he was not a hard-boiled deductivist, either. In his 

more theoretical book (which is not free from 

induclix isl or "cmpiricist"? tcndcncies) he 

presents a much more llexible approach than 

straighlforward dcductivism: models are intro-

duced as |)redicti\e Iramcworks or hypolheses at 

dilfcrent levels of abstraction (C'larke 1968: 32). A 

similar view is stressed in the introduction to his 

"Models" (Clarke 1972a: 3) and implemented for 

llic (ilaslonbiuA simulalion (Clarke 1972c) and 

Bell Bcakcr exchangenelworks (Clarke 1974). This 

c\aluation of practical and theoretical stands was 

also arrixed at in Klejn"s rexiew article { 1977: 23). 

From this examplc it might bc undcrstood that 

practical research apparenlly suggests modilica-

tions of puritan standards; it substantiates the 

reluctance of methodologists to defend rugged 

dcductivism, as understood by its archaeological 

proponeiits (Salmon 1975: 459; Morgan 1974: 

133). therefore, I will not furthcr recapilulalc the 

often bitter discussions ainong the "lesser gods"; 

the interested and unacquainted reader may turn 

to summaries such as Binford 1972: 78-104 or 

Schnapp 1974, both of whom defend deductivist 

views; to Hawkes' vehement (and OTproper) 1968 

inductivistic counterattack; or to Waterbolk (1974) 

for a non-reactionary balance that is slightly tipped 

in favour of inductivism. 

The choice in the deductivist-inductivist option 

(including the weaker derivatives) is a matter of 

fashion: in due time archaeological procedure will 

conform to either of ihc methods and the battles 

will cease - if they ha\ e not ceased already, except 

for some backland skirmishes because of lack of 

combatants (Kuhn 1970: 18-19). 

10 avoid confusion about my prejudices: I am of 

a deductivist-modified conviction. A network oi 

laws and/or common sense propositions (the "no-

mic ncxus" of Hempel's 1965: 488), together with 

specitications of conditions, constitute a pioposed 

explanation for some archaeological phenomenon; 

subsequently, the cntire conglomerate will have to 

be tested (as far as testing goes) against other 

archaeological data. As theory precedes obser-

vation, it is unimportant how the network/model-

/situational description-vcw,»/ lalo is arrixcd at; it is 

testability that counts. A number of non-negative 

tests or falsiflcatory elforts are assumed to corro-

borate the explanation olfercd for the time bcing, 

that is in the vein of Popper (1969: 155). 

Pragmatically more important than the above is 

the hardly ever explicitly faced problem of the 

prerequisites for using slalistical methods. .\fler all, 

statistical theory is based on mathcmatical antecc-

dents, so one cannot forego the minimial exigencies 

to be fulfilled in order to assure a reasonable 

pertinence of said theory to research practices. 

First and foremost among these problems is 

always that of the randomness of the samples, or 

thcir representativeness. This is usually phrased as 

the requirement that all samples of relevant and 

possible outcomes are equally likely to occur (Hays 

1973: 75). In the present study, this conditioii is not 

met, as only that part of the site of Hienheim has 

been excavated which was not too severcly allectcd 

by pedogenetic processes after the Early Neolithic. 

This part roughly coincides with the segment of the 

site assumed to have retained a fairly complete 

sample of Bandkeramik house constructions, the 
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inain research focus (Modderman 1976b). The 

remainder ol ilu' site, the part facing the forest, has 

heen lell niitoiK lied. I his iiiiphcs llial 110 genera-

h/.alioii in the sense of statistical indiictioni about 

the complete settlement is possibie for aspects other 

than (Bandkcraniik) house conslructioii. \ \ hal is 

possibie, iiowever, is to test whether in the dug-up 

part any |)ropositions are falsifiable, as outlined 

above. It shoiild be borne in mind that in the forest 

liont ol the settlement data ma\ have been 

com])lelcl\ dilferent, and thus the possibie outcome 

of tiie lests. Therefore, a statement uiUenable in the 

w alerfront segment of the site uill remain so for the 

complete settlement, no matter how maiiy data are 

added; conversely, an as vet non-falsifiable state

ment stands open to rejeclion vvitli every possibly 

conceivable extension of the excavated area to the 

landward side. Similarly, the graveyard and the 

seltlement site at Elsloo, afso to be touched iipon in 

sul)sc(|iiciu ( haplcrs, haxc nol heen excavated to 

iheir limits. 

.\notlicr assumplion of mam statistical tests is 

the iiormal disiiibulion of the data. This is gene

rally inlerpreted as a normal distribution of the 

probabilities or frequencies of the intervals be-

tvveen the (to be) observed values or states of the 

variable considered (Hays 1973: 297-299). Several 

c|iialil"icalions pertain: 

H\eii without full leali/.ation ol this recjuire-

iiient, the tlicorx of normal distribution leads to 

reliable results, if sample sizes are at least "mode

rate" ( « ^ 1 0 for samples from a normal popu-

laiioii; « ^ 3 0 from a 11011-iiormal population; 

Hays 1973: 30.1, 322). 

Again, when the number of samples is fairly 

large, then the distribution of the sample means is 

normal, 110 nialler whal the distiiluilion is in the 

])opulation the samples are taken from (C^entral 

l-imit'1'heorem; Hays 1973: 317). 

Especially tests regarding sample means are 

fooiprooi, for example, Student's t-tests yield 

reliable results for moderate sample sizes, even 

under "severely" deviating conditions, as do Chi-

square tests of goodness-of-fit. On the other hand, 

tests ofother statistical measures, like the P'-tests for 

the distribution of \ariance. are bctlcr a\()ided, if 

normality caiinot be assumed ! Hays 1973: 410; 

736; and 451, rcspectively i. 

Finally, some statistical methods (especially 

among the multivariate variety) assume the ob

served data to be the result of linear combinatioiis 

of the efTects of conditions and causes (Van de Geer 

Hjfiy: 103, 117, i(i8; Nie et al. 1975: 3()8, 470), 

clearly a metaphysical problem. Fortunately, this 

difllculty can be circumnavigated bv means of 

another interpretation of the C^cntral Limit Theo-

rem, which states that with increasing sample size 

the distribution of linearly combined means ap-

proaches normality (Hays 1973: 320). 

These coUected palliating remarks are to the 

effect that "juggling the premises" is allowed to a 

certain extent without scriously affecting the relia-

bility of the results ( ^ repcatability: Scllliz et al.; 

I9()(): 148, I()()). Or, "Ifyou insist onstrict proof (or 

strict disproof 1 in the empirical sciences, you will 

ne\er benefit from ex]Derience, and never learii 

from it how wrong you are" (Poppcr 1968: 50). 

Another point I would like to bring fbrward has 

to do with the concept of "laws". It seems that for 

the sake of methodology the word had better be 

avoided whether laws exist cannot be conclusi-

vely established or denied via testable proposals: 

"We must regard all laivs or theories as hypothelical or 

conjeclural; that is, as guesses" (to quote Popper 

again; his emphasis; 1972:9). This does not imply 

that occasional laws or corroborated hypotheses 

will be nonsensical - that dcpends 011 thcir contents 

as the latter determine their possibie permutations 

to fruitful research (Hempel 1965: 343; Popper 

1968: 437). Given the considerahlc number of 

iniluences which togethcr result in social behav-

iour, it may be safely assumed that laws of social or 

group behaviour will be of a statistical nature (as 

opposed to universal laws; cf Hempel H)(),'J: 37b-

377): they will assert that in v",, of the cases rw ill be 

observed. 
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Nolwithslanding llu' coinplexil) ol'thc "causes" 

of behaviour, even those people who are but 

vaguely acc|uaiiucd w itli ihe social sciences cannot 

fail to i)e inipressed by the very predictable conduct 

of the nienii)ers of our species, especially wiien 

operating in groups (pace \ ' an der Leeuw 1976: 74; 

see, e.g., Harris 1968: 471, but also Hempel 1965: 

445, note 28). If such laws are desired to construct 

an explanatory/predictive frameworlc in accor-

dance \\ illi niy prexious dcscription, and if sucii 

statements are nol available in archaeoiogica! 

literaturc, the easiest way to obtain them is to leaf 

througii oiiicr social-science texts, especially on the 

subject of cultural anthropology: archaeology is 

anthropology is social science (with apologies to 

David Clarke 1968: 13). 

Now to people iwt initiated in cthnological 

scripture it is probably ditticult to locate an 

explicilly Ibrmulated law. The explanations (if any 

offered) by anthropologists are mostly of a casual 

nature, which is to be expected of coursc: rationa! 

Solutions to understandable problems will only be 

different because of differing situational constraints 

(Harris 1974: 12; Lévi-Strauss 1955: 386; also cf 

Popper 1966: (II) 264-265). Still, there is more toit 

llian this lirst approximation. In elhnology, expla-

natioii is oliën tacilly lied lo a very gcneral and 

implicil model, of the type of Kuhn's paradigms 

(Kuhn 1970: 10). For instance, if the aiithor is a 

functionalist, he will assume every cultural element 

tocontribute ("function") inone wayoranother to 

the continuity of the culture it is fbund in. Liliewise, 

an e\-olutionist will seel; to separate "survivals" of 

carliercuhiual phases from morcrecently acqiiircd 

aspects of the culture undcr view, or concentrate 

upon developmental sequences of institutions. And 

a slnuUiralisl will bc shullling x-themes to dcci-

pher the underlying message of the cultural aspect 

X in an area. On the hidden basis of such 

background constructs - almost attitudes (Kuhn 

1970: 47) morespecific models are built, in which 

conditions of a demographical, a geographical, a 

historical, e t c , nature loom large to explain why a 

given population acts as it does (a beautiful exam-

ple is to be found in Onvlee 1949, where on an 

implicit structuralist paradigm the intricate social 

implications of an irrigation system are iinraveled). 

Il is these latter models which are of a self-evident 

nature, and of which the 'ia\v"-like character is 

but scidom recognized (Popper 1968: 104-105; 

1969: 388; Hempel 1965: 427-428, 360-361). 

If the master-models are discussed at all they are 

often ])resenled as axiomalic in the ambiguous 

sense of conventions lor everyday use and gcneral 

hypotheses (Popper 1968: 72-75). Common exam-

ples are: Sahlins and Service 1960: 5-11; Mali-

nowski 1925: 44; Lévi-Strauss 1967: 21-22; and 

Harris 1968: 636. 

The "law"-like character of paris ol the specillc 

explanations in elhnography has been recognized 

by the much-attacked earlier "new" archaeolo-

gists: Binlbrd's smudgepils iBinfbrd 1972: 33, 42-

45; originally formulated in 1966), Mrs. Binford's 

lunctional variability hypothesis (in Binford and 

Binlbrd 1968: 49; first public announccment in 

1965), Clarke's Beakers (Clarke 1964: 180), the Deh 

Luran Project (Hole, in Binford and Binford 1968: 

252; first repons in 1962), Leroi-Gourhan's cave 

studies (Leroi-Gourhan 1965: 28, 31, 40), all are 

ninre or less stock inslances. More could of i-ourse 

bc cilcd, also including Scandina\iaii, Riissian, 

and C'entral European |niblications. 

More fundamenlal thaii lormalistic niceties 

about the concept of or diOlculties with the 

localization of laws is perhaps the problem of the 

validity of our propositions about definitely past 

and distinclly alien culture. Validity, thal is nol in 

the sense of formal method, but in the sense of 

meaning, whether our conclusions hearing on 

olhcr people's culture would besignifKanl to thcm. 

As I could nol fmd any discussion of the |)roblcm 

in recent archaeological literaturc, my lirst thought 

was that the matter had been settled long ago and 

was laid to rest in the file of the discipline's basic 

understandings. From oral discussion with somc of 

my colleagues it appeared that a numbcr of thcm 
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iiad not coiisidercd the piobleni at all and even 

were inclined to question its legitimacy. It was held 

that a mcthodically valid ("sound") explanation is 

valid lor all conccrned, including the object ol 

research, given its human nature. This position is a 

very llno exaniplc ol elhnocentric and chrono-

centric reasoning: projocling onc's ovvn cxpericncc 

into other people's on an iniplicil claim olunixcr-

sality (lor a further discussion on this topic, cl'. Lévi-

Strauss 1973: 385-387). It would be wrong to 

ascribe this standpoint to the wholc Brotherhood of 

Archaeologists without further sociological and 

hihliograpliical research. On the otlicr hand, I 

ihink the voicing of' this \ievvpoint is a sufficiënt 

reason to niakc a lew remarlis on il. 

l.cl uic fnsi consider the soniclinics citcd rctiui-

remeni that in order to l)e intelligible "sound" 

explanations are to be non-jargonistic and to be 

written in the Kings' English (or its equivalents in 

other languages; Hogarth 1972: 301; Plog 1975: 

212; Renfrew 1969: 243). The two are not identi-

cal; they are difi'erent dialects. If jargon is a 

specialisms dialect, non-jargon is the remainder ol 

the languagc, used by people who are not initiates 

or not (yet) accustomed to it. The King's English 

has more ol a class attribute: it is perfectly 

recognizable as "alien" for non-members. 

Second, much as the use of a dialect has its social 

determinants, so is scientific explanation undcr-

standablc i'oi a limited group only. 'I'o demonstrate 

this and to carry the discussion further, I start with 

Henipefs general dcscription of explanation ^ 1965: 

425-427), wheie hc distinguishes "pragmatic" 

form "objective" explanation. The former type is 

aimed at a person or group of persons for whom the 

explanation is intended. As it makes use of the 

already exlaiit knowlcdge ol' its target, it is a 

relati\e notion. Objectixe explanation, however, is 

absolute. It iscouchcd in objectixc terms, and gives 

a nu'tliodical account: il is indcpciulciil ol the body 

of knowledge possessed by the audiencc. For 

Hcmpel, objective explanation is synonymous with 

scientific explanation. I tliink this distinction to be 

much too pronounccd; yet it conveys very well the 

universahstic claims (also noted above) oi scientific 

explanation, as opposed to the more down-to-earth 

pragmatic kind. Hempel maintains the distinction 

(and so the claims) even though he observed a few 

pages earliei' thal scientific explanation has a 

pragmatic aspect as well: a /;/// explanation of any 

fact is simply quantitatively (if not qualitatively) 

imattainable (Hempel 1965: 422, 424). The selec-

tion of arguments to be entered into an explanation 

is conditioned by the current scientific paradigm 

(Hcmpel 1965: 428; Kuhn 1970: 19): a number of 

ihc iele\aiU arguments will bc assumed common 

knowlcdge and thus omittcd from explicil render-

ing. Krom this it follows that any ex])lanation 

(perhaps the case can bc generalized to includc all 

scientific accounts) is intelligible only to a restric-

ted group of people, the specialists of the field, i.e., 

the archaeological community (for a different line 

of thought ending in the same conclusion, cl. 

Popper 1972: 165). 

At this juncture 1 mighl consider my ihcorcm 

proven, since by implication the explanations 

acceptable and valid to the present-day archaeo

logical community are not necessarily so for other 

groups, whether these are people working in the 

anthropology department next door or archaeor 

logy's long dead and gone research objects. I 

cannot resist the temptation to examplify the 

above, however. 

As is well known, the paradigmatic shift in 

archaeology of the late 'sixties involved the sub-

stitution of "diffusion" and "invasion" as general 

explanatory principles by "adaptation to local 

circumstances" and "continuity"; allochthonous 

"causes" were replaced by autochthonic systems." 

There are two particularly clcar articles thal 

heraldcd the changc: J .G.D. Clark's famous anli-

iiuasionist article (1966), and W.Y. Adams' se

cond thoughis about Nubian ])roto-hist()ry (1968). 

Al about the same time D.L. Clarke was develop-

ing a model of culture in agreement with the new 

look (Clarke 1968) - yet it was also D.L. Clarke 
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who loundered on the new dogma he liad so 

activeiy sought to promote. The interpretation of 

llir |)r()pl(' hrliind the pols in his "Beaker Pollery" 

(C;iarke 1970) was based on the antiquc idea of 

iinasion as expianation (the text had already l)een 

fornuilaled in 1964, I iniderstand). In a more 

recent article on the subject by Lanting and Van 

der Waals (1974) Clarke's thesis was not even 

mentioned, notwithstanding its modern method. 

Tiu- only satisfactory expianation 1 can think of is 

that Lanting and \ an der Waals are working with 

the newer paradigin ol autogenic change, and ihus 

(in spite of their very simple, not to say crude, 

methods) may rightly forego prexious explana

tions. 

II liiis interpretation of the ])revious, rather 

sketchy example is accepted, then it can be seen 

that what "new" archaeology' means to introducé 

is neil/wr a deductixe methodology (as Hill 1972: 62 

seems to think), nor the use of quantitative methods 

(as noted by Plog 1975: 222), but the concept of 

culture as a locally adaptivc phenomenon (Binford 

1972: 198; original 1964). The methodical and 

iHctluKloiogica! innovations are by-producls of the 

adoption of the new model (Kuhn 1970: 126, 88); 

as Hogarth (1972: 303) observed, new methods do 

not make a new archaeology. It is also clear 

that earlier solutions to the problem of culture 

change inay now be legitimately considered "weak" 

if not "ad hoc". By no means, however, may 

dishonesty, or scientific laziness be read into efforts 

of the in\asionists; in their days their explanations 

were considered sound, adequate, and valid (Snod-

grass I97f): (ii gi\es a similar view from a ciirono-

metric point of \iew ). 

Vi) rephrase and extend the foregoingdiscussion, 

1 \('iuure to say that an acceptable archaeological 

expianation (conceived of as a structured render

ing of relevant "facts", "laws" and conditions) is 

anachronic and aiiachoric in relation to its object, 

and only valid in conjunclion with the currciU state 

of theori/ing. This does not amount to saying that 

such explanations are Iherejore objectively invalid: 

given sulliciently explicit wording and testing, a 

theory (expianation of a state of affairs) may stand 

a shift in |)aradigm not all imasions have been 

exorcized alter the 'sixties. 

It mighl be observed, in addition. that iheabovc 

is partially parallel lo the anlhropological discus

sion on ''emic'' vs. "elk" (Harris 1968: 568-604; 

Appell 1973). An "etic" or "ethnological" descrip-

tion or expianation conforms to "objective" stan

dards, it is articulatcd in a "lulturc-free metalan-

giiage" ;A|5pcll 1973: note 10), and ihus would 

belong to Hcmpels category of "objective expia

nation" alread)- alluded to. An "emic" or ethno-

graphical description or expianation of a social 

phenomenon, on the other hand, employs the 

conceptual frame of those inxoKed, the native 

participants. This conforms to Hempel's standards 

for a "pragmatic expianation' . Furthcrmore, an 

"emic" account should be worded in such a way 

that non-participants are able to re-enact the 

phenomenon in a manner acceptable to its original 

producers. Schematically, "emic" explanations 

are of the "if I were a horse . . . " variety, whereas 

"etic" ones are of the "eqiius sp." kind. 

As a further example, in the context ol theorizing 

on the origins of the state, this institution is 

considered a means for the ]5erpetuating of dilfer-

enlial access by social grou])s to the factors of 

production. The principal testability of this propo-

sition makes it of an "etic" nature. Aboriginal 

inlbrmants would voicc a legitimation of the 

dill'erential access in terms of privileges stemming 

from heredity and sacral backing: an "emic" 

account eni|)l<)yingnatixe categories (Cllaessen and 

Skalnik 1978). I ranslerring the ethnographic ob

ject to an archaeographical status, it will be 

obvious that "emic" categories onceattrihulabic lo 

it are no longer recoverable (not to speak of 

testability). And above, I have already done away 

with the idea of universally valid (i.e., "etic") 

accounts. The best we may hope to attain, there-

fore, is a statement of the kind "If they had 

been archaeologists at x, in the year y . . . " 
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A ('mal poiiit to l)c coiisidered Ijiieily iii ihis 

scilioii is liial oT sliucHirc r\. process, which are 

thougiit to l)c iiuonipalihlc hy some (Bcrtels 1973: 

244). 

As siicli, a iiiodoi ov a slriicturc of a reality is 

different from a model of a process going on in some 

realily: even their referents (the realities they 

altempt to mirror) are dissimilar. ' Ihe idea of 

••striittiire" lias to do with relations hetween a 

number ol'clements or group ol'clements, whcreas 

"process" rclates to changes in relations. (Besides, 

change is also supposed to be orderly or structured; 

lol piesciii pinposes I shall regard this notion 

siiiiply as oue of a higher level of abstraction, to be 

dealt with below). As a rough approximation, a 

model ol a slrticttiic lias some slatic connotations 

(c.g., Lévi-Strauss 1967: 22, 88), whcreas proces-

sual models may be tlioiight of as dynamic (Rinl'ord 

1968: 14; also (;iarke 1968: 48-52, plus reis.). (iiven 

the restricted and heuristic purpose of models, it is 

hardly surprising that the two cannot be trans-

formed into onc another. After all, one does not 

dcxclop a model of a structiire primaiilv to ex|)lain 

some process, and \icc versa. 

^'et, on the other hand, il these models are 

tliought ol .IS rclaling to one and the satiic systcm, 

anolhcr reality is iiuroduced. The structure of this 

reality is in the process of system maintcnance, 

which is a structured consequence of the inter-

relation of its parts. In this way, a systemic model is 

an abstraction of a higher order: it contains a 

static structure or framcwork of clements and their 

relations, plus the structured rulcs of the dynamic 

articulation of its several clements; as J'ar as both 

are relevant (the essential property of models) for 

the research question. In other words, Bertels' 

statement referred to above, must be seen with 

considerable relativity. 

Two rather obvious examples are offered as 

concluding illustrations: 

1. It is possible to describe a demographic 

system by means ol the following ecjuation: 

dN k (Nmax - Ni) 

dt Nmax 

In a simple way growth (a process) is linked to the 

dilTerence of maximal and actual population size 

(Nmax and Ni, respectively) (a structure) (Kue-

nen 1967: 39, 77). 

2. Intuitively less abstract is Marx-Flngcls' ge-

neral systemic model of history: class struggle is the 

motor of history (Marx and Engels 1848: 23, 38). 

VVithin this statement a structure is hinted at 

(socially conditioned differential access to the 

means of production, as implied by a class struc

ture), and a process (the clasli of the classes 

concerning the control of the means of production) 

togethcr constituting the system of historical 

process. Tliough tcm[)oral boiuids are implied 

(history, not all events of the past in gencral, are 

covered), geographical bounds of the system re-

main implicit (as in the previous example). 

After these two rather theoretical chapters, we 

now turn to a consideration of the Bandkcramik 

phase at Hienheim, for which a number of models 

on \arious levels of abstraction ha \e to bc con-

structed. 

NOTRS 

' Allliou^lisiih.srtiuonl oxcavation ot ihc fcatuiT may rovcal ihc as independent internal checks of homogeneity and outcoinc. 
aihitrariness oi" the snbdivision of {the contents oi") a pit, for ^ I am not so mueh impressed by requirements of "tlosedness". 
handhng. storing, and analytical ease the separate numbers are Uncompromised adherence to this criterion inevitably leads to 
retained in principle. Needless to say that for many purposes difliculties, since "noise" in our data is unavoidable. The 
(including some of the problems broached in the present combinalion of strict observance of this "'closedness'" with the 
vdluiiu' , such arbitrary units may be grouped together or used rather loose and in niv opinion largely implicit slandards of 
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coniparison known as " T h e Method" (i.e., Montelius' ct)mpa-
rative method) has little to commend itself. I rather suggest a 
conscious, controlled lowering of our standards of "closedness", 
and an upscalingofthoseofcomparison.Thedownscalingofthe 
standards is discussed in the section 3 of this chapter; the 
explicitation of comparison has been dealt with in the first 
chapter. 

•' Actually, I regard this assumplion as highly questionable. If, 
and only if, all pots in the settlement were randomly chosen for 
c\ery possibly conceivable task in every household, then an even 
distribution of all kinds of sherds/ceramic waste can be 
expected. Now imagine somebody fetching water from the 
Danube or the Meuse in a smal! bowl or even a dish, across a 
settlement site infested with pigs, pits, and kids, and ten metres 
down a steep slope. Surely, even for Bandkeramik people such a 
proposition is untenable. But at the very moment a special 
function is regularly (not even exclusively) assigned to one kind 
of pots the even distribution of the wasted pottery is disturbed. 

Some support lor this line of reasoning is found in Farruggia et 
al. 1973: 160-161, where the counts of decorated and undeco-
rated sherds are gïvcnjoi the largestpits at the Langweiler 2. The 
general impression is a fairly constant number of decorated 
sherds in the pits {range: 16 to 533 sherds, mean 67 sherds/pit) as 
compared with rather wildly fluctuating amounts of undeco-
rated sherds [range: 68 to 285i;mca«.' 302 sherds/pit). The ratios 
of decorated to undecorated range from .08 to .92, ave. .31, with 
an overall average (large pits only) of .22. (On pp. 200-202 of 
the ref book. a more extensive listing is presented). 
* Finds with from one to four sherds (inclusive) represent 
59 .3% of all finds containing any decorated sherd. Retention of 
them causes the noise level to rise to ca. 4.7" o for the entire set 
and lowers the informative content (as expressed in the number 
of sherds/pit) to 14.5. Leaving out all fmds smaller than five 
sherds, the lower tail of the normal distribution is cut oifas well. 
Bilt what weighl should be given to a mere two or three sherds? 

A slight inexactness should be pointed 10: the " m o d e f of 
debris accumulation had to do with pits, whereas the observa-
tions (on noise) bear on "finds"; the two are not identical, as 
described above (p. 27). 

-' The charge that archaeologists do not sull'iciently coniniand 
the field to trespass on rnethodological precints may be matched 
by the claim that methodologists should be very careful not to 
transcend their own limitations. For example, Salmon's 1976 
article, where she discusses archaeological methods as often 
o\erlooked, whcreas in reality these are part and parcel of any 
properly conducted excavation. Or a more general view is 

Popper's 011 the social sciences as expounded in his igjy book, 
especially the rather limited set of authors referenced there. 
" Without further inquiries the cause of this paradigm turnover 
can merely be guessed al. There are two lines of reasoning: 

1. T h a t o f K u h n 1970: 62, where il is claimed that paradigms 
are rejecled because of apparenl anomalous outcomes of regular 
scienliiic endeavour. The accounts of Neuslupny 1974 and 
CHark iqbli appear to substanliate this iheory of endogenic 
change for the present archaeological case. 

2. A more restricted one, hearing on ethnology, is iound in 
Harris 1968: (138 (also: Adams 1977; 272; Klejn 1977: 7). The 
failure of idealism to eradicate other philosophical systems 
(probably itself to be understood as a consequence of the finally 
less uneven balance of power) led to a shift in focus of the general 
Western "cultural matr ix" (Romein 1938; 121) or "epistemc" 
(Foucault 1966; 21). Presumably this exogenic pressure had its 
consequences in archaeological thought as well. 

Note also, that the accounts of the archaeologists referred to, 
are as subject as any participant's account to the "emic" /"e t ic" 
mechanism discussed below. 

' A full exposé on the " N e w " archaeology's inno\ations wt)uld 
include some more levels of analysis. Lacking rnethodological 
training, I can but mention what 1 suppose to be their content; 
parenthesized are my assumptions on the old way of theorizing 
on digging: 

- epistemologual: the conviction seems to be common that 
cultural process is governed by laws which are knowable 
(Cultures are historically unique and only partially recon-
structable). 

philosophical: Binford and his disciples profess to bc materia-
lists, the English appear tobe more of the empiricist faith (With 
numerous individual exceptions, the general trend seems to 
have been idealistic, or empiricist). 

theoretical: culture is the adaptive system of a population, 
adaption being the American emphasis, and systemic the British 
one in theoretical accounts; in practice, both seem to converge 
(archaeological culture is the sum total of excavatable items; 
very often referred to the then ecology). 

rnethodological: scientific knowledge is a body of laws/hypo-
theses lested or to be tested through matching their implications 
with field data (scientific knowledge is arrived al through 
generalizing/inferring from field data) . 

descriptive: descriptions are fbcused on the relations between 
items excavated: sites, artifacts, ecology as parts of one system 
(artifacts are witness to a culture's idiosyncratic selection of and 
reaction to various influences operating in its historical context). 



CHAPTER III 

C O N T I N U I T Y AND D I S C O N T I N U I T Y 

hl liiis chapter tiu' prohicni oi discontiiiuity or change in the development oi poltcry dccoration 

the Handkeraniik culture al Hienheim is considered. 

I. Iuliodinii(in 

O l l h e deiorated ware excavated at Hienheim a 

suhstanlial pari lias to he assigned lo the l'.arly and 

to the Middie Neolithie, viz. Linear Bandkeraniik 

("LEK" helow) and Bavarian Rossen ("BR"). 

Present in the same site, hut rather different in 

appearance, they automatically raise the c|uestion 

ol a mutual relationship between them. 

Regarding this prohlem, archaeologists working 

in the general area and period lend lo support one 

ol'lwo positions: 

1. BR deri\es l'roni a developed phase ol'llie 

Stroke Ware dullure ("SBK"), more speeilically 

from that ol'the Plzen Basin in Bohemia. Tiiis \ievv  

is a result of two observations: similarity of BR in 

Bavaria and SBK IV in that area, and absence of a 

transforinational phase LBK/SBK in Bavaria (Za-

potocka 1970: 29: Mauser-(J()ller 1969: 43). 

2. BR is the local Ba\ arian transformation of the 

local Baxariaii LBK. 'I lus idea is ])ul down as an 

analogon to similar loial dexelopments in South 

west (iermany (LBK-Hinkelstein-(irossgartach) 

and in Bohemia (LBK-sarka-SBK), and based on 

the scarcity of both SBK and Grossgartach pottery 

in Bavaria (Meier-Arendt 1975: 134)-

After at least three quarters of a century of inten

sive and extended research, a definition of the LBK 

ware seems hardly necessary; if so, reference may 

be made to Meier-Arendt 1966, or Butschkow 1935, 

or to any genera! introduction to European pre-

history. Less known is the BR style of decoration, 

because of its restricted geographical dispersion 

and because no large-scale excavations have been 

reported as yel. Whal is known ahoul il lias heen 

compiled recently by Meier-Arendt (1975: 134-

135); dclinitions and excellent illustrations are 

offered in Zapotocka (1970; 28-29; ^1- 8)-

A simple description of the supposed develop

ment of BR should be sunicient here; a more 

elaborated definition can be found below (p. 71-

72). In the BR style is it generally thought that 

three "types" or "phases" can be distinguished, al-

tliough they are lumped by at least one auilior 

(Maier 1964: 32-34). The oldest phase is ef|uated 

with the Munzinger type (Dehn and Sangmeister 

1954: 21), contemporaneous with the Bohemian 

SBK III and IV phases; thesecond phase islabeled 

Unterisling, and the tliird one Oberlauterbach. The 

latter occurs probably al the same time as SBK V 

on the other side of the Bavarian Forest. Opinions 

about the relations between the types or phases 

differ. l'"or instance, Meier-Arendt considers the 

Munzinger type a regular SBK ware, attributable 

to a half-hearted colonization of Bavaria from 

Bohemia. Unterisling, on the contrary, he says 

should be the direct descendant of, and successor 

to the local late LBK; subsequently, Oberlauter-

bacher ware was supposedly developed from il 

(Meier-Arendt 1975: 134). 

A quite different view is taken l)v Zapotocka, 

wlio, althougii slie acknowledges the strong SBK 
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111 aOlnities oi the Munzinger type, also notes some 

dillbrences between the two. This type is thought 

by her to liave been developed in tlie Plzener Basin, 

vvhercas the SBK III belongs to Bohemia proper. 

According to lier, alter the introduction of the 

former into Ba\aria (through migratory move-

ments?), the local Middle Neolithic sequence 

sprang IVom it. This sequence, customarily called 

BR, is said to have no direct ties with the South 

Gernian LBK, which had presumably died out 

beforc (Zapotocka 1970: 29J. 

Allhough I w ish to avoid the more or Icss implicit 

sociological and demographical suggestions of the 

above theories, it is still possible to deri\e a gcneral 

proposition about the local evolution of pottery 

decoration in the Early and Middle Neolithic: 

eillici- thrrc is aii aulocluhonous, continuous dcvel-

opinent ol LBK pottery decoration to BR, or there 

is a local (Bavarianj discontinuity between the 

two. 

As no controlled excavations of sites where both 

LBK and BR occur have been reported yet, the 

Hicnheim material might olTer a possibility to 

decide between the two theories. 

'j. Furthe) con.sideralions 

Before attacking the research problem, 1 lirst want 

to clarify and, if possible, to define the concepts of 

continuity and discontinuity. The deduction of 

operational hypotheses should then allow a choice 

between the two options on the basis of the 

excavatcd data. ' 

l e r m s acquirc their iull meaning only in relation 

to their opposites (Lévi-Strauss 1962: 31; also cf. 

Wittgenstein 1922: 5.555) so a description of the 

field within which both concepts are situated is 

necessary. Continuity and discontinuity, by some 

considered the polar ends of a continuüm (e.g., 

Lüning 1975), by others opposites (e.g., Van der 

Waals 1975), are statements about possible rela-

tionships within an area of research - about a 

gradual or a disrupted development in a stipulated 

field; they say nothing about States of affairs out-

side that field. 

In chapter II the notion oïmix was developed to 

refer to the percentages of the various traits of a 

variaijle in some lind when, lor example, at some 

find, or even at some point of time 30"„ of the 

counts for the variable "structure" are curvilinear 

traits, (and, consequently, the remaining 70% 

rectilinear) then it will be said that the mix is 30 

VS. 7 0 . 

In the present context the temporal cxtension of 

the field of analysis is of consec|ucnce, as it is the axis 

along which continuity and discontinuity are lo be 

assessed (spatial extension may also be considered 

when dealing with continuity; here, only the 

chronological aspect is relevant). The simplest field 

of analysis consists of one single variable (x) with 

but two traits, p and q. If at some point of time t' 

only trait p is found (read: the mix is 100 

VS. o),and at another point of time t" only 

trait q is observed (the mix is o vs. 100), then it 

may be asked whether between t' and t" a 

continuous or a disrupted development has occur-

red, whether the evolution of the traits p and q of 

variable (x) has been a gradual replacement or a 

sudden changcoxer. In ilic prexious example, 

curvilinear structures would ha\e been replaced 

entirely by rectilinear ones, leaving us with the 

problem of whether this change has been abruj)! or 

gradual. 

Referring to Fig. 8 it may be stated that as long as 

the new trait q (rectilinearity, to remain with the 

example) is introduced earlier (at t[j]) than the 

latest occurrence of the old trait p (curvilinearity; 

at t [i]) there have been mixes in which both traits 

werejointly present (or, both cur\i- and rectilinear 

structures were to be observed), and therefore the 

replacement of p by q has not been disjunct in 

which case we speak oï continuity. If, on the othcr 

hand, t[j] and t[i] coincide, or if t[j] is later than 

t[i], then the succession is disjunct, and we speak of 

discontinuity. 
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Fig. 8. (^Diuimiily and discomiimily un a two-lrait vaiiable. 
A discontinuity; (tj-tj) > o. 
B continuity: (tj-ti) < o 

U: latest appearance of trait p. 
tj: earliest appearance of trait q. 
(tj-ti): adoptive period. 

The time lapse between the ititroduction of a new 

tiaii and the definite disappearance of its pre-

decessor is called the adoptive period of the new trait. 

Expressed schematically, t[j] - t[i] (the adoptive 

period) is positive in liic case of continuity, and 

7.ero or less in the case of discontinuity. Amphfying 

the continuous case of Fig. 8 to its quantitative 

lijrm, a frequency distribution over time Hke the 

one in Fig. g {i.e., an S-shaped curve) will 

probabiy descrihe the siiccession of the mixes 

faithfully (Rogers 196^: 109; Kuenen i9()7: 53, 

bi ) . Such a curve is, ofcourse, a transformation of 

the faniiliai ddiible lenticiilar or "battleship" 

distributions (e.g., Clarke 1970: 424; and for the 

theoretical model Clarke 1968: 172). 

From this same scheme it can be seen that the 

concept of continuity, as used here, refers to a 

situation in which old and new traits coexist; the 

change in the mix is gradual. Similarly, disconti-

luiitN icfcrs to conligiiratioiis in wicii leaps in the 

mixes are to be observed; in mathematics otie 

wmild say that the function describing the change 

in ihc mix has discontinuities (Fig. 9). 

Expanding the field of analysis to incorporate 

more two-trait variables, the situation becomcs as 

shown in Fig. 10. (The case of two variables yields 

similar rcsults; vvith three variables, however, the 

picttne is clearer). Discontinuity remains as above; 

continuity, on the contrary, shows two distinctive 

1 I l l l l l l l l l l l ' " - a ' 1 I l l l l l l l l l l l ' " 
_' • - k ' t rait q t rait q 

^ I 
J 
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(O 

t ra i t q 

h'ig. (). Continuity and discontinuity on a two-trait variable, 
quamified. .,• 
A continuity or: for all t: — ^ ? ' p (loo-p) 

, "*' df • 
H discontinuilv or: for lm < l <tn: — indeterminate. 

dl 
tj: lalesl appearance of trait p. 
tj: earliest appearance of trait q. 
(tj-ti): adoptive period. 

pseudo-amhnuity (Fig. 10): all changes occur 

simuitaneotisly and the length of the adoptive 

period is equal on all variables ("overlap", in 

Lüning 1975). One might imagine a general 

introduction of a new style coupled to a repression 

of the old one, such as would perhaps follow upon 

economical or social tq:)heaval. (ofcourse, this is a 

limiting case of 

continuity proper (Fig. 10): innovations appear 

and old traits disappear at dilferent points of time, 

and the lengths of the respective adoptive periods 

differ also. In this case, a regular development or 

evolution within the field of analysis seems to have 

taken place. Introduction of multi-trait variables 

does not complicate the general picture. Therefore, 

the foUowing conclusions can be deduced from this 

model: ' . 

11, within a field of analysis, a number ofdifferent 

variables are expressed by different traits at differ-
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/•Vg. 10. Oontinuity and discuminuity on thrce two-trait vari
ables, qualitative representation. . 
A discontinuity ti (p, r, t)itj (q, s, u) 
B pseudo continuity: {ti(p) =ti{r)=ti(t)}> {lj(q)^ 

t j(s)=lj(u)} 
C Continuity: ti(p) # t i ( r ) # t i ( t ) ; tj(q) #tj(s) # t j (u ) ; (tj-t,) < o . 

ti: latest appearance o fa trait. 
Ij! earliesl appearance ofa trait. 
(tj-ti): adoptive period 

eiil ])i)ints of time, liie inlervening change is either 

- continunus, W the introduction of ncw and the 

disappcarance of old traits occur at difi'erent points 

ol time so that the adoptive periods difier with each 

\ariai)le: or it is: 

pseudo-conünuous, if the introduction of all new 

traits occurs at one point of time and the disappcar

ance of all old ones al another point of time so ihal 

the lengths of the adoptive periods are ecpial for all 

variables; or it is: 

discontinuous, if the old traits had disappeared 

hefore new ones were introduced to rcplaee them; 

more gcneralK , if re|3lacemem oecurred in leaps 

lor a number of variables at a time. 

Conceivably, a number of innoxations niight 

happen together, even in the case of true conti

nuity. As the variables are assumed independent, 

this would be a very rare phenomenon; the 

probability that all subsequent developments would 

llien occur at the samc speed is negligible. however. 

A comparison of quantitics of the adoptive 

process on the different variables is fairly easy when 

instead of the verbal notions above, the equation of 

the logistic curveofFigs. gand i i is introduced: the 

parameters of that graph are the characteristics of 

the adoption ol the new trait . ' 

11 is not too dillicult to translate the above model 

into observations^ (or "operationalize " the impli-

cations). In it, the field of analysis has its empirical 

referent in the set of closed finds of decoratcd shcrds 

belonging to the Bandkeramik tradition excavated 

at Hienheim. Likewise, the characteristics of that 

decoration are equivalent to the traits of the model. 

Two or more of the alternati\e characteristics may 

be groiiped to form a variablc, as menlioned above. 

'1'hese variables taken togethcr eonstitute the field 

of analysis, which is formally also a classiiicatory 

scheme, as already indicated in C'.h. I (also cf Van 

de Velde 1976); the material expression of this field 

of analysis is the Bandkeramik tradition of pottery 

decoration. 

Above, the first model of a two-trait variable 

(Figs. 8 and 9) has already been cited. To resumé, 

at some early point of time the STRIJCTURK of 

the decoration ("variable (x)") was assumed to be 

entirely curvilinear ("trait p " , in the model); at a 

later point, only reclilinearity was to be found ("trait 

q") . It was asked then, what had happened to the 

variable STRUCTURE in the meantime. 

On a more complicated level, the abstract niodcl 

of continuity and discontinuity can be summari/.ed 

as follows: if, on shcrds excavated at Hienheim, the 

LBK style is represented by a number of charac-
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Fig. II. Coiuinuity on threc Ivvo-trait variables, quantilied. 
(tj-ti), the adoptive pciiods. dilVer per variahle. 
t i ( p )# t , ( r )# t i ( t ) ; 
t i (q )# t j ( s )# t j (u ) . 

teristics, and the BR hy olher (thoiigh coniparable) 

chaiacierisiies. the intenening change is attribu-

table to: 

a contimwus develupment, il the iiui'oduction ol new 

and the disappearance of old traits of pottery 

decoration all occur at dilVerent points of time; 

- a pseudo-continuous development, if a synchronoiis 

appearance of new traits, equal length of adoption 

periods on all \ariables, and a simultaneous dis

appearance of old traits can be detected; 

- a discontinuous erolution, if the old traits have 

disappearcd before new ones were introduced, or 

whcn there were large, simultaneous changes in ihc 

counts of the various traits. 

Formally speaking, these statements refer to the 

excavaled malerial only: " t ime" is but a label to 

refer to an analylical dimension ol the decoration 

on the sherds, nolhing more. 

To coticlude: the obser\ ation ol sherds will bear 

on past habits of pottery decorating only as far as 

decay between deposition and analysis has been 

aselective, and as far as the deposited waste is a 

representative sample of the decorated pottery at 

the time of deposition assurning the validity of the 

model and the reliability of the analysis. 

3. Method , • ' 

Before even considering the probleni of decorativc 

continuity/discontinuity al the Iransilion from 

Early to Middle Neolithic at Hienheim, a number 

of secondary problems must be soKed. \ very 

trivial one is that of the apparently different types of 

pits which the decorated sherds are recovered: 

there are substantial differences in their positions in 

relation to the living areas, in their fornis. in their 

numbers in relation to the other immobile objects, 

and perhaps in their function as well when pits 

form both periods are compared. The pits have 

probably been used for diiVerent purposes which 

may have influenced the composition of the waste 

ultimately fïlling them (if only the changes reflect 

an evolving socio-economic structure); however, 

the effects of this on the present research question 

are bound to be nihil; I am not asking fbr the causes 

of changing habits, but rather how ihe decoration 

changed, in a descriptive sense. Related, bul in my 

opinion much more relevant, is the question of 

whelher the quantities of decorated sherds are 

large enough to allow statistical comparison of both 

periods. They do: 4029 sherds from 123 Early 

Neolithic pits, and 828 sherds from 41 BR/Middle 

Neolithic pils should suffice. 

;\nolher secondary problem is the apparent 

incongruily of discrete data and the continuity of 

time. In the first place it can be assumed (as 

customary in archaeological practice) that the 

contents of closed finds are approximately repre

sentative of the population from which they were 

selected (i.e., the set ofmixes currcnt al ihe limc of 

deposition). Actually, this a.ssumption is a doublé 

one: waste and deposition are thought to be 

representative of the then-current jjopulation, and 

the subsequent decay (including the effects of the 

research processes) is postulated to have been non-

selective. Although the separate or joint effects are 

untestable, it should be admitted that closed finds 

are the best attainable approximations of earlier 

States of affairs, especially when numbers of them 

file:///ariables
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are considered logelher. 'I hcrclore, the decoration 

on the sherds has been analysed and registered by 

such units of observation, of which more than ;5oo 

were entered into the computations. 

Secondly, if these pits were dug over a period ol' 

400 years, their use may have been interru])ted on a 

regular basis. Fortunately, the research tradition 

allows LBK "refuse dumps" to have been in use lor 

quite a long period, at least ten to twenty-five years. 

If the accumulation ofdebris in the pits is extendcd 

over siich a period, then any number between 

seven and eighteen pits should have been open at 

anv poiul of time ;in the period under discussion, 

that is), and so the various samples will consider-

ably overlap. If the period of their use has been less 

than the estimated 400 years (due to either an 

overestimate or a discontinuity), this overlap is 

even largcr. Yet it should be conceded that it is 

impossible to ride oul discreteness completely. 

The last secondary problem to be looked into 

here is that of the independcnce of the variables, as 

required by the model of continuity and discon

tinuity. When in the lïrst chapter the classifïcatory 

schemc was developed, all variables were defined 

independently, each representing a single separate 

dimension of pottery decoration. This logical in-

depcnclencc is matchcd by empirical independcnce 

of the variables as indicated by the correlation 

matrix in Table 75. There, it will be observed, 

some trait.s do correlate highly; howcver, not a 

single pair of variables shows consistently high 

coefilcients of correlation of their traits. When also 

the relatively large number of observations from 

which the coelFicients were computed is taken into 

account, ihen at least for practical purposes in

dependcnce of the variables can be assumed. 

After settling these points, wc can now turn our 

attention to this chapter's problem: whether or not 

the Hienheim Bandkeramik tradition of pottery 

decoration shows a continuous development from 

the LBK to the BR style. The major diiliculty is the 

arrangenuMit of the linds over time, the essential 

dimension of the research question. A reliablc 

attachment of the data to this axis is a neccssary 

condition for the applicability of the tnodcl devel

oped above (cf. Adams 1977: 274 for some pointed 

remarks on this topic); indeed, the analysis of the 

social structure in Chapter V would be impossible 

without it. 

1 will consider a number of different solutions to 

this problem in turn: 

- Stratigraphy, the oldest mcthod. .\ltliough some 

pits have been dug into others at Hienheim, the 

rarity of this phenomenon (only one relevant case 

has been observed) precludes any extended use as 

required here. Yet, as a control of the linal 

ordering, this instance may |)rovc iiselul. 

- Direct daling mcthods, thcrmolinninescence and 

radiocarbon measurements. y\gain, the rarity of 

dated pits, in relation to the total body of data 

(three strongly, and two weakly associated C-14 

readings, and only one single TL dating), together 

with the rather wide confidcnce estimated (some 

50 to ! 00 years for the C-14 dates, and ca. 600 years 

lor the I L date), render these mcthods inappli-

cable here. They too, however, are to be used as a 

control of the fmal ordering. 

- Seriation, or more general, combinative statislics. 

Because it does not separate chronological from 

socio-economical factors, seriation has been severly 

criticized (Mauser-Goller i[)(ny. 20; Lüning 1969: 

5) and rejccted - rightly, of course. Without such a 

possibility, the condcnsation of nnikidimcnsional 

\ariation into one single dimension seems to be 

fairly naive (Audouze 1974) as the influence of the 

various factors is entirely beyond control (cf 

Graham el al. 1976 for a rather heuristical solution 

of this problem). Therefore, the interpretation that 

the one resulting dimension should be a chronolo

gical one is arbitrary. 

However, "Kombinations Statistik" (or multi-

variate analysis, " M V A " below) has been in use as 

long as axes or pots have been compared, since 

similarity (almost) always refers to more than one 

dimension. Unfortunately this has only rarely been 

rcalized by archaeologists (until recently), so that 

file:///ltliough
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ihc lormal Icsts <il' siiiiilarily and dissiniilarits' 

(lc\clo|)C(l lor tliis purjKise ha\e largoly rciiiained 

outsidc •"Mainstream Archaeology" (Doran and 

Hüdson 1975: 3). 

Several MVA mcthods ha\e been cxplicitly 

designed to abstract nieaningful dimensions from 

the data (,for a non-icchnical siir\cy of a number of 

relevant M\ 'A niethods, with their critiques, sec 

Diiiaii and llodsoii icjy-,; more tcchnical, though 

still directly hearing on archaeology, is the Hodsoii, 

Kendall and Tautu 1971 volume). Statistical 

methods, whether implicil or explicit, complex or 

siinple, are in and by themselves completely 

ncuiral, as long as they are competently applied. 

Clonsequently. criticism should not be directed 

against the iiicthod iiself. hut againsi the validity of 

the applications or the reliability of the results; in 

non-technical terms, against the relevance and the 

appropriateness in view of both the research 

problem and the nature of the data. And these 

[jroblems belong to the pre-punchcard and post-

oiitpiit stages of research. A competent application 

of a seriating algorithm (even one, yielding stable 

results; (ioldmann 1974; Lc Blanc 1975; Wilkinson 

1974: 16) should bc criticized as being partly 

invalid, because of the iiiiplicit bypassing ol ana-

chronological dimensions. 

I'he following is intended to facilitate evaluation 

of validity and reliability of model, methods, and 

results. The field of analysis within which aii 

ansvver to the research question of continuity and 

discontimiity is sought is defined by the variables 

iluii are iised to elassify the data (cf Ch. 1). If the 

traits entered into the analysis are mutually exclu-

sive, then the model prescribes a behaviour of the 

mixes as in Fig. 9. Ifit can be demonstrated that 

ilic\ l)eha\e accordingly. the model seenis to be 

\ alid. at least for its single variable part. Also, the 

a|)plicability of the computational method used to 

produce these results seems to be substantiatcd. 

The validity of the multivariable model (i.e., as in 

Fig. 10) cannot be gauged in ihis way; whatever 

the results, these may as well retlect a computa

tional (or mcthodical) artifact as vvhat "really" has 

been the case. There is no way to decide betwecn 

the two possibilities on the basis of one single 

dataset. Therefore, next to those for Hienheim, I 

will also present the results of a parallel analysis of 

the decorated pottery from the Bandkeramik settle-

ment of Elsloo (in the southcrn Nctherlands; the 

data have been published in Modderman 1970). Il 

both outconies are interprctaljlc by mcans of the 

models, chances are reduced to 1:4 that they are 

bogics and the probability of the models validity 

proportionately enlarged. 

An (internal) test of reliability is possible by 

partitioning the variables into two subsets, per-

forming the analyses on one of the subsets, and then 

seeing, whether the results make sensc for the 

second subset as well, the so-called split-half 

method (Selltiz et al. 1966: i 74-1 79). Translated to 

the present analysis the curves descrihing the 

behaviour of the mixes in the second set of variables 

should be reasonably related to that of Fig. 9 (given 

such a behaviour of the variables in the fïrst set). 

Fiirther tests can be found in stratigraphic obscr-

vations, radiocarbon measurements and 1'L read-

ings, and in the production of a similar temporal 

ordering by means of another method ol conipu-

tation. 

Turning to the possible methods them.selves, we 

lirst have to choose between Q; and R-type 

analysis (not discussed in Doran and Hodson 1975; 

for an introduction, cf the references below). In 

the former, the computational basis is the compari-

son of roM.ï (i.e., pits, in the present context); in the 

latler, that of columns (here, the traits). As the 

models are about the behaviour of the traits on 

their variables, rather than the grouping of the 

cases, an R-procedure would be appropriate for the 

computation of the matrix of correlations; this is the 

starting point for many MVA methods (Sokal and 

Sneath 1963: :207-^og). A more practical rcason is 

that data are coUected per case and cards are 

punched per case; machine transposition of the 

slightly outsized data-matrix (some 30,000 cells) is 
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possible, ihough a rather costly alfair. Finally, the 

end results of both Q- and R-analyses should bc 

broadly similar aii) hovv Clarke 1968: 533). 

A second choiee to be made is betwecn ordering 

or sequencing techniques (e.g., seriation, inulti-

dimcnsional scaling, facloring, and principal com

ponents analyses) and grouping or clustering ones 

(e.g., discriminant analysis, cluster analyses). The 

former group aims at the study of the interrelations 

of the units of analysis, the latler at ihe grouping of 

the units into a limited number of sets. As chrono-

logical ordering is necessary to solve the research 

problem, a sequencing meihod seems appropriate 

(Lischka 1975). Multidimensional scaling and prin

cipal components analysis should both provide the 

required ordering (Romney et al. 1972); the latter 

method is the more con\cnieiit one (Hodson 

1969a, b; Doran and Hodson 1975: 191), becauseit 

is a\ailable in SPSS (Nie et al. 1975: 470) and ihus 

easy to iniplement. (For details, refer to Doran and 

Hodson 1975: 190-197 (non-technical) o rHarman 

19Ü7: 136-137; Van de Geer 1967 (technical) with 

their references). 

Regarding the present analysis, a number of 

details should still be considered. The correlation-

niatrix which was the starting point of the analysis 

is preseiited in l'able 75. The R-mode used in the 

computalion of the matrix leads lo a sequencing ol 

the finds through a combination of the values 

observed for the various traits. 'Vo impio\e the 

compatibility of the variables, the raw counts of the 

traits wcre converted to percentages before the 

correlations were computed (Doran and Hodson 

'<)75- '04^ iii th's way the larger finds count as 

heavily as the smaller ones. 

Above (p. 47), it was stated that one of ihe 

possible Controls on rcliabilily consists in applying 

the "split half' method. If the sequence produced 

by the principal components analysis is a reliable 

one, and if it is based on part of the variables only, 

ihe change shown by the other variables should be 

similar to the model of Fig. 9, not only on the 

variables used to compute the time scale. Ap-

parently it is irrelevant which of the variables are 

selected for the computations. Therefore, only 

those variables were selected that are best related 

to chronology, and fVpm among these, those that 

are easy to observe in order to minimize compu-

tational noise. 

4. Interpreting and interprelalive computing 

In the last section, principal components analysis 

was selected to sequence the data. The applicabil-

ity of this method to the present research question 

apparently hingcs upon the possibility of com

puting and then correctly identifying a principal 

component ("PC", below) related to chronology 

from the variation shown by the decorated sherds. 

The most subjective part of PCA is the inter-

pretation of the PC"s; at the same time it is most 

crucial, as the validity of the outcome is entirely 

dcpendent upon it. Before proceeding to this 

interpretation I shall flrst offer some non-technical 

descriptions of parts of the mathematical model 

involved, in order to enable evaluation. 

There are as many PC's as there are variables, 

according to the model. Yet, only a few of them are 

meaningful, so a major step in PCA is fixing the 

number of PC's with which to proceed. PC's are 

put out by the computer in descending order of 

importance, the first one combining as many 

variables as possible from the entire field of 

analysis; the second one, from the remainder; and 

so on. Technically, their importance is expressed as 

"the amount of variance explained" (with the 

totality of the variance defined as ioo°o), and 

several rules of thumb exist with which to draw the 

limit between "meaningful" and "noise"; how-

ever, no formal criteria exist. Crudest from a 

mathematical point of view, though intuitively 

perhaps best defendable is the limit of 5% of the 

variance. Another possible criterion is based on the 

relative differences between subsequent PC's, often 

graphically represented by a curve (Table 76): 
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wliere the curves slope is steepest, the dilferencc is 

largest (in Table 76 between PC's i and 2, 3 and 4, 

and 7 and 81. Bolh criteria together suggest (in this 

case) a culting olf alter the third PC, retaining (or 

"explaining") 40.9",, of the variation contained in 

the correlation matrix from vvhich the PC's are 

deduced. 

Informally, PC's are deilned as the best possible 

linear combinations of a number of variables; 

indeed, PC's are best visualized as each summing a 

set of variables. One of the tables put out by the 

computer gives the correlations of the newly 

deilned PC's with the old observed variables (cf 

Table 77). High "loadings" are equivalent to high 

correlations between them; it is these high loadings 

that are used to establish the "meaning" of a PC. 

To give an example: on PC 2 there are three 

variables that load moderately high (MAIN MOTIFS, 

and two of the FILLINGS variables) with all other 

variables showing very low coefficients. Appa

rently, this PC has something to do with the way in 

vvhich the motifs on the pots have been executed. 

The first PC is of an entircly different nature: 

there are high, moderate and low correlation 

coefficients; it is obviously general in character, 

reflecling some general source of variation. The 

third PC is like the second one, of the so-called 

"bipolar" type (Harman 1967: 100). 

A final remark about the mathematics involved: 

it is possible (and routinely done so by Standard 

packages of statistical procedures) to compute the 

values, or coordinates, of the cases on the PC's, so-

called "factor scores". These factor scores are a 

kind of translation of the old observed values to the 

new PC's. Their most important property is that 

cases with high scores on a PC have many of the 

characteristics compounded by that PC. (For 

technicalities, the reader is referred to Harman 

19(37: 153-155; more archaeologically minded are 

the accounts of Clarke 1968: 563 and of Doran and 

Hodson 1975: 190-197; less formal, and still more 

archaeological, is Binford 1972: 271-273). 

With this in mind, the Identification of a PC 

having to do with time is fairly easy. Time affects 

probably all characteristics, so the first PC, with its 

general nature, is the most likely candidate. In fact, 

from Table 77 it will be observed that on this PC 

polar positions are occupied by uni- vs. multidenled 

spatula, by Unes and points vs. stab-and-drag COMPO-

NENTS (and, to a lesser extent, by hakhing), and by 

curvi- VS. reclilinearity. Also, at the same pole .simple 

spatula, Unes and points, and curvilinearity occur 

together, and at the opposite pole their alterna-

tives. From what is known aboul the South 

German Early and Middle Neolithic pottery deco-

ralion, it is evident that this first PC is very much 

relatcd to the passing of time - Early Neolithic 

corresponding with negative values, and Middle 

Neolithic with positive loadings. 

PC's being defined mathematically independent 

of one another, the first conclusion to be drawn is 

that the traits hardly loading on the first PC (and 

possibly highly so on other PC's) are apparently 

chronologically indifferent. A second conclusion is 

that we need not bother about the other PC's at this 

moment; they may be related to the social struc-

ture. 

The next step is to reduce the number of 

variables in the analysis to allow control of the 

reliability (cf pp. 47, 48). If we retain only those 

variables that show significant loadings on the 

chronological PC, and if we then select among 

them those that are best observed, then the result 

is the following set: TECHNiquES, GOMPONEN is of 

decoration of belly area, and STRUCTURES, together 

eleven traits. Repetition of the analysis along the 

same lines as above (i.e., starting with the correla

tions of the eleven selected traits) results in a first 

PC accounting for 54 .1% of the summed variation 

on the eleven traits in the analysis. The loadings are 

depicted in Flg. 12. The factor score coefficients 

produced in this way are used to compute the 

seciuence of the various finds on the first PC (i.e., 

the factor scores), which should be their chrono

logical ordering. ^ 

Once this sequence has been obtained, a mere 
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Fig. 12. Plot of'the "loadings" of i i traits on the lirst two 
((juARTiMAX rotated) principal components. Horizontally: first 
principal component; vertically: second principal component. 
• TECHNimiEs: single dented spatula; 2: multiple dented; 

3: 'goat foot tooi', 4: fmgertips and nails. 
• ELEMENTs: 5: Hnes; 6: points; 7: hatchings; 8: llnger or nail 

impressions; 9: stab-and-drag. 
X STRUCTURF.s: 10! rcctilincaritv; 11: curvilincaritv. 

listing of the proportions of the traits in their mixes 

should allow the demonstration of continuity or 

discontinuities in the data along lines of the model 

in the second section. This cannot be done right 

away, as two new problems appear: how to 

distribute the individual finds over the time axis, 

and how to cope with unsystematic variation. 

Discussion of the problem of unsystematic varia

tion will be deferred to the end of this section; 

distribution of the finds on the time axis, the first 

problem, arises from the simple fact that like 

intervals on the PC need not correspond to like 

chronological intervals. More speciflcally, difier-

ences in factor scores are measures of relative 

dissimilarity; the grade of this dissimilarity is 

unspecified, however. Thus it is possible to say that 

find X is earlier than find y on the basis of their 

respective scores on PC i, but not how much 

earlier: we do not know whether the evolution of 

(or rather, the quantified changc in) the pottery 

dccoration went at a constant rate. 

'1'he first PC is conceptually a monotonous 

transform of (a part of) the chronological con

tinuüm.'' In other words, sequencing of the finds 

according to their factor scores is indicative of the 

order in which they were deposited. Except when 

the factor scores are identical, nothing can be said 

about the number of pits in use at any single 

moment, however. This boils down to the problem 

of finding some more or less likely distribution of 

the linds on a time axis that does not violate the ordering 

indicated by the first principal component. 

Two such possible distributions immediately 

come to mind: an even one and a normal one. If the 

chronological axis is arbitrarily cut up into 20 

"phases", in the case of an even distribution, 5% of 

the finds is attributed to every phase. This will be 

called "Model i " below. 

In the case of the normal distribution ("Model 

2" below), the finds are assembled into phases to 

produce a Gaussian (bell-shaped) frequency curve 

over time. Note that in either case the original 

ordering of the finds on PC i is not violated. ^ Note 

also that Model 2 is valid only in the case of 

continuity of the original depository process, which 

is conjectural. Model i, which gives an even 

spreading out of the data, will be more suilable to 

discover discontinuities; in between such ruptures 

Model 2 should perhaps be applied. 

We now return to the problems at hand. After 

spreading the finds over time according to the 

models, an estimate of the original population (of 

decorated pottery) is obtained by averaging the 

counts of the traits per phase. Individual estimates 

may diverge considerably from the trend, however. 

A "smoothing" procedure should jjroducc a betier 

ajjjjroximation of the original state of affairs: jumps 

in frequencies are thought to be exceptions (Berger 

1973: 37). Smoothing should, on the one hand, 

minimize the influence of unsystematic wandering 

(i.e., departures from the general trend that are 

restricted to one single phase). On the other hand, 

systematic deviation (a.ssumed to bc in the samc 

direction for at least two phases) should not be 

obscured. VVeighting the " raw" estimate p(t) with 
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the adjac'cnt ones" according to: 

smoothed estimate p(t) = 

( p ( t - l ) + 2 p ( t ) + p ( t + l ) ) / 4 

results in an improved estimate of the original 

population, the dcvelopment of which should be 

checked against the model of continuity. 

5. Presentation of the results 

On the assumplion of a constant use-to-waste ratio, 

the models in the previous section will be reworded 

to possibly l)etter and certainly less naive approxi-

mations of earlier states of affairs. The number of 

sherds is perhaps a bctter base to work from than 

the nimiber of pits, especially with the aspect of 

distribution over time in mind. Therefore, the 

analysis has been carried through the following 

steps: 

I. The set of finds containing at least five sherds 

(164 pits, to a total of 4853 decorated sherds) was 

arranged on tiie basis of their scores on PC i; then 

foliowed either step 2a to MODEI, I or step 2b to 

MODEL II. 

2a. If a sherd total of 4853 sherds is to be 

distributed evenly over 20 phases, then each should 

contain 4853/20 =242 .65 sherds. Now, ifit can be 

stated that closed finds are samples (cf above, p. 

28) there seems to bc no reasonable vvay to split 

them up without raising hosts of questions; there-

Ibre, finds were allocated as entities when the 

sherds were distributed over the respective phases. 

As a consequence, for each phase the number of 

sherds only approaches the required 5%. The 

resultant more or less evenly spread-out data set 

will be called MODEL I (cf Table 2). 

2b. If a sherd total of 4853 sherds is to be 

distributed normally over 20 phases, an estimate of 

the sizc of the "tails" of the distribution should be 

made. Qiiite arbitrarily, I postulatcd the extremes 

to contain together 5% of the totality of the sherds. 

Then the distribution of the remaining 95% over 

the 18 phases in-between can be looked up in any 

table of normal frequency distributions. The con-

version of the table's frequencies into class boun-

daries and the subsequcnt allocation of the several 

fmds (again, as entities) to the appropriate classes 

or phases result in a distribution of the finds which 

approximates a normal one of the sherds: MODEL II 

(cf Table 2). 

3. From the counts of the traits in the fmds in 

each phase of the MODELS, averages, Standard 

deviations and 90% confidence intervals for the 

estimates of the means of the original populations 

of decorative characteristics were computed (De 

Jonge and Wielenga 1973: 172-173; Moroney 

1951: 238-245). 

4. Estimates of means and confidence intervals 

were plotted for both MODELS in Figs. 13 and 14. 

5. Finally, smoothed averages were calculated 

(cf. above) from the estimated means, and the 

curves of Fig. 14 drawn along these points. 

For a discussion of both MODELS and an interpre-

tation of Figs. 13 and 14 I still have to introducé the 

following notions: when the evolution of the mixes 

has to be examined, this is done by comparing the 

positions of adjacent confidence intervals, the 

horizontal bars in both figures. Now, if the change 

from some phase to the previous or the succeeding 

one is so large that both ranges do not overlap at all, 

I will call such a shift a ' iarge jump" . If there is 

some overlapping (though less than half of either 

interval) the change will be called "almost a large 

jump" . 

Turning to Fig. 13 that of the evenly distri

buted data designed for the location of ruptures in 

the development - if the evolution were discontinu-

ous, the disjunctions should occur simultaneously; 

i.e., for every variable in the same phase shift. Then 

leaving asidc the ambiguous sections of the graphs 

(where the number of finds is too small to compute 

the confidence intervals) the following large jumps 

are discernible: 
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Fig. IJ. HIENHEIM: Proportions of various attributes per variable of decoration over time. Phases comprise approximately equal numbers of sherds (MODEL I) , ordered 
chronologically by means of a principal components analysis of the variables marked by • : ' i ' , the oldest phase, '20' the youngest one. 

'N. OF PITS': number of finds in which the sherds were collected. 
column width: IOO**Q each. 
horizontal bars: go",, confidence intervals for the mean. 

- X- : no d a t a ; - ( . ) - : insufficiënt data. 
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finger tips/nails 2: doublé 3: finger imprcssions 2; recti- 2: absent nate 3: finger impressions 
'goat foot UXJI' decorat ion 

3: treble 
decorat ion 

4: hatchings 
5: s tab-and-drag 

linearity 2: parallel to 
motif 

3: other 
possi bilities 

4: hatchings 
5: s iab-and-drag 

Ph N C14 

20 6 

19 4 5780 
± 50 

18 4 

17 3 

16 9 

15 17 

14 13 m 
13 21 

12 10 5905 
±45 

11 12 f5910"! 
L±50j 

10 8 

9 7 

8 8 

7 9 

6 6 6125 
±35 

5 6 
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3 3 

2 

1 

1 

11 
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Fig. 14. HIENHEIM: Proportions of atrributes per variable of decoration over time. Phases comprise approximately normally distributed numbers of sherds (MODEL II), 
ordered chronologically by a principal components analysis of the variables marked by H ; ' i ' : the oldest, '20': the youngest phase. Smoothed averages. 

PH: Phase number. //////: discontinuity in the development. 
N: Number of finds per phase. Column width: 100% each. 
c-14: Radiocarbon dates (between parentheses: uncertain association). 
Horizontal bars: 90% confidence intervals for the mean. 
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1. General variables: 

TECHNic îiEs: between the phascs 17-18 and 19-20; 

almost, 18-19. 

NUMERICITY: neither large nor almost large jumps 

are found. 

NECK DECORATION (FORMAT): present between 

I 7-18; in addition, 4-5, 13-14, and 14-15 almost 

quaiify. 

2. Variables of the decoration in the belly area: 

coMPONENTs: between the phases 8-9, 9-10, 14-15, 

15-16, 17-18; almost 16-17, 18-19, 19-20. 

STRUCTURES: between 16-17, 17-18 (both very 

significant because of the narrow confidence 

intervals). 

MAiN MOTIES: between 1-2, 2-3, 5-6, 6-7; almost, 

17-18. 

AUXILIARY LiNEs: present between 17-18; with 

12-13, 13-14, 14-15 almost so. 

DIRECTION OF FiLLiNGs: only bctwccn 17-18 not loo 

large a jump is found. 

3. Variables of rim decoration: 

coMPONENTs: uninterpretable because of the large 

confidence estimates. 

When large jumps are noted, two explanations 

can be invoked: 

- in the vicinity of the inflection point of a logistic 

curve ' change is faster than anywhere else. This 

should be considered a regular feature. Therefore, 

larger confidence intervals can be expected to 

occur in this vicinity. 

- a genuine interruption of the developments at 

the site, the potters have camped elsewhere for a 

substantial period. At their return to the old site 

the change in their repertoire has been large 

enough to show in the diagrams. 

If an interruption would coincide with a period 

of rapid change (i.e., around the inflection points 

in our graphs) it is graphically indistinguishablc in 

the case of a single variable. When the other 

variables are also taken into account, however, 

not only these two cases, but pseudo- and true 

continuity can be discerned as well (if present). To 

check for pseudo-continuity, an estimatc of the 

inflection points for the dillbrent variables runs: 

for the genera! variables, approx. in the phases 18, 

17, 17/18, respectively; 

- for those from the belly area, approx. in the 

phases 17/18, 17, (if any:) somewhere in the 

middle of the scale, 17 (?: perhaps earlier), none, 

respectively; and in the phases 16/18 for that of the 

neck decoration. , • 

As these points do not coincide, pseudo-con

tinuity may probably be ruled out as far as MODEL I 

is concerned. The different lengths of the adoptive 

periods of the traits seem to be further corrobora-

tive evidence. To resumé, two or more large (or 

almost large) jumps are found at the interfaces of 

the phases 16/17 (^ variables), 17/18 (7 variables), 

18/19 (2 variables), and 19/20 (2 variables). A 

number of these coincide with the inflection points 

of the graphs (such as at the 17-18-19 transitions 

for TECHNiquES, or 17-18 for the COMPONENTS of 

belly decoration). Even when this is taken into 

account, on both sides of phase i 7 there still seems 

to be something going on: TECHNIQUES, presence 

of NECK DECORATION (or F O R M A T ) , COMPONENTS 

(belly), STRUCTURES, MAIN MOTIFS (almost), 

AUXILIARY LINES, direction of IU.LINGS (almost) 

all show considerable change on either or on both 

sides of this phase. 

With this in mind, we turn to Fig. 14 (MODEL 11) 

and again compare the relative positions of the 

respective ranges of the confidence estimates (the 

horizontal bars in Fig. 14). 

As a consequence of the altered distribution of 

the finds over time, several jumps apparent in Fig. 

13 have disappeared, some others turned up or 

received more emphasis. Large or almost large 

jumps occur at the interfaces of the phases 14-15, 

15-16,17-18 (TECHNIQUES) , 14-15 (NUMERICITY) , and 

14-15 (presence of NECK DECORATION); 3-4, 14-15, 

16-17 (COMPONENTS of decoration in belly area), 

14-15, 15-16 (STRUCTURES), 4-5, 12-13, 14-15 

(MAIN MOTiFs), 14-15 (AUXILIARY LINES), and 6-7, 

7-8 (direction of FILLINGS); and 14-15, 15-16 
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(COMPÜNENTS ofNECK D E C O R A Ï I O N ) . 

We next inspect the smoothed graphs (stippled, 

to indicate their provisional nature) to locate the 

inflection points (respectively in the phases 15, 

15/16, and 15; 15, 14, 6/13, 13/15, and none; and 

14/15) and to compare the lengths of the adoptive 

periods (which are different). It will be apparent 

that on the one hand only a few large jumps remain 

when those in the vicinity of the inflection points 

are substracted, while on the ether hand at least 

eight out of the ninc variables here in consideration 

show substantial dilferenccs between phases 14 and 

15 - a rather systematic affair. Inflection points are 

established only ex post facto: therefore not too much 

analytical weight should be given to them. Thus, a 

discontinuity seems to have been traced here. This 

14-15 transition of MODEL II divides the contents of 

the already suspccted phase i 7 in MODEL I. 

When computing the ultimate, smoothed curves 

(fuUy drawn lines in Fig. 14) this disjunction was 

taken into account: the counts from across the gap 

were left out in the calculation of the values fbr 

phases 14 and 15. A comparison of the final curves 

with the provisional curves shows that smoothing 

should be done only after interpretation, in order 

not to obscure potential systematic irregularities. 

A listing of the counts that make up the contents 

of the phases 14 and 15 of MODEL II (Table 3) 

demonstrates that the discontinuity does not coin-

cide with tiic interface of the two phases. Rather, 

the line scems to be located between the finds nos. 

0614 and 0823 (ranked 042 and 041, respectively). 

FoUowing the line of thought which led to the 

Model 2/MODEL II distribution it seems logical to 

apply that model to both blocks of data separately 

(cf. p. 50). .Xfter all, in the older half of Fig. 14 

virtually no changc in the mixes is to be pcrceived, 

a rather unlikely state of affairs. So, the data older 

than the gap (4025 sherds from 123 pits) were 

redistributed over the time-axis in an approxi-

mately normal way (as above), now arbitrarily 

divided into ten phases. The younger data (828 

sherds from 41 pits were given a similar treatment, 

albeit divided up in six phases. Of course, both 

distributions respected the original factor score 

ordering. This doubling of the MODEL II distribu

tion is called MODEL 111 here; after the calculation 

of the averages and confidence intervals these 

were plotted in Fig. 15. (In a general way, this 

doublé normal distribution is corroborated by Fig. 

24, p. 77, where a simple one-to-one ordering of 

the data is compared with a linear quantification 

of change in the data set.) Large jumps do not 

systematically occur within the blocks so defined, 

only in between them. And even there, the 

differences seem to be less than in Fig. 14 at the 

interface of phases 14 and 15. 

6. Discussion and evaluation 

(lenerally, models are defined in heuristic terms: if 

some system X is used to gain insight into another 

system Y (which is independent of X), the X is 

said to be a model of Y (Bertels and Nauta 1969: 

28). The wording of X will be a set of propositions 

about elements and relations between them. The 

clements may be simple data, hypotheses, or laws. 

A model need not contain laws, however, since the 

proposed relationships may also be of a self-

evident, or of a hypothetical nature. The word 

"model" in this sense is merely a substitute for 

"explanation" (Popper 1968: 74-75; also cf 

Salmon 1975). 

To evaluate such a model, then, is also a heuristic 

procedure: does the model do what it should do, 

does it adequately generate and explain a structure 

in the data, an adequacy in the last instance to be 

judged by the scientific community (De Groot 

19(11: 28; Poppcr 1968: 41-42). 

The first model that was introduced should 

clarify the concepts of continuity and discontinuity 

and then develop these so that observation would 

be possible (above section 2). This model rests upon 

the validity of two propositions: (i) (in accordance 

with the literature on cultural change:) if one trait 
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i: simple spatula I: simple 1: absent 1; pomts 
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Fig. ; j . HiENHSw: counts of traits per variaMe per phase, when the 
similar to presentation of MODEL n. 

of iherds is distributed nocmaliy both before and after the presumed discontinuity. Otherwise, 
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dri\i's out aiiother similar oiu-, iheii a count of the 

relaüve fretiuencies of the Iwo trails over time 

usually shows a logistic pattern; (2) in the case of 

more independent variables, the adoption of new 

traits will start at different points of time and also 

prot eed al unequal speed. As a consequence of the 

Iwo pro()ositions, a disruption should cause syn-

ehronous Jumps in the frequeney counts of the 

\ariables. Formally, the model luis generaled 

statements about how to observe continuity and 

discontinuity, by means of which hypotheses on 

these subjects can be falsified. Since it has been 

possible to manipulate the data to conform to the 

prcscribed frequeney distributions, and also be-

cause an instance of discontinuity could be ex-

tracted, the model has at least some heuristic value, 

if not validity. lts reliability is a matter of further 

tests, as stated above. 

In the fourth section two models for (he distri-

bution of the finds over time were proposed. They 

were slightly amended in the fifth section to sherds 

counts instead of number of fmds. l o summarize, 

MODEi. I, whileretainingthe relaii\e positionsofthe 

llnds on the time scale, evenly distributes the 

amoimt of sherds over this axis. And MODEL II, 

retaining the relative positions, groups the finds 

according to a normal frequeney curve for the 

sherd quantities. MODEL III, with its two normal 

distributions, is merely a logical consequence of the 

assumptions underlying MODEL II, and does there-

fore not need to be treated separately herc. 

Ihe eflicacy ol MODELS I and 11 is to be gauged 

froin their respectiveability to summarize the data, 

a measure of which can be found in the respective 

variances around the means. In Table 4 the 

averaged Standard devialions per phase are 

presented. (ienerally, the values for MODEL II are 

soinewhal lower ihan ihose for MODEL I; thus, the 

former seems to be a lillle more ell'eclive (entirely 

in aceordance with Plog 1974: 92). A comparison 

in terms of the average Standard devialions per trait 

is also slightly in favour of MODEL II: in five out of 

eight traits this value is less in MODEL II than in 

MODi-i i, and reverse in three traits (Table 5). 

( )f course this comparison says nothing about the 

validity of the ordering itself, which should be 

tested by independent means. Below I will present 

four such tests on the results obtained for Hien

heim; in the next section I will presenl the outcome 

of a similar analysis on an entirely independent 

data set (from Elsloo, in the Nelherlands), and 

finally, I will draw attentioii to a case study made 

by R.D. Drennan along roughly parallel lines of 

thought. The checks on the Hienheim results bear 

on reliability; the analysis of the Elsloo data should 

be a check on the method's consistency; and 

Drcnnan's case study may perhaps be seen as 

validaling the general idea of my analysis. 

I. Intermd evidence: The l)cha\ioui()lthc mixesas 

dcduccd from the sequence computed from the 

data for three variables fiECHNiquEs, COMPONENTS 

(bcUy), s'i'RlurruREs) should make sense on the 

\ariables that were lelt out in the princi|jal 

components analysis (cf pp. 47, 48). A glance at 

Figs. 13 and 14 shows a constellation which is not 

entirely satisfactory: as a consequence of the 

discontinuity the postulated logistic curve is mask-

ed 011 the other variables; still, a general trend of 

change is appareut on them. Nor is the general 

shape of the curves from the phases 01 to 10 as neat 

as the model of Fig. 9 prescribes. .'\s a possible 

explanation of this bears on the eiiiiic ]ir(}l)lem of 

the exalualion. this will be discussed al ihe end of 

this section. 

Ihc coniidence intervals do nol present a very 

clear ])iciurc eilher; a comjjarison ol'ihe siandard 

devialions computed per phase and averaged per 

\ariable (Table 5) shows that the three "guiding" 

\ariables have markedly smaller values (and thus 

are more precisc ihan llie olher ones. However, 

laking the diiferenl mimbers of obser\ alions into 

account (also 'Table 5) the scène looks less gloomy: 

larger \ariances appear where ihe number of \alid  

observalions is low and where the reliability is 

wanting (this latler poinl cannot be quanlilied, 

except through the \ariance - which would ob-

file:///ariables
file:///ariables
file:///ariable
file:///ariables
file:///ariances
file:///alid
file:///ariance
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viously introducé a circular reasoning). 

2. Allernative computations: canonical analysis ofraw 

data: Drs. M. Ijok Joe of the Centraal Reken 

Instituut ofLeyden University was so kind as to 

check the results of my PCA by means of a 

canonical analysis of the raw data (i.e., without 

converting the raw counts to percentages, and 

working directly "with the data, not with a corre-

lation matrix; for details on this method see De 

Leeuw, n.d.i. All findscontainingdecorated shcrds 

(without measures against noise) were analysed on 

43 arbitrarily selectcd traits. 'Fhe first non-trivial 

component resulting from this computation could 

then be identified as being highly related to the 

passage of time. A comparison of the relative 

positions of the various finds on PC i and on the 

lirsi Canonical Component (Table 6) showed a 

ratiier strong agreement: a correlation of.70 should 

be considered "cpiitc good" in this case. Presuma-

bly a non-arbitrary seleclion of traits ito diminish 

the frequency of missing values) and the imposition 

ol restrictions to size of the finds (to take account of 

the rumble) would considerably bolster up the 

correlation of the iwo sec|ucnccs. (For a possible 

cxplanaiion of the rather wide scattering in the 

lower part of the matrix, the reader is again 

referred to the end of this section). 

•]. Noii-multwariate checks: directjabsolute dating: 

From Hienheim, five radiocarbon dates are avail-

able for the Early and Middle Neolithic: 

- lind nr. 0068: 5910 -± 50 bp (GrN 4830) 

- tind nr. 0108: 5780 ± 50 bp (GrN 4832) 

- find nr. 0414: 6125 ±_ 35 bp (GrN 5870) 

- fnid nr. 0822: 6155 ±_ 45 bp (GrN 7156) 

- find nr. 1115: 5905 ± 45 bp (GrN 7157) 

Among these dates, those for linds nrs. 0068 and 

0822 are suspect in one way or another: 

- Find nr. 0068 consists of pottery which is truly 

LBK in appearance; yet its C-14 date is a fuU 

century later than the generally accepted end of the 

range lor LBK dalcs (Neustupny 1968). Ifonly for 

this reason, the date should be set between paren

theses (an analogous example can be found in 

Milisauskas i976b:33). Another reason is that the 

field drawings show slightly layered fillings of the 

pit. Although the excavator. Prof dr. P.J.R. 

Modderman entertains no doubt as to the associa-

tion of potlcry and charcoal (pers. comm.), I am 

inclined to questiou it on llic grounds presenled. 

- Find nr. 0822 refers to carbon sampled from a 

sherdless post hole of a hut, thus dating that 

structure and its accompanying features. Unfor-

tunately, no pits can be unequivocally associated 

with it - though pit 0749 might be a candidate. 

Accompanying a number of overlapping house 

rcmains, that pit is one of a complicated set of pits, 

the relationships between which are but poorly 

understood. Thercfore, the suggested relation is 

shaky, at best. And the very fact that it would riui 

counter to the results of the principal components 

analysis (as two of the datings would appear in 

reversed order) strengthens the doubts about the 

allribution of this date to (ind nr. 0749. 

With these reservations, the sequencc of radio

carbon dates agrees well with the mathematically 

deduced one (Figs. 14, 15, 16). 

Apart from the radiocarbon dates, a number of 

thermoluminescence readings have been obtained 

as well. From pit 0414 three thick sherds were 

measured: 4660, 4390, and 4780, averaging 4610 

i 600 B.C., or 5775 bp in convenlional C^i4 years 

(range 5170 to 6295 bp). As this T L date is at 

variance with the radiocarbon date obtained from 

the same pit 6125 ^ 35 bp; plotted in the Figs. 14, 

15, 16), and its extended range allows for several 

interpretations, no attempt will bc made here to 

reconcile this date with the time scale proj3osed; an 

additional reason would be that ihere is only one 

single date available, not a series covering several 

pits and a range of time. 

4. Mon-statistical checks - stratigraphy: As notcd 

before, only one case of stratigraphical superposi-

tions has been noted at Hienheim: find nr. o-,48 has 

been obscr\ed to cut into nr. 0555. '1 hey are 

attributed to phases 8 and 9, respectively (MODEL 
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M A C R O . P H A S E S , 

V A R I A B L E S 

T E C H N I Q U E S : 

1. simple spatula 
2. f ingar t ips , nails and 

"goat foot too i" 
3. m u l t i d e n t e d tpatu la 

N U M E R I C I T Y : 
1. simple decoration 
2.doublé decoration 
3. t r e b l e decoration 

N E C K D E C O R A T I O N : 

1. absent 2.present 

E L E M E N T S ( B E L L Y ) : 

1. hnes 
2 . p o i n t s 

3- ha tch ings 
4- f i n g e r / n a i l impressions 
5. s t a b . a n d . d r a g 

STRUCTURES: 
1. curvilmear 2 . reet ilinear 

M A I N M O T I F S : 

1. spirals 2 .waves 

A U X I L I A R Y L I N E S : 

1 .curvilinear 2.rect i l inear 

D I R . O F F I L L I N G S : 
1. mdetermin , 
2. parallel 
3. ethers 

1 i^;-:v^zsi^ E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g 

2 J^— 

E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g 

2 J^— 

E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g 

E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g \\\>2^ • 1 

E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g \\\>2^ • 1 

E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g 

s\V 1 

E L E M E N T S ( N E C K ) : 

1. lines 
2. points 

3. hatchings 

4. f mger /nai l impressions 
S .s tab . a n d . d r a g 

4 5 9 3347 219 81 698 49 N R . O F S H E R D S / P H A S E 

22 9 0 11 9 27 5 N R . O F F I N D S / P H A S E 

6125 5905 
• 3 5 ' 4 5 

5 7 8 0 
1 5 0 

C I 4 dates b.p. 

Fig. ld. HIENHEIM: sunimaiy ol MODEI, III, condensed lo six 
macro-phases as Ibllows l'rom IABLES 5 & Ö (i.e., according to 
MODEL III -A) . 

Il) - in other vvords, the wrong way roiind. 

Simple logic iiiight allovv iiic to evadc the prohlem 

by stating that the research question concerned 

conlinuity and discontinuity only, However, as in 

sonic (piaiters ol the discipline stratigraphv is slill 

tlie only method ol'relative dating accepted, 1 feel 

obiiged to face tlie issue. It has also to do with 

dillicnlties ciicoiintered in carher parts ol' this 

section. 

(ieneraily, a margin of error is to be expected in 

any determination, including stratigraphy (though in 

the above cases not a shadow of doubt cxists as to 

the accuracy of the obscrvations). The causes of this 

error are manifbld. Most notabie among them are 

iioisc and sampling errors, defects in the method or 

the "instrument" of observation plus misreadings 

and subjectivity (and a total evasion of testability 

can be invoked by citing nonconformist past 

behaviour). 

To start with the latter point, subjectivity, there 

seems to be no way to avoid this completely. The 

cxplication of all steps involved in aii analysis is 

usually considered a good antidote for llie analyst; 

additionally, it facilitatcs criticism. It is my objec-

live to conform to this Standard. 

Ihesource of error commonly labeled "noise"or 

"i umble" has already been dealt with in Chapter 

11; I will nol recapitulate the arguments here. The 

next data-dependent error stems from the faulty 

distribution of the samples; archaeologically speak-

ing, depositional hazards belong to this type: no 

indi\idual lind ("sample") necd bc fiilly represen-

lative of the original population ("universe") from 

which it is drawn, as factors other than pure chance 

may have been involved in the discarding and 

deposition process. However, a set of samples lifted 

out of the same universe ( ^ a number of finds 

relevant to one mix) will jointly approximate the 

original coiiipound. The aggregated change over a 

number of such sets will constitute a fairly accurate 

indicator of the original events (Clarke 1968: 163, 

I 70) provided the number of samples is sufTiciently 

large (Hays 1973: 317); - my 164 samples would 

seem to be well beyond the 100 or 120 which are 

usually required by rule of thumb. To illustrate this 

error, 90",, intervals of confidence have been 

calculaled and plotled with the averages of the 

samples per phasc in Figs. 13, i 4and i5 : in9o"„of 

the cases the " t rue" (or, original) value of the mix 

will have been within the computed range. As will 

be very clear from inspection of the plots, the 

positioning of any find/sample is subject to a fairly 
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widc margin of error (counting the phases), except 

in the intervals between phases 12 to 20 (MODEI. I) 

II lo li! (MODEI. 11), or 8 to 10 and 11 to 15 

(MODEL III), where change is reialively rapid. 

Adding more observations is Hkely to reduce tiie 

width olthe conlidence intervals; also, expansion ol' 

ilu- number of variables entered into theanalysis (if 

these variables are as readily observed as those 

already entered) should reduce the number of 

phases litting the description of an individual 

sample (Hays 1973: 317). 1 he simple mistakes of 

observation when reading the instrument are the 

counterpart of the noise nientioned above. Mis

takes in counting, coding, and punchingcannot be 

evaded; Sinie 1 went through data and output 

many times in many computational cycles the 

magnitude ol this error should be relatively small 

(that is, probably less than lo",,). Fortunately, this 

error is independent ol the'data, and thus it should 

show lip as a separate principal c()m])onent: bv 

ignoring all but the first PC (that of time) this noise 

should have disappeared. 

The second instrumental source of error is the 

most serious one, as it is ini|)licit in the models lor 

the distribution of the linds o\er time. Yet the 

distiibutions are a neeessary preliminary to cal-

culale and dcpict the behavicjur of the variables 

over time, as demanded by the model of continuity 

and discontinuity dcveloped here. pA'en a siiper-

iicial glance at Kigs. 13 and 14 will sullice to 

denionstrale the diiïerences in outcome ol both 

MODEI.s. This same short inspection will also 

bring forward the fact that the conduct of the 

variables iii (he bottoni or older half of the 

diagrams is not as ncat as proposed by the model of 

Fig. 9. While the extent to which this last little 

model describes reality elfectively is open to some 

doubt (especially in those parts of the curve close to 

the asymptotcs), I believe without rock-bottom 

foundation that this model is the best one in the 

entire set of models introduced here. Conscquently, 

I also think that there is something wrong with the 

"earlier" part of MODELS I and 11. MODEL iii, in

troduced expressly to remedy this latter point, did 

not bring any appreciable improvement, as a com-

parison of Fig. 15 with Flgs. 14 and 13 shows. 

Turning again to the irregularities noted above, 

what can be said about them in light of the previous 

discussion? ' 

On the subject of internal checks (p. 57) a part 

of the shape of the curves was found to be 

unsatisfactory. The distributions prescribed by the 

MODELS I and 11 ha\e been criticized as being 

])robably not entirely realistic, and shortening of 

the relevant (earlier) part of the time scale was 

suggested as a possible remedv. This did not woik 

out as expected, however (Fig. 15); perhaps the 

scale should be compressed even more, as in ¥\g. 

i( i . 

Discussing the results of the alternative eomiJii-

tations in the context of Table 6, a fairly wide 

scattering of the clements in the lower or "earlier" 

|)arts of the matrix was noted. From this, |3robably 

the same cause (partial inadequacy of MODELS I 

and 11) should be supposed in both instances, as it 

works out in the rather wide coniïdence intervals 

lor the phases i to i i. 

Finally, the meager stratigraphic cvidence runn

ing counter to the time scale should be considered. 

Relerring to Fig. 14, there is a partial ()\ crla]) of the 

conlidence intervals lor the pertinent phases (8 and 

9) on the computational variables lEciiMquES. 

(X)MPONENrs (belly),andsTRuc;TUREs. While this is 

a suHicient explanation (though not necessarily a 

satisfactory one), a remedy will be found only il 

more samples can be incorporated in the analysis to 

narrow the conlidence intervals. Such an increase 

can be obtained by the coding of more data, bul 

also bv contraction of the time scale. 

A rather olf-hand allempt a( tonlraction ol llie 

time scale was made starting from the correlations 

between the various phases of MODEL III: in 

other words, a Q.-type analysis (Clarke ujC) :̂ [)']•]; 

Sokal and Sneath i9()3: 207-209). In Table 7 these 

correlations are presented, both as individual 

numerical values and as summarized by a contour 
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map. l'rom liie laller, ihree "macro phases" are 

imiiuxHaU'K .ipparcnl; a lirst one of the ]3hases i 

and 2, a second one oi'the phascs 3 through 9, and a 

third one comprising the phases 12 through 15 

(MODEL III). The obvious critique here is that the 

correlation coefficients in Table 7 reflect nothing 

but the initial assumptions (i.e., MODEL III), which 

is true ofcourse. Yet that MODEL may have at least 

some validity, it was observed above (p. 55) where 

the MODF.i. III distribution of the finds was com-

parcd with the outcome of a multiple regression 

analysis (Fig. 24). What I am attempting here is 

a further condensation of the data within the Jrame-

work of MODEL III, nothing more. 

Looking at the upper part of the matrix, a 

dillerciu di\ ision can bc proposed: instcad of the 

phase groups 1-2 and 3-9, a grouping of the phases 

i-() and 7-9, respcctively. Apart form this, the 

phases 10, 11, and i() are clearly transitional. 

C'.oniputation of the correlations between the three 

"macro phases" (as aggregates) and the three 

transitionals yields Table 8, where the coelFicients 

resulting from both ways of condensation are given. 

VVhile the correlations reported in this table are all 

appreciably lower than in Table 7 (thus justifying 

the londensatioii in a general way: the macro 

phases are more independent of one another than 

are the smaller ones), those above the diagonal are 

consistently lower than those in the lower part of 

the table, thereby allowing a preference for the first 

alternative. In the meantime there seems to be no 

very good reason to maintain phase I as a separate 

entity - except that it shows up in the contour map 

of l a b l e 7. It has been relained lor the sake of 

syminelry, however. 

(irouping the iinds according to these macro 

phases produces the trajectories of the mixes shown 

in Tig. lü, which are more satisfying on the whole 

than those of Figs. 14, or 15. However, although 

the stratigraphic contradiclion is eliminated this 

way (the pertinent Iinds now belong to Phase II) , it 

should be noted that this was achieved only 

through a considerable loss of discriminatory 

povser. 

Thus, a contraction of the time scale is but a 

partial answer to the dilFicullies abo\e; the incor-

poration of more data will surely prove more 

clfective (see the Postscript to this chapter). 

7. Fuiiher cnrroboration 

In a pre\ious section I stated that the models, 
methods, and technicjues introduced here could at 
best appear plausible when applied to a single data 
set. After all, however much agreement of results 
and expectations, the possibility of a computa-
tional (or methodical) artifact remains. 

Below I will present the outcome of a parallel 
analysis of a second, difl'erenl data sel, on the 
assumption that il the analytical procedure is 
iinalid at one stage or another, chances of work-
able outcomcs for l wo data sets are greally reduced. 

The LBK setllement of Elsloo, in the southeastern 

part of the Netherlands, has been excavated in the 

years 1958 to 1966, and has been reported in 

Modderman 1970. The site is older than that of 

Hienheim: at Elsloo, the oldest pottery is of the 

Tlomborn (or "international") style (Modderman 

1970: 196; Meier-Arendt i96(): 23). Also, the latest 

(relevant) sherds were deposited before introduc-

tion of Hinkelstein (i.e., Middle Neolithic) ware 

could occur (Modderman 1970: 198), somewhere 

in the fifth phase of the Main sequence (Meier-

Arendt 1966: 45-46; 1975: 142). A consequence of 

this Early Neolithic date is that most of the hou.ses 

at Elsloo are accompanied by pits, whereas at 

Hienheim this is only the case for the older. Early 

Neolithic part of the occupation. Through their 

association with a hut, the contents of a number o( 

pits could be lumped to provide better/larger 

samples in quite a number of instances. In other 

words, in Hienheim roniparability was on the lc\ el 

of iinds only (cf. Ch. l i j , at Elsloo it was also on the 

level of huts and though 1 will present ligures for 

the Iinds too ( Figs. 20 and 21), my argumenl will bc 
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based on tiic compiitations made for the houscs 

(Figs, i8and 19). Ilshouid Iw-cinphasi/.cd that ihc 

two data sets are not equivalent, as not every fmd 

could be unequivocally assigned to a hut: 53 houses 

summed 163 fmds, but only 151 finds were larger 

than the noise level. 

This "noise" level for the Elsloo sherds could be 

lixed at two sherds in Hicnheim four; cf Ch. II, 

Section 3 - a difference very probably due to the 

sclective processofpublication (Modderman 1970: 

6; if 110 more than six sherds pertained to a given 

hul, ihey were not published). Aft er coding the 

decoraled ware from ihc ()ublication, a prclimi-

nary VL'A of the data indicated that the chronolo

gical ordering was to be computed Irom the 

variables TECHNIQ^UES, COMPONENTS of decoration 

(belly area) and presence of NECK DECORATION (at 

Hicnheim: instcad of presence of NECK DECORA

TION, STRUCTUREs; cf. Figs. 15 and 19). In the 

original PCA, the chronological PC took care of 

9.3% of the variance; in the subsequcnt, special 

PCA, 47.9",,.« 

With the houses thus chronologically ordered, 

Fig. I 7 presents a comparisoii of the rankings of 

individual finds and huts as produced by separate 

PCA's; also, Modderman's phasing has been ren-

dered. Diiferences between the three orderings are 

apparent; however, a substantial overall agree-

mcnt is very clear. Furthermore, neither of the 

PCA sequences contradicts any of the stratigraph-

ical observations from the excavation (Modder

man 1970: 28-35). ^y these two parallels (plus ihe 

existence of S-distribulions ol the mixes on olher 

than the computational variables) the PCA techni-

que, in my opinion is validated. 

Regarding Fig. i 7 a number of comments should 

be made. l'hey are divided into general and 

specific remarks. 

deneral (1): The subdixision into phases is 

deri\cd from the com|Hiter output: the factor scores 

of the huts are not evenly distributed over the 

chronological axis; rather they show some clusters. 

From the time span involved (350 to 450 years) a 

partitioning of the data into smaller sets seems 

advisable; cutting-olf poinis were "established" 

between the clusters of factor scores. It should be 

emphasized that the phases thus produced relate to 

decorated ceramics only, and also that they do not 

ha \e any substantixe meaning beyond this analy-

sis. Of course, the general agreement of "my" 

phases with those of Modderman is not purely co-

incidental; Modderman's phases are also based on 

pot decoration, yet stratigraphy and hut typology 

figure too. 

General (2): Regarding the actual duralion of 

the |)hases (be it in years or in generations), nothing 

can bc said. 'Fhe diiferences in factor scores depict 

com]3ounded change in ccramic decoration. As 

nothing can be said ai)out the ratc of changc per 

unit of time, two models were introduced to spread 

the Hienheim data along the chronological axis 

(pp. 50, 60-61, also note 5). It will be clear that 

(non-)application and choice between the models 

is cntirely arbitrary; these will have dilferent 

conscquences for phase length as well. 

deneral (j): Two phase boundaries (between 3 

and 4, and 4 and 5) are not very clear-cut: there are 

110 sharp changes in the factor scores at these loei. 

General (4): Regarding the ranking of the huts, 

its reliability is tied to the number of observations 

(sample size) on which it is based. Especially when 

the number of sherds is low (less than ten; which is 

the case for eleven huts). the i'ank accorded cannol 

be but indicative; this will hold to a lesser cxtent for 

sample sizes of ten to twenty sherds as well (ten 

huts). (With three variables, in larger samples the 

number of observations rises to abo\e the coiuen-

tional rule of thumb size: 31 huts.) Referring to the 

discussion of confidence intervals above (pp. 50, 

59-60), any single observation may fall within a 

specifiable range, yet through the variation allow-

ed, it may also fit into other, overlapping ranges. 

F,xpansion of the number of observations through 

expansion of the number of variables, or through 

expansion of the number of units in the sample, 

results in a narrowing of the confidence limils and 
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Flg. ly. ELSLÜO VILLAGE. 

A comparison of the pca dcrived chro
nologies of huts (vertical scales) and in-
dividual finds associated with the huts 
(top scale) with Modderman's datings. 
• C finds, huts with < 9 sherds. 

0 B finds, huts with 10-19 sherds. 
1 .\ finds, huts with ^ 20 sherds. 

PHASE 1-6: phases suggested by clus
tering of factor scores; old to young. 

'RANK HUTS' chronoiögical sequence 

of huts computed from aggrcgated finds 
around them (1-52: old to young). Bars 
U) the left of rank nrs. indicate approxi-
mately equal factor scores. 

'RANK OF FINDS' chronoiögical se

quence of individual iinds uncquivo-
cally assignable to huts. 

'HUTS NR' identification number from 
Modderman 1970. 

'HUTS WT' indicates nr of sherds as
sociated with huts. 

'I..W.' finds with Limburg Ware. 
'EARLY' finds probably ante-dating 

construction activities 
^ ^ ^ date of hut according to Mod
derman 1970 (l):35-42. (from bottom 
scale). 
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thus in a securer positioning ofllie sample. Similar 

considerations apply to finds. 

(ieneral ( ',): Though the figure may be sugges-

tive if nol deceptive, there is no direct connection of 

tiie finds" rankings with Modderman phases: each 

ol these is entirely independent of one another. 

Specijic ( I): Among the factor scores computed 

for the huts, similar values indicate chronological 

nearness of the houses as indicated below. 

Ranks Hut nrs. W'eighls 

02-03 65, 62 BC 

05-08 63, 50, 19,04 AACA 
09-10 " 5 . 3^ AA 
11-12 ' 7 . 75 AA 

14-17 67, 64, 68, 10 BBBC; 

18-19 36 ,28 CA 

21-25 74: 44> 49. 4». 08 AAAAA 
2()-;jl 58, 38, 34, 24, 31 .37 AAACAA 

:i:i-37 15.50, 27. ^3 . 84 CCACA 

38-42 47, 11. 14. 6(1, «7 CAAAB 

43-44 •-!9. Ö9 BA 
47-48 8 8 , 8 3 BC 

(Rank: sequence numbcr oi" factor score, computed l)y pca 
(unrotated) from variables TKCHNIQUES, COMPONENTS and NECK 

DECORATION) 

(Hut nrs. ace. to Modderman 1970) 

(Weights: in nr. of sherds; A 20 and over; B 10-19; ^' '*-'̂ ^ tlian 

Specijic (2): In Modderman 1970 (i) : 35,several 

liiuls are disciissed which mighl have been dug 

i)efore the beginnings of hut construction in ihe 

\illage. For the finds nrs. 214, 323, and 434, 

rankings were computed (vertical scale to the top) 

as 004, 002, and 007, respectively; the size of nr. 

323 is sufficiënt (i pot + 29 sherds) to result in a 

reliable relaii\ e age. Several other finds seem to be 

very early as vvell (ranking less than 006): 

- unambiguously associated with huts, and ap-

pearing in the figure; 

(rank 000): finds 238 (3 sherds; Hut 62), 262 (3; 

H.63) 
(rank 002); find 408 (9 sherds; H.09) 

(rank 003): find 300 (21 sherds; H.70) 

(rank 005): find 303 (15 sherds; H.65) 

nol unambiguously associated with onc hul 

only, not in the figure; 

(rank 001); find 288 (4 sherds). 

Again, only a few finds are large enough lo be 

regarded without serious doubts (nrs. 300, 303, 

323; possibly 408 also). 

Specijic (j): There are four finds in Elsloo con-

taining Limburg Ware (Modderman 1970(1): 

141-143; also; Modderman 1974; Ciabriel 1976): 

nrs. 305 (10sherds; H.74; rank 096), 329 (I2;H.75; 

098), 356 (23; H.20; 027) and 452 (47; H.50; 020). 

Ihe Limburg Ware lias not been enlered along 

with the LBK ware into the computations of the 

relative age of the associated huts. 

Specijic (4): Some minor remarks remain on 

the positions of finds and huts in Kig. 1 7: 

- Hut 10 (rank 17); find 072 incorporated (Mod

derman 1970(1): 29; also p. 8) 

Hul 29 (rank 43): finds 234 and 454 are grouped 

with this hut, although they may belong there 

only "partially" (ibid, p. 13). This can be given 

as neither an alternative nor a criterion for 

dividing the sherds. 'fhal is, the daling ol'this hul 

is approximate only. 

Hul 48 (rank 23): find nr. ()()4 is accorded a very 

high ranking (; 108). Il derives from a poslniold. 

No reason can be found lo exclude ihis hu ls 

inventory. 

Hul 56 (rank 34); according to Modderman's 

texl, difierciil lines of evidence point to dissim-

ilar datings; absence of a wall-trench yields 

period I; inner construction, phase Ilb; some 

sherds, phase ld (Modderman 1970(1): 18). 

From ils jjosition in Fig, i 7, the present author 

would fa\()ur the date indicated by theconstruc-

lioual details. 

Hut 60 (rank 41): according to the description 

find nr. 434 (rank 007) should be incorporated 

with it. However, on the plate depicting this 

find, no allribution is given (as is on other plates 

for other finds); similarly, from the hut's plan 

association seems to be less than evident (ibid, p. 
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19; ii)id. \()l 11: pi. 51, 27; respeeiively). In the 

c'oniputalion of the hut's rank, lind nr. 434 has 

been Icll out. 

Hut t)2 (raniv 03^: has been put into Modder-

nian's phase Ib on aeeount olits "Ncry typical" 

^ -poslniold coiiligui alion. Modderman oniy 

indicates the lirst Period lor the hut's eonsirue-

tion (ibid., Vol I: 33, 20; 36, 37). 

Hut 63 (rank 05) is certainly mueh youngcr ihan 

ils rankiug indicates. The linds associaled with 

il, ihough, are older ihan phase 4, the date 

suggesled by the h u l s extraordinary conslruc-

tion (Modderman i()7o(r): 20, and (II): PI. 28). 

The conclusion seems inevitable: hut 63 is nol to 

be associated with fnid nos. 262 and 275. 

Because ol ihese iiuompatabilities ihis hul is 

omitted from t'urther consideration; in Ch. \ ' the 

dale indicaled b\' the hul's consiruction wil! be 

used. 

Hut 64 (rank 15): lind 111. 220 is very early (rank 

009), which may be due lo the sniall nuinber ol 

sherds (only l'our). There is no reason, however, 

to reconsider its associalion with ihe hul. Ihen. 

Modderman 1970(1): 20 posits this building 

"early in Period I I " ; Irom hindsight, however, a 

dale in ld should seem beller (P.J.R. Modder

man, pers. comm. 201278). This laller dale has 

been entered accordingiv. 

Hut 74 (rank 21) is associaled through fiiid no. 

305 (ranking 096) with Limburg ware. In the 

computalion of the hut's ranking, the Limburg 

sherds have not been incorporated (as with linds 

nr. 329/Hut 75, 452/H. 50). 

Hul 75 (rank 12) has been accorded a relatively 

early ranking, which is in line with Modder-

man's observations on the associated pottery. A 

d.itc liii' the hul in Id-1 Ia is narrowed to I Ia on 

account ol'detailsorilie hut's construction (ibid., 

p. 22). The high ranking find is nr. 329, which 

because of its Limburg sherds has scored ihal 

high; for the hul's chronological posiiioii, the 

Limburg Ware has been omitted. 

Hul 84 (rank 37) should bc younger than hul 83 

because ol iheir relalive positions. Vel, ihe 

associated pottery points to an inversion: H.84 is 

ceramically older than H.83 (ranks 37 and 48 

respeclively). Modderman's conclusions are 

ideniical (ibid., p. 24). 

Speci/ic ([')): In ihe ronipulalions of l'igs. 18 to 

24, huls nr. 26 and 72 have erroneously been 

entered along with the huls listed in 1' ig. 17 on 

ranks 08 and 05, respeclively; their small size 

leleven and three sherds) will make the ellects 

negligible. Because of this, the numbers of huls per 

phase in Fig. 19 are not luUy identical with those in 

Fig. 17. 

Regarding the model of conlinuity and discon-

tinuily, the logisiic curve hypothesized lor the 

mixes is visible on most variables: TKCHNK^IIES, 

NKCK DECORATION, COMPONENTS ( b c l K ) , FILLINGS 

of bands all show this pattern (Fig. 18; also the 

olher drawings). 

The totality of the variables shows a much more 

diversilied picture for P>lsloo than for Hienheim: at 

the lalter site almosl all visible change is concen-

iraled on the younger end ol the scale, whereas al 

Klsloo change occiirs everywhere; the inllection 

points of the various variables are much more 

scattered chronologically. And although the curves 

lor the Elsloo ware were nol smoothed, ihey are 

more regular in appearance than the smoothed 

ones for Hienheim pottery decoration. For these 

reasons (regularity and di\ersilyl, introduction of 

confidence estimales is nol necessary: if conlinuity 

is any where archaeologically demonstrable, il is for 

the decorated pottery from Elsloo, as dissected in 

Figs. 18 to 2 I. 

Also, the line interprelabilily ol these graphs is a 

lurther corroboration of ihe usefulness of the 

i'oiuinuity/disconliniiilN model dexcloped in ihc 

second section. 

'l'wo linal noles should be added: 

ihe drawings for l^lsloo houses (Figs. 18, 19J, for 

Elsloo linds (Figs. 20, 21), and lor Hienheim (Figs. 

13 to 16) are for not-entirely-identical sets of 

variables. 'I'his is due lo dillerences in coding: some 
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3: continuous & 
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Fig. 18. ELSLOO VILLAGE: Proportions ofvarious attributes per variaUeofdeoonliaaa 'Vcr time. Phases c 
principal components anatysis of the variables marked with B . 

top: youngest phase; bottom: oldest phase. 

N: number of huts comprised in phase. 
column width: 100% each (also cf. Fig. 13). 
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3: muhiden led 2: present 3: points 2: recti- 3: none 2: parallel to 3: Cüntinuous 3: hatchings 2: discontinuous & 

spatula 4: hatchings 
5: s tab-and-drag 

linearity molif 
3: olher possi-

bilities 

4; s iab-and-drag homogeneous 
3; continuous & 

heierogencous 
4: discontinuous & 

heterogeneous 

Fig. ig. ELSLOO VILLAGE: Proportions of various «tlributes per vartableof poCtery decoration over time. f t iwri drr i iml from a principal cOBiponents analysis of die vafbUet 
marked with B , and according to clustering on ^ e time scale or ( 

top: youngest phase; bottom: oldest phase. 
N: number of houses comprised in phase. 
column width: 100% each (also cf fig. 13). 
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nails finger tips i: simple ÜtCüRN. i: finger/nail impressions I; cu r \ i - 1: wa\ es 1: symme 

simple spatula decoration I: present 21 Unes lineariiv •2: spirals 2: cadres 

mult identcd 2: doublé 2: absent 3: hatchings •2: recti- 3: none 

spatula decoration 
3: treble 

decorat ion 

4: s tab-and-drag linearity 

LINES BAND FILLINGS 

y axes 1; empty bands 
nterrupted 

3; continuous 

EI.EMENTS NECK. 

I; lines 
2: hatchings 
'j: stab-and-drag 
4: poinls 

MAIN t lHARACT. NECK) 

c continuous & 
homogeneous 

2: discontinuous & 
homogeneous 

3: continuous & 
heterogeneous 

4: discontinuous & 
heterogeneous 
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Fig. 20. ELSLoo viLLAGE. Proportioiis of various attributes per variable of pottery decoratk» over time. Phatc» coBipffiie cqaal numbcn of fad», arranged chronologkaUy by 
means of a principal components analysis of the variables marked with B . 

top: youngest phase; bottom: oldest phase. 
Data for finds, ten finds to the phase. 
Column width: 100% each. falso cf. fig. 13). 
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2: lines 

I: curvi-
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1: waves 
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. \ IXI I . I . ^RV LINLS BAM> FILLINGS 

I: symmetry axes 1: empty bands 
2: cadres 2: interrupted 
3: none 3: continuous 

ELEMENTS 1 NECKj 

[: lines 
2: s tab-and-drag 
3: hatchings 
4: points 

MAIN CHARACT. NECKJ 

1: continuous & 
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2: discontinuous & 
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3: continuous & 
heterogeneous 

4: discontinuous & 
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Fï^. i?/. ELSLOO VII.LAGE: Proporiions ofvarious attributes per variable of pottery decoration over t ime. Phases dcrived from a principal components analysisofthe variables 
marked with B , and according the clustering on the time scale or component. 

top: youngest phase; bottom: oldest phase 
No. of pits: number of finds comprised in phase. 

column width: i oo% each (also cf. fig. 13). • • 
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variables have been redelined in ihe time between 

the analyses. 

- for Elsloo thedistribulionsofthepits/housesover 

time were not converted lo the numbers of sherds. 

This was the first place because such a procedure 

involves a subslanlial inveslmcnl in lime, and in 

the second place because the tlnal and preferrcd 

outcome for Hienheim (MODEL UI) is very much 

parallel lo ihe original distribution of the factor 

scores. And, as slated before, any (re-)arrangement 

is arbitrary. 

Another corroboration of the general idea un-

derlying the present analysis can be found in a 

recent paper by Drennan (1976), especiaily re-

garding the construction of a chronological series 

- in his case, for ceramic data from Oaxaca in 

Mexico. He starts from a Brainerd-Robinson ma

trix of distances (dissimilarily-coefTicients) in a 

sample of four stratigraphical groups of together 22 

linds. The distances are calculated over au un-

specified set of traits of decoration and of form. This 

matrix is then entered inlo a nonmetric miilti-

dimensional scaling program (discussed, among 

others, by Hodson et al. 1971: 303; and Shepard et 

al. 1972: 52) to chronologically arrange this basic 

set; afterwards some 300 finds were added to 

produce the final series. In the present context, the 

follovving poinls are of special interest: 

Finds as such are found to contain sufficiënt 

inlormalion for a chronological ordering; co-

occurrence of traits on indi\idual sherds is nol used 

as input for the analysis. 

- Chronologically insignificant or unreliable 

variables are oniilled af'lcr a pilol sludy. 

- As iar as stratigraphic controls go, a number of 

finds is incorreclly placed by the program: noise, 

small size, and central posilion on ihe slrongly bent 

time Irajectory are mentioned as possible causes. 

Noisy finds are dropped (cf, however, Ch. H, 

Section 3), and small finds are as.signed to sections 

instead oj points on the time axis. 

- Frequency counts are used to monitor ceramic 

change as an image of the passage of time. 

As a critical remark, the disregard of the 

possibility of discontinuities has to be mentioned, 

whereas from the description two 'pseudo-continui-

ties' may be inferred: simultaneous change on a 

number of variables is simply taken lo mark the 

Iransilion bclvvcen jihases (a similar reilicalion of 

the phase concept as in Liining 1975: 181). 

Aparl from this criticism, I consider the paral-

lelism of Drennan's idcas and mine indepen-

dently developcd indicalixc of the \alidily of the 

basic principles. 

8. Conclmions 

Va shorlen ihe follovving discussion, I vvill intro

ducé some symbolic notations: 

" d " will stand for the decorated F^arly and 

Middle Neolithic pottery excavated at Hienheim 

u|) to and iiuluding 1970; this ware is the subject ol 

the present analysis. 

" D " will stand lor the decorated Karly and 

Middle Neolithic pottery of the entire modern site 

ol Hienheim, whether excavated or not, yet po-

tentially discoverable; d 6 D (or: d is a subset of D). 

" h " will indicate the part of the site that has been 

excavated until and including 1970, in some 

unspeciflable way roughly corresponding to d. 

Finally, " H " will represent the entire modern 

F>arly and Middle Neolithic site at Hienheim. 

Again, h € H; h is estimated to be about. 4 H or 

more; also, h is not a random sample from H, and 

thus not representative of H. In other words, the 

probability that any sherd from H is in h is nol 

constant; a smaller percentage of the sherds 

dumped near the forest front of the setllement are 

incorporalcd in h tliaii of ihose discarded on the 

river front. D may be ihoughl of as the modern 

representative of the decorated pottery of the 

Bandkeramik tradition, and H as ihe Conteni-

poraneous manifestation ol the settlemenl of Old 

Hienheim. 

file:///alidily
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t)n llic basis olilic icsnlts cslablishrcl in the liilh 

section, hearing the ciualilications of the sixth 

section in mind (plus the corroborations in the 

seventh section), and using the symbols defined 

above, the following can be said about the research 

question \\ lu-lhcr liicre was a discontinuity or not 

from LBK to HR: 

+ I: in (1 therc is a discontinuit\. Ho\ve\er, since 

h is not reprcsentati\e of H, noliiing can i)c said of 

continuity or discontinuity within D. Similarly, as 

the possible relations between any pair of the terms 

d, D, h, and H (or between any of the minor terms 

and llic oiiginai ])()ttcrs at Old Hienheim) are not 

knou n, not even approxiinately, there is no way to 

deduce from d's discontinuity a similar disconti-

nuit\ in H cir .iinong ihc old potters, lor that 

matter. Thus, from the present analysis no"Sied-

lungskonstanz^ (continuous occupation at the same 

site; Berger 1973: 24) is to l)e concluded, 

+ 2: the research problem has been derived from 

the general question of'continuity of discontinuity 

in Ba\aria from LBK (o BR pottery decoration. If 

the genera! picture ofd, as])rcsenled in l'igs. 13 and 

14, is accepled, then it can be ol)served that almost 

all traits that logether constitute the style of 

decoration at the younger end of the scale (i.e., 

those eharacteristic of BR pottery) already occur 

BEFORK the discontinuity spoken of in the last 

paragraph. This is even clearer from the graphs of 

Kig. I (). which are in a way condensed iransforms of 

those in Kig. 15. Therefore, no matter whether 

there is a discontinuity in D, perhaps even aniong 

the old potters, a continuity in the Bandkeramik 

tradition of pottery decoration is apparent. So, 

since the take-off which would later result in the 

BR style of decoration evidently did occur in a 

Bavarian LBK milieu, the Zapotocka theory 

(Zapolockii 1970: '.28-29) has been rcfuled on tvvo 

important points: 

110 Bohemian or otiier aliochlhonous origins of 

BR need be assumed; 

HR is not a Bavarian \ai'ianl ol llie SBR style, 

l)ut a style ofdecoration in its own right. 

('on\ersely, her observation that in Baxariaii no 

evidence of the older phascs of the SBK can be 

fbund (Zapotocka 1970: 13) now falls into place, 

even gaining perspective from this analysis. 

Also, Meier-Arendt's theory (Meier-Arendt 

'975- •34"'35) of an autochthonous evolution of 

pottery decoration from LBK to BR appears to bc 

supported ("corrofxirated") by the present ana

lysis il interpreted as lejeriing lo the region. 

Unally, it would also seem that if there is place 

for two successive styles within BR (of which I am 

yet to be persuaded"). Unterisling with its hatched 

decoration (Zapotocka H)7O: PI. 8) would jjrecede 

the Oberlauterbacher style of stah-and-drag cle

ments. 

4 3 : in the first part of the sixth section il was 

stated that the usefulness of a model is a measure of 

its value. The conclusions above justify my model 

of continuity and discontinuity as presented in 

Section 2, p. 42-45, I think. This, then, is an cm-

pirical falsification of Van der Waals' statement 

already alluded to in note 2, that discontinuity can 

be suggested only: it can lie demonstrated, as 

continuity can be. 

I h e n , I would like to define the BR pottery 

decoration explicitly. Stroh (1940), who invented 

the term (and took it to mean the Bavarian facies of 

the Rossen style) gives only hints as to its meaning; 

Zapotocka 1970: 29, in attributing SBK principles 

to the ware, also presents summary descriptions 

only; Meier-Arendt 1975 seems to be too pre-

occupied with his analogue models to worr)- much 

about deflnitions (though some indicators as to the 

appearance of Unterisling are given: Meier-Arendt 

1975: 135); Torbrügge and Uenze 1968, Maier 

1964, Mauser-Goller 1969311 bypass the issue. This 

style of pottery decoration is characterized by; 

- TECHNiQUEs: multidcnted spatula, sometimes in 

combination with the "goat fbot tooi". 

NUMERiciTv: (absence of simple decoration), 

doublé (and quadruple) and treble execution of all 

motifs, auxiüary lines, etc. 
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- NECK DECüRATioN is pii'M'ii/ oii r \cry dcc'orated 

pot; it is generally executed in one single element, 

and interrupted in a metope-like fashion. 

COMPONENTS (both body and neck): either slab-

and-drag impressions or hatching, which seem to be 

alinosi niiitually exclusive on indi\idiial pols,^" 

often conibined vvitli a fringe ol points aroiind the 

motu's. 

- sTRucTURKs: rectiUneaily execiiled tnotifs. 

- MAIN MOTiFs: derivativcs of the zigzag (rhombs, 

zigzags, or simple oblique patterns). 

- AUxiLiARY LiNEs: may or may not be present, 

and ifso, disguised as fringes, pariiiioning Unes, etc. 

If these traits oceur together in a closed find ol 

Middle Net)lithic, Bavarian provenicnce, the iind 

may be naiiicd aller (his style ii ihe listcd traits 

occupy more than (say) 50% ol'the mixes. 

Because the above definition has ahnosl nothiiig 

in common with that ofRössen proper, il iiiight be 

beller lo lollow Meier-.'Xrendl's ad\iee ihal "ihe 

label "BR' should be rejeeled as beiiig ambigiioiis" 

(Meier-Arendt 1975: 160). In ils place "Slab and 

Hatch Complex" is proposed (in (iernian: "Slich-

Strich Komplex'" or "SSK", sounding rather 

different from "Stichband Keramik", "Ciross-

gartach", "Linearband Keramik", or "Münchs-

höfen", to name bul the contiguous styles); the lirsi 

two words point the two main alternative 

characteristics of the pottery, and "complex" 

indicates that it is a varianl wiiliin the Baiul-

keramik tradition, and not a separate entily. 

Two minor eonclusions will end this chapter: 

- Neither MODEL U nor MODEL I is entirely ade

quate to deseribe d at H. Especially the earlier part 

of MODEL II should be reconsidered fprobably 

compressed). 

Since h is not representative of H, d will ahnosl 

certainly nol be representative ol 1). Iherelitre, 

expanding the number of units in ihe analysis 

might considerably modify Figs. 13 and 14 (sec the 

Postscript lo this chapter). 

NOTES 

' As a sideline. liie Ibllowing delinitioiis may be proposed: A 
liadilwn relers lo the set of'variables for which (usually within a 
geograpbically restricted area) a continuous change over time 
can i>e postiilated. Style will indicate a set of synchronie mixes, a 
subslantial proportion of which show a homogeneous (or single 
trail) composilion. Then the sets that are less extreme in 
composilion could be labeled intermediate. 

For Hienheim il can be said that one tradition is object of 
study, viz., the Bandkeramik tradition of pottery decoration: 
iwo styles are tobeobserved in the data; LBK and BR, dcfmable 
on the basis of Fig. 15 as the conligurations at the bottom, and at 
the top, respectively. 

'' Two commenls: In Lüning 1973 innovation per time phase is 
stres.sed, ihereby giving the impression ihat innovationsoccur in 
clusters and that evolution is a jumping art'air. While this may 
have been the case a number of times, il should be recognized 
that regional (or "specilïc") evolution is usually gradual, the 
leaps forward being limiting cases only (Berger 1973: 37); or, 
even worse, more apparenl than real through lumping on an 
ordinal (i.e., discontinuous) time scale, an analyiical artifaci: 
" . . . time is nol a series of categories, il is a continuüm" (Plog 
1974:441. 

In \ 'a i i (lel Waals 197", coiuiiuiily is tonsidered ""demon-

strable as an archaeological realiiy", whereas discontiiuiily can 
bc suggesled only. However, if continuily can be "demon
strated", and if the opposite case cannot be demonstrated but 
suggested only, then neither can be falsified, and the problem of 
!dis)continuily is transferred to the metaphysical sphere. Il', as 
proposed here, these terms are defined in relation to one 
another, in a system, then their implications serve to falsify one 
another in concrete events. 

•* 'I'he resulting sequence is given by so-called factor-scores of 
the individual finds, of the general form of: 

s ^ a x + by + cz + . . . . 
in which a, b, c, . . . are constants ("factor coefFicients") 
characteristic of the variables used, and x, y, z , . . . the counts of 
the respective variables as observed in the find under conside-
ration. In the case of a missing value for x, y, z, . . . the usual 
procedure is to enter the mean for that variable, thereby 
introducing a kind of interpretative noise. 

' This will hold only if the PCI has been delined by means of 
samples truly representative of the original population, and il 
the evolution of the mixes has been non-regressive. Because of 
the rather large number of samples, their aggregate will be very 
close tosiicharepresentativity. Conversely, any single sample or 
Iind may dilfer considerably from the "no rm" for lts linie of 
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depositit)n, even vvlien it is still within probability l)ounds; this is 
most likeiy to oerur when the sample is small. 
'' As discusscd here. Models i and 2 are reworked in the next 
section on the basis ot' numbers of sherds, instead of pits. The 
implication is of a constant percentage of wasted and deposited 
sherds iiis-a-ris the original population of ceramics. lypo-
graphically, ihis chaiiRc is iiidiealed by MODKI. 1 and MODEL. 11 
«ri l ten large. 

The construction of au image of what these models stand for 
would start with the so-called "Clook method" (Cohen 197"): 
47'2), which could better have been named "C'.ook's Principle". 
Aecording to ihis principle, the relalive frequencies of any single 
attribute or \ariable of niaterial culture (as excavated, I 
presume) are directly proportional to the size of the original 
population oïhomo sp. W'hile 1 am aware of the shortcomings of 
this idea (forasummarycf. Cohen 1975) I thinkthat theseapply 
only to too narrow a one-to-one interpretation of this principle 
in too wide a field. If it is taken to mean "roughly coinciding 
with" and if its application is restricted to data which from a 
general evolutional point oi' view are homogencous, nothing 
iTiuch can be said against its use. 

In this way, the ordering produced by the PCIA for the 
Hienheim data, taken literally, could be "explained"" by 
assuminga mas.sive immigration l'ollowed by a rapid exhaustion 
ol the resources, forcing the main body of the population to 
march on alter about 4 "phases", while a small number ol' 
tenants is lelt bchind. Model 1 vvould then stand for the 
occupancy of the site by a constant number of people instead. 
. \nd Model 2 might accouiu for two radically dilferenl 
situations: 

Model '2d: When a small group colonizes an arca, expantls, 
and gradually exhausts its resources, then the size of the human 
population responding to the exploitative pattern will follow a 
normal curve. This is essentially the model used by Plog (1974: 
91-92) in a general discussion of change over prehistorie time. 
Not considered by him, houever, is the following model, which 
is probably etiualK, if not ituire, relevant and in an\ case more 
general: 

Model 2b: The nornially distributed frequcncy counts of (an 
attribute of' sonie Iradition 1' arise when the same human 
popidaiion lias produced a Iradition S before 'l and a tradition 
V aller it. Products S and U do not fit the catcgories used to 
classiiy the products oi' T . Moreover, S or U ma\ be void 
because a situation similar to Model 2a obtained. 

Whatever translation of the above models of material culture 
into the demographic/social sphere is concocted, the frequency 

distribution prescribed by the second model will probably be 
the best, most realistic one (Plog 1974: 92). Also, the "explana-
tion" of Model 2b has two advantages: it is not necessary to 
assume the \alidity of Cook's principle, and it seems to tie in 
nealK' with the present state of theorizing about the LBK -
uhether the LBK was produced by immigrants. or by Meso-
lithic autochthones (the local Mesolithic has not bcendefined as 
yet); and whcther aller BR the people moved awayor starled lo 
produce pottery without decoration. 

" This method of weighting is ralher crude. It has the 
advantage, however, of being easily performed on a primitive 
desk calculator. Some of the more sophisticated ways ol' 
smoothing are merely more complex develo}imcnls of the same 
idea (cf Clark 1975 plus references there). 
' An inllection point is that point of the graph where the 
direction of the curvature changes, convex becoming concave 
(or reverse); inFig. gthispoint ishalf-way between t(j) and t(i), 
where frequency (p) =frequency (q) =50", , , . In the case of the 
logistic curves in the other figurcs, it is easily found by dividing 
the overall change in the mix by 2 and then localing the poini 
v\here hall the change has been run through. 
'^ C'.omparable ligures for Hienheim are not available because 
oi differences between the final calculations. For Hienheim, the 
principal components solution was rotated to a "bet ter" 
descriptiou of the data, which renders meaningless the notion 
"lïcrcentage ol' the variance explained". However, this new 
chronological axis was confirmed by a multiple regression 
analysis: R" (MODEL 111) = .882; R^ (MODEL ma) = .899. In 

words: 88.2",,, resp. 89.9"„ofthe variance of the 11 traitsusedin 
ihe computation of the ordering is explained by the chrono
logical axes of MODELS m and ma. For Elsloo, rotation of the PC's 
did not produce a better interpretable result, on the contrary: 
trustcd markers of early pottery, such as absence of rim 
decoration and simple spatula, came to oppose one another. 
The scquence for Elsloo presented in the text is, thereforc, the 
unrotated solution; lor this ordering, in a multiple regression 
analysis R^ = .952 has been computed. 

" Hence, possibly, the customary difi'erentiation of the Unteris-
linger and Oberlauterbacher ware, which would seem real 
cnough on the hush oi' sur/act' collefted samples. However, at the 
Hienheim site both wcre found in the very same pils. Of course, 
ihis does not rulc out separate origins but these now remain to 
bc demonstrated by means oisystematic excavations, not with 
inventories of hazy collections. For a more specific discussion of 
the distributions of hatched and of stab-and-drag decorated 
ware at Hienheim, see p. 163. 
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CHAPIKR III 

POSTSCRIPT 

Some time after the above had been written, a vast complex of pits was excavated at the site of Hienheim. 

The pottery that eame out of it is comparatively early for this settlement; a CU 14 reading from the fillings of 

pit no. 1397 (one of this complex) gave 6220 ± 45 bp, 65 years older than any of the dates previously 

obtained. It wasdeeided toincorporate these fresh data (15 pits, ()2(J sherds) in my analyses. The lollowing 

text and accompanying graphs are intended to summarize the new results. 

Because of the early nature of the data to be added, 

the variable "presence or absence of neck decora-

tion" (FORMAT), was also entered into the compu-

tations of the chronological ordering; together with 

TKCHNî UES, cc:>MP<)NENTs (belly), and STRI-CTURF. 

summing 13 traits. Vo inakc up for the 61 pits (out 

of I 79) of the site without a sufficiënt number of rim 

sherds, an allowance had to be made by inserting 

the average values of the attributes of this variable 

(the "computational noise" of note 3, Ch. I I I ) . 

The first, or chronological, principal component 

accounted for 52.3",, of the variance of the vari

ables nietuioned (at Elsloo, 40.0"„). This time, 

rotation of the factor structure did not produce a 

better ordering of the ünds (as determined from the 

factor plot, and from a multiple regression analysis) 

and is therefore not incorporated in the present 

computations and results. The distribution of the 

finds on the chronological axis is summarized in 

Fig. 22. As has been demonstrated in the niain text 

of this chapter, there is an apparent discontinuity. a 

large, early cluster of finds is separated by a gap 

from a smaller, younger cluster, with a few finds 

occurring haphazardly in the gap. Forty-two finds 

do not belong to the main cluster, a number exactly 

equal to that of the finds younger than the 

discontinuity made visible in Figs. 14 to 16. 

Given this result I did not think it necessary to re-

do the entire analysis of the Sections 5 and 6 in Ch. 

III . Instead, I will brielly note a changc in the 

positions of some finds and say a little on the checks 

of the principal components soltition proposed in 

Section 6. 

The incorporation of the variai)le "presence of 

neck decoration" (i.e., FORMAT) into the computa

tions has resulted in an important re-positioning of 

at least fbur finds: 1115 and 1116 are now younger 

than the discontinuity (which seems better, intui-

tively), with nos. 0364 and 0648 older now (also 

intuitively more satisfying). Still, the major con-

clusion of Ch. III (SSK attributes were clearly 

present before the observed discontinuity, and LBK 

ones after it) also holds good for the new ordering 

(Fig. 23, which presents the MODEL I distribution 

and counts; the graphs have not been smoothed; cf. 

Fig- 13)-
Regarding the checks proposed carlier, ' the 

shape of the several curves largely conforms lo the 

presciptions of Figs. 9 and 11, notwithstanding the 

fiuctuations (this is largely the resull of their bcing 

unsmoothed). 

The radiocarbon datings are in conqjlete 

agreement with the statistically computed 

ordering, as far as the reliable ones are con-

cerned (cf discussion on p. 58; the datings have 

been entered in Fig. 25): 
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Fig. 12. HIENHEIM: distribution of finds and sherds (stippicd) along cliroiiological axis in (grouped) factor scores. 'Older' to ttic 
left, 'younger' to the rigtit. 

No. of fiiids indicated at the top of the full-drawn bars. 
No. of sherds in percentages on scale to the left. 
f^ivision into macro-phases indicated at the lop of the ligure. 

Set]iicncc I4C; date Kind Rcniarks 
numljer yrs. BP number 

' 5 5780 ± 50 0108 

^9 5905 ± 45 1115 

<«) 6000 0620 

7» 5910 ± 50 0068 suspect, cf p. 58 

97 Ö125 ± 35 0414 
82 6155 ± 45 0822 suspect, cf p. 58 

' 74 6220 ± 45 •397 

On tlie subject oi'stratigraphieal checks f am ablc 

to re|)oi t agreemciit now of observcd and com-

putcd sequence: tind no. 0548 has a younger 

"date" (seq. no. 88) than find no. 0555 (seq. no. 

108). The cause «f this shouid perhaps be sought 

eithcr in the incorporation of the variable FORMAT-

rcsuUing in a fjetter instrument or in the targer 

number of' finds resulting in a narrowing of llic 

confidence intervals (see discussion on p. 59-60) 

- or both. 

1 think that the agreement of the C'haptcr fff 

anafysis with the present one, plus the ironing out 

of some of the obvious errors of the former here, 

demonstrate (again) the general validity of the 

method. 

fn the sections alluded to, irregularities were 

observed in the older part of tlie scale; contraction 

of that part was proposed as a remedy. It shouid be 

(re-)emphasized lliat the length of the scale or of 

parts of it is entircly arbitrary: il'two linds are found 

to be very close to one another on the chronological 

scale, this may legitimately be translated into 

rankings of, say, 47 and 48. It is quite another 

thing, however, to makc this difference in ranking 

correspond to, e.g., one milhmelre on graph paper 
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• TECHNJQUES NUMERICITY • NECK D t ( ORN. B COMPONENTS B E L L Y ) • S T R L C T I R E S MOTIES AUXILIARV LINES BAND FILLINGS ELEMENTS ( N E C K ) 

i: nails/finger tips 1; simple 1:absent i: finger/nail impressions 1: curvi- 1: wa\es I: symmetry axes 1: empty bands 1: lines 
2: simple spalula decoration 2: present 2: lines linearitv 2; spirais 2: cadrcs 2: interrupted 2; tinger/nail impressions 
3: multi-dented 2: doublé 3: hatchings 2 : r e c t i - 3: none 3: (ontinuous 3; hatchings 

spatula decoration 4: stab-and-drag points linearitv 4: stab-and-drag 
4: 'goat foot tooi 3: treble 

decoration 
5: poinis. 5: poinis 

Ph N 

20 9 

19 10 

17 9 

17 17 

16 14 

15 5 

14 9 

13 8 

12 4 

11 12 

10 6 

9 9 

8 15 

7 8 

6 4 

5 13 

4 8 

3 4 

2 8 

1 7 

179 

> 
z 
c 

n 
c 
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Fig. 23. HIENHEIM: Proportions of various attributes per variable of decoration over time. Phases comprise ^proximately equal number of sherds (MODEL I), ordered 
chronologically by means of a principal components analysis of the variables marked with • : top-youngest phaie, bottom-oldest phaae (cf. Fig. 13). 

N of pils: number of finds in which the sherds were collected. 
Column width: 100% each. 
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- lor is this diirerenee equal lo the dillerenee data 95.2'\,; these ligures are not strictly eoni-

between the rankings 42 and 43? parable to those in the Postseript, as the Ibrnier ones 

To illustrate this, a multiple regression analysis relate to groups of finds/phases and the laitei- ones 

was run on the ordering as derived from the PCA, to the individual tinds and rankings). 

with equal dillerences in ranking given equal Finally, in P'ig. 25 the counts of the several 

nieaniiig. In f'ig. 24. the results have been as- altrii)utes are dcpieted in a diagram vvilh seven 

sembled: hori/.ontalK the nialheniatieally best ehronologieal phases. These phases are those sug-
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C H R O N O L O G I C A L ORDERING 
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+ 
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Fig. 24. HIKNHKIM: plot o l thc Ècsidiials iii a mulüpli ' regression 
analysis. 

Independent (or predicting) variables: techniques, presence 
of rim decoration, clements (belly) and structures. 

Horizontal; dependent (or predicted) variable: one-by-one 
ehronologieal ordering, standardized. 

Vertical: residuals (ditTerence between coinputed sequence 
and ordering of the cases), standardized. 

Plot shows two clusters: one larger, older one, and a sccond, 
smaller and younger one. 

approxiiiialion of ihat ordering, and \erlieally the 

ditl'erenees ol' approxinialed and input ordering. 

The distribiuion of the points (eaeh representing 

one lind) is of eourse very much sitnilar to thal of 

Fig. 22 - yel here 73.7",, of the variancc of the four 

variables has been "explained" (the MODEL 111 

ordering in Ch. 111 aeeounted for 88.2"(, of the 

variance, and the ordering produced for the Elsloo 
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3. continuoua filhnga 
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3- hatchingt 
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1. hnai 
2. pointa 
3- hatchingt 
4- fingar/nail impraaaions 
5- stab.and -drag 

ELEMENTS ( N E C K ) : 
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2. pointa 
3- hatchingt 
4- fingar/nail impraaaions 
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2610 2271 76 150 60 738 233 NR.OF SHERDS/PHASE 

71 60 6 5 6 26 5 NR.OF F I N D S / P H A S E 
1 

6220 
145 

6125 
135 

5905 57BO 
145 ! 50 

C 14 dates b.p. 

Fig. 2-). HIENHEIM: proportions of attributes of'ceramic decora
tion per MACRo-PHASE, as 'defined' by discontinuities in the 
factor scores of the finds. Therefore, the discontinuity derived in 
the textofCh. I I I has not been emphasized; itcoincides with the 
dotted line separating OH'PH ASES I V/III; PHASE tv is to be regarded 
as a transition from the LBK to the SSK at Hienheim (cf. I'ig. i6). 
X ^ insullicient data. 
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gesled by the lootcs ol'Figs. 22 and 24: the clusters 

visible there have been retained here, only split up 

to make the developments better visible, just as 

the very thinly spread finds in the gap between 

"LBK" and "SSK" have been kept thinly spread 

tbr the same purpose. After much computational 

U()ul)le the linal distribution in Chapter III ofthe 

Hienheim data was much like the one produced 

initially I)N the P('A, so il seems pointless to go 

through that cycle again. In this way the dis-

continuity in the local development is caught in the 

transitional phase IV, and an emphasizing ofthe 

rupture as in Fig. 16 was therefore not thought 

necessary. 

In Table 78 the chronological ordering as 

derived in this Postscript is presented. 



CHAPTER IV 

BANDKERAMIK SOCIAL Sl 'RUCri 'URE: A PILOT STUDY 

In the Ih'st section of this chapter the fundamenial distinclion l)etween "part icipants '" models and 

"observer's" models is discussed, and the latter are subdivided into "slatistical" and "mechanical" 

models. To arrive at an image of Bandkeramik social life, it is then stated, the palh should go from theory 

through mechanical models to the statistical description. Irrevocably, the participants' views on the 

subject have been lost. On the assumption that a graveyard presents a clearer record of the social 

organization behind it ihan settlement debris does, the four other sections of this chapter are devoted to an 

analysis of the grave goods in the Klsloo C'.enietery. A short general descri]5lion in the second section 

precedes thrce models of LBK social striicturc: a study of the hicrarthy of statuses (Section 3), of the 

relations between these (Section 4); and Section 5 a more dynamic model is presented, which attempts to 

transcend the other two in linking sets of relations to sets of social positions. In the next chapter, these 

models will be tested and amended: the statistical descriptions of Bandkeramik social structure. 

1. Inlrodmtuin: prescriplioti.s and descriptions 

Reality normally seems to be a complex afl'air with 

several diOerent levels: a "pure" level, where laws 

or rules are universally valid, where "pure" and 

"impure" are forever separate; and an "impure" 

or practical level, where even the "pure" Brahmin 

is necessarily soiled by the impure facts of life 

(Duniont i<)7o: 80-87"). 'l'hc lirst lex'cl is perhaps 

nolhing but a construct, "good to think in"; its 

consistent construction renders it an ideal play-

ground for the intellect. The second level, closer to 

the facts, is that of the soiled rules: in the Hiudu 

case, the castes are fully dependent one upon the 

other, ifonly toneutralizeimpurity (Dumont 1964: 

16) and this side of reality may differ considerably 

from the ideals of the first level. 

The description of social reality (and not Just 

that of traditional Hindu society alone) may be 

quite different from the organizing principles 

which govern it, although the latter do have as 

much reality value as, say, a grammar (Hawkes 

1977: 39). The description is called a "statistical 

model" of the social reality, and the grammatical 

rules behind it form the "mechanical model" of 

that world (Lévi-Strauss 1967: 275; Guillauinin 

1968). 

Together, statistical and mechanical models are 

called (external) observer's models, because they 

are not usually recognized, known by the agents 

(Lévi-Strauss 1967: 273) although this is not 

always so: the manipulation with supply and 

demand effects on prices immediately conies to 

mind. Several other levels exist too: the members of 

the group under observation will also have ideas 

about principles according to which they behave -

the "participants'view" (DeJosselin dejong 1956: 

149, 157; also cf De Josselin d e j o n g 1971). The 

"observer's"/"participants'" dichotomy is ]jaral-

lel to the "etic"/"emic" distinction discussed in 

Chapter II. 

For instance, during my anthropological field-

work training in southern Spain (Van de Velde 

1971), the peasants told me that they were all 
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eqüals (if pressed, they would add: "small fry, that 

is": the participants' view of the Little Tradition in 

that very hierarchical society. However, some were 

apparently more equal than their brethren: 78.5",, 

of the holdings was smaller than 10 hectares, 

whereas 4.2% of the farms were more than 100 

hectares in extent; similary, 1% of those who where 

ofilcially registered as "agriculturally active" ne-

ver touched a hoe, 74% drew their main income 

from agriculture, and the remainder had to work 

additionally in town to be able to subsist: the 

statisiical model. Thcn they were quite equal since 

all of ihcm were supportors of one patron or 

another (and insofar as they had no political 

influence), but their access to the factors of produc

tion was, however, for an important part deter-

mined by the centuries-old relations of clientship of 

their lineages to that of the the local Count (and 

although llie latter had sold his property a few 

years ago to the peasants, no substantial redistri-

bution had occurred as yet). This is a very sketchy 

outline of a mechanical model of the hidden 

constraints that shaped the life of the peasants. 

From the above, very loose explication (which I 

prefer to Lévi-Strauss' deeply obscure definitions 

by means of the difi'erent "scale" of the models 

relative to the phenomena), it may be taken that in 

a theoretical consideration mechanical models are 

more appropriate than statistical ones (cf Ch. I, 

Section 2) Especially in a case like the present one, 

where the outline of a social structure is sought 

about which practically nothing is known, a 

mechanical model might provide a structuring of 

the data that might be hidden in the statistical 

appearances. Indeed, the very fact that only vague 

notions exist about Bandkeramik social structure 

(Ch. 5, Section 2) can be interpreted such that the 

data of whatever kind - are ambiguous or 

confused, that the statistical model is illegible. This 

opacity may be due either to a truly random 

distribution of the phenomena resulting from an 

(original) absence of structuring rules, or it may be 

rooted in ignorance ol what to look for: data do not 

speak for themselves. A priori, the latter possibility 

should be the case: social hfe without rules is 

impossible. 

If something like this is the case, the best strategy 

seems to be to develop a set of alternative hypo

theses to be tested against the data (see above, 

pp. 2-3, 33 and 34). The hypotheses should be 

derived from theory, and in an intensive study of a 

limited set of material the relevant part of the 

theory is selected. Such a "pilot study" is aimed at 

the construction of the "mechanical model", in the 

sense of a set of consistent rules or prescriptions 

from which hypotheses (in this case on social 

structure) and implications for the main body of 

the data can be derived (Lévi-Strauss 1967: 281). A 

testing of these will result not only in a corrobora-

tion or falsification of the hypotheses (and thus of 

the mechanical model), but also in a description of 

the degree to which reality conformed to the 

mechanical patlern: the statistical model. 

There are two reasons to select a graveyard for a 

pilot study. A practical one is that the data set is 

neither too bulky (at least in relation to, say, a 

village) nor too restricted (as is a hut in compari-

son). A more theoretical reasons is that in a 

graveyard social structure has probably been laid 

to rest more in accordance with the rules of that 

time. On a settlement site, the mundane afl'airs of 

daily life will have compromised the "pure" rules, 

whereas the graveyard is set apart. Comparative 

studies (Van Gennep 1977: i46-i65;Binford 1972: 

208-243) have shown that the world beyond the 

grave is generally organized like that of the living; 

specifically the status of the deceased tends to be 

similar in both worlds. Also, the corpse is furnished 

with cverything necessary to make a safe crossing to 

the afterworld "as they would a living traveller" 

(Van Gennep 1977: 154); the funeral ritual is 

intended to integrate the deceased in his new abode 

(Van Gennep 1977: 147)-

Among the Bandkeramik graveyeards publish-

ed, that of Elsloo in the southern Netherlands 

stands out: it is one of the largest LBK cenieteries 
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knovvn (Pavük 1972b: 92) and the accompanying 

seltlement has been excavated and data on it pub-

lished (Modileiuiaii 1970). Thus ifit were possiblc 

to produce a meehanical model o l the LBK social 

structure on the basis ofthe graveyard data, then il 

could be checked in ihe \illage. From this inler-

mediary, the step to Hienheim is much less risky 

than one which moves directly from the Dutch 

graveyard to the Bavarian village. 

This is nol ihe'place for an exhauslive exposé of 

the various notions that go under the heading 

"social structure"; several textijooks are available 

for ihai purpose (e.g. Harris 1968; Lévi-Strauss 

1967, 1969b, 1973; Service 1971 )(to name a few 

protagonists of different schools). Yet a minimum 

introduction should serve to structure the accounts 

in ihis and the next chapter; the notions employed 

iii the analysis ofthe Elsloo cemelery are furlher 

speellied al the beginnings ofthe other sections of 

the present chapter. 

To describe the social aspects of a human body 

collective, many means have been devised which in 

due time have become approaches, even para-

digms, as understood by Kuhn (especially in their 

"shared examples" meaning: Kuhn 1970: 187-

191), and the analyses from the various schools are 

hardly comparable, even when rclating to the same 

social eiitity. Perhaps this joint existence of differ

ent meanings ol "social structure" in social anthro-

pology has been the major obstaclc to archaeo-

logical thinking about it. 

For want of better ternis, two of the major 

approaches can be indicated concisely as "positio-

nal" and "relational". Both notions can be referred 

lo Radclilfe-Brown's precise dcfinition: "a struc-

turalsvstem is . . . the network of relations connect-

iug the inhabilaiUs of a region amongsl themselves 

and with people of ther regions" (Radcliffe-Brown 

1952: 193). Indeed, this definition was explicitly 

designed to unite both viewpoints. By that time, 

however, the original differences in emphasis had 

already evoUed to marked biases (Harris 1968; 

59»)-

The "positional" concept of social structure (the 

first approach to be used here) focuses on the 

various statuses (meaning posilions in a social 

network) that may be disccrned in an analysis of 

the social network of a grt)up; the statuses may be 

ranked, or raiher differentiated according to some 

ordering principle such as wealth, sex, age, lineage 

affiliation, etc. Especially in its hiërarchie focus, 

the positional social structure concept easily lends 

itself to archaeological operationalizaliou. Differ

ences in grave goods are customarily inlerpreted 

this way - explicitly or implicitly assuming wealth 

as ranking principle (e.g.. Modderman 1970: 67; 

Randsborg 1974: 51-52). There is a drawback, 

however: egalitarian society (Service 1971: 103) -

primitive agriculturalists, hunters and gatherers -

does not allow marked wealth differences.' By their 

very organization any substantial difference that 

might arise is iinmediately appropriated by the 

entire group, the collective body. This is not to 

deny the existence of status differences in egali

tarian community society; on the contrary. In 

every society, statuses are at least tied to sex and 

age. In egalitarian society, however, the social 

network is mainly based upon these factors (cf. 

however, Claessen and Kloos 1978: 78-82). A 

number of archaeologists can be quoted who 

employ more complex status determinanls, while 

retaining the basic age-plus-sex dilferentiation 

(e.g., Hodson 1977: 397, 406; Pavük 1972b; 97). 

Yet, except as a preliminary impression, a scanning 

ofthe outline ofthe social structure, the "positio

nal" description of early agricultural communities 

(and of hunters and gatherers) is hardly illuminat-

ing. I will come back to this approach in the third 

section to present it in a less sketchy manner and to 

illustrate it in an analysis ofthe gifts to the deceased 

at Elsloo. 

The "relational" notion of social structure might 

(at least in principle) provide better insight in the 

community case: egalitarian society is usually 

presented as a somewhat unstable amalgam of kin 

groups. Roughly, differences and relations be-
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tween the groups are mainly concerned with access 

to women, i.e., kinship. Consisting of relatively 

small populations - typically, some 50 to 200 

pcople, 500 at maximum (Birdsell 1973) - demo-

graphic lluctuations are clearly visible. Therefore, 

women are always in demand and in short supply: 

at the Neolithic level of technological developmeni 

the only (easible specialization is that of a division 

of labour along the sex-line (cf Begler 1978; 

Lcac'ock 1978; Siskiiid 1978). In other words, 

women are hkely to be the critical link in the 

society's system of social, economie, and biological 

])roduction and reproduction, as opposed to all 

other factors of production which are virtually 

inexhaustible (Sahlins 1972: 13, 79). In more 

complicated societies the other factors of produc

tion are in short supply as well, due to, among other 

things, the larger scale of the procurement systems. 

'i'liere. the relations between the groups are con

cerned with access to all of these scarce goods, i.e., 

economics. Parallel to the wielding of economie 

power in these more advanced social formations 

stands the manipulation of kinship in primitive 

economies. 

No longer part of familistic structures, archaeo-

logists with their urbanistic background flnd it very 

difiicult to drop wealth difierentials as a classifi-

catory or descriptive principlc. And although some 

might be persuaded of the validity of the previous 

paragraph, it should be admitted that an archaeo-

logical operationalization of, e.g. MBD (read: 

mother's brother's daughter) as a preferential 

marriage partner (to call to mind but one of the 

simpler kinship theory's elementary notions) looks 

impossible at first sight. 

The "positional" and "relational" notions of 

social structure are not necessarily confined to a 

within-settlment analysis. The segments (kin groups) 

of segmental society (hunters and galherers; 

primitive agriculturalists) seem to be freely permu-

table: community society is in fact a society without 

limits (Service 1975: 65; Fried 1975: 85). If any 

pressure upon resources makes itself feit, the bonds 

of alliance with coresidential groups do not inter-

fere with a shift of location. Huts may be set up 

elscwhcre where probably alliance bonds already 

existed, to alleviate the shortage or to spread the 

risks (e.g., Bloch 1975b: 215). In more evolved 

systems, with their economically differentiated and 

hierarchically ordered groups, settlements may 

also be ranked according to social distance from the 

centre of power: modern Hienheim is politically 

and economically less important than Kelheim, 

than Regensburg or Landshut, than Munich. 

The abüve distinction between, and almost 

oppostion of "positional" and "relational" notions 

of social structure has been described repeatedly. 

In what is probably the widest read anthropologi-

cal text in archaeological circles (cf Van de Velde 

1978) Service has very clearly pointed to it (Service 

1971: l o - i i ; an earlier edition was printed in 

1962). He uses the labels ''network of slatuses'" and 

"'social structure", however, to designate the two 

biases, and offers as a less precise and more general 

term ''social organization" to cover both. 

Nonetheless, in that way we are left with a 

terminological difficulty (not faced by Service). 

The two rather opposed ideas about social organi-

zation indicaled above are both contained within 

Radcliffe-Brown's "structural system" concept 

quoted previously. But as it is fairly close to 

empirical reality, the latter may be contrasted with 

"structure" as employed by structuralists, the 

second approach here. This is a more abstract 

model of social relations "having nothing to do 

with empirical reality . . . but built up after 

reality" (Lévi-Strauss 1967: 271). Excepting Leroi-

Gourhan (1965: 74, 88, 105, i i i , etc. and 1976; 

perhaps Laming-Emperaire 1962 must be incorpo-

rated as well), who used the contents but not the 

label, "structure" has not been employed by 

archaeologists in this meaning, as far as I kn(iw 

(also cf ethnologist Edmund Leach's sour con-

cluding address to the archaeological symposion on 

culture change: Leach 1971). Briefly, structuralists 

hold that relations in various aspects of culture 
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("Worlds" as Popper 1972: 106 would say) tend to 

be arranged in analogous ways. From such a 

structure, alternate possibilities ("transforma-

tions") can be derived, which poses the problem: 

why is the structure implemented the way it is, and 

why nol in an ahernative way? (For example, Fig. 

5, where the Bandkeramilc motif system is shown to 

be reducible to a hmited set of transforms: to all 

symmetry operations and only one movement. One 

alternative, the glide, has not been included in 

their decorative practice. Why this is so should be 

answered in a study of their symbolic system.) 

Every aspect of culture will show its own elabora-

tions of that structure or arrangement, and the 

abstraclion of the latter from reality goes beyond 

appearances. 

Therefore, this structuralistic concept of social 

structure ("social" because it has to do with group 

behaviour) might be of considerable use for archae-

ologists, as it surpasses the ethnographic or archae-

ographic detail which so often efiectivcly hides 

whal has gone on in reality (Rowlands and 

Gledhill 1977: 146; Van de Velde 1979 reply). 

Especially analyses of primitive societies may 

benefit from the theory that has been developed so 

far by, among others, Lévi-Strauss (specifically 

1967, 1969a, 1969b, 1975) and other French 

structuralists, and by the Leiden School (e.g.. De 

Josselin de Jong 1977b). Yet, the method has a 

practical drawback for archaeologisls: more com

plex societies, with less homogcneous arrange-

ments (e.g., stratified, or Iron Age, societies, where 

specializtion of social functions may complicate 

matters considerably) have been studied less com-

prehcnsively, and there is much less "grand" 

theory a\ailable at present. Still, parts of the models 

developed for ranking society should be of use in 

the (archaeological) study of more advanced com-

munities, as may be expected from the successes of, 

e.g., Indonesian and Indian ethnology (Van Wou

den 1935; De Josselin de Jong 1951; Dumont 

.966). 

In the fourlh section 1 will present a picce of 

structural theory, derive some models from it, and 

subsequently match these with the data from the 

Elsloo cemetery. 

Having described some of the positions in the 

social structure and having probed into the rela

tions characteristic to it, one may still ask: why 

these relations, why these positions - which Icads to 

the third approach attempted here: structuralist-

Marxist (or neo-Marxist, in other corners). In 

short, this line of enquiry proceeds from the idea 

that various distinct types of productive relations 

are present in almost any "social formation" (very 

loosely, the set of relations relevant to some 

problem; in this case, the problem is the social 

relations within a village). The "productive rela

tions" constitute the social aspect of a way of 

producing and reproducing; together with the 

"productive forces" (the way in which work 

transforms nature) the corrcsponding productive 

relations make up a so-called mode of production. 

It goes without saying that the productive process 

requires tools, or more general, determinate tech-

nological conditions (Godelier 1978: 763). Also, a 

mode of production brings its own rationalization, 

mythic embodiment, or "ideology" with it. Pro

duction, and most certainly so in community 

society, is an effect of individual but socially 

recognized and organized human labour. How-

ever, not all social relations are equivalent to 

relations of production; it is rather the type of social 

relations (the way in which surplus-labour is 

appropriated and its effects distributed) which is 

important (Godelier 1978: 764). Thus, the types of 

productive relations (and of the forces) distinguish 

one mode of production from the other, and any 

individual may simultaneously take part in differ

ent modes in his social formation. For example, a 

peasant with a small holding may be employed in 

wage labour in a manufacturing firm in town 

(which may be organized along capitalistic lines), 

while at the same time running his own holding in a 

"domestic" way; the productive relations are 

markedly different in both cases, as are the ways in 
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v\ hich the peasant "acts upon nature", the produc-

tive forces. 

It should be emphasized that "modes of produc

tion" are used as theoretical constructs, and mainly 

for heuristic purposes: what light can they shed on 

the data at hand? (cf. O'Laughlin 1975: 367-368). 

Perhaps reanalysis of the present data would merge 

a numbcr of them. A major drawback of this 

approach as intended here is that there is no 

general theory from which to derive all possible 

modes: every mode of production is historically 

specilic. The main reason for my introducing this 

concept herc lies in the dynamic quality of it: both 

positional and structural analysis end in a static 

picture. From the analysis below, along the last 

palh, a rapid change will become apparent in the 

social fbrmalion fossilized in the Elsloo graveyard. 

In the fmal, fifth section of this chapter I will 

attempt to detail the theoretical ideas behind this 

approach a little more, seeking to avoid exegetics 

and polcmics. 

2. The cemetery at FAsloo: introduction ; , ' 

Most likely, the Elsloo cemetery belongs to the 

nearby settlement, 50 metres to the south-southeast 

of it, which has been excavated and data concern-

ing it has been published simultaneously (Modder

man 1970). The graveyard has been excavated 

only partially: all around is a i)uilt-up arca; to the 

northeast the digging of cellars has broughl to light 

"ancient pots", while no settlement stood there. In 

the other directions, particularly to the west, the 

limits of the graveyard seem to have been reached 

by the excavations. Addilionally, some cremations 

may have been ploughed up; interments of burnt 

boncs werc always found at a shallow dcpth (C.C. 

Bakels, pers. comm.; P.J.R. Modderman, pers. 

comm.). Perhaps nol loo many graves have been 

lost, however: Modderman (1970(1): 205) thinks 

some twelve graves. If this is Irue, the picture 

presented by the excavated graves will not be too 

much distorted, compared with the original. 

The part of the cemetry that has been excavated 

belongs to the phases 2c and 2d of the Dutch 

Bandkeramik, i.e., the younger half of the village's 

inhabitation, perhaps about one hundred years 

(Modderman 1970(1): 206-207: 75 lo 150 years; as 

I am nol concerned with establishing the size of the 

population, the exact time span is relatively un-

important, the scale, three to five generations, 

suflïces for present purposes). Neither the cemetery 

nor even a single grave perlaining to the earlier 

phases of the settlement has been located as yet. 

A summary account of Modderman's data runs: 

- 113 graves were excavated, 47 of which crema

tions (Table 9). 

29 graves did not contain any grave goods any 

more; 38 graves contained pots or sherds (36 

graves held decorated ware); in 33 graves adzes 

were found, in 13 arrowheads, in 15 flint blades, 

and in 15 grinding stones; in 42 charcoal (9 

graves had only charcoal), and in 26 lumps 

and/or traces of red ochre were found. 

- 59 inhumations (classified as "inhumation" are 

ihose graves which did contain vesiiges of the 

corpse, cilher tooth enamcl or a shadow; and 

those pits which had the same size and shape as 

these) were aligned to a NW-SE axis, with 4 at 

right angles to this trend; for 3 graves the 

orienlalion could not be ascertained due to the 

rather rouiid shape of the pit. 

- in 22 graves corpse shadows had preserved the 

posture of ihedeceased: 13 had tluir heads to the 

SE, 9 lo the N W; 14 were lying 011 iheir lelt, 2 on 

their right sides, and i probably on his back. 

According to Modderman (1970: 66, 67, 68, 71) 

the Elsloo cemetery is very much like the other 

known graveyards of the LBK, even in the devia-

tions from the modes. Even so, there are initially 

ihree major obslacles on the road towards an 

anthropological interpretation: chronology (or 

whal was contemporary with what?), and, since 

the skeletons have completely disappeared, sex and 

age (as major determinants of status in ranked 
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society; cl', p. 81). 'ïo tackle these problems and as 

a preliniinary for the entire analysis, I devised a 

codebook which took account of all preserved 

grave gifts in the following way: 

1. The pottery was treated according to an 

abbrexiated version of the coding instructions 

developed in Ch. I, Sections 4 and 5. 

2. The other VARIABLES [altributes) were: 
UNDECORATED WARE {pOtS, sherds) 

RED OCHRE {lumps, traccs) 

CHARCOAL (lumps, tïaces) 

ARROWHEADs (flint) (««!-, bifacially worked) 

SCRAPERS (flint) 

Bi.ADES (flint) [blanks, used) 

ROUGHS (flint) [nuclei, debris) 

QUERNS (stone) {complete, fragments) 

ADZES (stone) (types I; II; I I I ; and W to VI) 

3. Also, gcneral qualitativc characteristics were 
entered: geographical position, burial rite (crema-

tion, inliumation; with or without remaining grave 

gifts), orientation and posture. 

The codebook is presented in the appendix to 

this chapter; the attributes appearing in Table 10 

are those that occurred in at least five graves and 

were uscd in the principal compoiients analysis. 

I have dealt at length with the establishment of a 

chronology in the previous chapter, so tliere would 

be little merit in recapitulating that discussion. It 

should suffice to say that a chronological scale 

could be computed from the variables TECHNIQUES, 

coMPONENTS (of bclly decoration), and prcsence-

absence of NECK DECORATION or ZONING; (principal 

component i in Table 10; for the chronological 

ordering, the unrotated solution is preferred; cf. 

Tables 11 and 12; and Ch. 3, note 8). The uneven 

spread of the graves on this axis suggests a grouping 

in five phases. Another three graves, containing 

type I adzes (but no decorated ceramics) could bc 

1 1 • 
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attributed to tlie iburth or fifth phases: elsewhere in 

the cemetery, graves with both decorated ware and 

type I adzes were dated to these youngest two 

phases (which confirms Modderman 1970: 188); 

the graves containing these adzes and/or the young 

pottery were selected by the sixth principal com

ponent; aiso cf p. I 15-1 16 below. 

Because of the small number of graves involved 

(35 only) I prefer a more condensed division into 

three phases: Table 13 renders the merging. Then, 

in Fig. 26 the shifting of the geographical points of 

gravity of the phases can be made out, which 

conforms to the general west-east trend noted by 

the excavator (Modderman 1970: 73). The actual 

distribution oltiic graves per phase is quite dilfuse, 

of course: some phase I graves do occur in the 

northeasterly part of the field, as do phase III 

graves in the West.'^ 

After this clearance of the diachronical problem, 

we now turn to a consideration of the social 

structures possibly present in the attributes of the 

deceased in the Elsloo cemetery, first and foremost 

among which being sex and age. 

3. The Elsloo gravejard: a positional approach 

In the opening section of this chapter, I indicated 

llial a positional approach to the social structure of 

an Early Neolithic community is relatively un-

rcwarding, as only few different statuses are likely 

to have been present here. Also, the status-posi-

tional concept is a tricky one (Harris 1968: 394): on 

the one hand, social structure may be defined as the 

totality of positions differentiated by those partici-

paling in the network, on the other hand as the set 

of positions horizontally and vertically differen-

liable in the economie, socio-political and ideati-

onal subsystems - definitions of an "emic", and an 

"etic" type, respectively (cf. Ch. II) , or "partici-

pants' " and "observers' " as in chapter IV, Section 

1. Generally, the two do not coincide; the people 

may assign the highest status in the nation to the 

prime minister, whereas in reality the highest status 

(as defined by access to scarce things; Dahrendorf 

1968: 36) is occupied by the president(s) of some 

transnational Corporation(s). The diminutive dif-

ferentiation of the social structure to be expected at 

the level of community society allows us to note the 

theorctical difference and then to neglect if further 

in practice. We will proceed "as if' the rewards or 

attributes relate to the same notion of social 

structure. 

Usually, discrimination of social positions is on 

two dimensions: differentiation and ranking. "Dif-

ferentiation" refers to the horizontal subdivision of 

positions of equal rank (Dahrendorf 1968: 19), and 

"ranking" to a graded and hierarchical scale of 

levels of like statuses (Sahlins 1958: 240). 

"Ranking", when used in an attributive sense, 

should be differentiated on the one hand from 

"egalitarian", and on the other from "stratified". 

The latter term has to do with more or less closed 

groups in relation to one another within a society, 

having diflerential access to the factors of pro

duction; the former relates to (groups of) open 

positions, to be fïlled eventually and in principle by 

every member of the community. Ranking, finally, 

refers to social systems where no differential access 

to the factors of production exists, but where some 

of the statuses are available in limited quantities 

only - that is, not to everybody (e.g., in the magical 

or ceremonial sphere, family heads, etc.) (Fried 

1967: 33, 109; Cancian 1976). 

As aspects of a framework, ranking and differen

tiation are on the struclural side; thefunctional aspect 

can be analysed according to economical, socio-

political, and ideological criteria (Sahlins 1958: 

241; Runciman 1966: 46). Without prejudging the 

analysis, it is possible to simplify the discussion 

considerably by noting that economie and social 

functions are being taken care of by one and the 

same structure in community society: by the 

kinship system (Sahlins 1968: 74; Claessen and 

Klüos 1978: 89, 90; alsocf p. 109 below). Ideology 

and associated matters like ceremonial functions 
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secm to be more ditlicult to perceive - although lo a 

farge extent these wift also be tied down to fcinship 

positions. 

Within such a totalizing liinship system the 

major distinctions are related to age and sex 

(Sahfins 1958: 239), vviih sex a difl'erentiating, and 

age a ranking agent. Functionalfy, sex roughly 

equates witli division of' labour, and age with 

distribution of products - given a primitive agri-

cultural economy (Sahlins 1968: 75-78; cf. Terray 

1975). We should be careful, however, not to take 

too siniple (or Utopian?) a view of kinship society, 

as some segments of kin system may have been in a 

more favourite position vis-a-vis the desired things 

of life llian the remainder; it is also conceivable that 

parliciilar indlvicliials have been successful in 

manipulating thcir relations and have turned 

influence into tangibles. Another possibility is a 

hereditary higher status for specifled members of a 

minor line in a lineage (e.g., the eldest son bom to 

the eldest . . . born to the lineage founder) going by 

the name "chier ' , versus a "big man" (Sahlins 

1968: 64, 88-90; Claessen and Kloos 1978: 81-84). 

As both situations are not i,solated cases but reflect 

systemic propertics of different social formations, in 

any sample a number of cases is likely to be found if 

the system was of either of these types. It is this 

additional aspect which is meant by the termino-

logical diflerenliation of "ranking" from "egali-

tarian" society; in the laller, statiises are defined by 

sex and age only, and are open to everybody. 

Given the initial difliculty that in the Elsloo 

cemetery no skeletons have been preserved to aid in 

the determination of sex and age, operationaliza-

tion of these altributes will be a complicated affair. 

Thcrefbre, I would rather develop these operatio-

nalizations aloiig the vvay than at this moment. 

Since the skelelons have completely vanished, 

any attempt at dctermining the sex of the deceased 

should be based on the grave gifts and not on 

biometrics. This is no less certain a procedure, 

however: Shennan (1975: 282) observes that in 

series where sex is known, in the long run skeletons 

are by 12",, more likely to be wrongly classified as 

male by these methods. Also, of course, socially 

recognized sex need not correspondend to bio-

logical determinants (e.g., berdache or institutio-

nalized travesty; Hausler I96(J: 53-55). 

Providcd the sexes did receive discriminating 

gifts, it does not seem unreasonal^le to expect from a 

principal components analysis (as anounced pre-

viously) a specific component^ for each of them, as 

feminity and masculinity may be expressed by at 

least partially independent patterns of associations 

of grave gifts. Rcgarding these associations, the 

gifts are at flrst sight primarily use-valuables; 

iherefore, the more specialization or division of 

labour to sex, the more independent the patterns 

will be. In other words, graves not manifestly 

"male" are not automatically "female" and vice 

versa. 

Such a sociological sexing operation may start 

from the traditional notion that arrowheads are 

markers of male interments (e.g., Modderman 

1970 (I): 67). A cautionary note: even if in all 

ethnographically known societies hunting is a male 

activity, there is also the ancient - and unproven -

myth of the Amazons; though plausible, the 

arrowheads-males connection is hypothetical only. 

And only when on this basis a consistent pattern 

emerges, may the hypothesis then be considered 

applicable to the present data set. (For female 

graves no such label exists.) 

Among the entire set of 113 graves, only thirteen 

contain arrowheads; if some very strange demo-

graphic phenomenon is not to be assumed, there 

should be more male graves, perhaps indicated by 

other artifacts. Thus, on principal component no. 

5, the component correlating best with arrow

heads, several other attributes are also loading 

high: undecorated pots, decorated sherds, blades 

and type III adzes (cf. Table 10). If it can be 

assumed because of this association that these are 

all atributes of masculinity, the twenty graves 

singled out by this component are labeled "male" 

interments on this ground. (In this early part of the 
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analysis I take only those graves that score highest, 

i.e., those marked " A " in Table 11.) 

To identify female graves, then, a set of auxiliary 

hypotheses has to be introduced. Suppose that at 

least one female activity (because of the supposed 

practical nature of the gifts) has existed which is 

reflected in the grave goods (like the arrowheads 

indicating a male activity), then the tooi kil for that 

activity should load high on some principal compo

nent (as did arrowheads on the fifth component), 

and also be more or less neutral on principal component no. 

5 (similar to arrowheads on the other principal 

coniponents), as do querns, red ochre, and adzes of 

types I, and IV to VI on the fourth component. 

This specific principal component marks 2 7 graves -

six of which were also indicated by principal 

component 5 as males. If these six are considered 

falsifying examples (which they would be only if 

full-time spccialization for either of the sexes were 

assumed), then there are 35 noncontradictory 

cases: 20 — 6 = 1 4 on component no. 5, plus 

27 — 6 = 2 1 on the fourth component. 

V\ hen the remaining principal components have 

been interpreted as below, the seventh is left; its 

main contributors are undecorated ware and 

charcoal. For two reaons I consider this component 

also an indicator of maleness. First, the pattern of 

loadings is more or less similar to that of principal 

component no. 5 (cf raw counts of earthware. Hint 

tools), whilc at the same time the more important 

attributes (in a quantitative sense) of principal 

component no. 4 are neutral here, too (see red 

ochre, grinding stones). Second, when in an earlier 

analysis two types of arrowheads were distin-

guished, one of them loaded high on the fifth 

principal component, the other on no. 7, with 

diffuse (low) correlations on the other principal 

components; from this I infer that the moderate 

value for arrowheads on this component is more 

significant than similar loadings on the other ones. 

Among the nineteen graves selected by this compo

nent, seven cases have high scores on both compo

nent no. 5 and no. 7 (confirmatory), four are 

contradictory (with high scores on the "female" 

component no. 4 as well as on no. 7), and ten non-

falsifying, in that they were not pinpointed by 

component no. 4 nor no. 5. A summary of the 

various distributions of the graves on these com

ponents is presented in Table 14. . 

On the "male" interpretation of principal com

ponent no. 7, and a weighting of the individual cases 

according to their scores on the respective compo

nents, a set of 30 male, i 7 female, and i ambiguous 

graves can be discerned; the remainder, 65 graves, 

are indeterminable because of the scantiness or 

absence of grave goods. 

The low number of sexually distinguishable 

graves is quitc unsatisfactory, though. Extension of 

the above to graves scoring moderately on the 

relevant components might bring in more of them, 

but on dubieus grounds: irrelevant variables con-

tribute to the scores also, and as yet we do not know 

how to disentangle these from the relevant ones 

(relevant being relevant to the sexing operations; 

cf. note 3). Especially in a case like this, where the 

analysis is on qualitatively different attributes, it 

seems advisable to use principal components ana

lysis as a pattern-finding device, but nothing more 

(in the previous chapter, on chronology, calcula-

tions were based upon a small and specified 

selection of variables of ceramic decoration only; 

there, the principal components analysis was used 

as a much more precise instrument). Therefore, the 

in\cntories of the graves, the sex of which was 

indicated by the principal components, were 

written down, omitting those categories of grave 

gifts which occur in less than ten graves (traces of 

red ochre, scrapers, flint debris, adzes of types I and 

II ) . This was summed, with results as presented in 

Table 15. " 

Two markers for each of the sexes appear: 

females are apparently labeled by red ochre and 

querns, and males by adzes of type III and 

undecorated vessels; the other categories (among 

which, here, arrowheads are most conspicuous) 

seem to be more or less evenly distributed among 

the sexes. 
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On this argument, two of the graves labeled 

"male" by the principal components analysis 

should be grouped with the females; one "female" 

and one "male" grave also contain one attribute of 

the oppositc sex, along with the two proper sex-

specific characterislics. Thus, n ( F ) ^ i 7 + 2 = 

19, and n(M) = 3 0 — 2 = 2 8 . 

With the two sets of markers I lurned again to 

the listing of the graves' inventories. Some of the 

graves initially incorporated disappear, and others 

join the lines: 2 i graves remain to either sex. The 

results are similar to those in Table 15 except that 

arrowheads are more asymmetrically distributed -

though still not very significantly: with Chi-square 

of 2.00, p is c. . 16 ( ral)lc i()). 

To correct for this curious and unexpected 

behaviour of the arrowheads, the procedure was 

amended. (After all, a principal components ana

lysis is but a crude tooi.) On the initial assumption 

that these artifacts are markers of masculinity, the 

five graves with arrowheads still not entered were 

grouped with the other "male" interments. As they 

did not contain any counterevidence of supposedly 

female gifts, this should pose no problem (except 

grave no. 087, which was already dubious in the 

principal components analysis; among its contents 

an undecorated pot and perhaps one single arrow-

head as well might indicate a male interment, 

while a quern and a lump of red ochre seem to be 

very clear markers of feminity - cp. the p-values in 

Table 16). With these extra arrowhead-niarked 

graves grouped with the other males, Table i 7 is 

the result.* 

Whatever one may think of this procedure, there 

is a clear dichotomy visible in the Chi-square 

values, and arrowheads now defmitely belong to 

the marker-categories. Thus: 

- female graves contain querns and/or red ochre; 

- male graves contain undecorated vessels and/or 

adzes of type III and/or arrowheads. 

The other categories are not specific to sex, and 

may be considered "general". In this way, a grave 

inventory consists of a selection of artifacts from the 

"general" set of categories, plus one or two 

specimens drawn from the sex-specific group. Yet 

there remain some controversial inventories to be 

noted: 

the ambigious grave no. 087 (which I am 

inclined to think of as a rich female); 

two female graves containing one arrowhead 

each (nos. 014 and 106. This latter female has 

apparently been killed by the arrowhead, though, 

as it was sticking into her skuU (sec PI. 160 in 

Modderman 1970 (II)) . As no shadow of the skuU 

of the former woman has survived, no conclusion 

can be drawn in her case, altliough the position of 

the arrowhead is suggestive (here too sec PI. 128 of 

the same volume); 

and another female grave (no. 105) holding an 

undecorated pot; 

conversely, two male graves held lumps of red 

ochre (nos. ooi and 003). 

A corroboration (not a proof!) of the above 

difierentiation according to sex of the grave gifts at 

Elsloo is found in Reinecke's summary of the Lesser 

Bavarian LBK; in his account of the graveyard at 

Aiterhofen (Reinecke 1978: 12), where the skele

tons have been preserved, and where their sex was 

biometrically established, he lists the categories of 

grave goods going with either of them. Male 

skeletons were accompanied by arrowheads, (un-

specified) pots, (unspecified) adzes, and graphite 

(plus spondylus shell ornaments); female inter

ments held (unspecified) pots, querns, red ochre 

(plus river shell adornments and bone awls); 

earthenware and blades were found with both 

sexes (also cf. Osterhaus 1975). 

As a sideline here, in the fifth section of this 

chapter, on indirect evidence I will push the 

determination of the sexes to 38 male graves (here, 

25 have been established) and 33 female ones (up 

till now, 21), with a resultant sex-ratio of .46 (as 

here). Hausler, in his survey of LBK graveyards 

(Hausler 1966: 46) suggests an overall sex-ratio of 

ca. .50. At the (younger) LBK cemetery at Nitra, 

Pavük found a ratio of .40, which he considered 
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nornial in view of other graveyards of the period 

(Pavük 1972b: 74-75). In other words, when the 

grave gifts are not deviant (Modderman 1970 (I): 

66-71), the sex-ratio seems to conform at Elsloo. 

The sexed graves appear in the plan on Fig. 27; 

they are listed in Table 18. 'i"he indirectly sexed 

graves, cf Section 5, this chapter, have been 

entered separately in plan and table. Below, I will 

always commence an analysis with the graves for 

which the sex was determined "directly", i.e., from 

the grave gifts, and then later bring in the indirectly 

sexed graves. 

Besides sex, age is the other likely criterion for a 

division of labour and status in egalitarian society; 

again, as the skeletons have disappeared, it is 

impossible to make direct observations. There are 

two problems connected with age in an analysis 

like this. The first one (to be referred to as the 

"adults-only hypothesis") is concerned with which 

sections of the community were interred at the 

graveyard, a qualitative problem. The second one 

has to do with the grading or ranking of those 

individuals that were buried in the graveyard. 

To begin with the qualitative problem, Binford 

(1972: 232-234) concludcd from a comparative 

(ethnographic) study that normally people are 

buried in different places at different stages in their 

lives; the older they are (i.e., the more important 

they are in Neolithic, egalitarian contexts), the 

more effort will be spent on their burial. Thus, 

people of a similar social age (e.g., all adults) will 

be buried in the same location. 

A comparative analysis of those Bandkeramik 

graveyards where the skeletons had been preserved 

and age at death could be established, led Hausler 

to a similar conclusion: almost without exception 

adult burials were reported (Hausler 1966: 27-33), 

which is also in line with Modderman 1970 (I): 
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205-206. Yet, recent publications suggest other-

wise: Osterhaus mentions children's graves at the 

Aiterhofen and Sengkofen cemeteries (Osterhaus 

1975), and Pavüic (1972b: 66) reportS22 (out of 72) 

children's interments at the Nitra necropolis. 

Indeed, he even states that Younger LBK grave-

yards without children's interments are exceptions 

rather than the rule. And in an analysis of the teeth 

enamel recovered from the nearby Niedermerz 

cemetery (Aldenhoven, Kr. Duren, near Aachen, 

West-Germany) it could be established that 

children have been buried there, too (M. Dohrn-

Ihmig, pers. comm. 170678). 

To sum up: theoreticans (Binford, Hausler) 

postulate a group of like age, and excavators 

(Dohrn-Ihmig, Osterhaus, Pavük) report hetero-

geneous compositions of the populations of the 

graveyards. If, thereforc, it is undecided which age 

groups can and which age groups cannot be buried 

in the graveyard, perhaps within it different age 

groups might be present. Thus, when children's 

gra\es are there, these should be singled out by a 

specific priiuipal component, setting off graves 

with gifts from the "general" category only (as a 

parallel to the inventories of the children's graves at 

Nitra: Pavük 1972b: 74-75). Moreover, as Binford 

pointed out, one would also expect that the graves 

specified this way would contain restricted sets of 

gifts only (again, cf the Nitra data). Among the 

components, there is one possible candidate 

marker (no. 7) of children's graves, as all other 

components are easier interpretable in other ways. 

It is specific, and conforms more or less to the 

expected pattern, given an interpretation of the 

components nos. 4 and 5 as "female" and "male", 

respectivcly: undecorated pots and sherds, arrow-

heads,and adzes of types I and IV-VI show similar 

loadings on the sexing components and this one, 

with only charcoal specific to this component 

(Table 10). However, it is not the poorer graves 

that are picked out by this component (Table 19): 

there is almost no diffcrcnce in the distribution of 

gifts in the graves of this component from that of the 

totality of the cemetery (and so principal compo

nent no. 7 remains an auxiliary marker of male 

graves). 

Again, from Pavük's accounts (1972a: 125; 

1972b: 72, 74-75) it can be derived that in Nitra 

children's graves are doted with "general" cate-

gories of grave gifts, rather than with sex-specific 

ones. When in the Elsloo cemetery all graves 

containing "general" gifts only are called chil

dren's graves, then the distribution in Table 20 

results (in this table, as in the next, the distribution 

of the graves without gifts is made to conform to 

that from Nitra). 1'he table shows some 4o"ó of the 

graves to be children's at Elsloo (30% at Nitra). If, 

however, all indirectly sexable graves are entered 

along with the directly sexable ones, then the 

distribution would be as in Table 21, approxi-

mately: 23% of the graves might then bc children's, 

half of them without gifts. 

Neither of the distributions seems improbable, 

the latter even more or less plausible. Still, this is no 

argument in favour of or against the adults-only 

hypothesis; apparently, children's graves are not 

marked in any specific way by grave gifts. 

I am very reluctant to list the graves that might 

be considered children's, as it is not even sure that 

this agegroup is to be found in this graveyard. 

However, ifpressed, I would select the foUowing 16 

graves: nos. 002, 015, 018*, 028, 053, 061, obg"", 

077, 079, 084"', 086''', 091, 095, loi"*, 103, 104* 

(asterisked nos. indicate graves with general gifts). 

These are the graves at a distance greater than 

average + one Standard deviation from their 

nearest neighbour and which do not contain sex 

specific grave gifts. 

The above statement should be read that if 

children's graves are present at Elsloo, those 

indicated stand a chance fairer than average to 

belong to that group; it should not be interpretated 

to say that among the other graves no children's 

will be found. 

Another possibility is found in either left/right 

sidedness, or orientation, which may be specific to 
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age sets. From the Uterature, this would seem 

unlikely (Hausler 1964: 57-59; and 1966: 49). The 

small number of graves in Elsloo where these 

quahties can be estabhshed precludes testing. The 

cremation/inhumation distinction is also entirely 

inconclusive. 

Finally, I have used elsewhere (Van de Velde 

1979) the slightly uneven sex ratio at the Elsloo 

graveyard as an argument in corroboration of the 

"adults-only" hypothesis, which seems to be ques-

tionable by now: 46 (at best, 65) sexable graves is a 

basis numerically too weak to sustain it. The most 

one could say, again, is that there is no contra-

dictory evidence, as follows from the following 

reformulation: 

From sex ratio, pcriod of" use of the graveyard, etc., it is 
possible to give a rough estimate of the population (Also in 
Modderman 1970 (I): 205-207). Suppose that in a 
hypothetical starting population of 200 infant children 
equally distributcd over the sexes, half of them die before 
initiation (i.e., 50 + 5 0 ^ 1 0 0 not on the adult burial 
grounds) then the difference between a sex ratio of .50 
(hypothetical) and .46 (actual) can be found in the 
number of adult females dying at or before the birth of 
their first child; a ratio of .46 stands for 43 women and 50 
men. Suppose also that half the number of children of these 
dying mothers live to be incorporated into the starting 
population (four infants). Then 43 women should bear 
200 — 4 = 1 9 6 children; i.e., 4.6 children per woman. 
This way, an original population of 200 newborn infants 
results in 50 male plus 43 female graves. Instead, 113 
graves have been unearthed, so the population should 
havebeen (i 13/93) ^ 200 = 2 4 3 ; o r 8 i peoplea tany time 
if three generations are assumed (and 61 over four 
generations). 

If, contrary to this "adult-only" picture, Table 20 (or 
21) pertains, then the population must have consisted of 67 
(or 90) individuals (four generations: 50 and 68, resp.), 
assuming every female identified in the graveyard to have 
borne four children, the remainder of which (2.64, and 
3.43, resp.) have not been recovered. 

All these assumptions cannot be too wide off the mark; 
from the convergence of the outcomes, again no decision 
can be made between the "adults-only" hypothesis and its 
alternatives. Moreover, the convergence suggests some 
reliability of the population estimate. (If the number ol 
graves in the graveyard is set at 125, instead of 113 (cf 
Section 2 of this chapter), then three generation estimates 
of the population would be; 90, 74, and 100 respectively; 
the corresponding four-generation figures then become 67, 
55, and 75 per generation.) 

One inescapablc conclusion emerges from these 

games with figures: no matter which of the assump

tions is chosen as a starting point, a sizable 

proportion of the population's children bas not 

been buried at the Elsloo cemetery. 

If, then, the non-adult part of the population is 

not recoverable, it necessarily follows that the older 

part cannot be made out as a group either: no 

contrasting attributes are visible. In other words, 

the undeniable differences in quantities of grave 

gifts should be explained some other way. 

This brings us to the second problem of ranking: 

the grading of those buried in the cemetery as a 

correlate of relative age (Binford 1972: 232-234), 

but now within the group buried at the same place. 

Principal component no. 3 (Table 10) seems to 

set ofTdecorated pots from undecorated sherds and 

intricately ornamented ware from more simply 

decorated pottery. Empirically, however, the 

graves with the "richer" inventories are selected 

(Table 22). Here the number of categories of grave 

gifts defines this "wealth", as the analysis was run 

on a presence/absence basis to avoid mixing up 

with specialists' graves (cf p. 95-113). 

When position in the local hierarchy (defined as 

access to scarce things) corresponds in some way 

with the effort spent at a person's burial, this can be 

worked out in three ways: 

1. Similar to Hodson's reanalysis of the grave 

gifts at the Hallstatt cemetery: the rarer a thing, the 

higher its value (Hodson 1977; also cf Schiffer 

1976: 190 for an inspiring discussion). However, 

there are some dilllculties with this idea. In the first 

place, the regular inflation of status symbols (cf 

Schiffer 1976: 190) willblock adiachronicperspec-

tive of the hierarchy, as things once rare become 

more frequent with time; worse even, at Elsloo only 

a small proportion of the graves can be dated 

reliably. In the second place, and not considered by 

either Hodson or Schifier, an equation of rarity and 

values may be a Western (and capitalistic) notion -

at Elsloo, for instance, undecorated pots are scarcer 

than decorated ones (15 vs. 24; in the settlement. 
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tlie reverse is the case - so , which alternativeshould 

be chosen?), adzes of type I (n ^ 5 ) are scarcer, 

and consequently of higher value than adzes of type 

III (n = 1 3 ) or IV-VI (n = 1 5 ) , but this would 

neglect the chronological restriction of type I (cf 

p. 85-86). 

2. Less amenable to an occidental outlook, an 

attempt al estimating the amount of laboor spent to 

produce the grave gifts can be made. This has the 

advantage of being an objective Standard but also 

raises problems. For instance, matching value with 

labour seems to be non-universal (Sahlins 1972: 68, 

225, 289), and consequently "scarcity" or any ofits 

analogues can hardly be defined this way - it 

ultimately leads to a notion of exchange-value (as 

opposed to use-value, which is more applicable in 

this kind of society) (for a discussion of these notions 

cf. Sahlins 1972: 277 [note], 307). Also, anestimate 

of the production time is likely to be quite 

arbitrary. Nevertheless, an attempt can be made: 

A decorated pot has much more (usually, and 

perhaps twice as much; e.g., Lauer 1974: 57) work 

spent on its manufacture than an undecorated 

vessel, and an arrowhead represents more produc-

tive effort than does a blank blade. Granting 

arbitrary values to the different kinds of artifacts, 

the following scale was used to evaluate the 

assemblages per grave: 

Ceramics points Flint points 

undecorated sherd 2 debris I 

decorated sherd 4 blanks 5 
undecorated pot 20 used blades 10 

decorated pt>t 40 scrapers '5 
arrowheads 2 0 

Stone 
complete quern 50 Adzes 
fragments 5 per piece 50 

Chmrhoal Red ochre 
traces I traces a 
lumps 5 lumps 10 

The resultant distribution is presented in table 23. 

As noted already, such an at-first-sight "etic" 

account, based on a rough estimate of labour 

incorporated into the grave gifts, may be mea-

suring some kind of exchange-value only, which is 

less or even entirely inapplicable at this level of 

socio-political development. Point 3 represents an 

attempt to circumnavigate these diOïculties and to 

follow the lead indicated by the principal com-

ponents analysis. 

3. The categories of Table 10 were lumped into 

rather broad "kinds": whether a few undecorated 

sherds or three well-decorated vessels were in the 

grave, "ceramics" was scored present; similarly, all 

flints were grouped; etc. Summing these presences 

an indicator of the distribution of statuses is found 

in Table 24; actually, it is the distribution of broad 

spectrum grave inventories that is made visible this 

way. 

Of course such a grouping is too general to be of 

much use. The "kinds" introduced do not seem to 

convey much meaning, although the correlation 

with labour input apparent from Table 23 is 

suggestive of at least some ranking dimentions - the 

one also brought out by the third principal 

component. 

Yet a further development into this direction 

might bring us to an operationalization of use-

value. One should have know the number of 

activities or uses the grave gifts stand for -

probably, the number of activities presented in a 

grave will correlate with the kind of productive 

activities the deceascd has been involved in during 

his/her life, thus a correlate of influence. 

Mainly drawing on correlation and association, 

but also on suppositions of the author, the following 

listing of activities was devised. 
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Artifacts in grave —• (correlate with) supposed activity 

pots (decorated and undec.) storage 
sherds (decorated and undec.) service 
querns, ochre adomment 
charcoat ? 

arrowheads, knives huniing and dressing 
adzes types I-IIl male forestry 
adzes types IV- VI agriculture 
debris, nuclei firejlighting equipment (?) 

(Ofcourse, "activity" is an entirely unfiiunded and arbitrary interpreta-

tion; however^ for the analysis^ it is the associalion of artifacts that 

counts.) 

Scoring the several grave inventories according to 

this list resulted in Fig. 28, Tables 25 and 26; 

assuming that the above associations have some 

validity, then the following conclusions can be 

drawn: 

- The two sexes were on equal footing at Elsloo: 

the distributions in both columns in Tablc 25 are 

almost identical. (At Nitra, Pavük concluded that 

males were more important than females; Pavük 

1972a: 126; 1972b: 72.) 

- The districution of numbers of graves over the 

numbers of activitics is very regular: in Table 25 no 

clusterings are to be observed at top and bottom 

with a gap in between. 1 f then, number of activities 

may be equated with influence, power, and the 

like, then not a stratified, but a ranked (or even 

egalitarian) society is presented by the Elsloo cem-

etery (as possibly at Nitra also: Pavük 1972b: 97). 

When below (pp. 96-98) difierential access by 

groups to goods is obserNcd at Elsloo, it is access to 

ceremonial goods, which indicates a ranked rather 

than an egalitarian society. 

The ranking principle that has been made visible 

this way should be age, as it applied to (almost) all 

graves, and as age can be expected to be generally 
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visible. Ihis does nol intcrfere witii my previous 

sialenieni that no conclusive evidence can be 

forwarded as to what section of the population is 

buried at Elsloo, and more specifically, that chil-

dren's graves are not specially marked there. 

Wilhin the group that has been interred, age is a 

ranking agenl, and thercfore for the entire social 

structure prohably also. 

Aparl h'oni ranking by age, two other forms of 

distinction are visible in the grave gifts. Looking up 

the eslimates of labour involved, a further qualifi-

cation of the egalitarianism is to be made: 

- Three graves with six or seven activities rep-

rcsentcd have more complete inventories than the 

other ones. In the other graves, most activities are 

represented by one artifact only (if at all), with 

usually one activity more complete: here (graves 

nos. ooi , 083 and 087; one male, one female and 

possibly another female), more activities are com-

pletely represented, they have been awarded more 

than the other people. Specifically, these graves 

hold what has been interpreted here as hunting 

equipment (arrowheads plm knives) as well as 

agricultural tools (1-2 adzes), apart from complete 

marker sets of theirsex (i.e., qucrn/)/M.vochre, or an 

undecoraU'd pol plus an arrowhead plus a high 

adze). This same complex was also found in the 

male grave no. 100 (with five activities repre

sented). Incidentally, this explains the ambiguity 

of the sex of the deceased in grave no. 087, now 

determined female. 

Also, two or three specializations seem to have 

commanded more respect than did regular contri-

bulion lo survival: the four graves with more 

cxlensive hunting equipment (male graves nos. 

003, 005, 067, 071) have witnesses of four or five 

activities and the graves with three or four pots (nos. 

005, 096, 112; all male), of three or four activities. 

Similarly, the adze-rich grave no. 083 (female) 

lU'iU'd nioie ihan iiiodal, even six activities (but it 

goes possibly with ihe lirst group). 

Perhaps the lirst group would tally with a "big 

man/woman", or a "chief". That at least one 

woman occurs among the leading deceased sug-

gests the exislance of a chiefly lineage at Elsloo, 

rather than big-man type prominent figures: Lea-

cock (1978) failed to locate any big woman in her 

survey of egalitarian societies, whereas references 

to females in chiefiy (i.e., hereditary) positions 

abound (alsocf R. Cohen'scommentfoUowingthe 

Leacock article). Again, ranking rather than egah-

larian society is implied. 

The second group (hunters and those with the 

pots) may teil something of the society's prefe-

rences, or with a heavier word, its value system. 

So we remain with a picture of the social network 

in which positions were primarily differentiated 

according to sex and ranked to age, but also, and 

less pervasive, to specializations and a few chiefiy 

toppers. Together, these form as almost perfect 

picture of the definition of "ranked society" on 

p. 86. 

One final and perhaps rather marginal observation 

still has to be made. From Van Gennep's discussion 

of funerary customs (especially Van Gennep 1977: 

152-154), one might expect two different sets of 

attributes with different functions presented to the 

deceased: one set indicating bis or her position in 

the social structure and another one consisting of 

the necessities of travel to the Other Side. Although 

the grave gifts show differentiation and ranking of 

those burried, no gifts seem to be especially meant as 

travelling guides at Elsloo. Those artifacts that might 

be interpreted that way (arrowheads, pots) also 

seem to funclion wilhin the social framework. Such 

a "primacy" of the positional markers is not an 

analytical artifact: there is not a single category of 

grave gifts common to even half the number of 

graves which might therefore be a candidate for 

such a travelling function. Perhaps the reason must 

be sought in the LBK's notions about distance, 

time, and travel, plus in the general character of 

Van Gennep's statements. 

After this sketch of the positions in the social 

structure of the Elsloo people, we now turn to the 
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relations between the people and the groups 

holding the various positions. 

4. The Elsloo graveyard: a structuralist analysis 

In contrast with the previous section, the present 

approach is not concerned with counts of the 

number of grave gifts per grave, but with graves 

sharing the various categories of gifts. The aim is 

explicitly collectivistic here: rather than individual 

positions, relations between groups are our theme, 

since primitive society seems to revolve around 

those relations that are commonly indicated by 

"kinship". And whether these are thought of as 

a "general institution" (E.E. Evans-Pritchard, 

qiioled in Godelier 1977 (I): 84) and thcn provide 

lor many functions (and include relations of pro

duction; cf the next section), or as a more restricted 

phenomenon which mainly provides for a society's 

biological continuity, there seems to be no doubt 

about their all-encompassing nature in pre-state 

communities. 

If kin relations are (partially) defined as the 

social relations between groups, this was since 

ancient times conceived of as the regulation of 

recruitment of members to kinship groups; later, 

kinship groups were considered the clements of an 

alliance or exchange system (Fox 1967: 23). The 

first emphasis had to do with consanguinity, with 

inheritance and succession, the second with af-

finity, the regulation of exogamy and the definition 

of incest (cf Keesing 1965: 345) - in fact, the two 

are not exclusive, but rather presuppose one 

another (Fox 1967: 35). 

To throw light on the relations, one possible 

approach is to try to discover the component groups in 

the graveyard: if social life was an affair of groups, 

these may be mirrored in the graveyard. Apropos his 

own excavations at Nitra, Pavük has tried to 

outline groups in a number of Bandkeramik grave-

yards; among these the Elsloo cemetery (Pavük 

1972b: 87, 92); his five grave groups are outlined 

on Fig. 29. He maintains a relation of this 

grouping of the graves with the cyclical return of 

the population due to thcir so-callcd "migrant

farmers" ("Wanderbauern") economy; the groups 

are chronologically distinct (Pavük 1972b: 98; also 

Redlich 1966). In the case of Elsloo, 77 graves 

cannot be grouped this way (omitting the two 

outlying graves nos. 061 and 095).^ Especially this 

last observation makes me reluctant to use Pavük's 

subdivision, and I would rather attempt another 

approach: if (social) groups are present as groups of 

graves, these are as likely to be marked by 

geographical concentration as by the grave gifts in 

them. In other words, an analysis of the grave gift 

distributions might be informative. And indeed, 

not all grave gifts are everywhere. If these dif-

ferences are sociogenic, then the different groups 

of deceased apparently had differential access to 

these goods; not every grave contains a gift out of 

every category. Still, recognition of a pattcrn 

which accounts for all differences is very hard to 

come by. In the plan of the graveyard some grave 

groups are visible on the one hand, though these 

need not conform to Pavük's formation; on the 

other hand, a substantial body of graves shows a 

fuzzy, and almost random distribution, especially 

in the western, northwestern and northern parts of 

the graveyard. In a first, trial approach, respecting 

the rather clear grouping of graves in the southern, 

southeastern, eastern and central sectors, the re-

mainder was then arbitrarily subdivided as in Fig. 

30. This partitition into nine fields was for a priori 

reasons: after a preliminary analysis, regrouping 

has to be possible - that is, the mesh should be finer 

than the expectcd group size. If, then, 111 graves 

(omitting the two outlying) have been produced by 

three generations, per generation some 37 inter-

ments were made; given the low density of grave 

gifts, groups smaller than perhaps four graves will 

hardly be perceptible; thus we arrive at 37 :4 = 9 

"groups". The geographical groupings would then 

average 10 to 15 graves. With this lattice the 

distributions of the various categories of grave 
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Fig. 2ij, Elsloo fcmetery. Cïrouping 
of the graves according to Pavi'ik. 
Full contours: groups by Pavük 
1972b, 
Interrupted contours: critique by 
present author, as in note 3. 
Arabic numerals: grave numbcrs 
Roman numerals: relative thitc, 
from Fig. 26. 

goeds were screened. Table 27 renders the number 

of graves per sector or field. Then, by means of the 

forimila 

e . = - x k 

it is possible to calculate an expected distribution of 

graves with grave gifts of category C. This distri

bution reflects a situation in which e, ^ expected 

luimlx'r of graves in field i containing category C; 

m == number of graves in field i; N = 111, number 

of graves in the cemetery. k: observed number of 

graves with gift C in the cemetery. This calculated 

distribution refiects a situation in which no dif-

ferential access to category C exists. A comparison 

of this hypothetical distribution with the actual one 

shows where too many, or where too few graves 

have been donated with this category (cf Tables 28 

for an example and 29 for a summary). From these 

latter "patterns" it appears that some fields tend to 

vary jointly, and others independently: an overall 

structure of four groups emerges. 

The picture is very clear for the southwesterly 

sector, which is always by itself, as against the 

Southern and southeastern fields, which vary to-

gcther, and western and northwestern fields, also 

logether. 1 hen, it is also clear that the eastern and 

northeastern sectors go together; the alignment of 

the central and the northern fields, however, poses 

problems: in the first place the two always react in 

opposite ways, with one sometimes conforming to 

the western neighbourhood and the other to the 

eastern, and sometimes the other way around. 

The correlation coefficients (between the fields, 

summed over the categories; Table 30) are not very 

impressive, although the northern field shows some 

affinity for the northeastern and eastern fields. A 

further investigation dit not produce any reason to 
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prcfer one ahgnment to the other: on the basis of the 

grave gifts, the northern field should be grouped 

with the eastern and northeastern for the red ochre, 

bul with the northwestern and western fields, for 

undecorated pots and arrowheads. 1 hc summed 

Chi-squares for both divisions are almost the same: 

51.2 ö.y. 52.5 (withdf. ^ 3 3 ) . A consideration of the 

empty zones between the graves was inconclusive 

(although the limits about to be proposed are 

slightly less twisted). Only the distribution of the 

sexes is in favour of a grouping of the centre with 

the eastern and northeastern, and of the northern 

lield with the western and northwestern (Table 

31); however, this argument loses its force when 

the indirectly sexed graves are added. Finally, 

correlation coefficients are compounds of multi-

dimensional variation, and they cannot be ac-

corded decisive status. 

Yet the size of the resultant northwestern group 

suggests in both solutions a further subdivision, but 

there is no other argument to follow this through 

(cf note 6 below). It is the distribution of the sexes 

which makes me favour the grouping of central 

with eastern and northeastern and of northern 

with western and northwestern. 

A closer look at the grave gift distributions 

suggests some minor adjustments of the borders of 

the four sectors thus retained: to the sourthwest a 

part of the western field is added. Fig. 31 shows the 

geographical redefinition. The zones between the 

four sectors are then devoid of graves with gifts; and 

only five graves without gifts cannot be assigned 

conclusively (Fig. 32). The average width of the no 

man's land is more than the mean distance between 

the graves plus two Standard deviations (Tables 32 

and 34)." 

A comparison of the distribution of the eleven 

categories of grave gifts (i.e., those with sufficiënt 
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representation) gives a sunimed Chi-square of 

88.87 (^^it'i df. II X ( 9 - i) = 8 8 ) for the nine-

fold subdivision - which at best would be inter-

pretable as somewhat skewed - and of 50.42 (with 

df II X (4 — i) ^ 3 3 ) for the four-sector model 

- which is significant at the 1% level (Tables 34 

and 35). 

Notwithstanding Tables 32 and 33, the limits of 

liu' fmir groups in Fig. 32 should be considered 

approxiniate only; similarly, the groups or sectors 

should be thought of as cores rather than neatly 

delimited territorial units - after all, a geographical 

shift has been established in the use of the grave-

yard with time (Section 2 and Fig. 26). Also, there 

is not a i-o exclusiveness across the zones, but a 

Jalliiig qlj ol the frecpiencies. Ihese restrictions 

apply specifically to sectors I and II (cf above), 

where no very clear-cut separation of the two 

(except in the geographical distribution of the 

graves) is visible. 

VVhen these four sectors are accepted as indica

tors of a similar number of groups (cf, however, 

note 2), then the problem of the relations between these 

groups arises. Thinking of these relations in terms of 

their lasting effects rather than in their personal, 

volatile, day-to-day manifestations, these group 

relations are of a alliance nature. Alliance, that is, 

bonds between groups, involves relations of af-

finity; more general, it involves exchange of all 

kinds of things, including women (Lévi-Strauss 

1969b: 44, 60-61; for a somewhat different inter-

pretation, cf. next section). This exchange is 

basically reducible to either of the following 

structures (Lévi-Strauss i96gb: xxiii): 

1. complex; i.e., where relations of exchange 

exist with all other groups. 

2. elementary; i.e., where relations of exchange 

exist with specified groups only. 

Among the elementary patterns, a limited set of 
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ahernatives is possible: symmetrical, or restricted 

exchange (Where relations are between two 

groups only, i.e., reciprocal; Lévi-Strauss 1969b: 

146), and generalized, or asymmctrical exchange 

(where the relations are uiiidirectional, or uiiivocal 

instead of reciprocal, between any number of 

groups; Lévi-Strauss 1969b: 178-179), with the 

latter still further differentiated into "open" struc

tures of continuous exhchange (with exchange 

from group to group) and "closed" structures of 

discontiiiuous exchange (dealing with one group in 

this generation; a return is provided in the next 

generation; Lévi-Strauss 1969b: 444-445). 

To explain these notions I will make use of the 

model of relations presenied in Fig. 33, where, for 

the sake of clarity (and also because that number of 

groups has been found) four groups of equal size are 

practicing exchange. For every category of goods 

(mostly of a ceremonial nature) one specific group 

is supposed to be the introducer into the system; for 

another category, another specific group. 

i. In the case of a complex exchange system (Fig. 34) 

group A, the introducer, will have dealings with all 

other groups involved, and these with each other in 

turn. Consequently, the category a will be diffused 

evenly to the different groups, with only group A 

possibly retaining some more in stock. 

2. In the case of an asymmctrical and linear exchange 

system (Fig. 35) group A will present its goods a to 

one group only, e.g. to B. Similarly, B will deal with 

C only, and so on. It is the gist of this system that 

exchange is clearly directed, univocal; in the 

example of Fig. 35 the goods a flow in a clockwise 

direction through the network of relations (and, 

implicitly, other articles flow counterclockwise, the 

return prestations). Every group will keep a 

proportion of a and present the remainder to its 

customary partner down the line. The resultant 
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Fig. -jj. General model ol an exchange system ol'4 groups. Group A introduces 
the category of goods to bc cxchangcd with groups B, C and D, in the nctwork 
shown. All possible relations have been mapped; in difTerent exchange struc-
tures, difTerent relations become articulated (ref. to Figs 34 to 37). 

A B C D 

Fig. 34. A model of complex exchange relations in a 
four-groups system. 

Left: direction of exchange t articulated rela
tions. 

Right: distribution of ö over the system after time 
(horizontal dashed line estimated average); 
groups have been arranged according to 
diminishing frequencies. 

(of' 
A B C D 

Fig. j ^ . \ model ui'asymmetrical and linear exchange. 
Left: direction of exchange -r articulated rela-

tionships. 
Right: distribution of tï o\'er the system after time; 

horizontal dashed line: estimated average 
frequency; groups arranged according to 
diminishing frequency of a. 

A B D C 

Fig. j6. A model of asymmetrical and alternating ex
change. 

Left: direction of exchange t articulated rela
tions in contiguous generation. 

Right: distribution of A over the system after time; 
dashed line: estimated average frequency: 
groups arranged in order of diminishing fre
quency of category a. 

Fig. ^jy. A model of symmctrical exchange: only two 
groups take part. 

Left: the exchange relation. 

Right: distribution of a after time; dashed line: 
averaged frequency. 
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distribution is one of diminishing quantities of a 

in the direction of the exchangc rclationships. 

3. In the case of an asymmetrical andalternating (or 

discontinuous) exchange sjstem (Fig. 36) group A 

deals altcrnatively (during a certain time span, 

mostly per generation) with group B and group D, 

but not with the fourth group. In such a system, 

every group will be in similar relationships with 

two others. The goods a will disperse through the 

system in such a way that in due time groups B and 

D will possess approximately equal amounts of 

them, less than group A; the fourth group will 

possess still less of them. 

4. Finally, in the case of symmetrie exehange the 

importer group has dealings with one other group 

only, eitlicr directly of indirectly (Fig. 37). It is in 

the nature of this system that other groups will have 

to seek access to a through extablishing their own 

import "monopoly", even when living in the same 

territory as group A. 

Before quantifying the grave goods in the Elsloo 

cemetery to match them with the above models, 

three reservations should be made: 

- As long as the groups are of roughly equal size 

(that is, on the same scale), numerical differences 

will hardly be consequential upon the functioning 

of the exchange structure: a group stands in a fixed 

relationship with another group or not, and the 

concomitant privileges and duties are fixed by 

tradition. 

- If the exchange systems were closed (i.e., with

out a "sink" function) the terminal situation would 

be that all groups possessed equal amounts ofe\ery 

kind of goods. K,mpirically, closed systems will 

hardly occur: grave gifts, losses, shoving off into 

external exchange networks, e t c , provide for the 

vacuüm which keeps the goods going down the 

lines, resulting in distributions resembüng those in 

Figs. 34 to 37 (also cf the discussion in Salisbury 

I95Ö)-
- In terms of the model, and related to grave gifts, 

the meaning attached to the word "exchange" is 

unimportant: the deceased's group may have 

accumulated (ceremonial) goods during his/her 

lifetime along the customary relationships; in fact, 

they may possess a pool of them. Or, the relations 

may call at the funeral and register their sympa-

thies by means of surrender of their groups' 

attributes. In both casse the goods flow through 

existing networks because of the attendant claims. 

The "profiles" drawn in Figs. 34 to 37 are meant 

to facilitate recognition and interpretation of the 

distributions perceptible in the Elsloo graveyard. 

Assuming that the four sectors in Fig. 32 are a 

tolerable approximation, the different counts of 

graves per group with a category of goods were 

corrected for group size and scaled to render them 

comparable. Rearrangement according to dimin

ishing frequencies resulted in the eleven graphs of 

Fig. 38. 

From the models, it fbllows that the groups with 

the greatest amount of a kind of goods are the 

introducers, no matter which exchange structure 

prevails. The frequencies down the line may 

indicate the positions of the different groups in the 

exchange structure, and the shape of the graph the 

type of structure. Thus, the seven graphs to the left 

of Fig. 38 seem to indicate an asymmetrical and 

linear exchange system; two (top right: undeco-

rated pots and decorated sherdsl do not conform 

to any of the hypothetical patterns. The remaining 

two (blades, and adzes of types IV-VI) suggest a 

generalized structure of the relations. 

Also, along with the labels, the orderihg of the 

groups has been presented according to dimin

ishing frequencies.' Six catcgories of grave gifts 

(undecorated sherds; querns; thick and flat adzes; 

decorated and imdccorated pots) show an identi-

cal arrangement. When the ordering is permuted so 

as to have group I in the leading position, the 

sequence is I —>III —•Il —>IV (—>I). Charcoal 

and decorated sherds stipulate a I —>II —>III —»IV 

network, as may be done by red ochre and blades 

as well (though here, approximately equal fre

quencies result in ambiguous arrangemcnts); 

finally, arrowheads may stand for a I —>III —> 

IV —>II pattern. 
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undecorated 
sherds: 1-3-2-4 

querns: 4-1-3-2 

red ochre: 4-3-1-2 

arrowheads: 
3-4-2-1 

1 . -H t-^^'-'t 1— adzes(typelll): 
^ 1 3 - 2 - 4 

decora ted p o t s : 
4-1-3-2 

undecorated 
pots: 4-1-3-2 

decorated sherds: 
3-4-1-2 

adzes (types 
"IV-Vf): 4-1-3-2 

f lint blades: 
4-1-2-3 

l''ig. ^j8. Elsloü graveyard: ircqucncy couius of graves 
per gra \e gift category and per grave group; arrangcd 
arcording to descending proportions, with sequence of 
groups writlcn to the right. The number of graves con-
taining the category is written to the top right of the 
diagrams. Frequencies normalized and corrected for 
group size. 

The left-hand series conforms approximately to 
expected distribution in an asymmetrical linear ex
change structure; the right-hand series: top-two un-
accountable, bottom-lwo generahzed exchange. 

ctiarcoal: 4-1-2-3 

In iliLs vvay, it is possible to derive from the 

statislical image of the distributions of grave 

goods (Fig. 38) the appropriate mechanical model 

(those rendered in P'igs. 34 to 38); in the above 

case, an asymmetrical and linear structuring of the 

exchange relations is found. Also, the non-occur-

rence or few instances of the other "profiles" in the 

data is an internal check: the possible alternatives 

are excliided. The directions of the exchange 

relations are pictured in Fig. 39. The relations 

imply a moiety structure of groups I and II vs. 

groups I I I and IV; whether this duahty was 

recognized is diflicull to dccide - the not com-

pletely consistent circuitry (cf. the transition ma

trices in fig. 40) even seems to suggest otherwise' 

(see below, p. 107). 

With all gifts going ap()roximately the same 

direction, automatically the question arises: what 

went the other way? 

Exchange relations being what they are, bonds 

of alliance between groups which also incorporate 

kin relations, the answer is unequivocal: women. 

In fact, matrilateral cross-cousin preference is 

synonymous with asymmetrical and linear ex-
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GROUP II 

GRO 

OUP I 

GROUP IV 

^'g- 39- The most likely exchange relations belween the four 
sectors of the population at Elsloo cemetery. 

arrows indicate direction ofjlow of goods. 

dashed line: logicatlv implied moiety division. 

1 I I l i l IV 

1 

1 I I I I I IV 

1 10 1 - 2 7 -

I I 10 I I 3 - 2 4 

III 10 III % ^'A - ^A 
IV 10 • IV 6 ^'A A -

Fig. 40. Transition matrices of exchange of goods (for transfer of 
women read from columns to rows) Read: group i (ist row) 
Irades to group III (3rd column); etc. 

Lelt matrix: when all exchanges had boen conform to the 
mechanical model I - I I I - I I - IV-I , the matrix would be like this 
one. 

Righl matrix; observed pattern in the distribution of grave 
gifts at the Elsloo cemetery (from fig. 38), 4 ex aequo cases 
(=undeco ra t ed sherds for groups I I / IV , red ochre IV / I I I , 
undecorated pots IV'/I, and bladcs I / II) have been scored half 
per possible partner (charcoal omitted). 

change (generally called: circulating; De Josselin 

de Jong 1951: 34-43 gives a lucid summary of the 

marriage/alliance aspect of exchange relations). 

Such an exchange system is compatible with 

uxorilocal and virilocal post-marital residence 

rules; it is also compatible with patri- and matri-

lineal descent. 

To derive the rules operativc at that time, it is 

necessary to have recourse to theory again. (A 

preliminary and cautionary notc: il is advisable to 

use pad and pencil to foUow the argument through; 

even athropologists of the Leiden School find it 

difficult to keep up without such aids.) The 

composition of the burying group is the result of 

descent and residence together; as above, I assume 

the grave gifts to be defmed in a similar way. 

Essentially, only a few combinations of these rules 

are possible": unilineal systems in which rules 

of descent and residence coincide ("harmonie 

regimes") and bilineal systems in which residence 

and descent are regulated according to different 

Unes ("disharmonie regimes"; Lévi-Strauss 1969b: 

215). Basically, ifthefemalesareexchanged by the 

men (Lêvi-Strauss 1967: 45; Leach 1970: 77) then 

the acquirers of these spouses are likely to be in 

constant (if only cercmonial) debt to their wives' 

brothers; yet these men will tend to control (if only 

ceremonially) their sisters (for a critical assess-

ment, cf Van Baal 1975: 71). Now, given matri-

lateral cross-cousin preferences, unilineal (or har

monie) systems require a very limited set of rela

tions: 

- In the uxorilocal-malrilineal case (Fig. 41), the 

females of a residential group are always married to 

men from the same background: it is always the 

same descent group which steps in. Also, their 

brothers go and hve with females of the group on 

the other side, always of the same descent line. 

Thus, when a female dies, her residential, natal, 

and children's group will of course be present, but 

also her brothcr, living to the right in the drawing; 

and when her husband dies, apart from his 

residential group, his sister's (husband's) group, 

which is also his own natal group, will be at the 

grave - the group to the left. 

In the virilocal-palrilineal case (Fig. 42) the males 

ol a residential group always acquire their wives 

from the same residential-cum-descent group (the 

group to the right in the drawing); similarly, their 

sisters always go to the same group (the group to 

the left). 
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/•Vjj. 41. Cross-cousin niarriago and a harmonie com-
bination of descent and residence: ttie malri-Iateral 
system (i.e. matrilineal descent and tixorilocal resi
dence): women stay put, exchange goods and maics 
move to the right. 
A ' r r ia lc O : female A • : couplediscussed in 
tho text ' I ; marriago ^ _ ^ J : t hildron 

Fig. 42. As Fig. 41 . Patrilateral system (i.e. patrilineal 
descent and virilocal residence): males stay put, females 
move to the lefl. Exchange goods to the right. 
He who acquiros a woman incurs a debt towards her 
brother. 

( + 1 ) ( " ) (~'j ^ 'S" of obligations as in Talile 

34. ( s ignsas inFig . 41.) 

/'Vi,f. ^y. (!ross-cousin marriage and a dishaiinonic 
system: uxorilocal and patrilineal descent: women stay 
put, exchange goods and males move to the right (signs 
as in Fig. 41). 

Fig. 44. As Fig. 43, virilocality and matrilinealty: males 
stay put, females move to the lefl, and goods in exchange 
to the right (signs as in Fig 41). 

Thus, when a male dies, his natal and children's brother's and natal group will also be present at the 

group will be present, together with representa- coffin ofa female, i.e., the group to the right. 

tives of the group where his sister has gone (the In both cases therefore, when a male has died, 

group to the left); and besides her children, her representatives from the left-hand group will be at 
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the burial, together with members of his residential 

group; and where the deceased was a female, the 

right-hand group will attend the funeral, together 

with her residential group. Also, all possibly 

relevant relatives live within the groups men-

tioned. 

Bilineal (disharmonie) regimes, in combination 

with matrilateral cross-cousin preferences, have 

markedly dilferent consequences, as descent and 

residence are at right angles to one another: 

- In the uxorilocal andpatrilineal case (Fig. 43) the 

females of a residential group are always married 

to men born to the residential group at the right, 

who are of a different line of descent in every 

generation. Also, their brothers go to live with the 

females of the residential group on the other side, 

who belong to different descent groups from 

generation to generation. 

Thus, when a female dies, her residential, natal, 

and children's group will of course be present, but 

also her brother, living to the right in the drawing; 

her patrilineal relatives live to the right (same 

generation), in her own group (first degree rela

tives) , and to the left (second degree relatives). And 

when her hu,sband dies, apart from the residential 

(his wife's) group, hissister's (husband's) and natal 

group will bc at the grave (the group to the left); his 

patrilineal relatives live to the left, one (first 

degree) and two (second degree) residential groups 

away. 

— In the virilocal and matrilineal case (Fig. 44) the 

males of a residential group always acquire their 

wives from the same residential group (the group to 

the right in the drawing), who are of a different line 

of descent in each generation; similarly, their sisters 

always go to the same residential group (on the 

other side), where every generation members of a 

different matriline live. 

Thus, when a male dies, his natal and children's 

group will be present, together with representa-

tives of the group his sister has joined (i.e., the 

residential group to the left); his matrilineal rela

tives üve to the left (same generation), in his own 

group (first degree relatives), and to the right 

(second degree relatives). And when his wife dies, 

besides her children's and residential group, her 

brother's and natal group (living to the right) will 

be present at the coffin; her matrilineal relatives 

live to the right, one (first ascending generation) 

and two (second ascending generation) residential 

groups away. 

In both bilineal cases therefore, the resident sex 

(males in the virilocal, females in the uxorilocal 

case) will have its most important relations with the 

adjacent groups (alliances for the males stand to 

the left, and for females to the right; with their 

descent line's representatives to both sides), while 

the relations for the sex that came to live with the 

residential sex are to one side only, extending some 

groups away (to the left for males in tiie patrilineal 

case, and to the right for females in the matrilineal 

case). In Table 36 the several obligations have 

been worked out, with relations to the left marked 

by + (this being the regular direction from which 

exchange goods are to be expected) and to the right 

by — (this being the side to which exchange gifts 

wou ld normally flow), in the hope that it is possible 

to tracé one of these patterns in the grave gifts. 

As a starting point, the importers/monopolists of 

the grave gifts were derived from Fig. 38: the group 

or sector showing the highest relative frequency is 

assumed to be the introducer of a category. Still, 

there are two difilculties with this approach: 

- ex aequo rankings of some groups (e.g., groups 

III and IV for red ochre), from which only an 

abiguous determination as to originator can be 

made; and: 

- the elusive sector II goods (cf. note 7). 

The latter problem can be dealt with by summing 

acorss all sectors which will probably result in a 

lessening, if not a disappearance of its effects. The 

former cannot be handled adequately, because of 

the diflFerences between the minimum and the 

maximum counts in Table 37. In that table, the 

burying group is defined as "distance zero"; 

originating groups in the direction of the exchange 
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chain (i.e., to the right) are posited at a "nega-

tivc"distance, as the goods are to run against the 

current; groups on the other side are counted 

"positively" aecordingly. A distance of two groups 

is ambiguous in its sign in a four group system, 

obviously. 

Two points seem to emerge from the table: 

1. From the high incidence of gifts from two 

groups away, a homogeneous regime (in either of 

its guises) can be considered unhkely, perhaps even 

falsified. 

2. The femaU' scleciion is (|uite clearly more 

unidirectional thaii that in the male graves, which 

fits in with the virilocal-matrihneal model of a 

disharmonie structure of Table 36 . ' " Here also, 

the number of deviations is an indicator of the 

discrepancies existing between statistical (Table 

37) and mechanical models (Table 36) 

The following points also merit attention: 

1. The combination of asymmetrical ("genera-

lized") exchange and bilineality ("disharmonie 

regimes") is categorically negated by Lévi-Strauss 

(1969b: 233-234). He gives no reasons for that 

denial, although the examples in Part One of that 

book are in line with it. Yet apart from different 

iindiiigs in the Leiden-School (e.g., De Josselin de 

Jong 1977a; Moyer 1976) there also remains 

Radcliffe-Brown's observation of a marked asym

metrical bias in the workings of the Kariera system 

(quoted in Lévi-Strauss 1969: 2ig) . 

2. Regarding the "invisible" moiety division, 

several possibilities exist. Although there are four 

groups in the Elsloo graveyard, this does net 

imply liiat there are four matri- and/or four 

|)atrilineages: 

(a) Virilocal moietics, combined with 

matrilineal ones (thus the classical "marriage 

class" system). In this case MBD and FZD 

("father's sister's daughter") are identical; at 

least in a classificatory sense they are the 

"bilateral cross-cousin". This is at variance 

with the asymmetrical exchange derived 

above. 

(b) Matrilineal moieties and n patri-

lineages of a residential nature (in this case, 

n = 4 ; but any number n ^ 3 will do). Here, 

MBD always pertains to the companion 

moiety, and also to any other lineage than 

Ego's. The lineage is not specified as in the 

class system; instead, an alliance between the 

lineages is necessary to designate the "re-

quired" partner, and this would either result 

in assymetrical exchange when "givers" and 

"takers of wives" are different groups, or in 

symmetrical exchange when the two were 

merged. In Elsloo, the former system seems 

to have been adopted. 

(c) An inverse solution of (b): a patri-

duality plus n uxorilocal lineages. However, 

in the next section, a matri-duality will be 

made visible; also, a uxorilocal-patrilineal 

solution seems to be unworkable (,cf. note 10). 

To sum up: 

- Four groups could be derived for the Elsloo 

cemetery by a consideration of the patterns of 

relative over- and under-representation of the 

grave gifts. The groups or sectors are labeled 

counterclockwise I - I I - I I I - IV, beginning in the 

northeastern, or upper right-hand corner. 

- From the relative frequencies of the various gifts 

per sector an asymmetrical and linear exchange 

system could be traced, every group introducing 

other categories of goods into the network. The 

exchange relations were unidirectional: I —>III —+ 

II —> IV (—»I). If this has been the mechanical 

model, however, statistical aberrations occur: live 

(out of eleven) categories of goods were exchanged 

in other, different sequences. And also, for no 

category of goods could an origin in sector II be 

derived - perhaps, because of the size of the group 

which required all its "surplus" to alleviate the 

demand for women (and of course, not all things 

exchanged need to have survived 6000 years in the 

grave). P'inally, some categories could not be tied to 

a single sector due to equal frequencies. 
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- From the distances of the grave gifts to their 

supposed originator groups a bilineal defmition of 

the groups was derived: virilocal residence and 

matrilineal descent seem to constitute the mecha-

nical model of the group relations at Elsloo. Here, 

too, a number of deviations are to be observed 

between (mechanical) model and (statistical) 

practice. 

- Although the subdivision into groups is statisti-

cally significant, and the other points result from a 

comparison of the data with a number of alterna-

tive theoretical possibilities, the various outcomes 

are not independent of one another. The dishar

monie regime hinges upon the correctness of the 

asymmetrical and linear exchange inlerpretation, 

which in its turn depends in part on the sectorial 

subdivision. It is the coherence of the several results 

whicii suggests some reliability, but this should be 

tested in the nearby village. 

5. The Elsloo graveyard: a neo-Marxist inlerpretation 

The previous sections were primarily concerned 

with the form of the social structure; indeed, the 

structuralist analysis made use of the things ex-

changed (grave gifts) to elucidate the relations as 

channels of information between groups. These 

relations, and the positions united by them, cer-

lainly did not exist by themselves, and one may 

inquire into their functions (Godelier 1977 (I): 

115). One possible general answer can be provided 

in Engels' succinct statement, "the production 

and re])r()duction of immediate life" - i.e., the 

production of subsistence and the reproduction of 

the species (Engels n.d.: 67), together, the repro

duction of man as a social being (Danilova 1971: 

278, 312). The reproductive process can be or-

ganized in many different ways or modes, charac-

terized by as many different sets of productive 

relations. "Mode of production" is an abstract 

concept, not indicating any particular production 

line or cooperating group, but rather a way in 

which the relations are organized: wage labour is 

typical lor the capitalist mode of production and 

occurs in as different economie sectors as farming 

and heavy industry. 

Apart from the relations of production, a mode 

of production also comprises a technical aspect (the 

"forces of production", such as labour and means) 

and the ideological charter. The levels or aspects 

are quite autonomous vis-a-vis each other, as each 

level carries its own momentum (Godelier 1978). 

Yet the levels are also coupled one to another via 

positive and negative feedback loops (cf Berger 

1976), and it is the development of the factors of 

production (i.e., the technological and/or organi-

zational sophistication) which sets the limits or 

constraints within which the mode, the system, can 

vary. The structures of the levels should be com

patible, at least partially; the more discrepancies 

("noncorrespondence"), the more tensions ("con-

tradictions"). In that way, development at any one 

level will result in change at the other levels of the 

mode of production. 

Also, a mode of production is relatively inde

pendent or autonomous as a subsyslem within the 

total reproductive system. A number of different 

but interconnected modes make up a "social 

formation" (in this case conceived of as the 

minimal set of relations capable of reproduction of 

the social life of a village community). Among the 

modes making up a social formation, one will be 

dominant; notwithstanding that, the other modes 

are relatively autonomous in that they consist of 

their own structured sets of relations. This relative 

autonomy is, again, subject to change: a mode now 

dominant may gradually be replaced by another. 

The mythical or ideological superstructure of the 

social formation is the locus of integration of the 

ideological components of the various modes with

in it; even the various clements may acquire new 

signiücance in this integration. 

Por instance, in Medieval Europe two modes of 

jsroduction existed side by side: a domestic one 

among the peasantry (comprising the bulk of the 
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population) and a feudal one among the landed 

gentry (who wielded pohtical power, and thus the 

feudal one was dominant in that sense; Danilova 

1971: 293-294). A slight increase in agricultural 

ellitiency ("development of the productive 

forces") resulted in a group of jobless people ("free 

labour") which, when organized in manufacture 

("united with capital") gave rise to the capitalist 

mode of production. Gradually, the latter gained 

dominance within the western European social 

formation (Godelier 1977(1!): 217). 

By now my position should be clear to connois-

seurs. I will evade polemics and exegetics, and 

therefore just list the differences within the various 

schools of Marx's interpreters. By allowing more 

than one mode of production within a social 

formation, the oiie-formation-one-mode axiom of 

Marxism-Leninisin and of cultural materialism 

alike, is put aside (Petrova-Averkieva 1977:28; 

Harris 1968: 240, 258; and Harris 1975). The 

omission of "dialectics" to describe the relations of 

opposition or even of identity of the productive 

forces and llic relations of production will alienate 

orthodox Marixsts (e.g.. Wolf 1975). Then a 

sociologicai approach to the relations of produc

tion, i.e., primarily as social relations, is in 

accordance with statements of, among others, 

O'Laughlin (1975), but apparently at variance 

with Meillassoux et al. (Friedman 1974: 446). 

Regarding the nature of the relations of production 

in comnumity society, I will not assume that an 

aulonomous and pre-given kin system absorbed the 

relatively unimportant social aspect of the simple 

production at that level (as does Danilova 1971) 

but instead assume that kin relations were that 

important because they also fulfilled economie 

functions - in fact, were selected for and deter-

mined by these functions from among the possible 

alternatives (which is in line with, among others. 

Godeher (1977 (I): 31, 83-84, 89) and Friedman 

(1974)). That is, the kin relations are the social 

relations of production in community society 

(Godelier 1978). I do think that continuity of the 

species is of less immediate concern than the 

securing and maintenance of the labour force, of 

which women constitute a critical part in primitive 

society. Or, the base is determinant "in the last 

instance", as it is so often phrased. 

There is one critique I would like to counter in 

advance. In WolPs review of a set of Godelier's 

articles (Wolf 1975) it is stated that dropping the 

Hegel-Marx notion of "identity of opposites" (i.e., 

of productive forces and relations of production) 

for a "unity of opposites" has quite serious conse-

quences. A dialectical opposition like identity, 

automatically builds tension ("contradictions") into 

a mode of production. By foresaking this onto-

logical tension, change should be imported from 

outside the mode of production, from which 

necessarily an ecologistic or functionalistic out-

come fbllows (a similar critique is arrived at in 

H.K. Schneider 1975b). However, conceiving of 

relations and forces as relatively autonomous struc-

tures within a mode of production, developments 

in either or both are likely to bring about tensions; 

surely, micro-demographic changes and techno-

logical innovations are not confmed to ecologistic 

monopolies. Similarly, change may result from 

pressure exerted by other modes of production 

within the same social formation, which can be 

strictly seen as environment of the mode con-

sidered, but certainly not an ecological factor. And 

if some special formation has a "history" which is 

"just more of the same" for a considerable period of 

time (Schneider 1975a), then one cause may be in 

an absence of technological innovations; other 

causes may be found in the absence of serious 

demographic lluctuations (the kin system may be 

geared to dampening the effects of demographic 

fluctuation), or in a permanence of ecological 

equilibria, and perhaps even in an efl'ective 

fjlocking from without of any development of the 

productive forces - all of which may be or have 

been the case at one time or another. 

Description of any historical social formation 

should then indicate the number and nature of the 
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various modes of production making up its eco

nomie base, their corresponding social and ideo-

logical structures, the ways in which these modes 

are interconnected (i.e., their hierarchy). Ideally, 

the superstructure with its clements from the 

various modes should also be considered (Godelier 

1977 (I): 177-178); it is at this locus that the "etic" 

infrastructures of the modes of production are 

integrated and legitimated in an "emic" super

structure. However, given the current state of the 

art of archaeology the ideological points need not 

further detain us. 

There is no archaeological research along the 

Unes of a neo-Marxist model known to me; perhaps 

some are to be expected in the near future, as a 

reading of the Spriggs 1977 volume suggests. 

Rather favorable examinations by non-Marxist 

anthropologists of some of the points raised above 

are to be found in Firth 1972 and Schneider 

1975a. Quite a number of anthropological 

analyses of concrete historical formatioiis have 

appeared in recent years; Godelier himself on 

Central Australia, a New Guinea tribe, the Pygmy 

hunters of the Congo Forest, and the Incas in 

(iodelier 1977, and the several contributions to 

the Block 1975a volume, are cases in point. 

Some consideration should be given as to what to 

expect, modes of production are not immediately 

obvious from the data. In a graveyard the mani-

festation ol the productive forces will be little 

apparent, and (partial) definition of the modes 

should therefore proceed from the relations of 

production (that is, appropriative relations) that 

can be observed. Elucidation of relations, as 

demonstrated by the previous section, is a matter 

of tedious analysis, but it can be done. Unfortu-

iiately, no listing exists of all models of production 

known, nor has a formal procedure been developed 

for the construction of the possibilities. 

Scouring the descriptive literature (cf Legros 

1977), three (perhaps four) modes of production 

are reported to exist on the Neolithic level (here in 

the narrow meaning of simple technology and 

primitive agriculture), with from case-to-case 

differring degrees of dominance: 

1. The domestic mode of production sensu striclo 

(Sahlins 1972: 77): The household or family as a 

productive and consumptive unit incorporates 

both the major divisions of labour (principally 

according to sex, but also to age) and a way of 

appropriation (redistribution) of the products of 

the members per household unit, through which its 

social and physical continuity is assured. At the 

same time it also provides for its own biological 

reproduction through the marriage bond at its core 

(cf Rapp 1977: 319). From Sahlins' account, this 

mode of production seems to be compatible with 

very divergent levels of development of the forces 

of production: from the horde of hunters to the 

community of early modern European peasantry 

its functioning is reported. 

2. The lineage mode of producüon (Sahlins 1961) is 

generally superimposed upon the previous oiie. Yet 

its occurrence is not necessarily dependent on the 

pre-existence of the domestic mode: the lineage 

structure may absorb all functions of the latter 

(Terray 1975: 106-107). Empirically, the lineage 

way of production seems to be compatible with a 

limited range of technological achievement only -

it is probably restricted to hoe-agriculture and/or 

slash-and-burn farming. It consists of local kin-

segments, each of a number of households arranged 

in importance according to some ordering prin-

ciple in the kin/descent sphere. Its separate status 

derives from the larger organizational cadre (than 

the domestic mode of production), which is trans-

lated in obligations differentiated according to 

relative place in the hierarchy. Again, the social 

and biological principles of descent and aging serve 

to recruit the proper candidates for the positions 

within the lineage structure. The uneven access to 

products is maintained through the legitimizalion 

provided by the ideological superstructure. 

3. A very primitive mode of production, un-

named as yet; it is the organization of the produc

tive process in cooperation, or rather, working sidc-
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i)y-side, with leadership of a purely instrumental 

iialuic based iipon individiial ability (Legros 

1977). The differential possesion of skills will, in 

conjunction with an egalitarian ideology, secure 

the persistence of this mode, however transient its 

artic'ulalion may be. This mode is reported to occur 

at very di\crgent stages of productive sophistica-

tion: Eskimo at one extreme. West African pea-

sants at the other (Nooter 1977: 88; Legros 1977: 

30-31). Below, this mode will be referred to as the 

loose mode of production, to emphasize its volatility. In 

fact, it is the appropriation (apparently without 

leiiuineration) of the skills of some individual by 

the group, which renders this mode distinct. 

4. Perhaps a supralocal mode oJproduction may ha\'e 

been present in Neolithic social formation.s as well. 

It should be co-extensive with the geographically 

largest kinsystem. According toGodelier (1975: 9) 

this productive system is activated in the case of 

stress: shortage of means (women) or forces (ex-

haustion of the local milieu) of production will 

iiiake people turn lo other relationships for survival 

and/or reprodiiction. Although Godelier is writing 

about central Auslralians with a hunting and 

gathering adaptation and a Mesolithic tooi kit, this 

very mode of spreading the risks seems to be 

compatible with Neolithic society as well (e.g., 

Bloch 1975b: 208; also Service 1975: 65). The 

(analytical) distinctiveness of this mode is in the 

securing of access to means and factors not ordi-

narily used by laying kinship claims, however 

remole. Any instance of these claims is likely to 

establish a prccedciu lor future refercnce, which 

results in a perpetuation of this mode. From this 

mode the fluidity of "tribal" boundaries (Fried 

1975: 14,67) or of the circumscription of the social 

Ibrmation is immedialely apparenl. 

As said above, no way has as yet been devel-

oped of establishing whcther all possible modes 

of pn.ductioii have been listed, neither at the 

Neolithic nor at any other level. Together, the 

domestic, lineage, and supralocal modes, however, 

can be expected to exhaust the possibilities of kin 

relations. The addition of the loose mode of 

produclion is an indicator that other determiiiants 

may also play roles; their range is unspecified. 

The notion of "modes of production" empha-

sizes aspects of the attributes of the graveyard 

other than those indicated in the positional and 

stnictiiral paradigms. Empirically, the domestic 

mode of produclion will probably be visible in a close 

and pair-wise positioning oi male and Icmale 

graves as an indicator of the marriage bond, the 

(re-)productive relation specific to it. Males and 

females will be accompanied by tooi kits that are 

different to the degree a sexual division of labour 

was known in the Bandkeramik. In Fig. 27 the 

dilferentiation of sexes as derived from this sex-

specificity (which was established from a principal 

componcnts analysis, cf the third section) isshown, 

with superimposed upon it the averaged distance 

from female to male graves (from Table 38). In the 

plan, and also in Table 46, it can be seen that 

among 21 female graves 14 have male or indeter-

minable partners within a distance of 2.55 + .50 

metres (mean + one Standard deviation), with 

another four similarly but at a slightly larger 

distance; the remaining two female interments can 

be thought of as unaccompanied, because other 

graves are at a considerably larger distance. 

Conversely, among 25 male graves, 16 have a 

partner grave of female or indeterminable sex at 

Icss than the distance mentioned, and one at a 

slightly larger distance; the eight remaining graves 

seem to be by themselves. ' ' 

VVhen the paired occurrencc of graves of oppo-

site sexes and the partial specialization of the tooi 

kits along sex Unes are interpreted as vestiges of a 

household ("domestic") mode of production, it 

may be enquired whether a Lineage mode of produc

lion was also present in the Bandkeramik praxis. 

One of the attributes of this structure is probably to 

be found in a grouping of the burials along kin 

principlcs. In the previous section the "origin" of 

the grave goods (introducer groups in the exchange 

system) was used to derive virilocal residence and 
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matrilincal descent. Thus, the patri-principle ma-

nifested itsclf in the locality of the graves: those 

sharing this determinant were buried in the same 

sector of the graveyard. While the matri-system 

was found to account for the remainder of the 

variation in the origins of the grave goods the 

denionstration was quite complex, and we might 

try to find a more direct sign of this principle. 

Introducing again the principal components ana-

lysis, it can be said a priori that two different 

situations can be thought of: if a dual organization 

has been the case, this could have found expression 

in a bipolar component (cf note 3), as such a 

dichotomy might [nol necessarily) have been de-

scribed by antagonistic symbols. If, on the con-

trary, more groups have been involved, and/or the 

associated markers (or group badges) were cle

ments ofasymbolic system alien to us (Lévi-Strauss 

'955- '36) 258) then that set would appear 

arbilrary and i)e visiblc in any number of specific 

components (this latter possibility also covers a 

two-group system, of course). On the idea that a 

dual organization is a fairly frequent phenomenon 

in kinship society (Lévi-Strauss 1956; Lévi-Strauss 

1969b: 70), the one bipolar principal component 

(no. 2, Table 10) was first tested for it (later the 

other components found other explanations un-

related to the present issue). This component 

opposes only two attributes, curvilinearity and 

rectilinearity of pottery decoration (the variable 

STRUCTURE). These traits are very asymmetrically 

distributed over the sexes (Tables 38, 39); chances 

are only 1:100 that this asymmetry is due to 

sampling error because of the relatively small 

number of the graves (34). Nor isit due to the small 

nuini)cr of grave gifts: if marked this way, female 

graves contain one pot or seven to ten sherds, and 

male graves up to three vessels of five to forty 

sherds, with the minimum number of sherds (five) 

precisely occurring in a doubly marked grave. The 

asymmetry can be explained by a matrilineal 

dualitv: fcmales "defining" this alTiliation, males 

will regularly become associated with the opposite 

kin grouping (exogamy!) and buried with gifts 

from both (natal and marital) sides. It is a pity that 

this duality is only visible in graves containing 

decorated pottery; the affiliation of the other 

interments cannot be known. (However, some 

comfort can be found in the observation that none 

of the existing classificatory schemes of LBK 

pottery decoration allows for a discrimination 

along these lines.) As is to be expected under 

virilocal residence rules, matrilineal markers are 

dispersed all over the cemetery, which strengthens 

the case presented in the previous section. 

Besides kin alignment, a hierarchical arrange

ment of the households or individuals can be taken 

as a sign of the lineage mode of production: a 

hierarchy of wealth. "Weal th" at this level of 

development should be interpreted in a general 

(qualitative) sense, and not be equated with the 

possessions of (or being accompanied by) specific 

looi kits orquantities of gifts (Sahlins 1972: 93) - a s , 

at our technological level, a wealthy family would 

not buy for its owii use a block of apartments on, 

say, the Costa del Sol, but rather one apartment in 

a number of different pleasant places. In the 

lineage mode, relations are tied to positions in a kin 

system and not to differential control of the means 

of production (i .c, tools, but not women). More-

over, those valuables which existed had use-value 

at best (Sahlins 1972: 83, 93). Regarding "rank", 

as this differential is usually called, in ranked 

society (Fried 1967: 109) wealth is associated with 

giving away, which sets commitments to the 

recipients (Sahlins 1972: 205). Suchobligations are 

likely to be cashed at death. Ranking or graded 

dignity of individual interments has already been 

derived in the third section and need not to be 

repeated here; a slightly different distribution can 

be worked out on the basis of the number of finished 

objects in the graves (which is essentially, the 

"labour input" criterium for Table 23 where, 

however, all excavated objects were included). 

These interments are grouped in Table 41 and 

listed in Table 42; this should be compared with 
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Tables 24, 25 and 26. 

Interpretation of these "wealth" differences as 

vestiges of a lineage mode of production rather 

ihan of differences of achievement of the individual 

Household ^i.e., within tiie domestic mode) foUows 

froin ihe character of the latter: nothing more is 

produced than needed lor survival, as any surplus 

vvould bc siphoned olf through sharing mechanisms 

(Sahlins 1972: 127). The lineage mode provides a 

counterforce to these egalitarian trends. lts orga-

nizational principle of placing the constituent 

units in hierarchical order of importance is estab-

lished to assure dilferential access. 

'1'he loose mode oJ produclion is not necessarily tied 

to kin principles - manual, corporeal dexterity 

tends to be distributed in a random way (Dahren-

dorf 1968: 19). If this mode of production did find 

expression in the gravc gifts, this is likely to be in a 

specialization of them. As far as specialization is 

tied to material instruments, a set of similar or 

related tools will be vvitness to it; there may have 

been other specializations, not related to still 

excavatable items: genealogical specialists, story 

tellers, dancers, mask makers, tattooing specialists 

(to mention but a few of the most obvious) will 

never be traceable at Elsloo. In other words, exis-

tence of the loose mode of production can be made 

pn)bal)le through the occurrence of specialist tooi 

sets, its extent (i.e., the number of skills exploiled 

this way) will remaiii iniknown. 

It should be added that distinction within the 

lineage mode of production, which is visible in a 

broad spectrum grave inventory, may crosscut a 

marking of ability by specialization of gifts. Just as 

people simultaneously managed their own house-

liold in the way of the domestic mode and took part 

in ilu' lineage mode, so an able hunter may have 

occupied a prominent position in the lineage 

structure too. In cases of this kind, several cate-

gories of grave gifts will be present, among which 

one will be quantitatively emphasized. 

Tablc 43 was the rcsult of an attempt to compare 

the number of items per category to separate skill 

from dignity. For instance, in the female grave no. 

014 a broad spectrum inventory was found: a 

decorated pot, an arrowhead, an adze (type II) , 

and a grinding stone with attendant lumps of red 

üchre - no specialization visible here. Likewise, in 

grave no. 083 (also female) a similarly diversified 

tooi set was found accompanied by three adzes (of 

types I, II and IV); the status of this woman in the 

lineage mode accounts for this seemingly specialist 

set (cf. p. 95). 

Among the graves in this table, five are marked 

by arrowheads or blades (nos. 003, 005, 056, 067, 

and 071) and two to a lesser extent (nos. 021 and 

025), all males. One female grave (no. 106) held a 

number of pieces of Hint debris. Three male graves 

(nos. 005, 096, 112) held three or Ibur pols and 

another two (also males) two pots (003, 067). Four 

graves lying perpendicularly to the regular north-

west-southeast orientation are also grouped with 

the specialists: 014, 023, 041, 058 (one female, 014; 

the other ones indeterminable). Seven of the 

specialists occupied high standings in the lineage 

sphere: grave nos. 003, 005, 014, 056, 067, 071, 

106; four were accorded moderate status ac-

cording to the activities criterion of the third sec-

tion: 021, 025, 096, and 112; the remainder (023, 

041, and 058) a low status. Also cf Table 50 (N.B.: 

'Those graves thought of as being of a chiefly status 

-nos . ooi , 087, and 100 and possibly 083 also - a r e 

omitted from consideration here). 

As a sideline, from the low number of (visible) 

specialist graves - lourteen over a period of a 

century - an absence of institutionalized craft 

heredity can be inferred. Such a heredity would 

run counter to the "definition" of the loose mode of 

production and perhaps be indicative of another 

type of specialists' organization. 

The fourth mode of production occurring in Neo-

lithic societies may be the supralocal one. According 

to descriptions, it is activated in times of stress only: 

when the supply of women (as an indispensible part 

of the labour force and as means of biological 

reproduction of the body coUective) runs short, or 
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when the local eco-system does not yield sufficiënt 

produce in a broad sense (unbalanced or even 

insufficiënt productive level through ecological 

fluctiiation, degradation, political and/or demo-

giaphic pressure, etc.). Apriori it can bc stated that 

in the region of Elsloo considerablc stress must 

have been present, at least in the youngest phase of 

the graveyard's use. With its closure, the LBK 

occupation of the area came to an end (kind and 

cause of this stress are still to be unraveled: Bakels 

1978: 126-127; Kuper and Lüning 1975: 93). If, 

then, this stress did indeed result in theactivationof 

a supralocal insurance against risks, this should be 

visible in foreign-looking grave goods from the 

"internationalization" (extension) of the relations 

during the later stages of the use of the graveyard. 

"Foreign-looking" should be considered in a broad 

meaning: intra-regional differences were not that 

marked to be discernible to us as yet (even in this 

younger period of the LBK). When gifts are 

recognized as "alien", they will come from farther 

away. One factor may confuse our sight, though: 

valuables may have been exchanged in the non-kin 

sphere, probably based upon the lineage mode of 

production (Terray 1975: 96, 106). However, 

parallel to the separation of lineage and loose 

modes (above, p. 111), a differentiation of lineages 

and supralocal modes can be established: a promi

nent (i.e., wealthier) lineage member who bar-

tered foreign things will be accompanied by his 

conversation pieces among the other, more local 

artifacts. On the other hand, a genuine allochthonc 

(never likely to have seen been prominent in the 

local hierarchies) will be marked by at best a few 

momentos from his/her native villages. 

As formulated this way, foreigncrs' graves 

should be visible in the principal components 

analysis, at least when the codebook is sufficiently 

detailed: different cultural backgrounds should be 

singled out by as many specific components: one 

is a foreigner, or one is not. Among the compo

nents in Table 10 only no. 6 has not attracted 

attention as yet. lts specific character, and even 

more the two variables loading high on it make it a 

likely candidate for allochthony. Apparently late 

in relative time (cf the loadings of single- and 

multidented spatula in the table), the ninc, pos-

sibly eleven graves indicated by this component 

seem to be marked by either stab-and-drag deco-

rated pots and/or by type I adzes. Both charac-

teristics suggest foreign contacts: stab-and-drag 

are more at home in the southeast than in 

Limburg (cf Ch. I, Section 3); and type I adzes 

have also been reported from non-LBK (Hinkel-

stein) backgrounds (Modderman 1970 (I): 188).^^ 

Apparently, some of the pots in the graveyard also 

allude to that group (cf Gabriel 1976: 56andFig. 4 

no. 2, with a number of pots from Elsloo, e.g., 

graves nos. 047, 056, 067 (no. 2), 071 (no. 8), 073 

(no. 2) ,eveno93(no. i) , 096 (no. 3), 097, 104, 106; 

all illustratcd in Modderman 1970 (II) . 

Among the eleven graves with foreign flavours 

(Table 44) there are two interments accompanied 

by only a few stab-and-drag decorated sherds; their 

incorporation in the category of allophiles is 

therefore dubious (graves nos. 074, l o i ) . Of the 

remainder, one grave is of the dubious female (087) 

also prominent in the lineage structure, so that the 

presence of an adze of type I in her grave should 

perhaps be considered a consequence of her lineage 

status rather than a foreign pedigree. Then, the 

female grave 083 held three different types of adzes 

(I, II , IV) together with a fair sample of the other 

grave goods, apparently indicating a super-status 

in the lineage structure; yet as her grave also held a 

pot with stab-and-drag decoration, the evidence 

regarding her origins is questionable. 

Regarding imported people (and if an interpre-

tation as offered herc is accepted), no virilocal 

residence rule is visible in the distribution of 

allochthony over the sexes (Table 45). 

To conclude this section, some points still have 

to be discussed in connection with the various 

modes of production: 

I. Domestic mode of produclion: when the average 

distance to the nearest neighbour (as detailed 
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abü\e, p. 111. Tablc 38) is accepted as an in

dicator of closeness of relationship (i.e., of a 

marriage bond), an attempt can be made to push 

the interpretation of some of the data further: 

ehronological differences (as far as discernible) do 

1101 interfere with an explanation of the pairing of 

the graves in Table 46 as "caused " by marriage. 

Then ascribing the appropriate sex to the several 

previously indeterminable graves, another 13 male 

and I a female graves can be added to those listed 

in Table 18. This is a rather indirect way of sex 

determination, as it involves more steps ihan 

direct conclusion from the grave gifts; therefore, 

these '̂ 5 graves have been kept apart in all analyses, 

although the evidenee was nowhere contradictory. 

For instance, the division of labour among the 

sexes as demonstrated by a difierentiation of the 

associated toolkits of Table 17 (based upon the 

directly sexed graves) is very much like that in 

Table 47. And here, even clearer than before, the 

level of significance is not a matter of arbitrary 

choice, but foUows iiTimedialely from the data: 

p = . 0 5 is right in the wide gap that separatcs the 

sex-specific categories of grave gifts from the 

gencral ones. 

When all these changes are inct)rpoi'ated, the sex 

ratio becomes 21 + 12 females against 25 x 13 

males or .46. In other words: four females to every 

five males (71 graves counted). This ratio is 

identical with that established in the third section 

on the basis of the directly sexed interments. 

1 lus pushing of the evidenee has hardly any 

consequences for the distribution of structures of 

ceramic decoration over the sexes: three indeter

minable graves with curvilinear and also three 

with rectilinear designs can now be grouped with 

the other female graves with these characteristics; 

one grave with curvilinear and one grave with both 

types of decoration can now be labeled "male"' 

(Table 40). 

2. Lineage mode of production: crossing a dual 

matrilineal organization with a virilocal system has 

different consequences with the number of resi-

dence groups involved. When there is a duality, 

then there are four marriage classes, when a four-

group system, then eight classes are generated, and 

so on . ' ^ Given a matri-duality, addition of a simple 

patri-duality is sufficiënt to produce the four 

groups established in the previous section. Even if 

the virilocal aspect of the structure is denied, there 

are two other marker variables to indicate different 

classes. The curvilinear vs. rectilinear design on 

earthenware has already been mentioned (Table 

40); its interpretation as a matrilineal system seems 

to be almost fool-proof Then, along with the 

previous one, there is another conspicuous dualism, 

which opposes graves with spiral-decorated ware 

to those with a wavy design on their pots. In this 

case, however, there is no overlap: graves are either 

of the crook or of the hook variety (Tables 48, 49); 

again, both types occur with both sexes, all over the 

graveyard and in all phases (ehronological distri

bution nol shown here). 

An interpretation of these phenomena as a four 

marriage-class system has been rejected on p. 

107.' ' The matri-duality observable in the lineage 

mode, and the asymmetrical exchange relations 

are at variance with a four-class system. 

3. Loose mode of production: a glimpse of the 

Bandkeramik people's appreciative scale can per-

haps be wrested from the distribution of the 

arrowheads in the graveyard. W hen these tools can 

be thought of as somehow linkcd to hunting, then 

from the standing of the small number of specialists 

(5 plus 2, to a total of 113 graves) in the lineage 

system (Table 50; also p. 1 13) it might be inferred 

that they made a good thing out of their ability, 

which was not appropriated by the group without 

remuneration, as hypothesized above p. i i i ) . 

Compared with the other specialisms visible, only 

the specialization associated with pots seems to 

have met with similar recognition. 

4. Supralocal mode of production: on p. 1 14 I stated 

that allochthones were probably never in a high 

position in the local hierarchy. Table 51 does not 

support this statement. However, from note 14 it 
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can be supposed that many more people in the 

Elsloo cemetery were not bom at Elsloo, but at 

other neighbouring villages. These people are not 

rccognizable by present methods, and so the 

statement alliided to cannot be falsified. Another 

point in this connection is that these foreigners were 

apparently imported in a relatively late phase of 

the graveyard's use, that is, insofar as their graves 

contain decorated pottery. Extending this date to 

the other allochthones (these marked by adzes of 

type I only), gives an indirect dating for another 

three graves (nos. 066, 085; plus the lineage 

prominent authochtone in grave no. 087), which 

has been entered on Fig. 26 as well. 

5. Dominance: no conclusive answer can be given 

when it is asked which of the four modes of 

production has been dominant. Somc thin lines of 

evidence can be gathered, however, and their joint 

direction is suggestive, though hardly surprising. 

The presence of allogenic artifacts in the graves of 

lineage prominents, it was argued above (p. 114), 

might be indicative of use of their position to create 

an exchange sector of their own, i.e., outside their 

lineages. In that way, surplus produced in the 

domestic sphere was siphoned ofT by the lineage 

mode. Then, on an a priori basis it can be argued 

that the supralocal mode of production was set up 

to keep the local .social formation running; i.e.. 

both the lineage and the domestic modes. 

However, if this indicates a dominant position of 

the lineage organization, towards the end of the 

graveyard's use the course of events was possibly 

reversed. Every structure has an own momentum, 

and in due time a "parental" structure (like the 

lineage, in this case) may become dominated by its 

"offspring" (cf, e.g., Friedman 1975). Thus, in 

contradiction with the apparent virilocal ideology 

of the Elsloo natives, at least some four of five males 

(out of 38) seem to have been imported in a 

relatively short period - say, the terminal genera-

tion.'= One wonders how many such visitors are 

hidden among the graves with no gifts to announce 

their home country. Such an inllux may be 

interpreted as a sign ofdominance (ifonly an initial 

one) of the lineage structure over the supralocal 

relations, but also as a sign of the inability of the 

local social formation to keep the aifairs going the 

way they did before - and this lalter interpretation 

(still a descriptive one, not an explanation!) might 

provide a beginning towards understanding the 

process of abandonment of the Dutch Limburg 

LBK territory. 

Let us now turn to the settlements themselves, 

and see what parts of the various mechanical 

models can be made visible wilhin a more re-

stricted data set. 

NOTES 

• As a starting point for the discussion and the analysis I assume 
Early and Middle Neolithic society to have been of a tribal, or 
rather "community" nature (Fried 1975; 98). Other names lor 
that level of socio-economic integration are; 

- "lower and middle barbar ism" (opposed to "savagery" on 
the one hand, and "upper barbarism" and "civilization" on the 
other; Morgan 1877); 

- "ranking society" (as opposed to "egalitarian"; Fried 1975: 
98; and to "stratified society"; Fried 1967: 109); 

- "segmentalsociety" (as against"hierarchical"; Service 1975: 

304)-
In short, that part of the evolulionary process which was 

taking place with kinship and society still largely identical, not 
transcendcd by wider political sodalities (Claessen and Kloos 

1978: 82-89; Fried 1975: 98; Service 1971: 13-14, 99-100). 
"̂  Yet, from oral communication, there is disagreement about 
this interpretation: Prof Modderman thinks the graveyard was 
Lised in two phases, with a relocation in an easterly direction after 
the first phase. ,\lso, there is an overlap zone extending north-
south, located approximately at the division line between the 
three westerly sectors and the remainder of the field in F"ig. 30. 

Against this, my interpretation is that a gradual shift was made 
in the use of the graveyard, with the different groups burying 
their deceased in separate corners. Then, the four group 
configuration of Fig. 32 and Section 4 should have remained 
essentially the same throughout the cemetery's use. 

In the latter case, the datable graves are distributed as in the 
following table: 
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Phase O M 

(iroup I I 

(ïroup II 4 
(iroup III 5 
Group IV I 

4(6) • 1 ( 1 3 ) 
. ( 2 ) 7(8) 
I 8 

•3 •1(14) 35(38) 

Items between parentheses indicate graves indirettly dated; cf 
text. 

«liich can be condensed to reveal the east-west opposition in the 
following way: 

Phases O M 

Westerly groups (II , I I I ) 
Easterly groups (I, IV) 

(•5) 
(29) 

X ' ' = 10.33 (dr = 2) p = . 0 0 5 

which is truly asymmetrical, indeed. 

Oonsidcring the foriner case, (i.e., the gradual shift) the new 
centres of use come closer when (on the basi.s of the factor score 
clusierings) ihe second phase is divided up between the younger 
and the older, as can be expected, of course. Also, a test for 
relocation in a two phase division is negative: 

Phase Old Young 

( ï roup I 
( i roup II 
( ïroup III 
Group IV 

21 >4 

Ihis tablc can be condensed in a similar way as above: 

0 Y 

Westerly groups (II, III) 11 
Easterly groups (I, IV) 10 

4 '5 
10 20 

Z^ = i.94 ( d f = i ) p = . i 8 

The above might affect Section 4 of the present chapter. 
However, apart from the tests for asymmetry reported here 
(based on one-third of the graves), it should also be noted that 
the low densities of the grave gifts render a rigourous three-fold 
division unworkable. Therefore, that section has been set up as if 
all of the gravcyard had been in simultaneous use; after all, the 
notion of social structure einployed there is quite insensitive to 

historical events (cf Bertels 1973: 259; Sahhns 1976: 41-42). 
^ Principal components are defined as the best possible 
combinations of a number of variables in a data set. One of the 
tables produced by the computer gives the correlation of the 
principal components with the variables (as in Table 10): 
" loading" is a synonym for "correlating". High loadings are 
used to establish the "meaning" of a principal component. The 
loadings on a component will show one of three dilferent 
patlerns: bipolar, general, or specific (or unipolar; Harman 
1967: lüo). Bipolar components have high positive and high 
negative loading variables, with no moderate correlations; 
loadings of about .0 to ± . 2 are considered neutral and 
irrelevant (e.g., component no. 2 in Table 10); interpretation 
will emphasize contrasting attributes in the relevant cases. A 
general component will exhibit the fuU gamut of loadings (e.g., 
component no. 1) from very high through mixlerate and neutral 
to moderate and low negative; interpretation will be in terms of 
a general process affecting all cases. Finally, a specific component 
has an unbalanced or one-sided appearance, with one or more 
variables loading high, but either only negativcly or only 
positively (e.g., components nos. 3 and 4 in Table 10); in its 
interpretation the possession by a limited number of cases of 
some attributes will be considered, the othcr ones falling outside 
this set as "have nots". 

The positions of the cases on the principal components are 
calculated from their values on the original variables, through 
multiplying these by the so-called factor-score coellicients and 
summing the outcomes: all variables in the analysis contribute 
to these scores. 

' In Kuper et al. 1977: 407-408 Zimmermann accounts for 
graves with only two arrowheads in the Niedermerz and Elsloo 
cemeteries as being accidentally outfitted that way. He proposes 
a Poisson regime to cover these cases. However, in his table, the 
expected frequency of graves with one arrowhead (22 out of 
I 15) is almost doublé the observed rate (13). As obviously a 
number of graves have been purposively supphed with arrow
heads, this frequency distribution is counter to expectation: a 
number of graves should hold an accidental arrowhead (i.e., 
more or iess in accordance with a Poisson distribution), but 
some should also hold a purposive arrowhead. In other words, 
the observed frequency should be at least as high (when 
"some" ^ o ) or higher than (when "some" > i) the expected 
Poisson frequency. With this, I am not denying that there are 
graves with only an accidental arrowhead (grave no. 106 at 
Elsloo is a clear case in point), only their incidence should be Iess 
than Zimmermann's computation shows. 
' I am not willing to criticize this grouping in detail, though 
some remarks should be made. For instance, I fail to see why 
grave nos. 092-094 are not grouped with the northeastern 
group, or why graves nos. 111-113 remain apart from the 
Southern group. Moreover, I do not understand why graves 
002-010, 016-018 are not called a group. Then, neither 
chronological homogeneity within nor heterogeneity between 
the groups seems to be the case. On my relative dating graves 
are: 
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In the N\V groups 2nd + 3rd phase (3 graves datable) 
In the N groups 2nd + 3rd phase (2 graves datable) 
In ihe NE groups 2nd phase (3 graves datable) 
In the SE groups 2nd + 3rd phase (2 graves datable) 
In the S groups ist + 3rd phase (4 graves datable) 

Even when the wandering cycle is reduced to much less than the 
customary 25 years, and when the period of use of the graveyard 
is extended to a possible maximum of 150 years (Modderman 
1970 (I): 206-207), even then some difference should be visible 
between the groups considered as wholes in the rather coarse 
datings employed here. 

" In a personal communication, R.R. Newell (150378) stated 
thal my present approach does not account for exceptions, 
which renders it arbitrary; instead, he proposed an objective 
solution which he has worked out himself (Newell and Dekin 
1977). I think his objections are right with regard to the 
arbitrary part of the analysis; yet several points can be brought 
forwards in defense of the present subdivision: (i) any "objec
tive" approach cannot take account of the noise which 
dilfcrentiates statistical from mechanical models; and (2) the 
coherence and the consistency of the remainder of this section 
consitute an internal validation (a kind of "construct valida-
tion": Selltiz et al. 1966: 160) and there are also independent 
checks of some parts of it in the next section and in the next 
chapter. The structure may be arbitrary a priori, it is necessary 
a pnsleriori (Lévi-Strauss 1970: 13). Apart from these two 
arguments, I also contend ihat the evidence from Tables 31 and 
32 does nol refute the proposed palterning. 
' It win bc observed that all groups except group II in their 
turn assume the leading position in the orderings, thus indi-
cating their "source" or " importer" monopoUes. Given the size 
of group 11 (doublé that of the other sectors) this might perhaps 
be cxplained by its higher demand for women, which causes all 
surplus to be coUected for the exchange circuit (thus Icaving less 
to put into the graves). In this connection it might be interesting 

to note that group IV, immediately following II (and thus the 
appropriate source for the women of group I I ) , labeled twice as 
many times a source group than the other groups are (group I: 
two or three times; I I : none; I I I : twoor three times ^ IV: seven 
or five times). A recalculation of the grave densities with group 
II scaled down to as izecomparable with that of theothers (i.e., 
reducing the number of graves without grave gifts in II) did not 
substantially change the picture of Fig. 38. 
" To get an impression of "o ther" possibihties (meaning to see 
the extent to which the above interprelation can be thought of as 
unambiguous or falsifiable) the grouping of the graves was 
randomized: the find numbers were attributed to one of four 
groups by means of a random table. Then, for each random 
group, the graves with a given category of gifts were counted, 
corrected for groups size, standardized, ( e tc , as in the text for 
the factual distributionK The results are prescnted in the table 
below. 

To facilitate comparison, random group A was put in the 
leading place and the sequence adjusted correspondingly. This 
resulted in the following distribution of possibihties (counter-
circuits indicated by identical letters to the left). From this 
distribution, apparently no preferential circuit can be derived 
(although the first possibility is the mirror of the last, and on this 
basis could be called the favourite one; but then, no women need 
move along this circuit). As all possibihties are present, I would 
not know how to interpret this table. Similarly, a comparison of 
the frequency profiles with Figs. 34 to 37(b) suggests the 
following characterizations: 

+ complex: i category (red ochre) 
4 asymmetrical and linear: 5 or 6 categories (undecorated 

sherds, arrowheads, adzes type I I I , decorated pots, and possibly 
querns too) 

+ asymmetrical and alternating: perhaps 2 categories (adzes 
IV-VI, blades) 

i - symmetrical: i or 2 categories (charcoal, possibly un
decorated pots as well). 

Randt)m group 

n of graves 24 4> 27 

Total Sequence of 
exchange between 
random groups: 

Categories 
undecorated sherds 

undecorated pots 
decorated sherds 
decorated pots 
arrowheads 
blades 
querns 
red ochre 
charcoal 
adezes type I I I 
adezes type IV-Vl 

1.6 .6 1.2 •9 27 

4 '•3 .8 1-3 13 

•9 i.o 1.8 •4 2 1 

i . i . .8 .6 1-5 17 

•7 . 2 2-5 1-3 13 

•S ••3 i . i i . i 15 

.9 1.8 •4 • 3 15 

.8 1.5 •6 •7 18 

•9 t . l .8 i . i 27 

•7 .6 1-7 ••3 '3 
1.6 •5 i . i i . i 15 

ACDB 
DBCA 
CBAD 
DABC 
CDAB 
BDCA 
BACD 
BADC 
BDAC 
CDAB 
ADCB 

Underlined: ex aequo 
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Possible sequences Observed times 

a ABCD 
b ABDC 
c ACBD 
b ACDB 
c ADBC 
a ADCB 

A distribution of possibilities which is more heterogenous than 
thal ol'Kig. 38. 

I conclude theretore, that the inlerpretatit)n in the main text 
ol' the observed grave goeds distributions provides a more 
homogeneous picture than this randomizcd set. (The idea for 
this "checii" I owe to A. Zimmermaim of the SAP.) 
• For present ptirposes, bilateral descent and neo-locality are 
lelt out of consideration as being more compatible with complex 
excbange systems; also, Crow-Omaha systems are left aside as 
these seem to be too complex to be compatible with eiementary 
structures of exchange (Lévi-Strauss 1969b: 465) and require 
more than four groups, the number found in the Elsloo 
graveyard (Lévi-Strauss 1969b: xxxviii). Their unimaginable 
complexity is not a reason for not considering them (Lévi-
Strauss 1969b: xxxvi-xxxix). 

Then, too, I am aware of Leach's criticism of Lévi-Strauss's 
theory of harmonie and disharmonie structures (Leach 1970: 
81); I think that his critique is ultimately reducible to an 
epistemological outlook (positivistic and lunctionalistic) dif
ferent from that of Lévi-Strauss (rationalistic, structuralist), 
rather than to falsifying examples. 

' " Elhnographically, the uxorilocal-patrilineal system has not 
been observed [Vox 1967: 137; Murdock 1949: 212-219). 
' ' From the table, male graves among themselves appear to be 
more than twice the distance M-F" apart (5.62 rs. 2.55 metres, 
respectively), as do female graves (5.97 metres). Also, the 
nearest neighbour coefficients for homogeneous pairs are 
slightly less than i.oo (i.e., close to random dispersion), and .36 
for heterogenous pairs - which is considerably towards the 
clustering end of the scale. Compare also the Standard devia-
lions: heterogeneous pairs show far less variation than homo
geneous ones. 

''̂  There are two dithculties with this statement, one termino-
logical and one technical. Regarding the first, it should be 
stressed that Hinkehtein background stands for all synchronie 
cultures to the south and east of the Limburg Plateau, say, in the 
nnxiern region of the Rhincland; it certainly and most emphatically 
does AO'T imply that even one single element (eiienl, artifacl, person, 
group) in the Elsloo graveyard should be thoughl oJ as from the vicinity of 
l)'orm.i. That would be glaring nonsense on practical grounds 
(no Hinkelstein settlement having being published as yet) and 
on theoretical grounds (with a notion of cuUural borders like 
that expounded by Clarke 1968: 246-254, 365-388 - following 

Kroeber c.s.; or Fried 1975). Thus, when speaking of such a 
"background", or of allusions to that group, e t c , I want to 
convey the meaning: "from outside the Dutch Limburg Loess 
region, and more specifically, from a south/east direction". 
I'hen, the technical difficulty with this so-called Hinkelstein 
background: the chronological status of that group has not been 
established beyond doubt. Modderman (1970 (I): 198) States 
that the Dutch LBK disappeared with the beginnings of 
Hinkelstein. Dohrn-lhmig (1976b: 115), on the contrary, 
parallels Hinkelstein I to the Dutch LBK 2c, d; i.e., the period in 
which the Elsloo graveyard was in use. üabr ie l (1976: note 14, 
p. 56) even assigns early Hinkelstein to LBK 2a. Thus 
Hinkelstein-hke phenomena in the graveyard may be explained 
in two ways: (i) the supralocal network became active only in 
the later period of the graveyard's use - as suggested in the text; 
(2) the supralocal network was active all the time but only 
became recognizable with cultural change elsewhere (i.e., 
Rhineland LBK becoming Hinkelstein). 

' ' ' Note that in data of the kind presenled here no distinction 
can be made between a r/öw-like and a f/öjj-like marriage system 
(Lévi-Strauss 1969b: 73). Keeping to the virilocal/matrilineal 
structure, the positive determination in a class system would 
imply that the men in group X, had to contract marriage with 
womcn from group Xj ,. Conversely, in a clan system these men 
would ha \c to marry women who were not of their matriline 
and who were not reared in their (patri-)group, a negative 
specification (Lévi-Strauss 19696: 269-270, note). 
'^ Modderman estimates the population of the village at 
somewhere between 54 and 160 on the basis of the living space 
in the huts; or 8 5 ^ 2 5 from the graveyard (Modderman 1970 
(I): 205-207). 

Yengoyan (1969: 196-197) provides ideal population esti
mates for class systems: 

simple dual organization: 262 people. 
4 section organization: 530 people. 
8 section organization: 1070 people. 

If his coroborative findings from hunter-gatherer situations in 
Australia can be transposed to Early Ncolithic groups in 
temperate F^urope, then respectively two, four, or eight rillages 
would have been involved in regular marital exchange, given 
fuU local exogamy. 

Ofcourse, this is a ceteris paribus reasoning, but al any rate the 
scale of the various types of social organization is clear. 
Moreovcr, the number of settleinents in Dutch LBK Limburg 
occupied when the graveyard at F>lsloo was in use, has been 
about ten to twelve (Bakels 1978: 50), which seems sulTicient 
(but not necessary) to operate these complicated systems. 
' ' Four or five males may have been a considerable proportion 
of the males alive at that time. If the total is put at 38 male graves 
(i.e., indirectly sexable included), assuming three generations 
(cf p. 84), then there were in all probably 38/3 = 13 males 
jjresent at dosing time. 



GHAPTER V 

A TALE OF r W O VILLAGES: BANDKERAMIK SOGIAL STRUC TURE 

This lli'tli and iinal chapter draws together some lines of evidence to test a nuinbcr of hypotheses on 

Bandkeramik social structure. The evidence (if one may call it that) is gathered from an analysis of 

decorated pottery from two LBK villages: the Dutch site of Elsloo, and the Bavarian site of Hienheim. The 

former has been extensively reported on in Modderman 1970; its graveyard was studied in some detail in 

the previous chapter; Hienheim, however, has only been partially described and yet the present volume 

was originally conceived of as a monograph on the Neolithic pottery from that site. 

The hypotheses to be tested against these data derive from two sources: 

1. There is a pile of print dealing with the LBK, some of which is also concerned with its social aspect; 

from it, ideas can be collected which have been or are still to be tested in one form or another. 

2. The study of the Elsloo ccmelcry reported on in Chapter IV has been written especially in view of 

generating hypotheses on LBK social structure. 

From this, the contents of this chapter can be structured in the following way. In a short introduction 

(first section) I will signal some recent work on non-Bandkerainik, prehistorie, Neolithic social structure, 

just to provide a background. In the second section I will deal with somc othcr studies explicitly discussing 

Bandkeramik social structure; I will also briefly summarize the "findings" of the previous chapter -

together, these are the hypotheses to be tested. The third section is a very loosely structured one on 

method: several points are better presented separate from the evidence. They are mainly concerned with 

prcliminary contemplations of the computer output to be inspected in the subsequent sections, especially 

the weight that should be accorded to the principal components analyses. Also, the subdivision into phases 

of thesetllemcnt data will he briefly treated there. Thenext two sections contain the confrontation ofdata 

and hypotheses: Elsloo and Hienheim are dealt with separately, and in that order. In both sections I will 

start widi a short summary of what has been published on the site; thcn the statistical analyses will 

be presented, foliowed by a reflection on the second section's contents. The sixth and fïnal section 

comprises a listing of what has been tested and what has not, plus a number of uncleared problems; as such 

it should serve as a summary of this chapter. 

I. Introduction studies first, and then some on the more limited 

field of Neolithic archaeology, othcr thaii Band-

If the previous chapter has implicitly given an keramik. This is not and cannot l)e a synopsis; it is 

impression of being the first one of its kind, this is rather intended to give an impression of the state of 

patently wrong. I would like to correct that picture the art insofar as it is relevant for the present study -

by the presentation of an array of examples directly therefore, it will be highly selective. Though most 

concerned with the establishment of prehistorie Neolithic studies touch upon both aspects, for ease 

social structures.' I will present a few general of presentation they have been grouped under two 
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headings: tliose deaüng with social structure on a 

regional (intersite) scale, and those concerned with 

intra-settlement patterns. 

Let us first consider the general, Iheoretical 

writings on prehistorie social structure. In the pre-

vious chapter, Binford's 1972 article on morturay 

practices was used when analyzing some aspects of 

the Elslüo graveyard. l'he article itself is "positio-

nally" biased (in the meaning of that word 

employed in Chapter IV), although it seeks to test 

the proposals of the more structurally minded Van 

(icnnep on burial customs (Van Gennep 1977; 

orig. 1909). Explicitly theoretical, Binford deals 

with burials as a distinct class of variable phe-

nomena, both within and between societies. His 

data basis is a sample of ethnographic descriptions 

of the mortuary practices in forty pre-state societes, 

ranging in complexity from the band society of the 

Biishman Kau to the federation of Ashanti; the 

sample was drawn from the Human Relations 

Area Files (which are files of standardi/.ed ethno-

graphies; cf Moore 1973; Lebar 1973). I he major 

conclusion is: variability in burial customs in a 

society reflects the complexity of the status network 

of that society more than patterns of ideational 

innovation or communication between societies 

(Binford 1972: 238). For the present study, the 

generalization is interesting that social position 

(being equal to rank, according to Binford), sex, 

and "subgroup afilliation" (lineage alignment or 

"differentiation" in the previous chapter) are most 

commonly expressed in the mortuary practices of 

primitive agriculturalists. The article is of a general 

nature; for specific instances, further elaboration is 

of course necessary. There is only one criticism 

worth noting: the equation of wealth and rank, it 

has been slated earlier, is quite ethnocentric; 

especially in simple societies, there are very few 

things to be desired apart from inOuence and 

esteem. Consequently, these should be the criteria 

of rank. 

Because he is much more structural in his 

emphasis on social patterns, Clarke (1968: 235-

244) should be mentioned. For him, tlic social 

pattern behind an archaeological culture consists 

of a system of interacting subsystems or subcul

tures. Five broad varieties should register in the 

archaeological record: ethnic, regional, occupa-

tional, social ("the various sections of particular 

social hierarchies") and sexual subcultures. At this 

specific locus, Clarke does not consider the possible 

visibility of either familistic or sodality (Service 

1971: 102) subcultures - though at other places 

Murdock's kinship studies (Murdock 1949) are 

frequently cited in an approving way (e.g. Clarke 

1968: 109); also, general (e.g., p. 105) and specific 

(e.g., p. 605) references to kinship studies abound. 

But certainly an archaeologist writing on kinship in 

the 'sixties would have risked being laughed at by 

the entire "fraternity" even more than today. For 

all its dynamic qualities, the nature of the relations 

("feedback loops") in this culture model seems to 

be so self-evident as to need no further di.scussion; 

similarly, how to observe them has never been 

stated in the literature but then, are all these 

relations only in the mind of the observer? 

Two further instances of general theoretical 

writing on prehistorie social structure are David 

1971 (stressing the status network aspect, leaning 

heavily on Binford 1968), and Williams 1968 (with 

a structural bias); both are archaeological studies 

of ethnographic situations within single sites. 

If the amount of general discussions on pre

historie social organization is small (and again I 

emphasize that the studies just mentioned are but a 

minor and unrepresentative selection), much more 

is to be found dealing with specific Early Neolithic 

status networks or social patterns. A subject I will 

only touch upon when dealing with the LBK is the 

intersite aspect oJ social structure. True, a supralocal 

mode of production has been presented (and will 

turn up again below), but this is not the last word of 

a systematic pan-site comparative analysis. A fine 

example of such a study on intersite scale is to be 

had in the article by Flannery and Coe (1968) on 

the Mesoamerican Early Neolithic (or "Forma-
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tive" as it is called therej. Based on fieldwork 

(mainly surveys) in the area, Sahlin's famous 1958 

article, and upon ecological premises, two models 

are developed of Neolithic society in its intersite 

relations: an egalitarian and segmented model 

("ranked" in the terms employed in Ch. IV) is 

])osited against a hierarchical and segmented 

model ("stratified"), as these two types would be 

reflected in the locational distribution of villages. 

In ecologically similar locations, in ecologically 

zoned areas, different exploitative strategies (gene-

ralized vs. specialized) would result in clearly 

difierent settlement patterns. As a corollary, ex-

change of products generales an egaütarian (with 

but ceremonial goods exchanged) or a hierarchical 

social pattern (with trade of the various products of 

the different ecozones via a central "market" 

place). For Service, this is also esseutially the motor 

of development at this stage of cultural evolution 

(Service 1975; cf, however, Earie 1977). Given 

the author's aims, the two models do provide in-

sight into the mechanisms behind the difierent 

patteras of sites in the two areas. The suggestion of 

ecological (dis)similarity as a symptom of group 

hierarchy is of considerable interest for present 

purposes (though certainly not new; cf Haggett 

1965: Ch. 5). Also, the wording in terms of 

dilfercntiation of kin sigments in the ranking case, 

and of hierarchical kinship segments in the strati

fied case, is in itself a valuable specification of the 

relational/structural paradigm. One fundamental 

criticism is that the patrilineal overtones of the 

models (not detailed above) are superfluous: ma-

triliny can also be made to comply with the 

stratifying principle. Other roads towards a strati

fied society are conceivable as wcU (e.g. Friedman 

1975; Lévi-Strauss 1969: 240). Whallon (1968) 

deals with variability in details of pottery design 

between (and also within) sites, as a gauge of 

matrilocal tendencies in an area, changing over 

limc. His ideas are further developed in Engel-

brecht (1974). 

Ottoway and Strahm (1974), while only obli-

quely dealing with social organization as a whole 

in a fairly sophisticated article, look into some 

Neolithic exchange mechanisms within and be

tween sites, referring to anthropological theories 

on economics. Philips (1972) also belongs in this 

context: from the general size of sites she concludes 

that the Early Neolithic French social formation 

has been of a pre-tribal character; tribes would 

have presumably lived in larger units. More 

"positional" (as defined in Ch. IV) is Hole (1968). 

Working with ethnographic parallels, he inter-

prets the absence of wealth, village remains and 

distributions as vestiges of an egalitarian society 

without redistributive systems, practicing trans-

humance-pastoralism. Many more studies could be 

mentioned; intersite analysis seems to be en vogue 

these days. Among the more recent writings, the 

Grahame Clark Feslschrift (Sieveking et al. 1976) 

and the acts of the Conference on Prehistorie 

Exchange (Earle and Ericson 1977) shoidd be 

particularly emphasized. Regarding inUasite ana

lysis of social organization, perhaps the best known 

modern research in Neolithic contexts is that of 

Longacre (Longacre 1968; and various other 

publications). Explicitly anchored in the White-

Binlbrd (or, materialist and evolutionist) paradigm, 

his investigations were directed at a clarilication of 

the social pattern of an extinct Pueblo community; 

this was a preliminary for explaining adaptive 

changes following environmental deterioration. 

The latter aspect need not detain us here; rather 

the way in which the social organization was 

approached is of use. In view of ethnographical 

research among present day descendants of the 

Pueblo people, a matrilineal organization was 

hypothesized for the target society some 750 to 

1000 years back in time. Assuming female potters, 

m?iiv\locality (not matriliny) should be archaeo-

logically visible in a localized preference for details 

of ceramic design. Statistical (multiple regression) 

analysis of earthenware decoration excavated at 

Broken K Pueblo yielded results interpretable this 

way, which in its turn would suggest matrilineal 
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descent groups. A very comparable pattern was 

found among the burials: for every matri-group in 

the Pueblo a matching corner of the graveyard 

could be pinpointed. Likewise, on the basis of 

associated artifacts, modern male religieus sodali-

ties could be traced in the prehistorie remains. 

Longacre seems to have been heavily criticized 

for not having considered alternative possibilities 

(refer to DeGarmo 1977); in my opinion this 

omission can be better defended (as he was 

deductively testing) than his hesitating inference of 

matriliny (p. 100): given a matrilocal permanency 

over ümc like thal found in the United States' 

Southwest, matrilineal «rganization is inevitablj 

bound to follow (Murdock 1949: 221-222, 327; 

abstracted in Clarke 1968: 108; also, Fox 1967: 

121). Worse even is Longacre's not having gone 

into the relations that existed between the matri-

groups. For with such a heavy matri-imprint, there 

should also be a patri-component (De Josselin de 

Jong 1975; 17; 1977: 93); or, if this aspect were not 

archaeologically traceable, some other integrating 

mechanism should have been looked for (such as 

the religieus sodalities actually found by Long

acre), counterbalancing the centrifugal forces of 

the "bag of potatoes" of independent matri-

groups. 

Within the same research tradition, DeGarmo 

(1977) tries to correct some of the weaknesses in 

Longacre's analyses. He starts by noting that in 

subsequent research two male-associated tooi kits 

were found with mutually exclusive distributions 

at Broken K, across the boundaries of the matri

local units. Though DeGarmo does not say so, he 

seems to think that this evidence runs counter to 

Longacre's; of course, under a uxorilocal regime 

males are necessarily dispersed: at marriage a man 

will move out of his mother's and sister's house. 

Without realizing it, DeGarmo takes no risks in his 

analysis of the Site o i Pueblo. As he employs a 

wider notion of exchange than one associated only 

with bargain-hunting and retail trade counters, he 

is a rare exception (together with Ottaway and 

Strahm, quoted above; cf Sahlins 1976: 95) -

without reaping full profit from it, however. He 

uses the notion of reciprocity when he wants to 

explain productive specialization on the one hand 

and generalized consumption on the other by the 

two residential groups at Site 01 (the groups were 

established from an analysis of architectural details 

and of the distribution of artifacts). By not con-

sidering the "nature" of exchange and reciprocity 

further progress into Site o i's social organization 

is blocked: " / do not knoiv of any archaeological data 

with which to demonstrate whether kinship relations were 

present at Site 01, or, if present, what they might have 

been" (p. 162). Of course, the apparent reciprocity 

in fact implies an alliance of the groups, and thus 

kinship (cf. forinstance. Dalton 1977). And further 

investigation into the exchange mechanisms (not 

just those of the querns and of the arrowheads 

which were at the root of his system of two 

exchanging groups) might even have resulted in a 

definition of the groups' composition. 

Another study of social organization with struc-

tural tendencies can be found in Renfrew (1975)-

Primarily based on Sahlins' article on African 

agriculturalist expansion (Sahlins 1961), Poly-

nesian parallels, and fieldwork on the Orkney 

Islands off Scotland, a model of segmentary, 

egalitarian society is developed to account for the 

wide distribution of megalithic monuments in 

Europe. Assuming demographic growth, a corol-

lary of neolithization, segmentation would be the 

mechanism to maintain local group size below 

limits ("segmentation" meaning splitting and sub

sequent mutual repulsion of groups). As soon as 

the Atlantic seaboard hindered further expansion, 

tensions would rise, causing groups to stress their 

territorial rights - clearly an instance of what 

Carneiro earlier had labelled "environmental cir-

cumscription" (Carneiro 1970; also 1974). These 

territorial rights might then be signified by the 

erection of something conspicuous as a focus of 

group consciousness: the megalithic monument as 

a general ceremonial playground. As segmentation 
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is a nearly universal feature of human social 

organization (Sahlins 1961: 90), Renfrew's model 

iias the advantage of drawing atlention to that 

plicnonienon. 

Howevcr, many megaliths (especially those of 

the tomb varity) are not conspicuous at all with 

their cobblestone or sod-hill camouflage, nor are 

their positions in the landscape very eye-catching. 

Therefore, Renfrew should have gone one step 

funlur: on ihe very same page Sahlins also 

inentions "complementary opposition" as a nearly 

universal structure: related, geneologically equi

valent units will tend to stand together in many 

alfairs (cf e.g., the twin structure at Site 01, and 

perhaps at Broken K, too). If relations with the 

afterworld can be considered an important affair, 

one might expect concerted action (Van Gennep 

1977: 148, 165) - which would cxplain the 

frequent twin arrangement of megalithic monu-

nionts (but these are not my concern). What 

remains of interest is that from a patterning of 

comparable monuments conclusions can be drawn 

regarding relations between groups. By Renfrew 

these are conceived ol as between sites; in the 

present critiquc they are tuned down to a more 

domestic scale. 

A third example of a study of prehistorie social 

organization, one already alluded to, is Randsborg 

1974; his subject is not strictly relevant here, as it 

is directed at chiefdoms in the Early Bronze Age, 

but his sophisticated approach merits attention. 

Randsborg works with two possibly heterogeneous, 

even disjunctive notions of social organization. 

Within the chiefdoms an attempt is made to define 

the network of statuses, and between the chief

doms, the relations are thought of as between 

groups (they are described in terms of dominance, 

e t c ) . As pointed out in the previous chapter, the 

latter is not necessarily opposed to the status 

network concept; moreover, Randsborg does not 

reniain conlcnl willi llic strictly positional para-

digm, for he alst) seeks to o])))()se groups (as sums of 

like statuses) within the chiefdoms. Specifically, 

with the background of Service 1971, Randsborg 

speculates about the geographical distribution of 

burial mounds as demonstrative of regional pat

terning, and about the difierentials in grave gifts 

in them as clues to status difference. My first 

objection has already been voiced (Ch. III,Section 

3): when Randsborg assumes weight of (bronze 

and golden) objects in the graves to be a function of 

their price (and thus of the material well-being of 

the deceased), he also takes "wealth" to be the 

principle according to which the chiefdom's hier-

archy was rewarded, quite an ethnocentric view 

(Dumont 1970: 54-55; 104-105). My second criti-

cism - even more lapidary than the first one - is his 

not having considered Binfords's 1972 article on 

mortuary practices from which perhaps other cri

teria for grouping within the chiefdom could have 

been derived. However, because his intersl was 

centered on stratification (as seen in the essay's 

title), Randsborg cannol be reproached for not 

having gone further into social diiferentiation. 

Ncvertheless, Randsberg's article presents a re-

fined reworking of the initial positional approach 

towards a more balanced outcome. 

Among the more recent writings on Neolithic 

social structure as observable in graveyards, the 

articles by Shennan (1975) and by Tainter (1975) 

should still be mentioned; both work from posi

tional premises. 

With this rough sketch of archaeologists' 

writings on prehistorie Neolithic social organi

zation in general, the stage is set for a look into 

what is known about the social formation of the 

Bandkeramik. 

2. Ideas about Bandkeramik social structure 

In contrast to research traditions such as those lor 
the southwestern United States' Basketmaker-
Pueblo cultures (in the context of which DeGarmo 
and Longacre have been quoted; Plog has also been 

'quoted in Ch. 111, p. 57 and especially note 5 to 
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tliat chapter) or the New York State Iroquois 

(where Engelbrecht and Whallon have been cited 

and the writings of many others omittcd: e.g., Tuck 

igyi) the writings on Bandkeramiksocialstructure 

are more disparate. Perhaps this is due to the 

continuity of the subject cultures in the United 

Sialcs up to the present day, whereas for the 

Bandkeramik no such privileged status can be 

claimed: too many events have accumulated be-

tween then and now, and other structures have 

taken precedence. Be this as it may, writings about 

this particular social formation can be grouped in 

three categories. The first one, perhaps traceable to 

C'hilde, seems to be mainly concerned with intersite 

pattcrns itiiough the situation within the sites is 

somctimes also examined); this group consists of 

people witii no direct acqaintance with the Band-

keramik through own excavations, but who use 

these data as an "illustration" of their models and 

other theoretical constructs. The second group 

consists of studies that are Marx-inspired, Marxist 

in content, dealing with the relations of produc

tion; a luimber of the authors in this group has 

worked directly with Bandkcramik materials; their 

orientation is dceply inlluenced by the historical 

nialcrialisl paradigm. Tiio ihird category con.sists 

of disconnected studies mainly concerned with 

data description or excavation reports, from which 

carefully-phrased excursions into theory are made. 

As I place the present study in the third category, I 

will discuss it last. 

In the first group - here represented by Clark 

and Piggott (1970); Clarke (1972b) and Sherrat 

(1972) -~ Clark and Piggott offer a synthesis of 

world prehistory, with an emphasis on the social 

aspect. To that end, for the LBK they accentuate 

the within-village aspect of social structure. In a 

general way house types (especially size) are 

assumed to reflect family types: the larger the 

houscs, the more complicated the families that once 

inhabited them. Thus, LBK huts have housed 

"social units comprised wilhin extended families" 

(1970: 240). It isimplicit in their writing that these 

extended families were on equal fboting; it is even 

more implicit that the settlements were mutually 

independent. To complete the picture, Clark and 

Piggott (1970: 237-241) look into the possible 

yields of the fields and arrive at a kind of rota-

tional agriculture. 

In comparison with, e.g., the Longacre/ 

DeGarmo studies, the very marked positional bias 

of Clark and Piggott becomes clear. If the fbrmer 

brood over matrilocal structures and end up with 

exchanging groups, the latter authors are mainly 

concerned with the similar statuses of the resi-

dential units. They (Clark and Piggott) even pass 

by a facile relation between hut size, wealth and 

authority in favour of size of the inhabitant unit: for 

them, hut size should be a sign of differentiation 

rather than of ranking. Having gone into the major 

dimensions of the positional paradigm (ranking, 

differentiation) I do not consider it proper to ask for 

further details: one cannot put everything into a 

Penguin Book. 

Much less specific, but much more complicated 

and precise is Sherratt's essay (Sherratt 1972). 

Working from systems theory and ecological 

models of land use, a dynamic and evoiutionary 

model is developed, parallel to Service 1971 - a 

model which interrelates economie surplus and 

degree of social stratification by means of re-

distributive and centralizing properties of the 

social formation. Pertinent to the LBK is his 

hypothesis of an acephalous (non-stratified, or 

egalitarian) society without much differentiation, 

integrated very loosely through exchange net-

works involving reciprocity. From this hypothesis, 

the conspicuous homogeneity of the malerial re-

mains of the LBK over vast areas can be explained 

(Sherratt 1972: 511-512). 

It is interesting that Sherratt arrivés at a slightly 

different model of the socially stratifying mecha-

nisms than Flanner and Coe do, as presenled 

above. This may be due to the ethnological frases: 

the latter authors work from an article by Sahlins 

(1958), which is mainly concerned with hierarchy; 
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the former bases himselfon Service (1971), a book 

with a more general intent. In that way, Flannery 

and ('oe postulate ecological zonation and spccia-

lizcd production as conducivc to stratification, and 

Slierratt the (more general) factor of an economie 

surplus; both articles, however posit the centra-

lizing properties of the redistributive system as the 

intermediary toward the consitution of a hierarchy 

with difierential access to desirable things. And 

regarding the mechanism driving towards a hier

archy it can be added here (as it was to the 

P'lannery and Coe article) that factors other than 

ecological zoning can be causative: asymmetrical 

exchange may do the trick as well (Friedman 1975; 

Lévi-Strauss 1969: 240). 

Clarke's model of the expansive process of the 

LBK is as general as Sherratt's (Clarke 1972b, 

espccially pp. 20-24). He assumes shifting cultiva-

tion to be a cause of frequent settlement relocation, 

the clfccts of which were intcnsified (in the LBK 

case) by demographic growth and subsequent fis

sioning. A random walk process describes the 

process adequately; the model plus assumptions 

explain both distribution and expansion to 

Clarke's satisfaction (a mathematical formulation 

plus discussion of this random walk model in 

Animerman and C'avalli-Sforza 1971). The model 

also provides for a maximum of contact between 

communities ("collisions" in terms of the model). 

Together with the inter-village mobility of families 

"suggested by the ethno-economic models", a 

"kinship solution" of "bilocal residence with 50% 

village endogamy and 50% exogamy" (p. 24) 

would explain the homogeneity observed in LBK 

culture. 

Parts of Clarke's model are very attractivc at first 

sight; especially the "random walk" part lor the 

formal, descriptive side of the picture is luring -

random walk being a kind of threshold condition 

(any directionality will improve results) which 

generates an outcome similar to observed reality 

(Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza 1971). There are, 

however, a number of diflïculties raised by its less 

abstract parts. The opening line of shifting cultiva-

tion leading to frequent settlement shifts has much 

of the old " Wanderbauern" idea, which is invalid: 

people simply did not often move their residences 

(for a point-by-point discussion of "nomadic culti-

vation" (Childe 1957: 105) see Modderman 1970 

(I): 208-210, and Modderman 1971; also cf. 

Berlekamp 1975; Linke 1976:75-76; Soudsky 1962: 

198. The ethnographic parallel, often alluded to 

without further reference, is to be found in Buschan 

1922 (II): 832). And then also, the LBK case of 

shifting cultivation (which is a somewhat less 

drastic form of agriculture than "nomadic agri-

culture" or "Wanderwirtschaft", as it does not 

imply a regular shift of residence; on the topic of 

shifting cultivation cf Concklin 1961 and 1963) is 

far from settled: it is not even possible to choose 

between long- and short-term fallowing systems on 

the basis of present evidence (Bakels 1978: 146). 

Intervillage mobility of families can be better 

worded as "fissioning" (involving segments of 

lineages, not families). And with that we are on 

the same tack as Renfrew's mechanism of neo-

lithization, above. Both a bilocal residence pattern 

and fissioning are compatible with a situation of 

prcssure on local resources, which may or may not 

have been the case in LBK times; this "pressure" 

has not been proven or falsified as yet. Finally, the 

suggested 50/50 endo/exogamy is quite arbitrary 

as it stands; I prefer Sherratt's formulation in terms 

of exchange and reciprocity as emphasizing the 

continuity of the intervillage contacts. 

The Clarke (1972b) model has been presented 

here as a stand-in for many other writings (within, 

and outside the Anglo-Saxon tradition) on the 

LBK expansion into Central Kurope. I'he mecha

nism behind it has been discussed by many authors, 

and three possibilities have turned up: the shifting 

cu\iiv3itïonj Wanderbauern explanation (e.g., Butzer 

1972: 574-580; also cf. above); more cautiously, 

community fissioning has been evoked (e.g., Clarke 

1972b); and recently, simple diffusion of the 

agricultural economy in mesolithic, pre-adapted 
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society (Nandris 1972; and especially Modderman 

1976a). Leaving aside the first option as archaic, it 

is clear that the nature of the problem is generally 

considered mainly a social one (and not primarily 

demographic, or ideological, or anything compa-

rable). From this, I think it over-hasty to choose at 

present between the alternative niechanisms: we 

know next to nothing about the social structures 

that rail the niesolithic way of lit'e, and we know 

only a bit oi the social formation of the Band-

keramik. 

It should still be pointed out why I regard this 

tradition traceable to Childe. In fact, in Childe's 

Dawn of European civilization (Childe 1957, which is 

cjiioted bccause of its wide dilfusion; Childe has 

written mucli more on this topic) the various 

models of the authors discussed can already be 

liiuiid, albeit in fetal form; they difl'er only in 

emphasis on the various aspects. Thus both Clark 

and Piggott's picture of an LBK community as 

well as Sherratt's are foreshadowed in Childe's 

statements: "They were democratie and perhaps 

even coiiimuiiistic: there are no hints of chicfs (or 

deities, or ancestorsj concentrating the commuiii-

ties' wealth" (p. 109). And Clarke's and Nandris' 

ideas about the expansion of Bandkeramik culture 

can be parallelled in the alternatives explicitly 

stated by Childe: nomadic or shifting cultivation 

(for Childe apparently identical - which they are 

not) leading to settlement relocalion, or secondary 

neolithization (Childe 1957: i i o ) . 

laken togelher, the ideas of Clark and Piggott, 

of Sherratt and of Clarke present a highly general 

and not too improbable account of LBK social 

patterns. It does tie in with social anthropology 

(especially Service 1971 and related work), yet 

because of its generality, tiie possibility for testing 

is quite reinote except perhaps for the inter-site 

relations. In other words, the picture should be 

completed. 

The writings in the second category of research 

(historical materialist) are much more down to 

earth, as they probe mainly intra-community 

patterns. I will briefly consider texts of three 

authors here: Behrens (1973 and 1975; a regional 

Neolithic specialist), Klejn (1976; a theorist), and 

Tabaczynski (1972; also a specialist). 

Behrens deals quite extensively with the Early 

Neolithic social formation in Saxony (Sachsen). 

He observes that our present knowledge of the 

productive forces in the Bandkeramik is rather 

scanty - for instance, nothing sensible can be said 

about the relative importance of cattle and agri-

culture, not even on the form of production: 

swidden or any other type of fallowing (Behrens 

1973: 186-187). Therefore, theoretical considera-

tions are brought in to fill this gap in a hypothetical 

way. The largest cooperative unit of production 

will have been the population of the village; for 

smaller undertakings, the household or even the 

matrimonial couple will have made up the working 

team. There will have been a minimal division of 

labour, probably between the sexes only, and more 

in emphasis than in quality. Specialist production 

of special purpose pots or tools will have been 

insufficiënt to generate a constant surplus for trade 

(and thus, for centralized redistributioii). Simi-

larly, the soil will have been communal property, 

cattle probably family property, and tools indi-

vidual property. Archaeological findings indicate 

settlement autarky, which may be taken as sub-

stantiating the above in a general way. The 

unimposingamount ofvaluables (amber, obsidian, 

spondyli) may have been acquired by inter-village 

barter. In the egalitarian society thus envisaged, 

social relations will have hinged upon three com-

ponents interactive with the productive forces: 

matriliny, male dominance, and ranking. An 

informal leader of the village, perhaps seconded by 

a council of the heads of the local clan segments, 

will have been the general manager of affairs; 

however, hierarchy will have been at a minimum, 

as indicated by grave contents. The huts were 

inhabited by a number of nuclear families, together 

constituting a matri-sib (matrilineage-segment). 

Inter-village relations on egalitarian footing will 
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cerlainly have existed (how else could cultural 

homogeneity be achieved?), as did partial exo-

gamy ("still not a norm"; Behrens 1973: 213). 

There is no need to assume any more compre-

hensive social formation thaii the village (Behrens 

'973: 184-214; Behrens 1975). 

Apart from some minor points (e.g., "property" 

had better be replaced by "rights of use"; inter-

village barter will have had ends beyond simple 

exchange, such as to insure friendly relations or 

the handing over of wives, etc.; also, I wonder 

whether village autarky tcstifies to intra-village 

egalitarianism) I want to note that Behrens leaves 

no room for chiefs but rather thinks of the domi-

nance of lineage elders, with an informal leader 

presumably from among them. But if so, he 

apparently equates the "matri-sibs" (households) 

with lineages, and from his wording subordinate 

status of the domestic mode of production can then 

be read, if it did exist at all. On the other hand, 

whatever division of labour existed was between 

the sexes only, and at various places the matri-

monial couple, nuclear family, etc. are mentioned. 

Therefore I ihink that a discussion of relative 

dominance would have cleared the issue. 

Very strongly (though implicitly) in line with 

Behrens is Tabaczynski (1972). He goes a bit 

further in stressing the egalitarian character of 

Early Neolithic society. According to him there has 

been neither a division of labour between the 

groups (which is in line with Behrens) nor within 

the groups (as opposed to Behrens' differences in 

cmphasis between the sexes; Tabaczynski 1972: 

62). 

I would like to register my profound disagree-

ment with the latter statement. Neither on theo-

relical nor on empirical grounds can it be sus-

tained: theoretically, a cursory reading of even 

Morgan's and Engels' writings reveals that at the 

Lower and Middle stages of Barbarism (the Neo

lithic) the development of the productive forces 

had gone so far as to result in a division of labour 

between the sexes and consequently in the forma

tion of the polygonous family as a productive unit. 

More recently, other authors have substantiated 

this point (e.g., Sahlins 1968, 1972; Service 1971). 

Empirically, the objection stands because at every 

Bandkei-ainik ccmeten a sexually ditihcntiated tooi 

kit is found (cf the previous chapter plus its 

references). 

Klejn (1976) discusses only the relations be

tween settlements in Neolithic Europe; there was 

some exchange and some trade, yet these did not 

affect the economie base (p. 13). Rare basic 

materials and valuables were occasionally passed 

down distributive channels in small quantities. 

Whatever contacts existed (political, military, 

matrimonial), they were neither intensive nor 

incessant (p. 14). 

I have introduced Klejn as a complementary to 

Behrens: the latter is less specific about inter-village 

contacts. It should especially he noted that Klejn 

diflerentiates exchange and trade; both are ap

parently conducted along "distributive channels", 

which from the sequel can be thought of as of an 

"alliance" nature (in the meaning attributed to 

that term in the structuralist paradigm). One 

would like to know, additionally, who conducted 

what trade exchange: chiefs (probably not, it can 

be read into Klejn's account), lineage prominents, 

or simply anybody old enough to walk and talk. 

These Marxist authors treat social relations as 

an economie epiphenomenon; there is no room for 

relative autonomy of each of the several levels of 

the social formation. If this is a matter of taste I 

have announced my different views in the previous 

chapter; if it is open to testing, other scholars will 

have to decide. 

The third category of research into the social 

organization of the LBK is dilFicult to summarize, 

as what has been done on the subject is usually 

hidden in lengthy site reports and the like; Lüning 

(1976) provides a critical bibliography of the more 

general literature. The sample below can claim no 

more representativity than the other two cate-

gories, not to mention exhaustiveness. Still, one of 
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the major foei of research interest in the non-pot, 

non-hut aspect of the Bandkeramik is easily per-

ceived: the size of the population of a settlement. 

This is clearly linked to probing into the economie 

base: was it possble for the Bandkeramik people to 

live off the land they occupied? 

This type of investigation generally starts with 

considerations on the number of people that once 

inhabited a hut. Careful as always. Modderman 

starts from a comparison of the different types of 

luits on LBK sites. From it, the "central" part is 

postulated to have been the living area its format 

is constant from the smallest to the largest hut (the 

size of the central part may differ, though; 

Modderman sees this as a function of relative 

wealth rather than as being connected with the 

number of inhabitants). This room will have been 

inhabited by an extended family: at the most three 

generalions, one married couple with their chil-

dren, plus grandparent(s), say, six to ten people. 

'i'he villagc of Elsloo will have counted eleven to 

seventeen huls at any given time, which will have 

shehered 85 ± 25 inhabilants (in the estimate, the 

graveyard's population has been taken into account; 

Modderman 1979 (I): 110, 203, 205, 207; also cf 

Modderman 1968). 

Soudsky, too, has been dealing with the number 

ofpeople per hut and per village. Partially because 

of diilerent circumstances, partially on different 

societal models, he arrivés at a result which differs 

liindamentally from that of Modderman. The 

LBR houses in Bohemia are less differentiated in 

form ihan are those in western areas; for instance, 

the northwestern parts are less often "emphasized" 

by wall trenches (lö^J, of the huts at Bylany, 48"ó 

at Elsloo; Modderman 1970 (I): 116-118); in fact 

the iargcr types (^'Grossbauten") prevail (Soudsky 

and Pavlu 1972: 317). As in western Central 

Europe, sizes difier (sometimes the central parts are 

doubled; also, the southeastern parts are larger 

than in western Europe; Modderman 1970 (I): 

I 16-1 18) which is interprcted by Soudsky as a sign 

of different household size. The number of couples 

in a hut is galhered from a comparison with the size 

of the Middle Neolithic houses at Postoloprty 

where four hearlhs were found (LBK huts never 

show traces of fireplaces); hence, this has been 

inhabited by four families (the "hearth" inter-

pretation of the Postoloprty data has been con-

tested: Modderman 1973: 132). Simple division of 

one into the other yields the relation: for every six 

metres of A«/-length [not central part) one family 

should be postulated. That is, 200 people (among 

whom were 40 to 50 adults) were living at the 

settlement (Soudsky 1966a: 75,78; a more mode

rate account in Soudsky and Pa\lu 1972; more 

extensive, Soudsky 1969). 

An evaluation of both views seems difficult. In 

my opinion, which is based upon anthropological 

lileralure, Soudsky assumes a society too egali-

tarian in outlook when he relates size only to 

number of people; conversely, Modderman's ac

count passes by the established fact of the (sta-

tistical) heterogeneity of family types in every 

society (e.g., Murdock 1949: 27, 28; Shryock and 

Siegel 1976: I 73). Also, the derivation of a relation 

of lenglh of hut to number ol' people from one 

instance seems lo be a bit risky, even if the original 

interpretation is accepted. And with regard to 

Modderman's estimate of six to ten people to a hut: 

Naroll estimated from a cross-cultural sample ca. 

ten square metres of living space per individual 

(Naroll 1962). Given the range of sizes of the 

central part (35-112 square metres; Modderman 

1970 (I):205) the six to ten people estimate may be 

a little on the conservative side. Soudsky's flgures 

(one family to every five or six metres of hut length) 

would come down to ca. 30 square metres per 

family, an area approximately half the Naroll/ 

Modderman estimate. A general conversion for-

mula should be of the form y = a x + b, of course; 

for the majority of societies, Naroll's figure will be a 

reasonable approximation of the most popular size 

and form of household groups (cf Bakels 1978: 

143-145 and Phillips 1972: 43-44 for a discussion 

of these estimates). 
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Not so much a focus of archaeological research 

as a basic assumption is the type of family supposed 

to have lived in the "long houses" of the LBK. Both 

Modderman and Soudsky appear to agree of the 

idea of an extended family, thought of as being 

c'omposed of members of threc successive genera-

lions (tcchnically, a "stem" family; cf below, 

Section 4). Recently, Kuper and Lüning (1975) 

expressed a similar opinion. Only Soudsky has 

specified its matrilocal constitution, for which he 

alludes to "material proof, like, for instance, the 

'familial' tradition of ceramic production" (not 

furtherdetailed; Soudsky 1966: 81). 

Several authors have dealt with the social 

relations within the LBK settlements in one way 

or another. In a number of reports from the 

Aldenhovener Platte the coexistence of several 

huts close together, grouped in small hamlets, is 

demonstrated. These, and separate, individual 

farmsteads were strewn along the Merzbach. 

Moreover, most dweiling places show signs of 

coiitimious occupation: when a hut became old 

and dilapidated, a new one was built in the 

vicinity. In that way, every cluster of hut remains 

represents the locus of a lineage (Kuper et al. 

•977- 326-328; Kuper and Lüning 1975: 92). In 

these writings, the Aldenhovener Platte Group is 

"morcly" presenting its data plus initial interpre-

taüons; further elaboration and interpretation is 

delayed until a final synthesis can be made. 

The synchronie existence of a number of huts 

is attested by many authors: Kulczycka-Lecie-

jewiczowa (1970: 46), Modderman (1970 (I): 

203), Pavlü (1977: 51), to mention a few of them, 

all agree on this point. Yet, ideas concerning the 

mechanism by which the social body's continuity 

was secured - i.e., the diachronic within settlement 

relations differ from one aulhor to another. For 

Modderman, an abandoned hut was replaced in a 

nearby place when necessary; accordingly the 

settlement moved within a very limited area; 

Kulczycka-Leciejewiczowa, though not giving 

further details, thinks that filiation of the lineages 

living in the huts occasioned the setting up of new 

dwellings, together with the normal rebuilding of 

shaky houses.'^ Pavlü arrivés at still anoihcr 

mechanism. Having outlined some of the possi-

bilities (such as intermittent site occupation, 

permanent occupation of a village site with re

building in adjacent plots; and isolated farmsteads 

in a limited area with rebuilding as necessity 

arises), Pavlü cannot find ways to test these 

alternatives: some sites are densely packed and 

others are not. There may have thus been different 

settlement types. To account for the denser sites, 

he proposes that all huts of a single phase were 

destroyed together and rebuilt at another place 

in the same general area, at least once per 

generation. 

While a combination of the Modderman and 

Kulczycka-Leciejewiczowa standpoints seem 

probable (if these views are not identical in 

reality), the Pavlü hypothesis strikes me as bizarre. 

For even in the capitalistic mode of production 

capital is not scrapped at that rate - so much less 

so in any of the precapitalistic modes, I presume 

(besides, it can be partially tested, as in Sections 4 

and 5 below). Again, all the mathematical rigour 

of the article does not do away with the weak 

assumption at its root: the cyclical renewals of 

Bandkeramik villages are postulated as analogous 

to activities at tell-settlements in southeastern 

Europe (Pavlü 1976: 51). Even ifsuch purposively 

destructive activities could be demonstrated for the 

Balkan Neolithic, still no parallel can be taken for 

granted without proof of cyclical renewals in LBK 

villages. If not a reification of the "phase" concept, 

in iny opinion Pavlu attempts to save the settlement 

relocation part of the old nomadic agriculturalist 

theory: "micro area" and "period of inhabitation" 

are but new coins for old values. 

Little is written about the relation between the 

households living together in a settlement. Filiation 

(see note 2 above) should account for the smaller 

huts in a village according to Soudsky (1962: 198). 

Relations between the lineages are nowhere dealt 
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with; that is, the relations in the alliance and kin 

sphere. Above I discussed statements by Modder

man and Soudsky on the score of a more or less 

egalitarian society. Milisauskas, basing himself on 

ethnology, goes furthest in specification and inter-

pretalion. ('onsonant with carlier writings (Mili

sauskas 1972, 1973) he recently produced a picture 

of egalitarian communities with big men and men's 

societies. Yet some households should have been 

wealthier than others, as more imported materials 

were found in the vicinity of some huts at Olszanica 

B I (Milisauskas 1976b: 41). Big men should have 

dwelt in the slightly deviant type ia "longhouses", 

where the men's clubs also convened: "if the size of 

a longhouse depended upon the size of the social 

unit inhabiting it, no structural difference would be 

expected" (Millisauskas 1976a: 70). By relating 

status to age, sex and charisma (with no hereditary 

aspects), a big man comes out as slightly different; 

his living in the deviantly constructed hut is 

dcrived from the higher concentration of rare, 

imported materials around it, which were in-

volved in the maintenance and expansion of social 

relations. And the men's societies ("or some such 

other type of tribal association") meeting there 

can be inferred from the concentration of (male-

associated) adzes around the deviant hut (Milli

sauskas 1976a: 67-71; 1976b: 35-40). 

Less explicitly ethnological, but entirely in line 

with Milisauskas, is Reinecke's view on Band-

keramik society, based upon the grave gifts ex-

cavated in three Lesser Bavarian cemeteries 

(Reinecke 1978). For him, status was "the ex

pression of the relations of an individual to his 

family and kin group"; i.e., rank. The community 

provided an "intact model of society" rather than 

the divided image of stratification (Reinecke 1978: 

14). Pavük (1972b: 97) arrivés at a similar con-

clusion, also from a graveyard study. 

Regarding Milisauskas there is only one thing 

to criticize in his account: the "big men" part of 

the story is derived from ethnology (which is 

acceptable), but not tested (which cannot be done 

or is very diilicult at hcsi on a settlenient site; cf. 

Ch. IV, Section 3). And although the ceremonial 

meeting place interpretation of the type ia houses 

does sound likely, one would like to have it checked 

against data from more than one such hut. In all 

fairness, it should he addcd thal Soudsky (1966a: 

75) and later Soudsky and Pavlu (1972: 325) also 

postulate an asscmbly hall function for the largest 

huts. Modderman, however, considers the men's 

clubhouses interpretation as hinging too much on 

ethnographic parallels; for him, the identical in-

terior construction/post mold configuration pleads 

for an explanation similar to ihat of the other huts 

(Modderman 1970 (I): 207). 

By-passing the " Wanderbauern" issue as well as 

the fissioning aspect, opinions about the inter-

village relations do not differ much: the autarky 

without surplus-production (Reinecke 1978: 14) of 

a non-centralized political and economie organi-

zation (Milisauskas 1976b: 35) providc for an 

egalitarian footing for the various settlements. 

Additionally, there was some trade, about the 

nature of which all authors referred to are quite 

vague. The things exchanged (rarities like exotic 

materials) are relevant to a "socio-technic" use 

(Binford 1972: 24) - say, status symbols - as 

comparable items were locally available (Mili

sauskas 1976b: 40). 

If the accounts on the \üiage-village contacts 

are rare and vague, research into the ecological 

preferences of the Bandkeramik has provided 

concrete results; e.g.. Linke (1976), Sielman 

(1976) and Bakels (1978). Especially the last-

mentioned publication is highly relevant. Bakels 

analyzes the find material from three Dutch 

Limburg LBK sites and from Hienheim, as it 

bears upon the relations of ihc Bandkeramik to 

meteorological and pedological factors, to the 

floral, faunal and demographic components of the 

environment. From it, a site territory of ap-

proximately 200 hectares is derived, probably 

exploited by one village exclusively; the area 

beyond ("home range") will have been in joint use 
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by several villages (Bakels 1978: 141). Apart from 

an almost total village autarky (exceptions: pig-

mcnts, adzes) perhaps her most important finding 

is that the size of the site territory is sufficiënt to 

carry on with any system between short-term 

fallowing and swidden cultivation: from 1/3 to 

i / io of its size is enough to feed the population of a 

Bandkeramik village (Bakels 1978: 146). Mili-

sauskas thinks that even less would suffice: 12.5 to 

31 hectares in cultivation (Millisauskas 1976a: 63). 

Bilt Soudsky (1966a: 79) states that at Bylany only 

30 hectares were available per settlement, so there 

cannot have been much scope for even a short-term 

fallowing agricultural technique (however, in a 

later article this area was more than doubled: both 

the ajb and dje sites, and possibly the c settlement as 

well, are reported to have had 60 to 63 hectares of 

arable land available; Soudsky and Pavlu 1972: 

In discussing the views on Bandkeramik social 

structure, I have restricted my discussion to 

writings of the last ten years, preferring later to 

earlier texts. The heterogeneity of the third 

research category and the coherence of the second 

made such a Umitation feasible. For the first, the 

Anglo-Saxon category, I had to make an excep-

tion: without mentioning Childe's continuous con

cern for the Central European Neolithic no unity 

could be suggested for that research. It might be 

argued that incorporation of Buttler (especially 

Buttler 1938) and of Sangmeister (1951) would 

have re.sulted in a more uniform picture of the third 

research "tradition", but I do not think so. This is 

in the first place because Buttler's ethnological 

concepts were largely based upon the '^Kulturkreis'' 

paradigm (which has been conclusivcly proved 

untenable, and also ofiicially renounced by its 

latest adherents: Haekel 1956). And secondly my 

skepticism stands because Buttler's data base has 

been abandoned: "pit dwellings" are no longer 

part of the Bandkeramik inventory; Buttler's 

lasting contribution is in the field of ceramic 

decoration typology. Then, the influence of 

Sangmeister's settlement phases as derived from 

differential house orientation does not ,g<) any 

furlher than providing one of the pillars of the 

nomadic-agriculturalist theory, for which I have 

not the slightest affinity. In fact, the writings of 

advocates of that theory are mainly interesting 

because of what they say on other topics. 

Thus, the various writings can be summarized 

in a nutshell as follows: 

I. The huts are generally conceived of as being 

the dwellings of one extended family each 

(Behrens, Clark and Piggott, Kuper and Lüning, 

Modderman), the composition of which seems to 

bc open to some debate (Behrens, Modderman, 

Soudsky, Soudsky and Pavlu): eithcr a set of 

related nuclear families (Behrens) or a group of 

related people from three successive generations 

(Modderman, Soudsky). VVhenever the nature of 

these relations is discussed, some "matri"-adjective 

tiirns up (Behrens, Soudsky). 

'2. With the exception of Tabaczynski, the other 

authors either explicitly agree on a slight division of 

labour along the sex line (Behrens) or implicitly do 

so, which is in line with ethnography. When this 

has led to the constitution of a domestic mode of 

production, its position relative to the lineage as a 

iniit remains unspecified, though perhaps sub-

ordinate (Behrens). 

3. On the relations bet ween households no 

statement has been found; regarding relative 

status, most authors seem to agree on some form of 

ranking: there seem to be differences in wealth 

(Behrens, Milisauskas, Paviik, Reinecke) although 

some may deny this (Soudsky, and also CHark and 

Piggott ?). The village community was acephalous, 

i.c., without true chiefs (Sherratt). A council of 

clan elders may have elected a primus inler pares 

(Behrens); or leadership capacity and ambition 

may have crystallized in the institution of a big 

man (Milisauskas). Men's clubs (Milisauskas) are 

]3()stiilated, which should have convened in special 

clubhouses (Milisauskas, Soudsky, Soudsky and 

Pavlu), which are at the same time the huts of the 
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connnunity's leaders (Milisauskas); a particular 

(for example ceremonial) function of the special 

house type is denied by Modderman. The huts 

stood for periods of betwcen 15 years (Paviü) and 

30 or 40 years (most other authors). 

4. As the settlements were economically self-

sufiicient (Bakels, Behrens, Clark & Piggott, Klejn, 

Milisauskas, Reinecke, Sherratt) their relations 

were of a transicnt nature (Klejn) involving some 

exchange of rare goods (Behrens, Clarke, Klejn, 

Sherratt) and women (Behrens, Clarke) or even 

tradc (Milisauskas, Klejn). Also, groups of settle

ments may have jointly exploited a home range 

(Bakels). 

Since the present study is mainly concerned with 

the social slructure of a mature stage in the 

development of the Bandkeramik, I have refrained 

from lirst delaiiitig and then summari/.ing the 

various ideason the expansion of llial culture when 

it was still young. As the focus of my research is 

mainly social I have also abstained from an ex-

tensive exposé on the economic/agricultural basis 

of Bandkeramik society. Although the develop

ment of both the productive forces and the re-

maindcr of the social forniation are limited by 

environment and economy, the indeterminateness 

within these constrainis suggests a more direct 

approach to the social structure (including, even, 

the relations of production) than by means of the 

productive forces. 

A number of the above hypotheses have been 

tested, others go uncontested and untested. Several 

of theni find some corroboration in the previous 

chapler, although I did not mention them there; it 

seemed better to draw thcm together, expand the 

set with the hypotheses from the pilot study and 

then see what might he tested in the Elsloo and 

Hienheim data. Alter all, the graveyard study was 

exj)iicitly concerned with social structure, whereas 

ihai subject was only a sideline in the investigations 

of the authors discussed. For that reason also, 

systemization of these latter writings could only be 

partial. 

To summarize the hypotheses foUowing from the 

study of the Elsloo cemetery: 

1. From a "positional'" viewpoint, Bandkeramik 

society knew differentiation according to sex and 

according to some specialization (most notably: the 

deceased in the perpendicularly oriented graves). 

Ranking was found in the Bandkeramik social 

structure, rather than stratification, with age as a 

major component. Also, some specialisms were 

found (those bound to hunting equipment, or to 

pots), and a chiefly position found expression in 

high ranking statuses. 

2. The structuralist approach resulted in a 

system of four groups tied to locality. The relations 

were of an asymmetrical and linear (or circu-

lating) exchange type; marital relations thus must 

have been predicated upon a preference f()r ihc 

matrilateral cross-cousin (male Ego). Membership 

in the social groups was bilineally established: 

apart from virilocal residence, matrilineal descent 

played a role. The arrangement of the groups must 

have been a division into moieties on the matri

lineal principle, plus in the Elsloo graveyard case 

tiicrc vvcre four virilocal groups or lineages; at other 

times and/or other places the latter number may 

have been different (for asymmetrical arrange-

ments, a minimum of three groups are necessary). 

3. The neo-Marxist entry was of necessity 

restricted to the organizational part of production 

and reproduction: the scant items accompanying 

the dead, which are also difilcult to interpret, 

do not allow any substantial statement on the 

factors. A domestic mode of production must have 

opcrated on the basis of a division of labour among 

the sexes, organized in matrimonial couples (pre-

sumably in conjunction with offspring); a higher 

order organization existed in the lineage mode of 

production, in which individuals had a different 

status regarding the allocation of their group's 

surplus production. The lineages were matrilineal. 

Then, a loose mode of production indicated the 

existence of non-hereditary specialisms; those that 

could be made out in the graveyard were in some 
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way hnkcd to arrows and knives (blades) or to 

pots. Perhaps the perpendicularly oriented graves 

should be included as well. Finally, a supralocal 

mode of production accounts for the import of 

poople and things (presumably also going in the 

reverse direction), especially towards the end of 

the Dutch LBK. The hneage mode of production 

should have been dominant over the other modes. 

In the end the balance may have shifted, though, in 

"favour" of a domination by the inter-communal 

relations - but that is mere speculation. 

After a brief consideration in the next section of 

some minor methodical issues, the fourth and fifth 

sections will be devoted to testing the above sets of 

hypotheses. 

3. Some preliminary remarks on method 

Both settlements to be discussed span a consider-

able time: in Elsloo perhaps some 400 i 50 years 

(6350 b.p. to 6000 b.p.: Modderman 1970 (I): 

201), and in Hienheim probably even 450 years 

(6235^45 b.p. to 5 7 8 0 ^ 5 0 b.p.) to judge from 

the radiocarbon dates. It would be strange if social 

structure had remained unchanged during those 

years; indeed, in the graveyard, an expansion of 

the kinship system could be made visible (Chapter 

IV, Section 5). As I do not know of methods 

capable of handling social dynamics directly, the 

phenomenon can be approached only in an in

direct way. The easiest way to accomplish this is to 

cut the material into chronological slices in order to 

attempt a description for such a phase and then to 

see what changed, and how, in between. Phases 

have been introduced in C'hapter III already; a 

considerable amount of print was spent in dis-

cussing the merits of several ways of partitioning 

the finds. The rather gloomy conclusion was that 

after drudgery, toiling and moiling with the 

various models, the best phasing very much re-

sembled the initial distribution of the data on the 

unrotated chronology principal component. I will 

therefore stick to the latter; yet solely to facilitate 

computation, some of the phases of Chapter III 

have been lumped together (when there were too 

few finds to produce a decent analysis) and some 

others split up (when there were so many finds that 

an attempt to derive a finer picture made sense) as 

appears in Table 52. Let it be re-emphasized that 

these phases are analylical lools and nothing else: they 

have nothing in common with the concept of the 

same name in writings like Pavlii (1976; cf 

previous section). The chronological subdivision 

here is on the basis of the distribution of the finds 

over the factor scores (finds being decorated 

pottery). Factor scores are units expressing 

amounts of difference; one may imagine equal 

amounts of change in the data set being mapped 

onto equal dilferences in factor scores. (Real) 

change quantificd over (real) time will follow a 

Gaussian or normal curve per variable (as defined in 

Chapter I; also cf Fig. 9); the length of the period 

of change or adoptive period, however, will be 

different per variable (see Fig. 11) and statistical 

procedures like multiple regression and principal 

components analysis are not corrected for that 

phenomenon. Then, the chronological axis is 

"defined" by a number of variables, each and all 

liable to run a similar course. The distribution of 

the changes on the different variables over inferred 

time will be true to the real distribution when 

stated as "earlier" or "later than", but not ". . . 

years later/earlier". The speed of change per 

variable being unknown, the quantification and 

subsequent translation of change into diflerences in 

factor scores would inevitably lead to a distorted 

picture. When from such a distorted picture a 

partition of the data set into phases is derived, 

nothing can be said about the length of these 

"phases"; only their relative chronological posi-

tions are to be trusted. 

The phases in the Elsloo settlement are not the 

same as those defined by Modderman: the latter 

are not based only on decorated ware, but also on 

details in hut construction and on stratigraphic 
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obscrvations. The former are exclusively ceramic 

(in Fig. 17 the two arrays are compared). The 

arbitrariness of phases as meant here will become 

even clearer when they are further subdivided into 

occupation or habitation phases. 

Having cut up the data into these slices, the 

variables originally "measuring" time are reincor-

porated; there may be some social systematics 

behind the fitst appearance and subsequent spread-

ing of something innovative or the distributioii of the 

conservatives clinging to old ways. Having sub

divided the data into phases, per phase a general 

principal components analysis was made on all 

decoration variables represented. In Chapter IV 

non-ceramic grave gifts were incorporated in the 

analysis as well; the present chapter deal primarily 

vvith ceramic variables. Regarding the principal 

components analysis, in prcvious chapters I have 

already worked with it and explained a number of 

its aspects; here, I will mcntion some details not yet 

discussed. 

The number of variables differed from phase to 

phase; some phases offer more variance to be 

ex))lained than others. This has its consequcnces for 

the inimber of components; with liltle variation, 

only a few factors can bc meaningful. Ihe number of 

factors to work with further was chosen from the 

three criteria customarily employed: that is, X 

should be greater than i .00; or, at least 5% of the 

variance accounted for by the smallest component; 

or, before the relatively largest jump in variance 

between two adjacent components. A = i .00 

provided the absolute bottom below which no 

analysis was attempted; otherwise, the middle cut-

olf value was taken. Thus, in phase i at Elsloo the 

three criteria resulted in an identical number of 

components to be incorporated (7); whereas in 

phase 5 of that settlement ^ > i.oo resulted in six 

components, the 5",, of variation criterium in 5, and 

tlu' largest jump in percentage of variation occurred 

between the seventh and the eight component; 

accordingly, six (middle number, and also ^ = 

i.oo) components were retained. 

A icchnical poiiit should bc nicntioncd: in the 

present computations the "missing data" declara-

tion was much alleviated in comparison with that in 

Chapter III in order to lose as little Information as 

possible. This was partially compensated for by 

retaining the same thrcshold \alues for "noise" 

regarding the numbers of shercls per iind as in that 

chapter: from the Hienheim file, linds with less than 

five sherds were omitted, and at Elsloo, huts with less 

than three sherds in certain association were thrown 

out. Yet the liberalizalion of the missing data 

optioii must have resulted in a slight veiling of the 

factor patterns, as inevitably more "noise" had gonc 

into the computations. 

The components that were retained were then 

VARIMAX rotated, a rotation maximizing the 

differences in loadings of the variables (Nie et al. 

1975: 485). Thismeans that usually a small number 

of attributes correlate highly (positively and/or 

negatively), and the remainder are more or less 

neutral. Through this rotation the relative weight of 

the factors is changed; the amount of variance 

incorporated in an unrotated principal com

ponent has no relation at all with that locked 

up in its rotated counterpart. Also, the 

original ordering (component no. i bcing the 

most important, no. 2 next, etc.) is lost: the im-

portance of the rotated factor no. 1 need not be 

any greater than that of no. 2, in fact it is equally 

likely to be smaller. VVhat is reained, however, is 

the independcnce of the components (the factors 

are perpendicular to one another). The VARIMAX 

rotated factor pattern provided the basis for parts of 

the analyses and interpretations below. Because the 

number of units per phase was hardly ever very 

impressive, the importance of any individual factor 

(or even of the whole output per phase) was assumed 

to be quite low by itself Only if a similar factor 

turned up in an adjacent phase were they considered 

noteworthy (two factors are considered "similar" 

when the same variables load high in the same 

pattern; when a variable is not consislently associat-

ed with a factor this will be signalled). This, together 

file:///alues
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with the diOcrcnt numbers of factors per phase 

resulted in some drop-outs on the one hand, but on 

the other also in a fairly consistent picture of what 

happened to the various factors throughout a site's 

occu])ation, i.e., a dynamic picture. 

I'here are important differences between the 

outputs for the Hienheim and Elsloo villages. Most 

conspicuous is the constancy of the factor pattern 

emerging from the Elsloo analyses, and the much 

more fluid, almost elusive Hienheim summaries. To 

some extent this will relate to "properties" of the 

sites themselves, but for the largest part differences in 

the data base will be responsible: for Elsloo, huts 

were the units fed to the computer; for Hienheim, 

finds. As "huts" are compounds of "finds", fewer 

gaps in the data ("missing values") will occur 

among the former. Descriptions of individual finds 

incorporate more missing data. That is, much more 

of the variance in the Hienheim data is spurious. 

Also, the data set from Hienheim is more hetero-

geneous than that from Elsloo: the latter is composed 

of finds relating directly to the dwellings; the former 

incorporates finds from find complexes and silos as 

well, and these do not directly relate to habitation 

units; and moreover, a substantial part is Middle 

Neolithic. At first sight this may appear to be a 

formidable handicap; in reality things are nol that 

bad. For, as will become clear in the next section, 

even in Elsloo with its fine lactor pattern, relatively 

little can be done with it, and several factors remain 

unexplained. Yet the social structure can be brought 

out without many difficulties. And this holds positi-

vely for Hienheim as well. Conversely, only a 

limited number of aspects of the social structure are 

represented in the output of the principal compo-

nents analysis. Not unexpectedly, in order to ana-

lyze social structure more data than those on 

decoration alone should be incorporated - as was 

empirically demonstrated in Chapter IV. 

The present analysis is explanatory in a vague 

sense only; its main purpose is a description in 

ethnological terms of the ancient social organiza-

tion. It is "explanatory" insofar as artifact-distri-

butions are related to social pattcrns. lii archaeolo-

gical practice this is one or two steps rcmovcd from 

excavatable and directly observable things. It is 

descriptive inasmuch as I am content with a 

(partially) tested image of the Bandkeramik social 

structure; no attempt is made to go beyond the social 

level. Such should bc the next step, after further 

testing, amendmcnt, and elaboration of the state

ments in the sixth section. 

To that purpose, if not for the completion of the 

testing program, the data base should be expanded 

to incorporate data on flint artifact and adze 

distributions, quantitative and qualitative descrip

tions of huts and other structures (including the 

geographical dispersion of so-called silos, pit com

plexes, e tc) ; but most of all, the data should be 

representative for an entire site, and not just cover part 

(unspecified) of a settlement only. It is especially this 

latter aspect which is lacking here: the Elsloo 

graveyard has been excavated almost completely; 

the Hienheim settlement for one-third, and Elsloo is 

known for two-thirds to one-fifth of its territory only, 

depending upon the period. Therefore, the most 

could be said concerning the cemetery and the least 

about the latest phases of Elsloo. When it is added 

that ecological data should also be introduced into a 

causal analysis, it is clear that such an attempt is 

beyond the capacities of one single researcher -

I for one am eagerly awaiting the results of the 

Aldenhovener Platte team, where indeed such an 

all-encompassing approach is tried. 

Finally, I want to return to the distinction 

between mechanical and statistical models intro

duced in Ch. IV, Section i. It was stated there that 

rules can never be fully observed, no matter whether 

these are known to the participants (for example, 

social) or only to the observer (such as statistical 

norms). And even in a special abode like a grave

yard all rules made visible were accompanied by 

exceptions: besides the normally asymmetrie ex-

change model, two distributions pointed to genera-

lized exchange; besides the normal pairing ("nor-

mal", of course, in a statistical sense; cf. Lévi-Strauss 
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1967: 276) of the sexes in couples as an indicator of 

the domestic mode of production, graves without 

partner occurred, too, etc. 

When in an analysis of a graveyard in which 

considerable attention has been paid to the various 

kinds of goods from decorated pots to pieces of 

charcoal the statistical or empirical distribution 

diilcrs in a visible way from the distribution expect-

ed from the mechanical model, how much more will 

this be the case in the study of a part comprised only 

of the settlement debris. That is to say, the obser-

vability of the various models may be quite low, and 

also in an unpredictable way. Thus, chiefs are not 

visible in the decorated ware of the settlement, and 

neitlier is asymmetrical exchange; yet the elfects of 

biiineal groui3 composition are very clearly visible in 

the distributional patterns of ceramic decoration. 

To provide some continuity, the two foUowing 

sections are set up partially parallel to the previous 

chapter. In that way, there will be checks on the 

positional, the structural, and the neo-Marxian 

hypotheses, in that order; intermittently I shall also 

dweil upom some of the hypotheses from the second 

section of this chapter. 

4. The LBK village of Elsloo 

The Linear Band Keramik village of Elsloo was 

l)uilt on the middle terrace of the Maas River 

oNcrblown by loess in the southern part of Dutch 

Limburg. The settlement site itself is almost flat; it is 

bordered to the west, the north and the east by small 

gullies (which did not carry water in LBK times), 

and to the south by the high terrace (a more 

extensive description of the site's surroundings can 

bc foiuid in Bakels 1978: 15-22). The settlement did 

not complctely occupy the available space: in every 

direction there were at least 150 metres of "open" 

land between the village and the site's natural 

boundaries. There will have been little solifluction, 

because of the flatness of the terrain. Across the 

western dell another Bandkeramik village was 

situated, one more of the seven to nine contem-

porary settlements in the area. The graveyard, 

discussed in Chapter IV, was lying in the fork of the 

two valleys (Modderman 1970(11): PI. 2). The 

existence of the village has been known since the 

1930's, when the modern villages of Elsloo was 

relocated duc to the digging of a shipping canal as a 

substitutc for the Maas River. The site was assigned 

to become a new housing estate. Until 1950, the site 

was filed under the name "Koolweg" ("Cabbage 

Road"), then a first trial pit was dug (Modderman 

•95^^; ^'958/9)- Large-scale excavations at the site, 

led by P.J.R. Modderman, were conducted by the 

Dutch State Service for Archaeological Investiga-

tions, R.O.B., in 1958, 1959 and 1963. The grave

yard was examined in 1959 and 1966. From the 

vicwpoint of a history of science, these excavations 

are interesting, as it was here in Elsloo, that for the 

first time (in 1959) a dragline was introduced to 

uncover the vast areas necessary for studying house 

rcmains, the main purpose of the research. No fine 

horizontal "stratigraphy" was found at Elsloo, 

although a partial relocation of the LBK settlement 

had taken place. The area uncovered in the 

northwest and west of the site contained vestiges of 

all periods (LBK ib to and including 2d), whereas 

the excavations further to the east revealed traces of 

the later phases only. The total area of the site is 

estimated at ten hectares, of which one-third has 

been dug out. The remains of 95 huts were found; 26 

belonged to theOlder LBK (i.e., phases ib-d), and 

5() to the Younger period (phases 2a-d); 58 huts 

could be dated more exactly, biu ten huts could not 

be chronologically filed at all. Extrapolating from 

the whole site, some 200 or 250 huts must have been 

built there in the course of time. If each of them was 

used for twenty-five years, then anywhere between 

eleven and seventeen of them must have been 

contemporaneous. In the older LBK the village 

occupied an estimated area of ca. two to three 

hectares only (much of which has been uncovered); 

in the younger LBK a much larger area was 

inhabited. In the latest phases (i.e., those contem-
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porancüus with the graveyard) the northwestern 

part of the site was apparently deserted. Conse-

quently, in the earher phases the number of huts will 

have tended towards the lower figure, and later the 

upper figure should have been the closer approxi-

mation. In every phase the buildings were more or 

less evenly distributed over the area. It can also be 

estabhshed that probably only one '"Grossbau" (hut 

of type ia) was standing at any moment. When no 

more than six sherds could be attributed to a hut, 

these sherds were not published (Modderman 1970 

(I): 1-6, 75-76, 203-207). The datafrom Elsloohave 

been published in Modderman (1970). 

Across the five phases into which the Rlsloo 

material has been divided in the third section, a 

fairly consistent pattern of constancy and of change 

among the factors emerges (Fig. 45); this pattern can 

also be read from Figs. 18-21. To start with the 

constant factors in the pottery decoration: 

- The wave and the spiral: At the level of the model, 

the two were considered alternate attributes of the 

variable MAIN MOTIES (p. 000). Their distribution in 

the data set, however, suggests a higher standing 

than that of traits: they behave independently, in 

every phase a separate component is occupied by 

each of them (except in the latest phase, where this 

pattern becomes blurred). Of course, in the cemetry 

wavc.s and spirah were ncver found in the same 

grave (p. 21). 

Associated with the wave motif, the following 

variables occurred: type of FILLINGS (with uninler-

rupled fillings loading similarly, ENDS (with no ends 

regularly accompanying, and AUXII.IARY LINES di-

minishing in importance (with first, symmetrj axes 

loading high, gradually becoming neutral). The 

other attributes of the variables mentioned loaded 

opposititely. 

With the spiral motif, the major association is with 

the triplex attribute, sometimes loading slightly 

higher, sometimes slightly lower than this motif; the 

other attributes of the variable NUMERICITY consti-

tute a component on their own (see below). None of 

the other variables is regularly associated with the 

spiral; the stippled line in Fig. 45 drawn from 

"spirals" to "innovators" stands for a negative 

association: attributes indicating innovations in the 

repertory are loading very much opposed to the 

spiral. • , 

- The NUMERICITY factor: As with wave and spiral, at 

the level of the model of Chapter I, simplex, duplex 
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Fig. 4j. ELSLOO viLLAGE. Constancy and change in factor patterns. 
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and triplex should be mutually exclusive attributes of 

the Ni'MERic;rrY variable. Regarding simplex and 

duplex this can be sustained, but triplex seems to be an 

independent feature: in the first three phases triplex is 

strongly associated with spiral motifs, giving rise to a 

separate factor; in the final two phases triplex and 

duplex are loading bipolarly (with also duplex and 

simplex loading oppositely on another factor). There 

is only one atlribute consistently related to the 

simplex and duplex factor: uninterrupted FILLINGS have 

similar ioadings (as was the case with the wave). 

- '1'he most constant factor in all of the output is a 

bipolar one, on which curvilinear and rectilinear 

STRUCTUREs Stand very much opposed; from the 

graveyard, this factor can be called "matriliny": 

ANGLE OF FILLINGS defiHcs a separate factor in the 

lirsi phase, bul in the other phases this variable 

always loads moderately on this factor. In some 

phases still other variables are associated: in phase i, 

FILLINGS; in phases 3 and 5 LIMUS; and in phase 4, 

simplex (with curvilinearity) and duplex. The real 

matri-markers load very extremely on this factor, 

the other variables just mentioned only modera

tely so; their inlluence will therefore be restricted. 

A marked contrast of this factor with those 

involving the MAIN MOTIFS is apparent. While the 

latter define a separate factor each (that is, indepen

dent ofone another), the former is a bipolar one, and 

its attributes are real attributes in that they are in 

opposition on the same factor. 

- Among the non-constant factors, twice during the 

settlement's occupation factors turned up that have 

been dubbed "innovators": In the first two phases 

(which belong to the older Bandkeramik) the huts 

where iieck decoration was applied to the pots werc 

singled out by a speciiic factor; no other variables 

seem to be associated. In the latest two phases of the 

settlement (which fall in the younger period) the 

multidented spatula - a major innovation in the 

potter's craft towards the end of the Early Neolithic 

- is singled out by a factor which opposes it to its 

sin^le-dented\)vcdeceiioY. None of the other variables 

is consistently associated with this factor (although 

when speaking of two phases only, "consistency" is a 

somewhat loaded term). 

One non-permanent factor remains to be intro-

duced; in Fig. 45 it has the name "point deco

ration": In the latest two phases, j&oi'n̂  COMPONENTS 

of decoration plus the concomitant indeterminate 

ANGLE OF FILLINGS show against all other COMPO

NENTS (and the other attributes of ANGLE). Once this 

pattern is known, it can be recognized one phase 

earlier, when still associated with the simplex/duplex 

factor. In phase 5, the FILLINGS variable also 

becomes associated, which before had been tied to 

the simplex!duplex factor. 

- Finally, in every phase at least one factor has 

remained uninterpretable - simply because no 

consistent pattern exists, even no partial concur-

rence can be found in adjacent phases: Thus, in 

phase i, a factor is made of FILLINGS; in phase 2, of 

the ANGLE OF FILLINGS; in phase 3, of FILLINGS again, 

and of elaborated ENDS; in phase 4 of ANGLE OF 

FILLINGS, which is as a rule moderately associated 

with the markers of matriliny; and in phase 5 a 

factor points to Unes in the neck decoration. 

This completes the generalized description of the 

decoration on the LBK pottery from Elsloo. 

The first analysis attempled in the previous 

chapter was according to status. There, sex was 

made visible by specified sets of tools, with decorated 

ware nol among them. Any specialization in the use 

of parts of the site according to sex cannot be 

determined, therefore, from the data presently at 

hand (cf e.g., the differential distribudons of arti-

facts at the Olszanica B i and the Langweiler 9 sites; 

respectively Milisauskas 1976a: 67-69; and Kuperet 

'il- 1977: '^52-254, 259-263). 

While the principal differentiating criterion of sex 

cannot be introduced here, a lot more can be said on 

ranking. For instance, along the same lines of 

reasoning as in the graveyard, the considerable 

differences in the sizes of the huts can be thought of 

as marking a ranking (or even a stratified) rather 

than an egalitarian society. Fo distinguish between 

these cases several considerations apply: 
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At a very general level, a hut may have been 

constructed at a determinate point in the life cycle 

(e.g., at marriage). In that case, the builders were of 

approximately equal age, the ranking criterion of 

egalilarian and ranking society. Then, the difleren-

ces in lype/size must reflect other criteria; i.e., be 

indicators of ranking or even stratification. Below 

(pp. 150-151), such a tie will be rejected; the 

founding date and life cycle are disconnected; from 

ihis it necessarily follows that in the aggregate, huts 

were built at all possible momenis in the life cycle of 

the inhabitants. To separate ranking from stratifi

cation we must come down to a more specific level: 

the different size of the central part of the huts (the 

living quarters, according to Modderman 1970(1): 

110) might be interpreted as reflecting the number 

of inhabitants, which would be correlated in a 

general sensc to the life cycle: 

1. A simple marital couple without, later with, 

children, polygynous or not, and in the end again by 

themsclves, will count dillerent numbers of people, 

and accordingly need different areas of floor space at 

different periods of time. Thus, a conjugal couple 

will pass through a cycle from two to six or seven 

(fbur or five children) and back to two: a fluctuation 

by a factor of over 2 (on the number of children, cf 

Burguière 1974: 80-84; Cioubert 1960; Zuidberg 

1975: 22, Appendix 3.1; who provide demographic 

data on both "pre-Malthusian" peasantries and 

pre-state societies). 

2. Yet this variation will be dampened through 

the effects of agglomeration inherent in the forma-

tion of extended households. The extended family 

will count a couple of grandparents, one or two 

marital couples plus children, plus some unmarried 

kin, together some six to twelve people, bul this 

figure will be relatively constant: when the children 

grow to maturity, the grandparents are on their way 

to passing out of the picture and all in all the 

fluctuation may be by at best a factor 2, probably 

less. (For discussion of the extended family see Wolf 

1966: (il-73; also below, pp. 149-150). 

When the actual figures are considered (Table 

53, which gives the lengths of the central parts) 

the overall variation is seen to be relatively small: 

with few exceptions the maximal length is less 

than doublé the minimal length. In other words, 

the table documents the constancy oï the house-

hold size, a constancy which caii be accomplished 

by extended families alone. Thus, parallel distri-

butions of age/rank (graveyard) and of hut size 

(village) (Table 54), though suggestive, are 

spurious. 

Sti-11, larger central parts are found in the larger 

types of houses (Table 55).^ It is as if larger 

households with their more extensibe resources 

(labour power) need more roof to protect their 

produce from the weather. The important construc-

tional differences between the hut types (or, rather, 

the additions to the basic central part) seem to point 

to difierent functions (Modderman 1970(1): 109-

I 10), and hence for differentiated tasks performed 

by the members of the households living in these 

dwellings. Such was precisely the opcrationalization 

of "dignity" developed in the graveyard study. 

When some families needed more space (were 

larger) they also performed more, and different jobs: 

the households as units held different positions in a 

hierarchy. Part of this ranking must have occurred on 

criteria other than age. That is, the Elsloo community 

will have been ranked. (Lacking data on the 

distribution of tools, the possibility of speciahzation 

cannot be investigated here.) 

The argument hinges (among other things) upon 

the assumption that huts were built in one stroke. 

From observations during excavations no argument 

can be formulated against this assumption (Modder

man, pers.comm. 200978); also, if it were custo-

mary to expand buildings when necessary, a 

tendency towards type ib should be observable, 

which is not the case. 

Up till now, I have carefuUy oinitted reference to 

type ia huts. Some authors consider these dwell

ings to indicate more wealthy households, possibly 

even of chiefs, and others hold to a function such as 

a men'sclubhouse (cf p. 131); the two views do not 
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exclude one anolher. Without an exhaustive ana-

lysis of tooi distributions the point will be im-

possibk' U) deelde. Yet, four weak arguments may 

be brought forward: 

Fi'oTii a dillcreiU eoiistiuclion, a dilfeient fiinc-

tion should be concluded, at least as a working 

hypothesis. That is, if type ia huts also had a 

function as living quarters, then some other func-

tion not shared by the other dwellings was fulfilled 

by them as well. 

- Men's clubhouses are fairly common (refer to 

Milisauskas 1976a for references; other ethno-

graphic examples can be seen in, e.g., Kloos 1971, 

Rappaport 1968, or Salisbury 1962; a general 

ethnological discussion on this topic, e.g., in Lévi-

Strauss 1969: 118). 

- Empirically, at Elsloo, type ia huts are not 

selected by the principal components; that is, therc 

is no special type of pot decoration peculiar to 

them. Also, these huts are not to be distinguished 

from the other huts on the basis of the number of 

sherds found near them: the distribution of finds 

with/without decorated sherds over the huts of type 

ia and the other types looks very similar (Table 

56). The same is true for their internal construc

tion, which is identical to that of type ib. 

- Chieüy persons were visible in the graveyard 

because of both a quantalive and a qualitative 

superiority of grave gifts: they were accompanied 

by more gifts which consisted of more complete tooi 

kits. At least in the grave some differential associa-

tion with productive means was visible. And it is 

this latter aspect which set them apart from the 

ranking order which was seen to operate on the 

simple principle of quantity. This qualitative 

difference in the graveyard may tally with the 

qualitative difference of the type ia hul. 

In my opinion, the third point argues for a 

regular dweiling unit, the first and fourth points for 

a chiefly status of the household living in it, and the 

second point is ambiguous: some ethnographical 

men's houses are lived in by the males of the village, 

with amoiig them the big man/big men (but in this 

case, a clear separation of the sexes exists, which in 

archaeological contexts should be visible in the 

differential distributions of categories of refuse). 

Taken together, a ranked society seems to be 

attestable from the data for Elsloo; part of the 

variation cannot be retraced to egalitarian stan-

dards. Stratification, however, cannot be substan-

tiated unequivocally; only when pushed into that 

direction, may some data from both the graveyard 

and the village) point to incipient slralilication. 

The other differentiating criterium found opera-

live in the graveyard was that of specialization. 

Two kinds could be distinguished: arrowheads 

(etc) , and pottery. The arrowhead-associated 

specialization cannot be taken into account here; 

the pot people can only be hesitatingly considered, 

for there were no special characteristics common to 

theii- ware. The status they occupied (2 times mode

rate, i time high) might suggest at lirst sight an 

investigation of number of decorated sherds vs. hut 

type (Table 57), whensuch acorrelationofageand 

lype had not been rejectcd previously (p. 140). 

Ever the traditional concern of archaeologists, 

the chronology of huts (Fig. i 7) has been translated 

intoschematized plans of the site, Figs. 46-50. With 

the idea that huts close together on the chronolo-

gical component must have stood together, an 

attempt was made to ascertain which houses were 

synchronie. Soon it becanie clear that .some group-

ings of huts showed conslancy over time: similar 

configurations were found to be repetitive. Initial-

ly, most of the huts accompanied by decorated 

ware could be fitted to such a pattern; later the 

non-ceramic huts were also brought in. 

Short-cutting the di.scussion below, four (or 

perhaps six) groups of huts appear to be visible. Not 

all groups in all phases, bul four of ihem have been 

of longer duration than a single phase - at least in 

the excavated part of the site (Figs. 46-50, 51). For 

instance, the eastern group may have been in 

existence for a long time before it moved into the 

southeastern excavation. However, it has not been 

possible to assign every single hut to a group: 34 
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Fii^. _/6'. ELSLOO VII.LAGE: Huts in use in tlio first ceramic phasc. CUironological 

ranking according to factor scores. i-6, old to young. 'VVeight' indicales no. of 

associated sherds (cf Fig. 17). 

rank hut type weight 
1 66 \ C 
i* 65 2 B 
2' 62 i b C 

3 70 X A 

4 ' not entered (63} 

4 ' 50 3 A 

4 ' •9 2 C 

4 ' 04 X A 

5 ' " 5 X A 

5 ' 32 i b A 
6 ' 17 2 A 
6 ' 75 2 A 

huts not da tab le 
by deed pottery 

A 61 3 
b 2 0 2 " 

c 2 2 2 phase 
d 54 3 

Fig. 4J. ELSLOO VU.LAGE: Huts in use in sccoiid ceramic phase. Chronoiogical 

ranking according to factor scores 1-3, old to young. "Weight* indicates no. of 

associated sherds (cf. Fig. 17). 

type •cight 
1 55 l a A 
2 ' 67 2 B 
2 ' 64 X B 
2 » 68 tb B 
2 ' 10 i b C 

3 ' 36 X C 

3 ' 28 3 A 

huts without deed pottery; 
A 25 l a 

B 26 2 

C 45 X 

D 5 ' ib 
E 59 2 

f 

g 

20 
22 

2 " 
2 

phasc or 1 

h 54 3 

Fig. 48. ELSLOO VILLAGE: Huts in use in third ceramic phase. Chronoiogical 

ranking according to factor scores. 1-5: old to young. 'Weight ' indicates no. of 

associated sherds (cf Fig. 17). 
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1 7-
O 63 

either phasc ;{ or phase 4 

phase 3 to 5 
2 / l b 

3 

2 (sec text, p. 65) 
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Fig. 41J. Ki.SLOü VIM.ACE: Huts in use in l'ourtli ceramic phase. Chronological 

ranking according to factor scores. 1-3: old to young. 

'VVeight' indicates no. of associated sherds (cf Fig. 17). 

rank hut lypc w 
1 ' ^3 3 C 
1 ^ 84 X A 
2 ' 47 X C 
2 » 11 X A 
2 3 

14 3 A 
2 ' 60 i A 
2 * 87 2 B 

3 ' 29 X B 

3 ' 89 ib A 

eighl huts without decorated pottcry: 
|iha.se 3 c 

3<> X 

35 X 

39 i 

40 1 

4 ' 2 phasc 3, 4 or 5 
52 2 / l b 

53 3 
69 2 

71 2 _ 

78 2 ~ 
90 2 phase 4 or 5 

Fig. JO. ELSLOO VILLAGE: Huts in use in fifth ceramin phase. Chronolutïical 

ranking according to factor scores. 1-7: old to young. 

'Weight ' indicates no. of associated sherds (cf Fig. 17). 

Rank Hut IVP^ VVeight 
[ 12 2 A 
2 93 X A 

3 ' 88 Ib B 

3 ' 83 X c: 
4 9'J 2 B 

5 09 2 c 6 79 2 B 

7 85 X B 

huts without decorated pottcry: 
A 07.' X 

B •3 l a 

C 4-' X 

D 43 X 

E 9" X 

F 94 la 

g 78 2 

h 90 2 phase 4 or 5 
i 3 " X 

j 35 X 

k 
1 

39 
40 
41 phase 3, 4, or 5 

n 52 ••'/ b 
0 53 3 
P 69 2 

<l 7" '2 

'JL:^Z^ 

(out of 92) cannot be litted. Thus, the ending of the 

northern group - if such a thing occurred, and if it 

happcned as outlined in Fig. 48 - may have 

proceeded beyond the triangle of rank 3 in that 

figure: huts 35, 37 and 49 (marked e, 3* and 2^), 

perhaps also 40 and 52 (g, 5 ̂ ) may or may not have 

been inhabiled by the descendants of this group. 

Yet, because of the disappearance of the "Grossbau" 

from the group's ranks these latter five huts were 

not incorporated into the group's trajectory. Also, 
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liuts 57 and 58 (c, 3 ' in Fig. 48) and 40 and 56 (g, 

5̂ )̂ may possibly belong to a different, unrecog-

nized group. The northeastern group has an "ending" 

similar to that of the northern group (Figs. 48-49). 

Regarding the middle group, in the later part of the 

third phase it may well be different from that of 

earlier and later dates; only from its position in the 

same part of the site has its identification been 

derived. Hut 16 (phase 3, no. 4) should also be 

assigned to this middle group, although ils where-

abouts are abscure. 

f^fijth group may be discernible in the south in 

phase i; it may have moved out of observation in 

the sccond phase, as all other groups seem to have 

migrated in counter clockwise trajectories across 

the site. I am also tempted toproposeaiw//i|fro«/)in 

the latest phase of the settlement, for which huts 78 

and 79 would stand (g, 6 in Fig. 50). 

To arrive at these groups, several considerations 

applied: 

- From Modderman's accounts, a dating, to 

within a phase in some cases, could be extracted for 

most ol the huts without decorated pottery (those 

huts that cannot be dated to either the first or the 

second period of the Dutch LBK have been 

omitted: N = 10) (Modderman 1970 (I): 6-35). 

- Non-ceramic houses were assigned to groups of 

ceramically accompanied ones on a variety of 

considerations: apart from phase, stratigraphic ob-

servations; constructional details; and distance. 

Stratigraphicobservations: Modderman (1970 (I): 

28-35 ^rid (II): PI. 7-38). Constructional details: 

P.J.R. Modderman, (pers.comm., 201278). Dis

tance: a choice among alternatives was made on 

closeness (e.g., hut 59 - phase 2, no. E - has been 

grouped with huts 55, 67 because it is nearer to hut 

55 than to 68; cf Fig. 47). 

- "Synchronousness" and "similar rankings" 

should not be lightly equated. For example, huts 

nos. 48 and 49 have been ranked 2'' and 2 •' in phase 

3 (Fig. 48) - that is, ex aeqiw in Chapter III - yet 

they cannot possibly have stood together (Modder

man 1970 (II): PI. 23). This example is quite clear; 

similar difficulties may arise, however when deal

ing with the chronological positions of different hut 

groups where no stratigraphic controls are avail-

able. 

When in Fig. 51 synchronism is entered for 

Fig. ji. ELSLOO VILLAGE: Summary of Figs. 46 througli 50, showing the succes-
sive relocations of each group with tiine. Numbers indicale synchronie occupa-
tions (positions: estimated points of gravity per group). Also cf Table 15. 
Example: at point of time 4 (thisfigure), roughly in the middle of phase 3 (Table 
15) the NE, N and M groups existed on the site together; their relative positions 
are indicated in this figure. 
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groups, then it is on the assumption tliat ccramic 

dates (i.e., rankings of indiviudal huts) provide 

averages of the period of inhabitation of the huts. A 

hut ranked tx wil! have stood from (tx m) to (tx 

I n) years B.P. Although m and n are indeter-

minable by present means in some cases an 

allowance for this range has l)een made. 

In table 58 therclativechronological positionsof 

tiu' means lor every group have been entered. On 

the bottom scale ten "points" on the chronological 

scale are indicated at which the synchronisms of 

Fig. 51 were established, with the allowances 

nuMUioncd in the previous paragraph. 

A number of locational shifts of the groups 

cannot be dated precisely: the norlhern group at t., 

and the northeastern group at t^. As the hut groups 

vvill not have moved as groups, hut rather hut-by-

hut, the lack of precision may be rellecting such 

shifts. 

All in all, 58 huts (20 of which were not 

accompanied by decorated pottery) plus hut 03 

could be assigned to one group or another. 34 huts 

(13 with and 2 i without decorated ware) could not 

be assigned. They can be derived from Figs. 46-50, 

and are entered into the right-hand column of 

Table 62. 

What emerges, however, is a fairly constant 

configuration of the groups. Within these groups 

the distanccs between the huts are considerably less 

tliau between the groups (Table 59). The northern 

and eastern groups seem to have been made up of 

three households each, the middle group of two to 

four of these units, and the northeastern group of 

perhaps two or three households (to judge from 

phases 3 and 4). * 

Adding the 34 non-assignable dwellings as well 

(huts nos. 01 too3excluded below), on the average 

one hut should be added to each of the above 

derived groups. That is, Ike excavated part of the 

settlement must have comprised six to ninc house

holds at the least at any moment. So when 

Modderman estimates the size of the settlement at 

two or three hectares in the older period, of which 

approximately 20,400 square metres have been 

excavated, and if six to nine huts have stood there 

simultaneously, then eight to eleven huts should 

have made up the whole village estimated at 2^ 

hectares. (With this, the basis of Pavltj's computa-

tions is weakened, insofar as it is based upon the 

Elsloo data: no case can be made for a relatively 

densely-packed village. Pavlu 1976: 12). 

Changing over to the structuralist way of re

search, we start with the number of groups living in 

the village of Elsloo. To arrive at that figure, one 

would have to multiply the number of groups 

observed by the ratio of estimated over investigated 

site area, but such a procedure seems a bit risky. 

However, a minimal number of three groups does 

not seem too far-fetched: in the first three phases at 

least three groups are vi.sible, and later at least two 

(Table 58; Fig. 51). Three is the minimum number 

of groups with which to operate an asymmetrical 

exchange system, as hypothesized in the graveyard 

chapter. 

However, this speculation leads to (unsolved) 

difficulties. If it is to be assumed that throughout 

the village's existence four groups of three huts each 

have stood, and if it is also to be assumed that the 

huts were (re) built ten times, then the total number 

of huts erected at the site is 120. Modderman's 

estimate is almost doublé that number (200 to 250; 

Modderman 1970(1): 204). Several possible ex-

planations can be thought of: shorter life-span of 

the huts, more groups on the site in the younger two 

phases, longer duration of these two phases, etc. 

For instance, doubling the length of the fmal two 

phases (the least unlikely solution) would add 

another 50 huts. The trouble is, though, that these 

Solutions are merely ad hoc, without justilication or 

contradiction in the data. 

I do not consider it possible to observe the results 

of the asymmetrical, lineal exchange system in the 

village unless all items excavated were brought into 

play. And even then, only the importing groups 

might be traceable. This also implies the impossi-

bility of matching (in iht present study) any or all of 
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5 - - - ' 

f.; 

Bc 

Fig. ^2. ELSLOO VILLAGE: Distribution of major VARIABLES of pottery decoration 
ia tirsl ceramic phase (For hut nos., Fig. 46] 
n O : MAiN MOTiFs: wave/spiral, 
B : present 

^: probably present (via associated attributes) 
• : absent 
1-9: STRUCTUREs: proportion of curvilinearity. 

abc: NUMERICITY: a, simplex; b, duplex; c, triplex, CAPITAL LETTER indicates 
preponderance. 
A: innovators - introducing neck decoration. 

®: huts with less than 3 decorated sherds. 
In parentheses: when less than 10 sherds available. 

• i 

A|b) 

"Af)! 

(A) 

(10) 

^;>r?r\ 

a B ' B c 

Fig. j'j. ELSLOO VILLAGE: Distribution of major variables of pottery decoration 
in second ceramic phase (tor hut nos. Fig. 47). Legend: see Fig. 52. 

Fig. 1^4. ELSLOO VILLAGE: Distribution of major variables of pottery decoration 
in third ceramic phase (for hut nos., cf Fig. 48). Legend: see Fig. 52. 
A: innovators, introducing multidentedspatula and stab-and-dragdecoration. 

Ab BIC) 
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Fig. 55. ELSLOd viLi.AdE: Dislrilïution of major \'arial)les ot'poltery dcforation 

in fourth ceramic phase (for hut nos.. cf. Fig. 49). Legend; see Fig. 54. 

Fig. jff. ELSLOO VILI.AGE: Dislribution of major variables of pottery decoration 

in fifth ceramic phase (for hut nos., cf. Fig. 50). Legend: see Fig. 54. 

the four graveyard groups to a corresponding 

group in the village. 

Whilc the relations bctween the groups are 

ditheuh to perceive, sometiiing more can be said on 

the topic of group composition - for which uni-

Hneal (Behrens, Soudsky) and bihneal (graveyard 

Rlsloo) hypotheses have been proposed. Whcii it 

can be assumed ihat social groups showed dill'eren-

tial preferences for the attributcs of ceramic deco

ration (if structure is anywhere, then it is every-

where) then the geographical distributions of these 

attributes should provide testing possibilities. To 
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thal end, in Figs. 52 to 56 data have been assembled 

relaling to this subject. In fact, these figures are the 

graphic representation of the outcome of the 

principal components analysis; the innovator com-

ponents, matrilineal, main motif, and numericity 

components are depicted. 

A look at the plans reveals that no case can be 

made for unilineality - the matrilineal mode 

proposed (the patrilineal mode has not been 

hypothesized in the literature) would have resulted 

in a localization of the decorative preferences, so 

that the various mixes should have been very much 

one-sided. .'\s the numerical values of the mixes 

generally vary between .3 and .7, the unilineal case 

can be ruled out; consequently, a bilineal or 

disharmonie regime should be adopted. 

Perhaps it will be observed that these propor-

tions relate to dichotomous variables. What if the 

labelling system did not consist of twin symbols but 

rather of a larger set? Suppose the marker system 

had four attributes - curvilinear wave, curvilinear 

spiral, rectilinear wave, and rectilinear spiral -

each for one exogamous group. Then the first 

couple would be using, say, curvilinear wave. lts 

descendants, in the case of bilinealty, would be 

associated with curvilinear spiral in the first gene-

ration, with rectilinear wave in the next, and its 

great-grandchildren with rectilinear spiral. Thus, 

when the mixes are summed, they should exhibit all 

possible values between .0 and 1., even if the " t rue" 

four-group attribute system were reduced through 

faulty observation to a two attribute one. Uniliny 

would have resulted, however, in the constant 

association of the same single attribute with a 

lineage. Hence, the mixes would be either close to 

.0 or to I., with or without reduction, and one can 

conclude that the precision of the classification is of 

no consequence in this matter. 

Again, when the assumplion ofgroup differences 

in preference for certain ceramic decorations 

would be invalid, then a more or less even 

distribution of the attributes is to be expected. This, 

however, is not the case either: extreme values of 

the mixes (that is, prepondcrance of one characte-

ristic to the near exclusion of all other attributes on 

the same variable) do not occur - except in cases 

where less than ten sherds are available. In the case 

that the huts have been lived in for a shorter period, 

extreme values should be as likely to occur as more 

moderate figures. Or otherwise, in the case of a 

longer period of habitation, when summed the 

mixes should exhibit a normal curve of frequencies 

which they do not (p. 151; Table 60). The 

assumption of group-bound ceramic preferences 

for ceramic attributes thus underscored leads to the 

observation that the rules governing residence are 

not the same as those governing the distribution of 

these preferences: non-uniliny or rather biliny, 

would have been the case.* 

Without addition of further assumptions it is not 

possible to decide whether this disharmonie regime 

was of the virilocal-matrilineal or of the uxorilocal-

patrilineal variety. But it is possible, for instance, to 

adduce the ethnographical generalization that the 

uxorilineal-patrilineal system has only rarely been 

()bser\ed (Murdock 1949: 59); howe\er, as there 

is no slrict necessity for non-occurrence this is 

a weak argument in favour of the first combi-

nation. The demonstration of matrilineal suc

cession of preferences for ceramic decoration in 

the Elsloo graveyard is a much better point to 

go by. Besides, it leads to the same outcome as 

the ethnographic argument: a xirilocal resi

dence rule plus matrilineal descent. In other 

words, the hut groups in the Figs. 46 to 50 were 

inhabited by males who were de facto patrilineally 

related per group - a relation brought out by 

father-to-son "inheritance" of residence. In more 

homely phrases: the son succeeded the father on the 

farmstead. Apart from this succession, women were 

not only brought in from elsewhere, they were 

matrilinealy related ("discriminated", or "dif-

ferentiated" would better de.scribe it), and the 

web of kinship integrated the residential seg-

ments of LBK society. In this way, the seemingly 

unstructured distribution of all kinds of elements of 
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ceramic decoration over LBK sites finds its necessa-

ry explanation: the bilineal social structure pre-

vented localization of any attribute by pumping 

peoplc in an orderly way out of their birthplaces; 

the sons hccame associated with another matriline, 

the sisters went lo live with another group. 

I shall now turn to the neo-Marxist frame of 

reference, where the houschold was posited as the 

unit of domestic production and consumption. The 

conjugal couples in the Elsloo graveyard have 

already been assembled in extended families 

(ahove, p. 140), one associated with each hut. 

However, "extended families" exist in three types 

(with intermediates), and these have not been 

explicitly differentiated and referred to in the 

Elsloo data. Firstly, there is the opposition of large 

and small extended families, and secondly, among 

the small variety, a "stem" and a "joint" type are 

customarily differentiated (Bohannan 1963: 100-

105; Murdock 1949: 32-37, and 1967: 47; Wolf 

1966: 61-73). ^ minimal dcfinition of an extended 

family includes at least two conjugal groups linked 

either hy descent or as siblings (i.e., polygyny not 

inchided here; adapted from Bohannan 1963: loi 

and Murdock 1949: 23). Also by definition, a large 

extended family incorporates at least two conjugal 

families of siblings or cousins in each of at least two 

successive generations. When the extended family 

does not attain such an extent, it is called a "stem 

family" when there are two related conjugal 

families from different generations and a "joint 

family" when there are two related couples from 

the same generation together with a parent of the 

siblings. Extended families as residential units are 

defined by the mode of residence: virilocality 

results in patrilineal relations between the constitu

ent conjugal couples, and uxorilocality in matri-

lineal relations (Murdock 1949: 37). 

Large extended families consist of at least four 

conjugal families, which equals eight adult persons, 

plus supposedly a number of children - all in all, at 

least ten persons, if not more. A small extended 

family consists of two couples with a number of 

children plus perhaps an unmarried relative; some 

six or seven persons perhaps (children counting for 

half), which is considerably less. Given the floor 

area in Bandkeramik huts (between 35 square 

metres and 112 square metres in Dutch Limburg; 

Modderman 1970(1): 205; modally some 60-70 

square metres) and using the estimate of neccssary 

space as ca 10 square metres per individual (Naroll 

1962; see p. 139 above) as a rule of thumb, small 

extended families appear the more likely hul 

occupants. 

"Stem" and "joint" families can be discerncd in 

the archaeological record from the dilferent pat-

terns of rubbish they may bc cxpected to produce. 

In a virilocal community like Elsloo a joint family 

will consist of two brothers plus their wives and 

offspring; the women will be classificatory (if not 

actual) sisters, who come from the same group. A 

stem family in similar circumstances will consist of 

father and son - but they will be married to women 

from different backgrounds (given matrilinear, or 

doublé, descent). Thus, decorativc preferences on 

carthenware will be homogeneous in the "joint" 

case, and heterogenous in the "stem" case. 

Table 60 summarizes some data relevant to 

this point (I have selected the variable STRUCTURES 

because it is best observable and quantifiable. The 

other variables in the Figs. 52 to 56 exhibit similar 

pattcrns; their poorer distinguishability makes 

them less suitable to quantification, however). It is 

apparent that heterogeneity has been the case, and 

therefore the "stem" family must have been the 

modal type of household. 

An extended family of the "stem" type will have 

consisted of two couples plus children and un

married siblings of the younger couple; that is four 

or five adults and three or four children. This 

number cannot be directly converted into an 

estimate of the villages population, however: huts 

will probably have been built to a size related in 

some way to the expectable modal household size, 

rather than to actual size. The average household 

size is well below this count - on demographic 
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parallels I would estimatc by a factor. .7 (based on 

demographic statistics for seven nonindustrialized 

countries, ca. 1960 A.D.; from Table 10-6 in 

Shryock, Siegel et al. 1976: 172). With this 

conversion factor added, the population of the 

Elsloo village must have been in the range of 39 to 

69 during the older LBK. As the assumption 

regarding the relation of hut size to modal house-

hold size cannot be substantiated in any way, this 

population estimate is to be considered a minimum 

(cf Modderman's estimate of 54 to i 70 people; 

Modderman 1970(1): 205). 

Ihere is another ihing that can be derived from 

Table 60. It has but remote relations with the 

domestic mode of production, but is, nevertheless, 

of somc archaeological interest: the life-span of the 

huts. VVhen: 

- curvilinearity and rectilinearity are each tied to 

a matrilineal group (cf previous chapter); 

- the matrigroups were exogamous; 

- there were virilocal residence rules; 

then, at any locus successive generations of women 

will have used alternately curvilineally and recti-

lincally decorated pots. That is, summed over 

space and/or time, the mix will be .5. For indivi-

dual cases, however, it is the size of the sample that 

is determinant for the mix. If, for instance, two 

generations are represented in a sample, the mix 

will be approximately .5 - one woman having left 

pots marked by one attribute, her daughter-in-law 

ha\iiig used the other (because of her origins in a 

dilferenl matri-group). Keeping to this concate-

nation of alternative preferences per generation 

and to a sample length of two generations, it is 

impossible to frame a sample in ivhich the mix is not . j 

(Fig. 57). With a selection of a sample only one 

generation in length, the mix may attain any value; 

introduction of a fixed poiiit would result in a two-

peaked frequency distribution (one peak for where 

one attribute prevailed, and another for the alter-

nate attribute). 

A sample extending over a different number of 

generations leads to still another type of distri-

y / / / i \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \w / / / / / ^^^^ 

(p»q) 
H I 1-

(p«q) 
I 1 — 

Fig. 57. a: Dichotomous variable, going to its alternate states p 
or q once per generation 
h: Some ways of sampling a two-gcneration span: sum (p) = 
sum (q), always, also 

sum (p) 
mix = = .5 

sum (p~rq) 

on« g*n«rahon 

q p q p q p 

IP'i^q), (;^p*q) 

(p*;^q) 
-+Tf- 1 

Ing. j8, a: As Fig. 57a. 

b: Some ways of sampling a i j generation span; sum (p) is 
always between .5 and 1.0, as sum (q). Therefore: 

< m i x < 
••5 ' -5 

bution. Consider a sample of one and a half 

generations as an example (Fig. 58). Then, the mix 

will have a minimum and a maximum limit set by 

the sample/generation rate: 

(the limit value:) a 
(I-sample length) 

sample length 

the upper limit is (i —a). In this case, a ^ .33, and 

(I —a) = .67. Thea-values for the different sample 

lengths are easily computed; Table 61 provides a 

summary. 

Before evidence and model can be brought 

together, the types of the distributions still have to 

be considered. Assuming the starting point of the 

sample to coincide with the construction of the hut, 

this point may conceivably be tied to the life cycle 

(which is a bit diflicull with a broken number of 

generations, but until a few lines below, the Pavlü 
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model of 13-year intervals in construction is still 

standing). In that case there would be a steep 

normal cur\e around one mix-value, plus another 

one lor (i-that value). If, however, huts were built 

wiieu tiie old ones were falling down - i.e., a process 

nol liiiked to the life cycle of individual households 

but rather to the incidence of dilapidalation - there 

is no preferred mix-value, and all values within the 

limits should appear in approximately equal fre-

quencies. 

Now turning to Table 60 the a-value at Elsloo is 

seen to be close to .̂ !, which indicates a sample 

length of either one and a half or threc generations 

approximately (Table 61). Also, the distribution of 

the frequencies in Table 60 is less peaked than 

block-like, which demonstrates an absence of 

preferred mix-values. Thus the LBK huts at Elsloo 

have stood for either one and a half or three 

generations (marriage-death), perhaps some 30 or 

40 years, or 60 to 80 years, respectively. Moreover, 

the building date was not tied to a lïxed moment in 

the individuafs life cycle. 

A few points should be added. Regarding an 

eventual tie of the building date to a specific 

moment in the life cycle, a use of huts over more 

than one generation makes this hard to imagine, at 

the \ery least. Also, extended families of the stem 

type living in the huts make this an inilikely 

proposition; to me, it would be very dillicult to 

conceive of a reason why the son would build a 

hut at a determinate point in his life, when his 

father had not done so. 

There is then no way to choose between the two 

alternate values for the hut existence except by 

pointing to the estimated life of the beams. Bakels 

1978: 82 presents a table of the life expectancy of 

native kinds of wood; all are 50 years or less. Else-

where, on various considerations she estimates the 

life-span of a hut at ca. 25 years (p. 143). With 

no extensive repair activities being visible in the 

excavated huts, it follows that the one and a half 

generation figure for the life of a LBK hut is to be 

preferred over the larger number. 

Again, this observation does not fit well with 

Modderman's estimates of 200-250 huts, and 350 

to 450 years for the village of Elsloo. With a life-

span of 35 years, on the average 15 to 25 huts 

should have been standing at any moment of the 

site's occupation. Above (p. 145), four groups of 

three huts each were "established" - that is, twelve 

huts, which is clearly less. Again, some "solutions" 

may be suggested ad hoc, such as shortening of the 

length of a generation, or increasing the number of 

groups in the latest two phases. For instance, 

reduction of the length of a generation from ca. 23 

to ca. 20 years results in an increase towards 13 to 

18 huts at any moment. 

It hardly needs to be said that these findings are 

much at variance with one of the ideas underlying 

Pavlü's hypothesis of a building cycle of aboul 15 

years: the huts stood consideraoly longer. 

Finally, to conclude this topic, the above has 

been demonstrated by an analysis of the distribution 

of the variable STRIICTURKS. Other variables might 

have been uscd as well, but because they are harder 

to discern (cf. Ch. I, Section 6), the results would 

have been less clear-cut. And although I under-

stand neither the transmission mechanism of NUME-

RiciTY nor that of MAIN MO riFS, extreme mixes do 

not occur (again, with the exception of small 

samples); also peaked frequency distributions have 

not heen found. 

Returning to the modes of production: just as the 

huts must have housed the couples visible in the 

graveyard, so the groups in the cemetery may 

perhaps be compared to the hut groups - both one 

step up from the next-to-lowest level of obser

vation. That is, the set of stem families inhabiting 

the huts belonging to one group (Figs. 46 to 50) 

should together compose the (local segment of the) 

lineage; perhaps from this grouping even a lineage 

mode of production can be derived. Table 62 shows 

the composition of the groups in terms of hut types 

per habitation phase. The groups appear to exhibit 

a regular composition: the better visible and/or the 

more extensive a group, the clearer a tendency 
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appears for incorporating one type ib hut (some-

times type ia); Table 63 sums the data on this 

topic. The other huts in a group are of the types 2 

and 3. In the paragraphs on status (p. 141) I have 

not been able to explain all the variation in hut 

types by means of simple ranking only. Indeed, it 

was written there that "the households held differ

ent positions in ahierarchy". The repeated repro-

duction of the same configuration of hut types 

seems to indicate that these groups were truly 

groups with their own functions, rather than only of 

an ephemeral nature (which is a function as well). 

If the two annexes to the central part embodied by 

types 2 (one annex) and ib (two annexes) did serve 

different purposes, then apparently the formation 

of the groups was geared to incorporate these 

purposes or to make available the facilities, etc. In 

other words, there must have been an economie 

base for these groups. 

Given the existence of such groups, an inter-

pretation involving a lineage organization with its 

attendant status differentials for the component 

units does not seem unlikely - especially as such an 

organization was hypothesized from the graveyard 

findings. Also, we might speculate that the lineage 

prominents were living in the larger and more 

extensive huLs. VVhether the extras indicated by 

these more complex (and spatious!) dwellings were 

at their own disposal alone or also came back to the 

other households of the lineage can not be decided 

from the data at hand. From the allocation of 

valuables in the graveyard one would say that to 

whatever extent contrei was exerted by the promi

nents, it did not pass unnoticed. Together, these 

points make the existence of a lineage mode of 

production probable. 

There are still two other things to be discussed in 

this connection. In the first place, in the graveyard 

chapter the matrilineal accent in the lineage 

organization was much played up. Here, however, 

the lineage organization is seen to operate on a 

virilocal basis - that is, with a de faclo patrilineal 

principle. The two findings do not contradict one 

another at all (see also the following paragraph): a 

bilineal regime was hypothesized from the grave

yard analysis, and has been substantiated in the 

village (p. 148). It is only here that the patrilineal 

principle appears to be of more consequence than 

simple virilocal residence: economie and social 

factors are involved as well. 

The second point may have to do with the 

matrilineal side of the social formation. There are 

two huts of type ia that could be dated through the 

associated pottery (huts 2 7 and 55); a third one had 

less than ten sherds (hut 13). All six, however, 

could each be assigned to a hut group (this is also 

the case for huts 21, 25 and 94). Type ia huts may 

be an alternative to type ib, as is suggested by 

Table 62. When a group possesses a type ia hut, ib 

is absent, and (sometimes) vice versa. From this 

occurrence in different groups, the associated 

function cannot have been tied to patriliny. If the 

interpretation of this hut type as a chiefly one is 

accepted (an interpretation only hesitatingly made 

on p. 141) the matrilineal principle go\erning the 

distribution of chiefly status hypothesized for the 

graveyard is not contradicted in the settlement. 

Differently phrased, the patrilines ("minimal seg-

ments") inhabiting the type ib huts also allocated 

among themselves the chiefly dignities vested in 

one of the matrilines. 

Of course evidence restricted to one case out of 

six observations is too nieagre to be trusted by itself; 

however, the suggested "explanation" is in line 

with both ethnology and better substantiated data 

from the Elsloo graveyard and village alike; and 

the two observations do not falsify the propositions 

(though they could conceivably have done so). 

Where possible, the statements should be tested 

clsewhere. 

Apart from this, and more ex hypothetico, there is 

another line of evidence pointing to the importance 

of the- matrilineal principle in Elsloo. In the 

graveyard, the male and the female sexes were 

observed to be of similar status. If the patrilineal 

principle had been preponderant, then the sexes 
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woiild ha\e dilfered in average status, with the 

fiMiiales in a lower rank; this not being the case, 

inatrihny must have been accorded considerablc 

weight. However, the functional differentiation of 

tiie huts per group and the virilocal definition of the 

lineage inhabiting the hut groups seem to point to 

an organization of (part of) the economy along 

patriiineal Hnes (considering the level above the 

iiidividuai liouseholds) rather tiian on matrilineai 

iines. And this argues for a patriHneal mode of 

production, with matriliny fulfilling other, non-

procurement functions (also cf Lévi-Strauss 1969b: 

408). 

Turning to the third kin-based mode of produc

tion, the supralocal one, some of its efl'ects can be 

perceived in the excavations. For instance, though 

it must be stated cautiously, the two groups of 

innovators (first and second phase, and third to 

fifth phases, respectively; Figs. 52, 53 and 54 to 56) 

can be linked to this mode. 'Fhe caution has two 

groimds: the hidden assumption of innovations 

being introduced from elsewhere, which cannot be 

proven; and the nature of the supralocal contacts: 

was it people who were imported, or ideas only, or 

periiaps a mixture of the two? However that may 

IK', tiie habit of decorating the necks of pots was 

apparently first adopted in the northern group, 

wiien other huts in that group and the other two 

groups continued in the traditional Flomborn way 

ol' ifa\ing the necks bare; it siiouid be admitted, 

liiough, tiiat the first neck decoration (associated 

with hut 50) is quite clumsy in appearance 

(Modderman 1970(11): PI. 49). Later, in the 

second phase, the custom spread to the north-

eastern group as well, as it did to an unassignable 

hut (no. 28), and presumably also to the other, 

hidden/non-excavated groups. If the idea has come 

from outside, its occurrence testifies to foreign 

contacts; if the custom originatcd at Elsloo, its 

diffusion lo other LBK comminiities points to 

similar channels. An analogous case can be made 

for the introduction of the mullidented spatula 

from the end of the third ceramic phase onwards: in 

the middle group and in an unassignable hut (no. 

58) the implement's traces are found first, in 

subsequent times difiusing throughout the site. Still 

another instance is furnished by the presence of 

point decoration, reminiscent of (but certainly not 

identical with) the Cologne type of decoration 

(Dohrn-Ihmig igyGb). It occurs in the southern 

and eastcm gToups at the .s;ime time {foiirth and iifth 

phases; not rendered in P'igs. 55 and 56). 

Yet, one does not need a principal components 

analysis to establish the existence of supralocal 

contacts: it is sufficiënt to point to the adzes in 

graveyard and village; also the sherds (presumably 

originally in the form of pots) belonging to the 

enigmatic Limburg group (Modderman 1970(1): 

141-143; and, latest, Gabriel 1976) must have 

come from elsewhere. '1 he huts where this im-

ported ware was found did not distinguish them-

selves in any appreciable way from the ordinary 

run (huts nos. 50, 74, 75; respectively Fig. 46, no. 

4^; 48, no. 2 ' ; and 46, no. 6^); the three huts are 

associated with sherds mainly rectilineally deco-

rated with the wave motif 

In one instance it is possible to see different 

processes at work: in the fourth phase the loadings 

on the "innovator" principal component oi mulli

dented spatula and stab-and-drag components are very 

much opposed (but not so in the fifth phase), 

apparently indicating an initial disjunction of the 

two attributes. As elsewhere, the one does not 

presuppose the other - there is no necessary 

connection between the modernistic traits. 

All these signs of foreign contacts do not establish 

the existence of an autonomous, supralocal mode of 

production. 'Fhey demonstrate only that thcrc must 

have existed a number of inter-community net-

works, an important part of which will have had 

the character of an alliance. Fhe distribution of 

foreign goods (basic materials, valuables, women) 

will have been the primary goal. But, if the local 

lineages were segments of a wider system of lineages 

and clans (that is, every local lineage is a segment, 

or element in a super-lineage), this transfer was 
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simply another aspect ot' the Hneage organization, 

in no way distinct from its intra-communal mani

festion. However, in the village as in the graveyard 

there is an appreciable increase in indicators of 

foreign contacts from the earher towards the later 

phases. Whether these contacts did bring about 

social change cannot be establishcd from the data 

used here. That is to say, apart from this latter 

point, no case can be made for or against the 

supralocal mode of production. The fourth mode of 

production, the loose one, cannot be demonstrated 

by means of data on pot decoration only. Even for 

ceramics, no specialist can be determined. The 

number of sherds per hut, though showing consi-

dcrable variation, does not seem to allow such a 

conclusion (cf. Table 57), nor have kiln remnants 

been found. A study of the distributions of flint 

artifacts and debris, of adzes, e t c , might very well 

bring out specialized working areas; it would seem 

possible, then, to check the infercncc from the 

cemetery of a non-hereditary transfer of skills. 

In the end we remain with two modes of 

production fairly well demonstrated and two 

without conclusive evidence. Consequently, nothing 

much can be added on the topic of dominance of 

any of the modes. Both the household as an entity 

and the lineage as a unit persist throughout the 

village's existence. The dominance of the lineage 

over the domestic mode can be infcrred from the 

qualitative differences in hut types per lineage; one 

would like to have it substantiated from a differen-

tial concentration of, for example, foreign goods as 

well. 

On the topic of social change the following 

remains to be said: the factor indicating matriliny 

turns up in every phase, and the virilocal arrange-

ments of the huts also persist. It is only the 

unexplained factors of MAIN MOTIFS and of NUMERI-

ciTY that show change: they disappear towards the 

final phase of the village; a matter of changing 

tastes only, or of wider implications? 

Let us now see what can be said about Band-

keramik social structure at a site that is markedly 

different: Hienheim. 

5. The BK village of Hienheim 

The Bandkeramik village of Hienheim was built on 

a left-bank terrace of the Danube, about fifteen 

metres above the valley floor. From the site there is 

a magnificent view up (to the south) and down (to 

the northeast) the rivcr, and of the hills on the 1 ight 

bank. The modern relief does not fundamentally 

differ from the Neolithic one; from the village a 

steep slope goes down to the river plain. This slope 

is the site's natural southeastern border. To the 

south there is a small dry valley; in earlier times it 

may have carried water in wet periods; the bottom 

of this gully is the easiest access road from the site to 

the river valley. About 650 or 700 metres to the 

north of this cross valley, a wider gully descends to 

the Danube. Finally, some distance to the west the 

land rises to a ridge, a remains of a higher terrace. 

The settlement site is situated in the southeastern 

corner of the landscape unit thus circumscribed. 

The site, locally known as "am Weinbcrg" ("in the 

Vineyard") lies on the northern outskirts of the 

modern village of Hienheim. 

Neolithic occupation of the site was discovered 

in 1955 when H. Neubauer, an engineer of the 

Danube regularization commission, looked from 

the hills across the river to the freshly ploughed 

plot. Reconnaissance revealed numerous Band

keramik sherds and flint debris lying on the field. 

The first test pit was dug in 191)5 (Modderman 

1966); further, large-scale excavations were car

ried out by a team from Leiden University, led by 

Prof dr. P.J.R. Modderman during the summers of 

1967, 1968, 1970, 1971, 1973 and 1974. An area 

of over 1.2 hectares bas been investigated. The 

finds from the excavations up to and including 

1970 have been published in Modderman 1977; 

they are from an area of approximately -'/^ hectare 

in extent; the present study is mainly conccrned 

with data from the excavations up to 1970. 

At the village site, the loess covering the terrace is 

less Oat than at the site of Elsloo: height differences 

of about two metres occur. In Neolithic times the 
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siirface was even more rolling than today. Because 

of the unevenness of the terrain, erosion has been 

worse than at Elsloo (Modderman 1966); parts of 

the Ncolithic site ha\ e almost disappeared. Many 

periods from the Middle Palcolilhic to the Middle 

Ages are represented by sometimes considerable 

amounts of finds from the site; the LBK settlement 

proper should have covered about 2.2 hectares, 

and the SSK village (an estimated) 2.7 hectares. 

'1 he most densely built pari had been investi-

gated by 1970. In all the excaxations, 42 huts were 

uiK'overed, 25 belonging lo the LBK proper, and 

I 7 to the SSK. The dwelliiigs are of dilferent types: 

in the LBK period: one time type ib (hut no. 2); 

twelve times type 2 (nos. 5, 6, 8, 12, 14, 17, 24, 25, 

29. 3 ' . 37. 41 )> and three times type 3 (nos. i, 35, 

43; probably 26, 27 and 51 also); type 2/3, 3 times 

(nos. 13, 19, 28), three huts from this period are 

indeterminable (nos. 39, 40, 52). In the SSK 

period li\e huls were of type 2 (nos. 3, 4, 15,22,42), 

ioof type2/3(nos . 9, 10, 11, 18 ,21,30,32,33,34, 

38) and two of type 3 (nos. 20, 23) (P.J.R. 

Modderman, pers.comm. 201278). The LBK huts 

were a bit narrow as LBK huts go: none exceeded 

six metres in width; the central parts varied be-

tween 5 and 19.5 metres in length (at Elsloo, 6 to 16 

metres; Modderman 1970(1): 104). There are 

more ihings differenliating the Hienheim village 

from otlui' LBK settlements: there seem to be too 

few type i and type 3 huts; here, contrary to ether 

places, the walls consist sometimes of doublé rows 

of posts; the northwestern part has sometimes been 

subdivided by a transverse wall, etc. Also distin-

guishing Hienheim from Elsloo is its continuity into 

the Middle Neolithic (MN, henceforth) (cf. Ch. 

I I I ) . 

During the SSK, huts were no longer built with 

doublé rows of wall posts, but with single rows 

instead; the central part of the huts then had a 

length of 9.3 metres on the average; the huts 

measured from 5.6 to 7.6 metres in width and 

between 8.0 to 15.5 in length, with relatively short 

norlhwestern sections (1.9 to 2.4 metres; for the 

LBK huts at this site 1.7 to i 1.3 metres). From a 

research point of view, the SSK huts are consider

ably more difficult to evaluate than earlier counter

paris: in ihe MN loam/refuse pits were no longer 

dug parallel to the long walls, bul farther afield. To 

associate such a hut with linds is therefore impossi-

ble. The human environment of Neolithic Hien

heim must have differed considerably from that of 

Elsloo, too. The latter village had numerous 

comparable settlements in its vicinity; Hienheim 

had no more than ihree neighbouring villages (if 

villages they were, and nol single iield/harvest 

sheds; cf Bakels 1978: 141 note) on ils loess island 

within 4 km. Beyond, the woods stretched for 12 

km. to the next patch of loess upstream, or 20 km. 

downstream to the vast, densely occupied Gau-

boden (Bakels 1978: 23-26, 52-53; Modderman 

i977:9-ii> i'-Ji-i30)-
Across the seven ceramic phases into which the 

Bandkeramik occupation of Hienheim has been 

subdi\ided (Table 53), an unstable and difilcult-

to-interpret set of factor patterns has been com-

puted (Fig. 59), which is a "verbalization" ofFigs. 

13-16, and 25: 

- "Innovators ( i ) " : At Hienheim, too, innovators 

have been present, either marked in a positive way, 

or (artificially) in a negative way (next entry). The 

inlroduclion and subsequeni adoption of the multi-

dented spatula (one of the points which already 

emerged from Ch. III) occurred from the third 

phase onwards. The low incidence of the new tooi 

in the early phases of its introduction will probably 

explain its association with Jingertip dccoration, 

which I considerspurious. In thesixth and seventh 

pha.ses the preponderance of recli/inear STRUCTURES, 

respectively the infrequeni occurrence of airvilinear 

STRticTURES will havc caused the reverse: the (oul-

going) simple spatula and the (out-going) curvilinear 

STRUCTURES then load high on the same factors. 

Therefore, it is probably a spurious association 

again. 

"Innovators (2)": The factor of the "goat foot 

tooi" is indicated. In the two final phases this 
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instrument is associated with hatched COMPÜNENTS 

and opposed to stab-and-drag and the multidented 

spatula TECHNIQUE. In the sixth phase these load-

ings still occur on the NUMERICITY factor; more 

specillcally, duplex seems associated (but only in 

that phase). 

- "Conservatives ( i ) " : When the LBK occupa-

tion of Hienheim began the adoption of (pot)neck 

decoration was well on its way. Only confusion can 

be gained by labelling the neck decorators "inno

vators"; I would rather call the pots decorated in 

the old way archaic or "conservative". This label, 

though, is too strong: throughout the Bandkera-

mik, pots without decoration in the necks keep 

turning up (cf. e.g., Elsloo). Yet, there is a factor 

which becomes ever less clearly dominated by this 

variable, from the first through the fifth phase. As 

with the previous characteristics, no fixed partner 

attributes can be found: simplex is associated with it 

in ihe first phase, and duplex in the second; 

rectilineanty in the first, and again in the fourth 

phase, and so on. 

- "C'onservatives (2)": As the wave MAIN MOTIF in 

the decoration increases with the transition from 

LBK to SSK, the pots decorated with spirals 

become an archaic phenomcnon. The two main 

motifs occur in comparable frequencies in the first 

four phases; it is only afterwards that it makes sense 

to call one of these conservative. Again, no fixed 

association with any of the other variables is 

brought out by the principal components analysis -

in most phases where both its attributes are 

represented, the MAIN MOTIF defines one single 

factor by itself 

Structure: As illustrated in Fig. 59 the associa

tion pattern of the variable STRUCTURES (at Elsloo, 

the marker of matrilineal afilliation) is much more 

complicated than those of the other variables: in 

the first three phases decoration without fringes, and 

single-dented spatula are firmly associated with the 

rectilinear attribute, as are the opposites (simple/ 

multiple spatula spurious?). In the fourth and fifth 

phases, and weaker so in the sixth, the multidented 

spatula is associated with rectilineanty (and simple 

tooi with curvi-). Parallel to these in some phases 

( i , 3, 4, 5) a factor is found on which waves and non-

decorated necks are associated with rectilinearity (as are 

ihcir opposites: bipolar patterns). 

NUMERICITY is found on an "own" factor in every 

phase (not separate in phase 2) at Hienheim. In the 
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fust lliree phases, the duplex mode is in constant 

high association with the poinl COMPONENT in the 

neck decoration and in the later phases with the 

same COMPONENT in the beliy zone. Triplex shows a 

similar conduct of its loadings on this factor as does 

discontinuous neck decoration in the phase 4, 5 and 6. 

The simplex decoration disappears in the sixth and 

seventh phases. 

- "Sophistication" is a factor which is sometimes 

associated with other factors. It brings out the 

opposition of decoration appUed wilh Jlngertips or 

nails against tiiat appUed with the spatula. In the 

first phase an independent feature (with no further 

associations: a specific factor); in the second phase 

associated with the first conservative ware; in the 

third phase independent again (specific); in the 

loui'th and fifth phases its association is with the 

iniu)\ativc group oi'multidenl-spalula-decorated pot-

tery; in the final phases this factor is no longer 

visible. The opposition of the two wares seems a 

purely anaiytical one because of this shift of 

associations; I shall present no further details. 

- The factor of the AUXILIARY LINES is always 

present; its structure is an opposition of absence and 

presence of AUXILIARY LINES. Associated with this 

bipolarity is the occurrence oïjringes in a reversed 

way: when fringe, then no auxiliary lines (and vice 

versa). In the iinal phases continuous and homogeneous 

neck decoration are at variance with the presence 

of auxiliary lines. 

There are some factors left which could not be 

accounted for in a structured way. They may have 

to do with some peculiar decoration in a phase; as 

they are non-repetitive, there is little to be done 

with theni. 

A few things should still bc said on the above 

principal components analysis of the Hienheim 

pottery, in comparison with that of the Elsloo data: 

- In contrast to the Elsloo decoration, the MAIN 

Moiiisdonot load on different factors; at Hienheim 

iheir occurrence is thereforc not independent of 

one another. 

- Similarly, at Hienheim NUMERICITV is not spread 

out over two factors, one opposing simplex and 

duplex, and the other opposing triplex and the other 

two attributes, but confined to one factor instead. 

- Curvilinearity and rectilinearity (as long as they are 

present in the data) show a similar behaviour as at 

Elsloo: they are bipolar attributes, loading on one 

single factor. 

This completes the generalized description of the 

Bandkeramik pottery froni Hienheim. 

A rccapitulation of the arguments put forward 

when interpreting the Elsloo village excavations in 

the previous section would seem redundant. Thus, 

unless otherwise stated I assume the same chains of 

reasoning applicable at Hienheim. And this im-

plies, for instance, that 1 do not think that any 

sexual division of labour can be made visible on the 

Bavarian site, as the same type of data is available 

as for Elsloo: a publication in which hut plans 

figure predominantly and a punch card corpus of 

decorated pottery. 

On the subject of ranking, however, a few 

remarks must be made. The pronounced typolo-

gical differences between the huts at Elsloo do not 

figure so conspicuously at Hienheim (Table 64) -

not at first sight, that is. From the variation in size 

of the central parts at Hienheim (Table 65) a 

similar conclusion can be drawn as for the Dutch 

site: an extended family rather than a nuclear one 

will have built and inhabited the huts. Ahliough 

the variation (and the average, but that is not 

important here) is larger than in the Dutch LBK 

living quarters, the range of the lengths of the central 

parts seems to be similar as the two outlying lengths 

(5, and 19.5 metres) are clearly extremes: the next-

foUowing are different by less than a factor 2 (8.5 

and 16 metres resp.). 

From a simple typological description the uni-

formity of the dwellings at Hienheim (as compared 

with Elsloo) is apparent (Table 64). Especially the 

virtual absence of type i huts (cf note 2) is 

conspicuous. However, this may well be a typolo

gical artifact: the overall lengths of the huts (and 
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disregarding the typological distinctions) are simi-

lar (Modderman 1977: 123). 

AIso, instead of possessing those southeastern 

sections which definc the type i huts in Holland, 

some of the northwestern parts of the huts in 

Hienheim are further diflerentiated: six of them are 

divided by an extra (cross) row of posts (huts nos. 2, 

8, 17, 24, 29, 31), a feature not uncommon in the 

"Grossbauten" (types i) in the Dutch Bandkeramik 

(Modderman 1977: 126). To complicate matters, 

three of these huts have even had cross walls 

(rather, trenches; huts nos. 2, 8, 31), for which only 

with some hesitation two approximate parallels 

(both at Elsloo) can be found. If the type i/type 2 

differentiation in the northwestern Bandkeramik 

area may be thought of as parallelled at Hiemheim 

by the divided/undivided northwestern part of the 

huts, then the separate room in some of these 

divided northwestern parts is certainly suggestive 

of the enclosing wall trench of type ia elsewhere. 

Note also, that at Hienheim the only hut belonging 

to the classical type i, is also of the analogue type i. 

The argument can even be quantitatively sup-

ported (Table 66) - though not proved, of course. 

From the table, the almost identical proportions of 

the Hienheim "deviants" and the classical sub-

division at other places becomes clear. Also, the 

associated differentials in lengths of the living 

quarters is visible, though admittedly less so at 

Hienheim than at Elsloo. If the argument would 

prove viable, it would account for the greater 

homogeneity in terms of the classical typology of 

the Bavarian LBK architecture, as compared with 

that of the VVesterly areas - given comparable 

social structures. (To distinguish the classical from 

the analogue-types, the latter will be typographi-

cally marked by a "hat".) 

When this proposed typological revision is not 

accepted, even then the variation in the construc

tion of the northwestern parts of the huts tells of a 

ranking on other principles than agc, as the 

typological variation at Elsloo did: from construc-

tional difierences by way of functional difierences 

towards differentiated tasks for the households. 

In parentheses: the Hienheim data alone do not 

constitute a siidicient reason for reconsidering the 

classical hut typology. Only when other Central 

European sites also prove to be consistently anoma-

lous in terms of the quantitative distribution of 

types" and when there are grounds for considering 

the social mechanisms behind hut differentiation 

similar in all LBK areas, then the typology should 

bc amended (cf Ch. I for a similar case regarding 

pot decoration). 

Just as in Elsloo, the suggested type 5 analogues 

at Hienheim are not selected by principal compo-

nents analyses of the pottery decoration. Similarly, 

these parallels do not distinguish themselves in 

numbers of sherds associated (Tables 67 and 68; the 

type ia high figure refers to hut no. 31, where the 

association of pits and hut cannot be established 

beyond doubt: cf Figs. 60 to 62 and 64; also. 

Modderman 1977: 38, 39). Also, the other argu-

ments for and against chiefly figures inhabiting the 

type ia huts discussed in the Elsloo analysis remain 

applicable at Hienheim: difierent construction, 

different function; and perhaps the qualitative 

rather than quantitative difrerenliation of types ia 

and ib might support the argument (again, not 

proved). 

The aspect of specialization cannot be pursued 

here, for that would require a distributional 

analysis of all the kinds of cultural debris. And even 

without a contrasting attribute a potter's speciali

zation will not be visible: the 25 huts without firmly 

associated sherds do not prove that the other 12 

huls with that attribute have been lived in by 

potters. And the high status accorded to people 

buried with more than one pot in the Elsloo 

cemetery cannot be found reflected in the distri

bution of sherd quantities as compared to hut types 

in Hienheim (again, Table 68). 

On the topic of chronology the small size of the 

Hienheim site brings its own difliculties. At Elsloo, 

54 huts were accompanied by sullicient numbers of 

sherds to be dated reliably; at Hienheim, this 
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iiuiiiluT is only 12. One of the reasons is that MN 

huls are 110 longer surrounded by loam/refuse pits, 

as were the Early Neolithic dwellings. Another 

reason is the smaller site/smaller excavation. VVith 

ten hectares extent and three hectares excavated, it 

was possible to ascertain the existence of nearly one 

hundred huts at Elsloo, and to suppose the exis

tence of 100 or 150 more. At Hienheim there were 

2.3 to 2.7 hectares, .7 of them excavated, 37 huts 

ascertained. Extrapolation from investigated area 

to all of the site yields the following: 

LBK site estimated 2.2 hectares; SSK site 

estimated 2.7 hectares 

LBK huls observed: ig; SSK huts obscrvcd: 

16 

area investigated: .7 hectares (addition of .5 

hectares, 5 LBK huts, i SSK hut for the excava-

tions after ig7o considerably inflates the estimates 

resulting from the above data). Averaging the two 

computations: 

LBK huts estimated site total 45-50; id. SSK 

40. 

If the site was occupied for 450 years (on the basis of 

the radiocarbon dates; see Ch. I I I ) , and if the hfe-

span ofhuts derived at Elsloo was comparable (ca. 

30-35 years), then some six (LBK; estimated at 300 

years) to ten (SSK, estimated at 150 years) huts 

must have stood at a time in Hienheim. Of these -

on the basis of the relalive position and the area of 

the excavations on the site - it may be supposed 

that at least three to five have been excavated. That 

is, we should not expect i^roups ofhuts to bc visible as 

they were in Elsloo. And with only twelve huts 

datable an unraveling of the site's building history 

becomes a difilcult affair. 

As a first approximation in Figs. 60 to 65 the 

datable pits ("datable" referring to pits with at 

least five decorated sherds, allowing computalion 

of their relative chronological positions) are ren-

dered in a similar way as for Elsloo in Figs. 46 to 50 

(but note the different scales of drawings and 

phenomena). Those huts that can be associated 

with pits or dated on noii-ceramic grounds have 

also been indicated (Modderman ig77: 12-45). 

A number of comments should precede inter-

pretation: 

- Hut 31 is not that firmly associated with finds as 

it might appear at first sight. VVith an average 

duration of the phases of 65 years, its continuous 

occupation through 2 ' / , phases (even if the phases 

are half the mean length) calls for too much 

imaginalion. Moreover, it is not known what 

happened beyond the limits of the excavation, 

which are rather close to this hut and the loam pits. 

From Modderman's description doubts about the 

association of the pits involved can be read; 

constructionally the building is 'Tairly late LBK", 

which would favour a phase 3, perhaps phase 4 

placement (Modderman ig77: 38-3g; and pers. 

comm. 2gog78). In the fourth phase, however, no 

loam pits occur in this vicinity; and the almost 

perfect alignment of emiier loam pits to the 

building would raise at least some questions. 

- Hut I 7 figures twice on the plans: phases 3 and 4. 

This paradox is easily explained: in phase 3 the 

associated loam pits are dated to its later half, and 

in phase 4 to the very earliest. 1'he structure will 

have stood, therefore, across the dividing line of 

phases 3 and 4. 

- A similar point can be made regarding huts nos. 

I, 2 and 6 (phase 3): hut 6 is dated right at the 

beginning of that phase (and, consequently, will 

have been erected in phase 2). Hut i is dated 

exactly at the end of the phase: it will have stood 

well into phase 4. 

What emerges then, is that at two or three points 

of time at least three huts have stood together: 

(a) late in phase 2, huts nos. 6, 12, and 35. 

(b) in phase 3, huts nos. 2, (perhaps) 31, 

and 24. 

(c) late in phase 3, or at the transilion from 

phase 3 to 4, huts nos. 1,17, and 24. 

There is no evidence at all which would indicate 

synchronie habitation of buildings very close to

gether. 
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- Taking a diachronical poiiit of view, several hut 

remains which are geographically close together, 

seem to have been inhabited consecutively: 

(a) huts nos. 6 - 2 - 1 - 5 - 3 - 4 constituting a 

series from late in phase 2 through to phase 6. 

(b) huts nos. 12- 17- 14- 15,a series running 

from phase 2 to phase 5. 

(c) huts nos. 26 - 29 - 24, running from, 

perhaps, phase i into phase 3. 

(d) a succession of hut 19 by hut no. 31 is not 

unlikely. 

Combination of the above synchronie and dia-

chronic series with the overall plan of the site (Fig. 

66) leads to the suspicion that at least fbur of five 

"groups" of remains, or building plots may be 

visible, with every group being the precipitate of 

continuous building and habitation activities. The 

plots have been delimited in Fig. 66 ; ' their labels 

are also indicated there. It is quite satisfying that 

with the exception of the western group all plots 

contain approximately equal numbcrs of house 

remains: 9-12, which are also almost identically 

distributed over LBK and SSK periods: south-

western 6/2 (i not accounted); southeastern 4/5 

(2); eastern 6/5 ( i) ; western 2/1 ( i ) ; northeastern 

6/4 (I) . As none of these plots has been investigated 

completely (i.e., up to the site's margins) perhaps a 

few more huts must be supposed per series. These 

plots are analogous to Langweiler 9 sectors (Kuper 

et al. 1977: 319-328), although the dimensions are 

diflerent: there, a sector measured 12,400 square 

melres on the average, at Hienheim 3670 square 
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fig. (il. HIENHEIM; Schematic plan cciamic pliase 2. 
Chronological ranking of iinds according'to factor scores. 
1-41: old to young. Legend in Fig. 60. 

metres (6 sectors counted); at LW 9 the distance 

between the huts was 143 metres, at Hienheim 51 

metres (six observations). 

From the size of the hut groups at Elsloo 

(probably three or four huts per group) it follows 

ihat 110 comparable phenomoium can bc expcctcd 

at Hienheim. If anything approaching the lineage 

group should be sought at Hienheim, it would have 

to cover the whole site. What is visible in Fig. 66 is 

the "behaviour" of individual hut builders, who 

have apparcntly held to a site and plot demar-

cation of individual larmsteads for quitc a number 

of generations. 

It is even possible to infer the existence of at least 

one other series of huts to the cast of hut no. 34 and 

to the northeast of no. zQ, where there is sufficiënt 

space for another plot (now severely erodcd); from 

the occupation of the northwestern plot it almost 

necessarily follows that in between the latter and 

the precipice, somebody else's hut bas stood. 

Likewise, the western series should consist of more 

huls than those recovered. 

It will be observed that the above implies that 

apparently six huts have stood together at Hien

heim, which agrees with the LBK estimate but is 

lower than that for the SSK (p. 159 above). Still, 

not all plots were built up from the beginning. 

There is substantial evidence oiuse (digging of pits, 

wasting of pottery) of the site in the first phase; yet 

no hut can be unequivocally set to that period. This 

means that in the iirst phase a few huts may have 

stood there, but almost certainlv not six of thom. 
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Regarding the discrepancy of this six-huts pic-

liirc and the earlier estimate of ten huts in the SSK, 

il should be said that the division into plots is very 

miic'h LBK-centered, although the SSK huts seem 

to conform neatly to the same pattern. 1 think this 

agreement across the Early/Middle Neolithic boun-

dary is a streng argument for continuous occupa-

tion ofthesite (cf Ch. I I I ) . Yet, there should have 

been more plots and/or huts per plot to account for 

the difference - the village area was expanded by 

only ^o percent, whereas the number of huts rosé 

by two-thirds. As the huts are nol sharply databic, 

and also because the excavations at Hienheim have 

been stopped, these possibilities remain inferential. 

However, in either case there was a change in the 

composition of the population by the MN, as more 

households were set up. 

The operation of a ceremonial and connubial 

exchange system between the households does not 

seem very likely, if at all possible. The retention of 

kinship concepts becomes very difficult, as genera-

tions never run exactly parallel. For example, 

normally either the mother's brother's daughter 

would not be of the right age, or she was non-

existent - if she had to be the real mother's real 

brother's real daughter Kin systems will only ope-

rate when the notion of classificatory kin is brought 

into play to fill up the gaps left by demographical 
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lluctuations and thus save the system from these 

hazards (cf. notes 14, 13 to Chapter IV). We need 

not even look for such exchanges in a site like this 

(if other sites in the vicinity were added, this would 

be different, of course). 

Apart from this negative point, the group's 

composition or recruitment allows more leeway. 

1 hc bilincal and unilineal options can be ap-

proached in a similar way as at Elsloo - that is, 

through llu'distribiilionsofceramic attributesover 

the site. For Hienheini, however, these have been 

assembled in a table rather than on plans (Table 

69) (in that table, the contents of pit complexes 

ha\'e not been entered; their chronological hctero-

geneity will mask any pattern ever present in 

them). The table is, of course, a specification of Fig. 

25. From the table, all change appears to have been 

gradual: old traits just peter out, new ones do not 

suddenly rise to dominance. 

Consider, for example, the introduction othatch-

ing and stab-and-drag COMPONENTS: quahtatively a 

peculiar pattern emerges; in the beginning both 

have a different distribution over the site, to 

become gradually merged later on (Tables 70 and 

71). When the mixes are considered quantitatively, 

however, they are almost homogeneous from the 

beginning till the end (Table 69). 

More in general this latter table show.s an 
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important shift. In the phases i to 4, spanning the 

LBK proper, every attribute of every variable 

seems to be present in every find (with the marked 

prcdominance oïcurvilinear STRUCTURES in phases i 

to 3 a major exception). Then, in the transitional 

fifth phase, an unbalanced distribution becomes 

apparent for the other mixes, too, which in the sixth 

phase (the SSK) results in nearly homogeneous 

mixes on all the variables listed (also cf Table 72), 

not even excepting the COMPONENTS. While the 

distributions in the earlier phases may be explained 

as evidence for bilineal group recruitment - that is, 

in line with the findings from the Elsloo village and 

graveyard - those of the latter phases may stand for 

a unilineal structure. 

A more homogeneous distribution may foUow 

from a number of different types of change. Most 

drastic would be the breaking up of the exchange 

chains into small, autonomous cycles of perhaps a 

symmetrical exchange nature. Chancc alone might 

then well result in homogeneous distributions within 

these small areas. Across larger regions, however, 

probability would work in the direction of hetero-

geneity, especially with a heterogeneous tradition 

such as the LBK to start from. Such heterogeneity, 

however, is not the case. Writings on MN pottery 

from the same general area (Zapotocka 1970), but 

also from western areas (Meier-Arcndt 1975; Stroh 

1938) reveal that no such diversity is found. 

Everywhere the wave is MAIN MOTIF, and rectilinealh 

STRUCTURED decoration. 

Less drastic would be a transition from the 
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bihneal group definition towards a uniHncal one -

less drastic, since this change need not interfere 

with alHances and exchange relations. Suppression 

ot' virilocahty when the matrilineal tendencies in 

the bilineal system became more emphasized 

would (per locality) result in a very homogeneous 

pot decoration (e.g., Whallon 1968), for in that 

case the females stay put, and the males are 

dispersed over the area. Assuming a tie of decora-

tive preferences to the female part of the commu-

nity as abovc, apparently no new variety would be 

brouglu in. 

'I'he reverse, palri-modc uniliny would arise if 

matri-descent were dropped in favour of patriliny. 

Translated to Hienheim, the de facto patriliny 

following from the virilocal residence rule, in the 

earlier period still crossed, or integrated through a 

matri-system, became dominant in the later period 

(for whatever reason favouring the patrilineal 

option instead of the matrilineal one; for references 

sec Ch. IV). If the marriage preferences, or wider 

still, the exchange system survived this change -

which would be easy enough, because the partner 

was living in the same locality in the unilineal case 

as in the bilineal case; only the group names had 

changed - the females would probably keep 

bringing in the same preferences, also resulting in a 

homogencous outlook of the ceramic decoration. 

Bul now, the normal statistical dcviations from the 

stated rules would result in a trickling in of females 

from other locahties as well, presumably bringing 

other preferences. This latter addition of variety 
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shoiild distinguish the patri- from the matri-mode 

of uniliny, as in the former the statistical equi-

vocatiou would oiily bring in males from "non-

prelerred" localities. From Tables 71 and 72, and 

es|)ec'ially Table 6g some slight helerogeneity of 

the mixes is observable, even in the sixth phase 

(variables TECHNiquES, STRUCTURES, COMPONENTS; 

and, perhaps less important, NUMERICITY and 

AUXI1.IARY LINES as well). Or, on the basis of the local 

data, \iril()C'al-patrilineal uniliny seems to bc fairly 

wei! demonstrable. This result hardly comes as a 

surprise: tiie transition of palri-descent to matri-

liny, without intermediary steps, is simply impos-

sible (Murdock 1949: 190). 

In this case, however, the gcneral homogeneity 

of the pot decoration in the MN may be expected to 

de-emphasize the effects: when there is little 

\ariation in the region, there will also be little 

dillereniiation visible in the pot decoration at a 

single site. This, then, underlines the importance of 

the little variation still visible in the tables just 

nieiitioned and strenghtens the patri-unilineal 

interpretation. From this "hindsight" the biased, 

one-sided tendencies of the mixes in the LBK 

period of Hienheim (Table 69) acquire a new^ 

meaning. They may testify to a half-hidden uni-

lineal propensity already in that era: more females 

have been brought in with one set of preferences 

than with the alternativc set. Thus, the exogamy 

mie which would have resulted in a balance of the 

two groups (in the aggregate, of courSe) has not 

been very strictly adhered to, perhaps an indica-

tion of diminished importance accorded to that 

side of the group definition. 

When less valuc is attributed to the matri-

priiuiple in the group composition, this has conse-

ciucnces l()r the day-to-day afiairs as well: females 

as a class will be accorded less status, and the even 

footing of the sexes found in the Elsloo graveyard 

and indirectly attested by the importance of the 

matrilineal component in the village, will not have 

occiured similarly in the Bavarian settlement (cf. 

PavLik 1972b: 72; in the Nitra LBK necropolis 

women held less status than men). 

In summary, on the basis of the same arguments 

as given for Elsloo a virilocal-inatrilineal system 

can be found in LBK Hienheim. That we are 

dealing here with a much smaller social group as 

well as with smaller units of data than in the Dutch 

village will be the cause of the sometimes more 

extreme values of the mixes in individual pits; the 

one-sided trend points to a uni-(patri-)lineal bias 

already present in this period of the settlement. 

The probably continuous occupation ol the plots 

on the site indicates a father-to-son inheritance of 

the farmstead. The women brought in would have 

comc from different social groups. With the onset of 

the latest LBK phase (no. 4) a shift away from the 

bilineal pattern towards a unilineal group defini

tion asserts itself; in the sixth ceramic phase of the 

settlement the matri-duaHty had probably gone 

out of use, although the exchange system need not 

have changed in the meantime. 

In the neo-Marxist way of looking at the LBK, at 

Elsloo the domestic mode of production was found 

to be organized in stem family households. At 

Hienheim, the central parts of the huts cover an 

area of 12.5 metres average length (Table 66) by 

less than 6 metres width - say, about 70 square 

metres, a surface area only slighlly larger than at 

Elsloo. The heterogeneous mixes describing the 

ceramic decoration were used to negate the exis-

tence of joint (one-generation, horizontally ex-

tended) families in favour of the stem (multiple-

generation, or vertically extended) families. 

.'\lthough at Hienheim the mixes for the different 

variables are partially one-sided they are certainly 

not homogeneous (Table 6g), from which a similar 

conclusion as that for Elsloo can be drawn: stem 

families inhabited the huts. Needless to say, for the 

SSK period with its unassociated and homoge

neous pottery decoration, no such conclusion can 

be drawn here. 

Based on comparative figures for the number of 

inhabilants per hut the Hienheim LBK population 

must have counted at "any" moment 6 x 4 ^ 2 4 

file:///ariation
file://'/lthough
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adults, plus some 25-35 children (cf p. 149; I 

assume six huts). 

The computation of the lifc-.span of a hut breaks 

down upon the asymmetry of the mixes at Hien-

heim (Table 72). For the fourteen pits that can 

be more or less reasonably associated with a hut, 

the variable STRUCTURES assumes values centered 

aroimd .8, and MAIN MOTIES shows a peak at i .0. 

Both distributions are one-peaked, a distribution at 

variance wiih the model developed on pp. i 50-151. 

A connection between the building date and the 

life cycle of the builders should result in a two-

peaked distribution, according to that model. 

Otherwise, if such a correlation were not the case, 

a block distribution within symmetrical values 

would be apparent. Finally, construction within a 

generation cannot account for this distribution 

either, as the "mirror" values are missing. I will 

therefore not venture an interpretation of l 'able 72 

on this subject. 

At Elsloo, the lineage mode of production could 

be demonstrated by virtue of a number of these 

groups: households were found to form compounds 

which were reproduced over time as such. In 

Hienheim, only a continuity of the household units 

can be made plausible (above, the discussion on 

plots; pp. 159-162). A lineage organization among 

these households can be suspected only by analogy 

to the findings in the previous section. Whether or 

not such an organization existed, status differences 

between the various households could be demon

strated (p. 158). The various hut types, associated 

with these status differences are distributed over 

the "building plots" as indicated by Table 72 

(essentially, the huts grouped as "x" , indeter-

minable, belong to the SSK period; judging from 

the length of the huts, considerable differences have 

to be assumed for that phase, too). The type i huts 

are all dated to different points of time (except no. 

31, but the dittlculties with that building have 

aircady been claborated on p. 159). Their se-

quenceseem to be 8 (phase i, or 1/2); 29 (phase 2); 

2, 24, 17 (respectively early, middle, and late in 

phase 3). Just as in each of the better observable 

groups at Elsloo, in Hienheim one household seems 

to have ranked higher than its contcmporaries. 

P'rom this account, no support for the i a / i b 

distinction can be found; it cannot be rejected 

either, as we do not know what is behind the LBK 
fmds from elsewhere on this loess patch. What 

remains remarkable on this topic is that (as at 

Elsloo) the two so-called types exclude one an-

other: there was either a type ia hut (2, 8, 31) or a 

ib one ( 17, 24, 29). 

Regarding the mode of lineage organization, the 

patrilineal principle must have been at its root. At 

first, in LBK times, virilocality resulting in patri

lineal succession of the households accounts best for 

the subdivision of the site into "plots"; matriliny 

will have played its role, too, although from the 

distribution of the decoration of the pots, it can be 

derived that this principle was less important. 

Later in the SSK phases, patriliny/virilocality 

seems to have been even more dominant, whcn not 

to the exclusion of the matri-principle. 

The supralocal mode of production can be 

deduced for Hienheim with rather less hesitation 

than was the case for Elsloo. The local group must 

have been too small to be self-sufilcient in all 

respects: with only six households living there 

endogamy is very unlikely for lack of possible 

partners; and as soon as "age" is complicated by 

any restriction foUowing from notions of kinship, 

the probability of finding an attractive spouse is 

even more reduced. Considering the changes in hut 

construction, in format and execution of the pot 

decoration, in social organization and in tooi kit 

(M.E.Th, de Grooth 1977: 69) - local invention of 

all these new things can be safely excluded. But, 

here too, if the village's lineage was merely one 

branch of a larger unit, then these innovations 

might have passed down the lineage network 

straight away instead of with an intermediary 

network between different lineages or clans, in 

which case no supralocal mode of production need 

be assumed. 
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1'iiially, the existence of what has been called a 

loosc mode of prodiiction coiild be brought out to a 

certain degree in the analysis of the Elsloo grave

yard. As in the Elsloo village, at Hienheim no 

traces of specialist potters have been found: there 

are no kilns. PVom the table in De Grooth (19771 

70) differential distribution over the site of flint 

artifacts appears; yet the cjuantities are too small to 

infer specialist working areas (M.E. ' lh. de Grooth, 

pers. comin. 181278) (the rich inventory of hut 31 

indicated in that table should be considered very 

critically: there are reasons to suspect a non-

hoinogeneous origin; cf p. 159 above). However, 

even when specialist working areas could be 

demonstrated, by themselves they do not make a 

mode of production, as the productive relations 

shmild be known as well. Without a graveyard 

wlierc these can be made visible/invisible, the 

inference of a loose mode of prodiiction remains 

speculative. 

All in all, the Hienheim data allow us to establish 

the existence of two modes of production: the 

domestic one which persisted from the LBK 

ihrough to the SSK; and another one either of a 

lineage and/or of a supralocal principle. Some 

stratification was found among the village's huts, 

but the smallness of the site indicates an occupation 

by one lineage only, and so this latter unit is 

coextensive with the community and will be 

masked by it. There were interlocal contacts, 

vvhich in the case of a larger lineage incorporating 

the local segment may have gone by way of this 

organization (and then also be part of a lineage 

mode of production). Or the local community or 

lineage may have had contacts with other lineages 

or communities, in which case a different organi

zation existed: the supralocal mode of production. 

If the difTerences in hut format and size are 

indicative of a lineage mode of production, then it 

also follows that the latter was dominant over the 

former. It is also clear that during the community's 

existence, (factors favouring) the patrilineal prin

ciple came to dominate (those behind) the matri-

lineal one which initially had been present as well. 

Finally, there are no specialist working areas to 

indicate a loose mode of production; as there is no 

instrument to probe into the relations either, the 

existence of a loose mode of production is mere 

speculation. 

6. Conclusiom on Bandkeramik social slructure: 
siimmary 

Perhaps the major material conslusion of this study 

is that considerable differences have been found in 

the social structure from one site to the other -

although they are variations to the same theme. 

And the major formal conclusion can be that 

although a pilot study may shed light on a host of 

problems on the one hand, on the other hand such a 

study cannot be conclusive by itself: there are many 

differences between the results of Chapter IV (the 

graveyard pilot study) and those from Section 4 of 

the present chapter (the study of the settlement 

next to the graveyard). One hopes, of course, that 

these differences are real, i.e., they reflect the 

differences between the "sacred" (the graveyard) 

and the "profane" (the village); but the possibility 

cannot be excluded that the difTerences simply 

are analytical artifacts. 

As differences have been loiuid between the sites 

of Elsloo and Hienheim, the conclusions drawn 

from this study cannot be considered definitive nor 

valid for all Bandkeramik; lor the same reason, 

some statements of other authors are qualified, not 

falsified - what has been the case in Bavaria may, or 

may not have been the case in Bohemia. 

More specific, regarding the hypotheses derived 

from the Elsloo graveyard the fbllowing can now be 

said (and I refer to Chapter IV fbr their contexts): 

On the positional paradigm: 

A. The social network was differentiated ac-
cording to sex and to some specializations. 

Sex: seems plausible from circumstantial 
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evidence. 

Some specializations: untested. 

B. The social network was ranked, rather than 

stratified (ranking criteria: age, some speciali-

zation). 

Age: seems plausible from circumstantial 

evidence. 

Some specializations; untested. 

Ranked rather than egalitarian or stratified: a 

ranking social structure has been found at 

Hienheim and at Elsloo; at Elsloo some 

evidence may point to a hereditary chief-

taincy (perhaps even to incipient stratifi-

cation). 

On the structuralist approach: 

A. The social structure consisted of a number 

of residential groups, integrated by way of asym-

metrical and linear exchange relations; the groups 

were defined in a bilineal or disharmonie way by 

virilocal residence and matrilincal descent. 

Residential groups: these have been found at 

the l>Lsl(x) \illage; one such a group may or may 

nol have made up the commuiiit\ al HiailxJin. 

Asymmetrical and linear exchange: untested, 

though possible on the number of groups 

living at E^lsloo, and nol excluded by a 

different community make-up at Hienheim. 

Disharmonie or bilineal group definition: at 

both sites demonstrated. At Elsloo, (viri

local) residence and (matrilineal) descent 

rules equally emphasized throughout the 

village's occupation. At Hienheim a unilineal 

tendency found already in the LBK period 

seems to have materialized in a truly unilineal 

(patri-mode) group definition by the Middle 

Neolithic SSK. 

On the neo-Mar.xist viewpoint (only the organiza-

tional aspect has been handled): 

A. A domestic mode of production was built 

around a division of labour according to sex, 

united in conjugal pairs grouped in households. 

Division of labour: plausible on circumstan

tial evidence; demonstrated in the graveyard 

only. 
Conjugal pairs: as division of labour. 

Households: as separate units these were 

found to be continuous organizations for the 

duration of both villages. 

B. A lineage mode of production afibrded 

di/ferential access to the groups surplus produc

tion grounded on positions in the matrilineage. 

Differential access: not conclusively proven, 

but possible. 

Matrilineal organization, positions therein: 

at Elsloo, the patrigroups seem to have been 

as strong as the niatri-organi/,alion;al Hien

heim the matri-principle was only mode-

rately expressed in the LBK, to disappear in 

the MN. Positions in the lineage organiza

tion: the evidence at both sites can be inter-

preted as pointing to a hereditary status 

difference between the households making up 

the group(s). 

C. A supralocal mode of production led to the 

import of people and innovative ideas. 

Import: well-established, but not specifiable 

to nature (people, products or ideas); unclear 

whether within-lineage or between-lineage/ 

community organizational networks were 

involved. 

D. A loose mode of production applied to non-

hereditary craft specialization. 

Non-hereditary craft specialization: only 

established in the graveyard. 

E. The lineage mode of production dominated the 

other modes. 

Dominance of the lineage mode of produc

tion: seems fairly well attested at the Elsloo 

village; at Hienheim from circumstantial 

evidence only. 

Some of the above hypotheses might have been 

tested in the literature, too; however, as the present 

research is primarily empirically-directed, that 

possibility has been left open. From the litarature 

another set of hypotheses regarding LBK social 

file:///illage
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slnit turc has been derived in tlie second section ol 

this chapter (to which the reader is referred for 

context and reference): 

A. Huts have been the dwellings of extended 

families of either a. joint or a slem nature. 

Extended families: did occupy the huts at 

both sites. 

Joint families: have not been found at Elsloo 

nor at Hienheim. 

Stem families: both at Elsloo and (LBK-) 

Hienheim (SSK unknown). 

B. Extended families were matrilineallj defined. 

Matrilineal definition: at both sites a virilocal 

definition was found. 

C'. Huts have stood for / j to joJ4oyears. 

15 to 30/40 years: at Elsloo, one and a half 

generations (marriage-death). 

D. Huts of type i a have been men's houses and/or 

dwellings in which the local chiefly/big man 

family lived. 

Men's houses: for a priori reasons, these huts 

will have had a special function, which could 

not be specified. 

Dwellings of the local headman: seems likely 

on circumstantial evidence from Elsloo. 

E. On relations between the households no sugges-

tions have been put forward in the literature. 

Kin or economie relations: cf above at 

various places. 

F. Status dijjerences of ranking nature existed 

between the households. 

Status differences: could be tied to the lineage 

organization at Elsloo; that is, a strain to-

wards hereditary hierarchy or stratification. 

G. The village community was headed by a 

council of lineage elders, led by a. primus inter pares 

(elected); or by a big man. 

The council of lineage heads: will have 

existed, on circumstantial evidence, in the 

village composed of a number of lineages, 

such as Elsloo. 

A chief-elect: at Elsloo some evidence points 

to a hereditary chiefly (matri-)line; this is in 

line with findings from the graveyard. 

A big man: cannot be ruled out; but cf. 

"elected". 

H. Settlements were economically selj-sujficient. 

Economie self-sulliciency: as part of the 

labour force was brought in liom elsewhere, 

the self-suOlciency should be slightly quali-

fied: both at Elsloo and at Hienheim a part of 

the women came from elsewhere. 

I. Relations between the settlements consisted of 

some (quantitatively unimportant) trade, ex-

change ojvaluables. 

Between settlements: rather, between line

ages (cf. "exchange"). 

Trade: due to absence of non-pot data, not 
tested. 

Exchange of valuables: as " t rade" . Women 

will have been exchanged, as may be derived 

from the graveyard analysis. 

Finally, a few disconnected observations should 

still be made: 

1. Although this study was originally conceived 

as an analysis of ceramic decoration (of which 

especially Chapter I is a testimony), no reference at 

all has been made to earthenware in the present 

section. General descriptions and conclusions on 

that topic can be found in Chapter H l and in the 

sections 4 and 5 of the present chapter. 

2. From hindsight, the analyses suffer from an 

important shortcoming: the lack of data on non-

ceramic topics. Regarding the huts, this could be 

improved in a relatively easy way by reference to 

the relevant publications. For other categories 

(flint, tools, etc.) this was not possible and has had 

serious consequences for the description of the 

social structure at both sites. It seems advisable that 

in future studies of this kind, from the onset a 

summary description of the not-directly-involved 

data should be prepared and entered along with 

the main body. This applies to every possible 

principal object of investigalion: the other classes 

of data should not be completely neglected. 
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3. The markedly different compositions of the 

communities of Elsloo and Hienheim make com-

parison diflïcuk. In fact, these differences support 

Pavki's (igyli) typologyofLBK villages; largerand 

smaller villages and individual farmsteads. The 

latter have not been discussed here; "smaller 

villages" might be one-lineage-settlements such as 

Hienheim; and "larger villages", aggregated hn-

eage communities such as Elsloo. When this 

typology could be furthcr substantiated, then, 

e.g., the Langweiler 9 settlement would be better 

comparable as to type with distant Hienheim than 

with nearby Elsloo; Langweiler 8 seems to be more 

like Elsloo; J . Lüning, pers. comm. 151278). 

4. Though it is not my specialization, I would yet 

like to suggest an amendment of the classical 

typology of LBK architecture (Modderman 1970 

(I): 100-120). Such an amendment would drop 

the threefold division of the house plan in faveur of 

a division based on the complexity of the several 

parts (cf p. 158). If this proposition has any 

grounds, a furthcr differentiation of Middle Euro-

pean huts might be made which in turn would 

facilitate site-to-site comparisons of social structure. 

NOTES 

^ Several Neolithic ethnographies are available at present. First 
and foremost, the Sahlins (1968) and (1972) volumes provide 
general introductions to the subject. Also, Fried (1975) should 
be mentioned, though a study oi'a different kind: it is concerned 
with the delimitation of what is to be considered "tr ibal" , and 
in this way it touches upon many issues attributed to Neolithic 
societies. Dalton (1977) deals with the nature of exchange and 
barter in pre-state societies and should be known to every 
archaeologist looking beyond one single site. And finally, the 
volumes in the American Museum Sourcebooks in Anthro-
pology series are readers on almost every conceivable topic in 
ethnology. 

- Technically, 'Tiliation" is the recognition of descent through 
büth mother's and father's lines; "complementary filiation" is 
the recognition of mother-child relationship, or rather, of some 
rights and duties of the mother's lineage vis-a-vis a child, in a 
patrilineal society: or oi\\\tfather's lineage in a matrilineal society. 
(Bühannan 1963: 80; Fox 1967: 133.) I think it is Kulczycka-
Leciejewiczowa's and also Soudsky's intention to indicate 
simple growth of the number of households pertaining to a 
hneage. 

^ Type 3 huts consist of an isolated central part only: type 2 huts 
have an annex with entrenched walls added on the north-
western end of the central parts; type i b huts can be thought of 
as type 2 with an extension to the southeastern end of the central 
part. Type ia differs from type i b in one aspect: it has a wall 
trench all around; all other constructional details are similar. I t 
is remarkable that the northwestern extension is a precondition 
lor the occurrence of the southeastern part. For discussion and 
illustration of LBK house types see Modderman (1970(1): 100-
120), which is mainly concerned with the Dutch LBK. For 
Hienheim the typology has been expanded and amended: 
Modderman (1977: 123-129). Also cf Soudsky (1969). 
* At the Langweiler 9 site, huts were not grouped: iour 

dwellings occupied as many sectors of the area and were 
apparently rebuilt within their respective sectors. I'here the 
average distance between the individual huts was 136 metres 
and the mean size of the sectors 12,630 square metres (Kuper et 
al. 1977: 326). At Elsloo, the latter figure must have been 
smaller, even per group: during the LBK i period, two to three 
hectares were occupied by three or four groups; later (LBK 2), 
the comparable figures (seven or eight hectares, at least four 
groups) result in a larger area per group, though still not per 
individual hut, of course. 

'" Incidentally, from the discussion of the basic assumption on 
preferences per group, a possible (though unlikely) alternative 
to group constitution can be ruled out as well: bilaterality 
(Murdock 1949: 56-58) should distribute attributes according 
to a normal model also. For in the case of bilaterality, the 
composition of a household is dictated by exigencies which 
work counter to possible strains towards lineality. In one 
marriage, a viri-"Hneal" choice will be made, and in the next 
a uxori-"lineal" one; the structure of bilaterality is non-
elementary. Thus, at Elsloo the elementary system has been 
adopted. Other complex, or non-elementary arrangements 
(most notably Crow-Omaha types) can be excluded for the 
same reason. 

Finally, the derivation of a bilineal system in the previous 
chapter was still partially dependent upon the correctness of 
asymmetrical exchange (of ceremonial gifts). Here, it turns out 
to be dependent upon the assumption of structured preferences, 
which seems to be at least as well-founded. Of course, 
"asymmetry" is but a specification of "structuredness". 
^ For instance, among the 148 huts excavated at Bylany up to 
1978, all three types occur in approximately equal proportions: 
type 1 huts, 14 to 2 1 % ; type 2, 5 to 20%, type 3, 14 to 18%; with 
67 to 40",, indeterminable (P.J.R. Modderman, pers. comm. 
201278; cf Soudsky and Pavlu 1972: 317: type 1 huts are most 
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common in Bylany). At Elsloo type 2 huts preponderate: type i, 
2 1 % ; type 2, 30%; type 3, 11%; 38% indeterminable; n = 9 2 
(from Table 64). 

' There is no definite reason to group hut 8 with the 
southeastern group rather than with the southwestern group. 
Yet in the latter case the plots would become narrow strips, and 
the number of hut remains per plot very unequal (southwestern, 
12 huts; southeastern, 8 huts; with the other plots as before). 
And whcn the origins of pit complexes should be envisioned as 

described by Kuper et al. (1977: 74, 331) the complex between 
hut nos. 9 and 14 (cf Fig. 66) will not have been a complex 
(whichisaconsiderableobstacleir t theterrain) w h e n h u t n o . 12 
was built; the wide range in time of the finds in this pit complex 
do not oppose such an interpretation. Perhaps not a good 
reason, but more in the way of speculation, is a classification 
based on the size of hut no. 8 being similar to that of no. 12, its 
alleged southeastern plot successor, but very dissimilar to no. 6, 
the alternative successor in the southwestern plot. 
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TABLE 1: Efficacy of codebook for the observation of ceramic decoration as 

measured for the data from Hienheim and Elsloo settlement debris. 

Counted in noise corrected files (i.e., Hienheim all finds larger 

than 4 sherds; Elsloo, all finds larger than 2 sherds). Data from 

Hienheim are younger Early Neolithic + Middle Neolithic; Elsloo, 

older + younger Early Neolithic. 

VARIABLES HIENHEIM ELSLOO 

(1) (2) (1) (2) 

GENERAL: 

TECHNIQUES 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 

NUMERICITY .90 .34 .91 .43 

ZONING 1 .00 1 .00 .86 1 .00 

BELLY Z O N E : 

STRUCTURES 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 

IMAGE n 0 t r e 1 e v a n t 

BASIC MOTIFS .80 .28 .54 .20 

MOTIFS, DEVELOPED .38 .06 .10 .04 

AUXILIARY LINES .86 .35 .90 .48 

FILLINGS .92 .89 1 .00 .89 

ANGLE .99 .89 .94 .63 

LIMITS .45a .05a 1 .00 1 .00 

ENDS .90 .34 .78 .30 

SEC. FILLINGS .54b .13b .54b .15b 

COMPONENTS 1 .00 n.rel. 1 .00 n. rel 

ÏJECK ZONE: 

FILLINGS 1 .00 .78 .83 1 .00 

ANGLE n 0 t e n t e ; r e d 

LIMITS 1 .00 1 .00 .84 .99 

COMPONENTS 1 .00 n . re 1. .86 n . rel 

Columns 
Columns 

a: rel 
b: var 
n.rel.: 

1: proportion of finds in which variable was observed. 
2: proportion of notifs per variable related to the totality of mo-

tifs. 
ates to elaborated limits only. 
iable with implicit attributes. 
not relevant. 

no. of finds 
no. of finds with belly decoration 
no. of finds with decorated necks 
no. of motifs 
no. of observable motifs in belly zone 
no. of observable neck decorations 
no. of sherds 

Hienheim Elsloo 
179 151 
179 144 
93 63 

4646 1984 
3683 1524 
733 245 

6138 2345 
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TABLE 2: Hienheim distributions over time ("PHASIi") of finds and sherds, or-

dered according to the first principal component from a principal com-

ponents analysis. Respecting this basical sequence, the finds have been 

regrouped to an even distribution of the sherd quantities ("MODEL I"), 

a normal distribution of same ("MODEL H " ) , and twice a normal distri

bution ("MODEL III") . 

PRINC. COMP. 1 MODEL I iMODEL II MODEL III 

PHASE pits sherds P3 ts sherds P its sherds P its shei ds PHASE 

N "« N 0, 
0 N 0 

'o N 0 N 0 
'o N 0 N % N 0 

0 

20 6 4 131 3 14 9 223 5 6 4 131 3 

N % N 0 
0 

20 

19 2 1 21 - 5 3 269 6 4 2 36 1 19 

18 2 1 15 - 12 7 2 34 5 4 2 56 1 18 

17 3 2 

2 1 

31 

144 

1 

3 

20 

6 

12 

4 

247 

240 

5 

5 

3 

9 

2 

5 

185 

214 

4 

4 

17 

16 

3 2 

2 1 

31 

144 

1 

3 

20 

6 

12 

4 

247 

240 

5 

5 

3 

9 

2 

5 

185 

214 

4 

4 5 3 49 1 16 

15 3 2 106 2 15 9 261 5 17 10 272 6 9 5 174 4 15 

14 2 1 52 1 8 5 210 4 13 8 304 6 3 2 185 4 14 

13 1 1 10 - 5 3 262 5 21 13 391 8 9 5 214 4 13 

12 1 1 8 - 8 5 218 4 10 6 414 9 6 4 125 3 12 

1 ] 1 I 6 - 6 4 264 5 12 7 425 9 9 5 81 2 11 

10 2 1 59 1 5 3 246 5 8 5 527 11 11 7 219 5 10 

9 1 1 39 1 3 2 281 6 7 4 319 7 7 4 217 4 9 

8 6 4 125 3 2 1 191 4 8 5 356 7 20 12 404 8 8 

7 - - - 9 5 211 4 9 5 367 8 15 9 549 11 7 

6 5 3 46 1 4 2 273 6 6 4 245 5 12 7 556 11 6 

5 6 4 101 2 6 4 256 5 6 4 208 4 13 8 739 15 5 

4 21 13 424 9 6 4 264 5 6 4 160 3 13 8 512 11 4 

3 24 15 710 15 6 4 217 4 3 2 60 1 10 6 370 8 3 

2 56 34 2446 50 9 5 24 3 5 1 1 86 2 9 5 240 5 2 

1 20 12 379 8 15 9 243 5 11 7 97 2 13 8 219 5 1 

The numbers of pits (or, finds) and the numbers of sherds relate to the same 
finds. 
Total number of pits entered: 164; total number of sherds entered: 4853. 
Percentages unadjusted. 



TABLE 3: Listing of the 20 finds adjacent to the inferred discontinuity,i.e. comprising parts of the 

phases 14 and 15 of MODEL II. Numbers indicate percentages of trait-occurrence per variable. 

TECHNIQUES OOf.IPONENTS(BODY) COMPONENTS(RIM) I^AIN STRUCT- AUX . \m DECN. NO. OF EIND FACTOR 

MOTIES URES LINES SHERDS NUMBER SCORE 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

66 29 01 04 08 24 21 02 4 5 0 1 1' 56 26 96 04 35 65 76 24 19 81 AVERAGES OF PHASE 15 

26 68 . 0 5 . 48 52 100 X X . 100 100 100 21 0868 -1.005 

25 75 01 99 X X X X X 100 . 100 100 X X 20 1143 - .917 
90 10 13 06 82 33 67 X X 33 67 100 100 7 0546 - .895 
78 22 22 08 13 57 X X X X X X X 40 60 42 58 X X 9 0697 - .710 
100 . 01 03 10 86 X X X X X 100 . 50 50 100 X X 5 0316 - .706 
50 33 . 1 1 02 52 47 X X X X X X X 33 67 100 X X 5 0418 - .679 
83 08 08 09 14 77 X X X X X 6 7 33 80 20 42 58 50 50 10 0364 - .461 
100 . 09 32 07 53 38 62 X X 40 60 100 33 67 7 0648 - .379 
64 29 10 21 49 20 X X X X X X X 69 31 83 17 X X 13 0232 - .134 
100 . 

86 14 

18 . 

04 79 

82 

1 7 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

100 . 

25 

43 

75 

57 

100 

34 66 

33 

X 

67 

X 

5 0823 - .121 100 . 

86 14 

18 . 

04 79 

82 

1 7 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

100 . 

25 

43 

75 

57 

100 

34 66 

33 

X 

67 

X 

INFERRED DISCONTINUITIi' 
100 . 

86 14 

18 . 

04 79 

82 

1 7 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

100 . 

25 

43 

75 

57 

100 

34 66 

33 

X 

67 

X 7 0614 + .027 
92 05 

88 . 

03 

13 

34 24 

41 23 08 

04 

28 

38 08 

X 

16 

X X X 

76 

X 

100 . 

. 100 

77 

67 

23 

33 

47 

69 

53 

31 

31 

X 

69 

X 

59 0526 + .030 92 05 

88 . 

03 

13 

34 24 

41 23 08 

04 

28 

38 08 

X 

16 

X X X 

76 

X 

100 . 

. 100 

77 

67 

23 

33 

47 

69 

53 

31 

31 

X 

69 

X 

PHASE BOUNDARY 

92 05 

88 . 

03 

13 

34 24 

41 23 08 

04 

28 

38 08 

X 

16 

X X X 

76 

X 

100 . 

. 100 

77 

67 

23 

33 

47 

69 

53 

31 

31 

X 

69 

X 14 0576 + .049 
100 . 56 44 X X X X X . 100 20 80 76 24 X X 11 0313 + .077 
83 17 20 51 28 06 17 78 100 . 56 44 54 46 25 75 9 0611 + .097 
lüO . 50 50 X X X X X X X 25 75 50 50 X X 5 0302 + .130 
100 . 12 88 X X X X X 100 . 25 75 100 X X 5 0736 + .155 
100 . 38 32 29 X X X X X 100 . 71 29 40 60 67 33 14 0522 + .239 
100 . 20 48 06 26 X X X X X X X 73 27 51 49 67 33 10 0380 + .262 
89 . 1 1 73 16 1 1 X X X X X X X 67 33 84 16 X X 11 0227 + .263 

92 0 2 06 38 47 01 09 0 5 09 44 0 5 09 5 3 65 35 58 42 36 64 42 '5 8 AVERAGES OF PHASE 14 

LEGEND 
'.' cquals 'zero' 
'x' equals 'missing because 

of lack of data' 
N.B. 'No. of sherds' relat-

es to all wall sherds, 
excluding rim sherds. 

1. simple spatula 9. stab-and-drag 17. curvilin 
2. multidented spatula 10. lines 18. rectilin 
3. fingers/nails 1 1 . points 19. absence 
4. 'goat foot tooi' 12. hatchings 20. presence 
5. lines 13. finger/nail imp. 21 . absence 
6. points 14. stab-and-drag 22. presence 
7. hatchings 15. waves 
8. finger/nail imp. 16. spirals 

> 
n 
r 
PI 
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PHASb MODEL I MODEL II MODEL III 

20 11 .6 7. 1 

19 12.7 15.6 

18 22.4 10.7 

17 30.8 

22.2 

7.8 

22.4 16 

30.8 

22.2 

7.8 

22.4 1 .2 

15 21 .9 26.8 11 .5 

14 15.5 27.8 6.7 

13 20.4 22.2 22.2 

12 38.5 24.7 19.7 

11 19.2 28.6 24.8 

10 17.4 16.5 28.6 

9 10.9 12.1 23.1 

8 10,8 18.1 22.8 

7 10.9 15.3 30.6 

6 22.2 18.4 17.1 

5 25.5 12.8 11.0 

4 24.2 14.5 19.2 

3 17.3 16.3 18.8 

2 13.5 16.3 

1 2 3.8 20.3 20.3 

TABLE 4: Roots of averaged sums of 

squares of Standard devi-

ations of traits per 

phase: summed over the 8 

traits listed in TABLE 5. 

TABLE 5: As TABLE 4, though summed per trait over phases. 

TRAIT MODEL I MODEL II MODEL III N 

single dented spatula 14.3 13.4 12.9 164 

points in body decoration 15.7 14.8 16.4 164 

stab-and-drag in body decn. 1 1 .4 13.1 15.4 164 

points in neck decoration 21 .2 21 .6 21 .9 86 

stab-and-drag in neck decn. 17.3 16.6 17.6 86 

wave motif 26.9 25.2 27.8 131 

curvilineair structure 15.8 13.7 13.2 164 
presence of auxiliary lines 25.1 25.3 22.8 138 

N: number of valid cases ner trait in the complete file of 305 coded finds, 
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PHASED S E Q U E N S E FROM C A N O N I C A L ANALYSIS 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1314 15 16 17 18 19 20 ï. 
20 2 2 4 

19 2 1 2 5 

18 1 3 2 1 7 

17 1 1 3 5 
16 1 2 1 1 5 

15 1 1 1 3 

14 1 1 2 1 5 

" 13 1 1 1 3 

12 1 1 1 3 

u, 11 1 1 1 1 1 5 

a 10 1 2 1 4 

o 9 1 1 1 1 1 5 

S 8 2 1 3 

7 1 1 1 3 

6 1 1 1 2 1 6 

5 1 1 1 1 4 

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

3 1 1 3 1 6 

2 
1 

2 1 
1 

2 1 1 
1 1 1 

7 
4 

2 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 3 4 4 4 5 5 6 5 9 3 

TABLE 6: Fits of sequences of pits dis-

tributed according to MODEL I 

and the first principal compo

nent of a principal components 

analysis (vertical) and from a 

canonical analysis of raw data 

(horizontal) resp. based on 11 

and on 43 traits (out of 82). 

r (hor.; vert.) = •70. 

PHA5ES 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

-19 

6 

12 

21 

18 

57 

- 2 5 - 1 2 11 12 

- 0 8 10 12 

8 15 17 21 

15 24 26 31 

12 25 23 29 

48 65 62 62 

5 5 - 6 1 4 

14 30 18 32 39 

24 34 27 40 48 

34 45 37 49 53 

32 -17 37 4 4 45 

66 81 69 72 66 

37 58 63 66 67 16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

-19 

6 

12 

21 

18 

57 

- 2 5 - 1 2 11 12 

- 0 8 10 12 

8 15 17 21 

15 24 26 31 

12 25 23 29 

48 65 62 62 

5 5 - 6 1 4 

14 30 18 32 39 

24 34 27 40 48 

34 45 37 49 53 

32 -17 37 4 4 45 

66 81 69 72 66 

52 79 95 97 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

-19 

6 

12 

21 

18 

57 

- 2 5 - 1 2 11 12 

- 0 8 10 12 

8 15 17 21 

15 24 26 31 

12 25 23 29 

48 65 62 62 

5 5 - 6 1 4 

14 30 18 32 39 

24 34 27 40 48 

34 45 37 49 53 

32 -17 37 4 4 45 

66 81 69 72 66 

56 

64 

84 98 

89 r ? ̂ > 
1 ^ 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

-19 

6 

12 

21 

18 

57 

- 2 5 - 1 2 11 12 

- 0 8 10 12 

8 15 17 21 

15 24 26 31 

12 25 23 29 

48 65 62 62 

5 5 - 6 1 4 

14 30 18 32 39 

24 34 27 40 48 

34 45 37 49 53 

32 -17 37 4 4 45 

66 81 69 72 66 

79 / k y 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

-19 

6 

12 

21 

18 

57 

- 2 5 - 1 2 11 12 

- 0 8 10 12 

8 15 17 21 

15 24 26 31 

12 25 23 29 

48 65 62 62 

5 5 - 6 1 4 

14 30 18 32 39 

24 34 27 40 48 

34 45 37 49 53 

32 -17 37 4 4 45 

66 81 69 72 66 "^/^^ 
10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

78 

92 

95 

90 

96 

98 

99 

98 

96 

75 84 83 84 

84 94 94 95 

92 97 98 99 

80 94 92 91 

91 98 97 98 

96 97 9 9 1 / 

86 84 86 90 y> 10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

78 

92 

95 

90 

96 

98 

99 

98 

96 

75 84 83 84 

84 94 94 95 

92 97 98 99 

80 94 92 91 

91 98 97 98 

96 97 9 9 1 / 

97 96 96 / Miii/ 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

78 

92 

95 

90 

96 

98 

99 

98 

96 

75 84 83 84 

84 94 94 95 

92 97 98 99 

80 94 92 91 

91 98 97 98 

96 97 9 9 1 / 

97 93 ^1^ 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

78 

92 

95 

90 

96 

98 

99 

98 

96 

75 84 83 84 

84 94 94 95 

92 97 98 99 

80 94 92 91 

91 98 97 98 

96 97 9 9 1 / 

94 7 ^1^ 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

78 

92 

95 

90 

96 

98 

99 

98 

96 

75 84 83 84 

84 94 94 95 

92 97 98 99 

80 94 92 91 

91 98 97 98 

96 97 9 9 1 / 

94 7 m 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

78 

92 

95 

90 

96 

98 

99 

98 

96 

75 84 83 84 

84 94 94 95 

92 97 98 99 

80 94 92 91 

91 98 97 98 

96 97 9 9 1 / 
iZfe m 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

78 

92 

95 

90 

96 

98 

99 

98 

96 

75 84 83 84 

84 94 94 95 

92 97 98 99 

80 94 92 91 

91 98 97 98 

96 97 9 9 1 / WM 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

78 

92 

95 

90 

96 

98 

99 

98 

96 

75 84 83 84 

84 94 94 95 

92 97 98 99 

80 94 92 91 

91 98 97 98 

96 97 9 9 1 / WM 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

78 

92 

95 

90 

96 

98 

99 

98 

96 

75 84 83 84 

84 94 94 95 

92 97 98 99 

80 94 92 91 

91 98 97 98 

96 97 9 9 1 / WM 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

78 

92 

95 

90 

96 

98 

99 

98 

96 

75 84 83 84 

84 94 94 95 

92 97 98 99 

80 94 92 91 

91 98 97 98 

96 97 9 9 1 / WM 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

78 

92 

95 

90 

96 

98 

99 

98 

96 

95 9 9 l / _ K A "////V'M / 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

78 

92 

95 

90 

96 

98 

99 

98 

96 

95 9 9 l / _ K A 

1^1^ 
' • • / ' 

• : • : \ 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

78 

92 

95 

90 

96 

98 

99 

98 

96 

95 9 9 l / _ K A 

1^1^ 
' • • / ' 

• : • : \ 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 ^/////~;- •</// \ 

TABLE 7: Between phases correlations 

for MODEL III, as calculated 

from 22 traits (7 VARIABLES). 

Above the diagonal the actual 

correlation coefficients, be-

low a contour m.ap, shaded as 

indicated in the bottom. 

•M 

r £ .45 ('very low') 
.46 £ r £ .63 ('low') 
.64 5 r <_ .77 ('moderate') 
.78 ï r £ .89 ('high') 
.90 £ r ('very high') 
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tlACRO 
PHASE 

I II III IV V VI 

I + 96 77 53 12 -22 

II 96 + 86 69 28 -07 

III 84 87 + 66 48 05 

IV 62 76 66 + 63 37 

V 20 38 48 63 + 66 

VI -12 01 05 37 66 + 

TABLE 8: Correlations of macro

phases defined from TABLE 

7, weighted as to sherd 

counts. 

Above diagonal, MODEL III-A, below, III-B. Definitions as follows: 
III-AI : aggregate of phases 1 & 2 of MODEL III. 

II : ,, 3 to 9 
III: identical with phase 10 
IV : ,, 11 

V : aggregate of phases 12 to 15 
VI : identical with phase 16 

and 
III-BI : aggregate of phases 1 to 6 of MODEL III. 

II : ,, 7 to 9 
III-VI: identical with macrophases of III-A. 

INHUM. CREMN. 

GIFTS 
PRESENT 

ABSENT 

55 

11 

29 

18 

84 

29 

6 6 47 113 

TABLE 9: Grave goods vs. burial 

rites at Elsloo cemetery. 

6.88 p = .10 
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TABLE 10: Pattern of loadings on the first seven principal components (VARIHAX 

rotated). Before input, counts were transformcd to proportions per 

variable or category. 

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS 1 ) - 4 S 6 7 

RAW COUNTS OF undec. pots -.18 -.19 -.05 . 13 .45 -.0 3 .42 

EARTHENWARE undec. sherds .23 .05 - .64 .40 .07 - .14 -.15 

dec. pots .13 .11 .62 .14 .06 .14 .07 

dec. sherds .03 .0 1 -.2 0 . 10 .66 -.15 . 1 3 

TECHNIQUES simple spatula .53 .00 -.03 .09 .03 -.65 -.11 

z 
o 

O 
t_) 
w 
Q 

m.dented spatula .34 

-.06 

-.02 

-.90 

.25 

.10 

-.01 

.08 

-.05 

-.02 

.83 

.06 

.10 

.07 

z 
o 

O 
t_) 
w 
Q 

STRUCTURES curvilinearity 

.34 

-.06 

-.02 

-.90 

.25 

.10 

-.01 

.08 

-.05 

-.02 

.83 

.06 

.10 

.07 

z 
o 

O 
t_) 
w 
Q 

rectilinearity -.01 

.29 

.94 

.16 

.08 

-.31 

-.03 

.02 

.06 

.32 

-.05 

-.24 

-.04 

-.32 

z 
o 

O 
t_) 
w 
Q FILLINGS none 

-.01 

.29 

.94 

.16 

.08 

-.31 

-.03 

.02 

.06 

.32 

-.05 

-.24 

-.04 

-.32 

OF ÜECN. discontinuous .39 .31 .66 -.07 .25 .33 -.05 

continuous -.67 

-.85 

.32 

-.20 

-.17 

. 13 

.05 

-.05 

-.28 

.1 1 

-.08 

-.10 

.18 

.04 FILLINGS punctated 

-.67 

-.85 

.32 

-.20 

-.17 

. 13 

.05 

-.05 

-.28 

.1 1 

-.08 

-.10 

.18 

.04 
u other types .68 

.08 

.37 

.00 

.22 

-.06 

.06 

- .01 

-.15 

-.01 

.29 

.1 1 

- .05 

.83 

u 

AUXILIARY absent 

.68 

.08 

.37 

.00 

.22 

-.06 

.06 

- .01 

-.15 

-.01 

.29 

.1 1 

- .05 

.83 

o LINES present .0 1 

.25 

-.02 

- .10 

.69 

.78 

.28 

.26 

.07 

-. 10 

.10 

-.08 

-.39 

-.06 

o 

ELEMENTS lines 

.0 1 

.25 

-.02 

- .10 

.69 

.78 

.28 

.26 

.07 

-. 10 

.10 

-.08 

-.39 

-.06 
LO OF points - .45 .18 .52 -.07 .05 -.13 .20 

< DECORATION stab-and-drag .06 - .28 .15 .10 .10 .66 -.30 

a hatchings .68 -.15 .30 - . 27 -.0 6 -.0 1 .30 

red ochre -.17 -.18 .23 .82 .11 -.01 - .1 1 

charcoal -.08 -.06 .1 1 .12 .25 -.11 .56 

FLINT arrowheads .00 

-.08 

.03 

.08 

.29 

.12 

.28 

-.05 

.51 

.41 

-. 36 

.17 

-) -7 

.01 BLADES blanks 

.00 

-.08 

.03 

.08 

.29 

.12 

.28 

-.05 

.51 

.41 

-. 36 

.17 

-) -7 

.01 

worked .38 .27 .05 .59 .38 -.15 . 17 

QUERNS complete -.08 - .09 .09 .70 .04 .07 -.05 

fragments . 18 - .05 -.01 .27 -.2 5 - .34 -.04 

ADZES type I -.10 .21 -.22 .41 -.02 .46 .35 

type II .19 .00 .02 .39 .21 -.01 .31 

type III .04 -.03 .05 -.05 .71 .10 -.02 

types lY-VI -.04 .03 -.01 .60 - . 25 .06 .22 
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TABLE 11: Distribution of the graves at Elsloo on the first seven principal 

components; top scales: grouped distributions per .10 intervals of 

factor scores; bottom scales; grouped distributions for interpre-

tation (cf. text). 

F A C T O R SCORES 

n 
7 3 1 2 3 4 1 1 2 1 - 1 2 1 1 1 • - 4 

11 X 13 W 11 

1 1 - 1 • 1 3 2- 2 • 1 ! > 5 2 2 1 

11 X 9 X 16 
; ' , , -• ; • ; . ^ ' • - • • • 

2 - 2 4 3 - 3 2 2 2 2 1 2 -3 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 
< 10 •X 6 (k, < 10 

16 3 7 4 4 5 6 2 1 1 3 3 2 1 2 3 2 - 4 2 1 2 2 - 1 1 6 

< 9 X 27 (S) 

7 - 4 5 6 3 t 9 2 2 2 3 ' 2 2 3 3 1 - 1 2 3 • 1 2 2-1 1 1 - 6 
< 10 > r 20 * 

, • , • • • - , • : • : • ' , v ' • ; • : • • ; . • : • • . • ' • ' : ' V v 

8 4 1 1 6 - 1 3 4 12 10 8 3 1 5 2 - 3 1 1 1 -1 1 • 1 1 • 4 

> ' • , . . . : / - ^ ' - - : ,-; < 6 X 11 ^ 

6 - 3 2 2 6 2 - 2 5 4 2 6 5 4 5 2 1 0 - 1 4 3 1 - 1 1 3 1 • 4 

.•••:.:,f^::'^:i^mmmy^m x-^is^c" 19 ^ 

= first three components: graves containing decorated ware only. 
••• scores computed with relevant variables only, unrotated solution. 
o scores computed with relevant variable only. 
& scores considered most significant (also cf. NOTE 3). 

TABLE 12: CVARIMAX) transformation matrix: the cosines between unrotated and 

rotated principal components. 

PRINC. COMP. 1 2 3 4 5 (1 -

1 .64 - . 1 4 .58 .11 .09 .47 - . 0 2 

2 - . 3 1 - . 1 4 .32 .67 .44 - . 2 4 .29 

3 .53 .54 - . 4 7 .34 .22 - . 1 1 .16 

4 - . 1 3 .64 .46 .19 - . 3 6 - . 1 9 - . 4 1 

5 - . 1 1 .44 .31 - . 5 4 .31 - . 0 0 .56 

6 - . 2 2 .12 - . 1 1 .30 - . 5 4 .53 .52 

7 - . 3 6 .23 - . 1 6 .04 .49 .63 - . 3 9 
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PRIMARY N 01 FINAL N. OF 

PHASES GRAVES PHASING GRAVES 

1 (oldest) 1 1 1 ] 1 

2 13 II 13 

3 5] 
4 9 

f ^̂ ^ 14 

5 (younges t) 4 

4/5 (indirec :t) 3 

TABLE 13: Grouping of the graves 

at Elsloo into phases . 

Primary phases: those suggested 
by distribution of graves on 
principal components nos. 1 and 
6. 

Final phasing: phases as com-
pounded from the original, pri
mary ones; identical with those 
in fig. 26. 

PRINC. SEX 

COMP. "MAI.li" "FEMALE" "AMBIGUOUS" 

4 - 1(1 -

5 I 1 - -

7 17 - -

4 + 5 - - 2 

4 + 7 - - 5 

4 + 5 + 7 - - 4 

5 + 7 3 - -

21 10 1 1 

TABLE 14: Distribution of graves 

on the significant parts 

of the principal compo

nents nos. 4, 5 and 7, 

which are supposedly 

sex-indicators. 

Component no. 4: femalc. 
Component nos. 5, 7: male. 

TABLE 1 5 : The distribution of the more frequent categories of grave gifts over 

the sexes, as determined initially by a principal com.ponents analysis , 

CATEGORIES OF ALLEGED SEX CATEGORY 

GRAVEGIFTS n F r' INDICATES)" 

undecorated pots 10 1 3.54 male 

undecorated sherds 6 6 1.05 general 

decorated pots 10 4 .37 general 

decorated sherds 8 2 .38 general 

red ochre (lumps) 3 11 10.74 female 

charcoal (lumps) 12 5 .31 general 

arrowheads 9 3 .61 general 

blades 9 4 .16 general 

querns 2 10 11 .56 female 

adzes III 12 - 6.70 male 

adzes IV - VI 6 7 1 .76 general 

N. OF GRAVES 30 17 

.05. 
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CATEGORIES OF SHX 

GRAVE GIFTS M F X̂  P 

undecd. pots 1 1 1 8 .33 .004 

undecd. sherds 4 5 .11 .75 

decorated pots 4 6 .40 .60 

decorated sherds 6 5 .09 .8 

red ochre (lumps) 2 15 9 .94 .002 

charcoal (lumps) 5 8 .69 .45 

arrowheads 6 2 2 .00 .16 

blades 6 6 00 -

querns 0 13 13 00 <.001 

adzes III 13 0 13 .00 <.001 

adzes IV - VI 3 6 1 00 .33 

N. OF GRAVES 21 21 

TABLE 16: The distribution of the 

more frequent categor-

ies of grave gifts over 

the sexes, as from 

TABLE 15. It is assumed 

that female graves are 

indicated by querns or 

red ochre, and male 

graves by undecorated 

pots and adzes of type 

III. 

CATEGORIES OF SEX 

GRAVE GIFTS M F X̂  P 

undecd. pots 1 1 1 6 .74 .009 

undecd. sherds 5 5 .08 .80 

decorated pots 6 6 .09 .78 

decorated sherds 7 5 .08 .80 

red ochre (lumps) 2 15 12 .42 < .001 

charcoal (lumps) 6 8 .74 .40 

arrowheads 10 1 5 .93 .02 

blades 7 6 .00 -

querns - 14 16 .67 < .001 

adzes III 13 - 10 .92 .001 

adzes IV - VI 6 6 .09 .78 

N. OF GRAVES 25 21 

TABLE 17: The distribution of the 

more frequent categor-

ies of grave gifts over 

the sexes, as in TABLE 

16, and graves with 

arrowheads added to 

'male' (also cf. TABLE 

47). 

NOTE: the arrowhead in grave no. 106 has been omitted (cf. p. 16). 
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TABLE 18: A listing of the graves at Elsloo according to sex, as from TABLE 

17. 

MALE GRAVES: 

(n = 25) 

PROBABLY MALE: 

(n = 13) 

FEMALE GRAVES: 

(n = 21) 

PROBABLY FEMALE: 

(n = 12) 

001, 003, 005, 021, 024, 025, 026, C31, 033, 038, 042, 051, 

055, 056, 059, 067, 071, 072, 073, 074, 081, 092, 096, 100, 

112. 

012, 013, 

108. 

011, 014, 

093, 098, 

006, 007, 027, 034, 039, 040, 054, 057, 070, 075, 082, 097. 

017, 020, 048, 063, 068, 085, 088, 094, 102, 107, 

016, 019, 022, 047, 050, 062, 064, 066, 083, 089, 

099, 105, 106, 109, 110, 111, 113. 

"probable" refers to indirectly determined sex (cf. section v). 
N.B.: grave 087 which is unsexable is grouped with "probably female" in the 
remainder of the text (also cf. p. w-23). 
(grave numbers ace. to Modderman 1970 (1): 45-65). 

N. OF KINDS P . C . 7 ALL 

5 4 9 

4 3 5 

3 2 11 

2 

1 

7 

3 

27 

25 

19 77 

TABLE 19: Number of kinds of grave gifts 

(cf. TABLE 24) per grave in the 

graves selected by principal 

component no. 7 and in all 

graves. 

5.79 (p = .22: not significant) 

MAL ES 

FEMALES 

CHILDREN 

GRAVE GIFTS 

WITH WITHOUT 

77 36 

35 

33 

45 

113 

TABLE 20: Hypothetical distribution of 

graves at Elsloo over adults 

and children, if graves marked 

by general categories of gifts 

only are assumed to be children's, 

" all graves with general gifts only. 
X estimated partition in analogy to the 
Nitra-necropolis (Pavük 1972b: 74-75). 
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MAL ES 

FEMALES 

CHILDREN 

GRAVE GIFTS 

WITH WITHOUT 

77 36 

41 

46 

26 

113 

TABLE 21: Hypothetical distribution of 

graves at Elsloo over adults 

and children, if graves indi-

rectly sexed are grouped with 

directly determined ones. 

X estimated partition in analogy to the 
Nitra-necropolis (Pavük 1972b: 74-75). 

SCORES ON 

3RD COMP. 

SEX 

M F X 

VERY HIGH 

HIGH 

MODERATE 

4 1 1 

1 ( 2 ) 1 ( 2 ) 2 ( - ) 

1 2 ( 3 ) 3 ( 2 ) 

6 

4 

6 

6 ( 7 ) 4 ( 6 ) 6 ( 3 ) 16 

TABLE 22: Distribution of graves 

scoring significantly 

on principal component 

no. 3, probably an in

dicator of "weaith". 

(betwe.en parentheses) : indirectly 
sexed graves added. 

TABLE 23: Distribution of graves ranked according to arbitrarily quantified 

labour input in grave gifts, and to kinds of grave goods as in 

TABLE 24 (also cf. TABLE 41). 

"POINTS" 
5 4 

"K INDS" 

3 2 1 0 

255-322 1 1 . 2 

187-254 2 1 2 . . . 5 

119-186 1 2 1 2 1 . 7 

50 -1 18 . 4 7 10 7 . 28 

2-49 . 1 1 8 23 6 39 

<_ 1 • • • 32 32 

4 9 11 20 31 38 113 

avge. no. of points: 49.75 
stand. devn. : 68.09 
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NO. OF SEX 

KINDS M F X 

5 5( 4) U .) 4 

4 4 5 . 9 

3 6 5 11 

2 9(10) 7( 9) 4( 1) 20 

1 6(12) 1(10) 24( 9) 31 

0 •( O -( 1) 38(31) 38 

25(38) 21(34) 67(41) 113 

TABLE 24: Frequencies of graves with 

specified numbers o£ 

grouped grave gift cate-

gories by sex. 

(between parentheses): indirectly 
sexed graves added. 

"kinds" (:grouped grave gift catego-
ries): ceramics, flint, querns/whet-
stones, adzes, red ochre enter-
ed on an absence-presence basis. 

NO. OF 

ACTIVITIES 

SEX 

M F X 

8 

7 

6 

S 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

.( 1) 1(.) 

1 1 

2 

4 6 

6 7 

7(11) 5( 9) 10( 2) 

5(10) 2( 9) 24(12) 

.( 4) .( 1) 32(27) 

1 

2 

2 

10 

13 

22 

31 

32 

25(38) 21(34) 67(41) 113 

TABLE 25: Ranking of graves from 

number of activities sup-

posedly represented by 

grave gifts, by sex. 

(between parentheses): indirectly 
sexed graves added. 
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TABLE 26: A listing of the graves at Elsloo ranked according to the number 

of activities represented by the grave gifts (also cf. FIG. 28). 

RANKING 

(N. OF ACT.) 

SUPER (6 or 7) 

HIGH (4, 5) 

MEDIUM (2, 3) 

LOW 

NONE 

(1) 

(-) 

GRAVE NUMBERS) 

001 , 083, 087 

003, 005, 014 

106, 109. 

007, 011 , 018 

038, 042, 047 

056, 066, 067, 071, 098, 100, 105, 

019, 020, 021, 022, 025, 031, 034, 

042, 047, 050, 055, 059, 062, 072, 073, 074, 

075, 082, 085, 089, 090, 092, 093, 094, 096, 099, 

10 2, 110, 111, 112, 113. 

006, 016, 017, 024, 026, 027, 029, 030, 033, 037, 

040, 041, 045, 051, 054, 057, 063, 064, 065, 068, 

069, 070, 078, 081, 084, 086, 088, 097, 101, 104, 

107. 

002, 004, 008, 009, 010, 012, 013, 015, 023, 028, 

032, 035, 036, 039, 043, 044, 046, 048, 049, 052, 

053, 058, 060, 061, 076, 077, 079, 080, 091, 095, 

103, 108. 

N 

5 

12 

35 

31 

32 

)° grave numbers as in Modderman 1970 (I): 45-65. 

16 9 9 

23 9 9 

18 10 8 

N = 

TABLE 27: Number of graves per field 

of FIG. 30. 

(2 outlyer graves omitted) 

TABLE 28: The calculation of the pattern of over- and under-representation: 

example (adzes types IV - VI distrib.). 

observed: expected: 

2 . 1 

— 

2.2 1 .2 1 .2 

2 2 — 3.1 1 .2 1 .2 

1 5 0 

— 

2.4 1 .4 1 .1 

pattern: 

-1 . 

-1 - 1 + 1 

-1 + 4 + 1 
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TABLE 29: Summary of patterns of distribution of grave goods per category; 

9-field trial (cf. TABLES 27 and 28 and FIG. 30). 

OBSERVED PATTERN 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

dategories: 

undecd. pots 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 . 1 . . + 1 . + 1 . -1 -1 . 

undecd. shcrds 6 2 1 4 3 3 1 3 4 + 2 . -1 -2 + 1 + 1 -3 + 1 + 2 

decorated pots 2 2 2 2 . 4 2 1 2 -1 . + 1 -2 -1 + 3 . . + 1 

decorated sherds 6 2 2 1 4 1 1 2 1 + 3 . + 1 -3 + 2 -1 -2 . -1 

red ochre (lumps) 4 4 1 3 . 2 3 1 + 1 + 2 . -1 -2 . -3 + 2 . 

charcoal (lumps) 1 2 5 4 2 3 4 3 3 -3 . + 3 -2 + 1 . + 1 + 1 

arrowheads 4 1 1 2 1 2 1 . + 2 . -1 -1 . . -1 

blades 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 . + 2 + 1 -1 -1 + 1 

querns 2 3 2 1 1 3 . 1 1 . + 2 + 1 -2 . + 2 -2 . . 

adzes III 3 . 2 3 1 3 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 + 2 + 1 -1 

adzes IV - VI 1 5 2 2 • 2 2 • 1 -1 + 4 + 1 -1 -1 + 1 • -1 • 

field nos.: 

7 8 9 

4 5 6 

1 2 3 

4 N 

TABLE 30: Correlation coefficients between trial fields, computed from the 

patterns of over- and under-representation of grave gift catego-

ries, as in TABLE 29. . 

FIELD NOS. 1 

.19 

.64 

.00 

.32 

.56 

.44 

.02 

.39 

2 

.10 

.21 

.42 

.10 

.15 

.08 

.22 

3 

.34 

.03 

.06 

.13 

.05 

.14 

4 

.28 

.20 

.27 

,26 

.15 

.06 

fie ld nos 

5 

29 6 

00 .13 

41 -.02 

03 .59 

7 8 9 

4 5 6 

1 2 3 

7 

.61 

.17 ,31 
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TABLE 31: 

TABLES 

Two alternative groupings o£ the 9 trial fields compared. 

GROUPING 

NO.1 

GROUPING 

NO. 2 

44 

23 

26 

18 

ALL 

41 

23 

29 

18 

11 

4 

M(min)-

14 4 

4 3 

14 10 

8 6 

M(max)-

15 

4 4 

5 8 

10 

7 

F (min)--F (max) 

Top row: N-field with W+NW; C with E+NE. 
Bottom row: N-field with NE+E; C with W+NW. 
The top-grouping is used in the remainder of the text 
(cf. FIGS. 31, 32). 
(min.): directly sexed graves only. 
(max.): indirectly sexed graves added. 

WTTH GIFTS ALL GRAVES 

SECTORS ONLY 

d sd n d sd n 

I 3.00 1 .01 22 3.12 1.01 26 

II 2.48 .94 30 2.44 .89 4 3 

III 2.81 1 . 30 14 2.82 1.17 23 

IV 3. 16 1 .30 16 3.39 1 .40 18 

TABLE 32: Mean distances to near

est neighbours in metres 

in the various sectors. 

d : average distance. 
sd: Standard deviation. 
n : number of graves involved. 
(for locations of the sectors see 
FIG. 32). 

BETWEEN ZONE ALL GRAVES 

SECTORS LIMITS 

d sd n d sd n 

1 - II 4.51 2.48 12 7.35 1 .86 6 

II - III 3.34 2. 23 7 5.78 1 .97 6' 

III - IV 10.32 1 .83 5 13.80 .30 3 l 

IV - I 4.71 1 . 85 14 10.38 2.66 5 ' 

CENTRE 14.25 .21 2 13.20 3.31 6 I 

TABLE 33: Mean width of zones be

tween sectors in metres, 

between zone limits: as drawn in 
FIG. 32. 

3 between nearest graves: across bound-
ary zones, 
d, sd: as TABLE 32. 
n: number of observations. 
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TABLE 34: Summary of p a t t e r n s of d i s t r i b u t i o n s of g rave g i f t c a t e g o r i e s ; f i n -

a l , 4 - s e c t o r s u b d i v i s i o n ( c f . TABLE 31 and FIG. 3 2 ) . 

OBSERVED PATTERN 

SECTOR NOS. I II III IV I II III IV 

categories: 

undecd. pots 4 3 3 3 + 1 -2 • + 1 

undecd. sherds 10 8 6 3 + 4 -2 -2 

decorated pots 6 5 2 4 + 2 -2 -2 + 1 

decorated sherds 6 3 7 4 + 1 -5 + 3 + 1 

red ochre (lumps) 3 4 6 5 -1 -3 + 2 + 2 

charcoal (lumps) 8 9 3 7 + 2 -2 -3 + 3 

arrowheads 1 4 5 2 -2 -1 + 2 

blades 3 5 2 5 -1 -1 + 2 

querns 5 1 3 5 + 1 -5 • + 2 

adzes III 5 5 3 • + 2 • -2 

adzes IV - VI 3 3 2 7 • -3 -1 + 4 

X= 50 .4 2 
p = .01 

I I I 

I I I IV 

SECTOR NOS. I r = . 2 0 

- . 0 8 I I 

- . 4 3 - . 3 2 I I I 

- . 4 8 - . 4 8 - . 1 5 IV 

TABLE 35 : C o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s 

be tween s e c t o r s , computed 

from t h e p a t t e r n s of o v e r -

and u n d e r - r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of 

g rave g o o d s , as i n TABLE 34 . 
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TABLE 36: Obl igat ions following from mar i t a l a l l i a n c e s a t death: the exchange 
p a r t n e r groups which had deal ings with the group the deceased was 
l i v i n g with (assuminp m a t r i l a t e r a l c ross -cous in p r e f e r ences ) . ( c f . 
FIGS. 41 to 44) . 

FEMALE DIES MALE DIES 

HARMONIC SYSTEMS |uxorilocal + matrilineal 0,-1 0,-H 

\_virilocal + patrilineal 0,-1 0, + l 

DISHARMONIC ^uxorilocal + patrilineal 0,-1(-1,0,+l) 0 ,+1(0,+1,+2) 

SYSTEMS \ virilocal + matrilineal 0,-1(0,-1,-2) 0 ,+l(+l,0,-I) 

from residential groups 
from groups down the exchange order 
from groups up the exchange order 

r e l a t i o n s of consanguini ty 
and a f f i n i t y . 

(between p a r e n t h e s e s ) : r e l a t i o n s of descen t . 
Example: when a female dies in a m a t r i - u n i l i n e a l system, the groups with which 

she has had important r e l a t i o n s were: own r e s i d e n t i a l group (O s teps 
away), and group where her b ro the r has gone (1 s tep down the exchange 
c i r c u i t ) . 

TABLE 37: D i s t r i bu t i on of the provenances of the g i f t s in the graves a t E l s loo , 
as defined by the ' s o u r c e ' or ' impor t ing ' group from FIG. 38. 

PROVENANCE 
+ 2 -1 0 + 1 

OF GIFTS: 

IN MALE min. 14(14) 12(13) 18(21) 12(14) 

GRAVES max. 22(22) 17(18) 25(28) 18(20) 

IN FEMALE min. 9(11) 5(11) 17(19) 11(19) 

GRAVES max. 18(20) 13(20) 27(30) 18(28) 

Exchange sequence along which d i s tances were maesured: I -» 11 -» I I I -• IV ( -» I ) ; 
g i f t s o r i g i n a t i n g to the l e f t are labeled p o s i t i v e l y (: r egu la r exchange d i r e c t -
i o n ) , to the r i g h t nega t ive ly (counter to r egu la r exchange d i r e c t i o n ) . 
(between pa ren these s ) : i n d i r e c t l y sexed graves added. 
Also cf. TABLE 36. 

file:///_virilocal
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do sd de R) + n 

ALL 2.78 1.12 2.9 1 .96 1 1 1) 

M-M 5.62 4. 14 6.23 .90 25 

F-F 5.97 2.78 6.82 .87 21 

F-M 2.55 .50 - - 10 

NON-HOMO-

GENEOUS 2.26 .60 6.23 .36 25 

PA IRS: 

TABLE 38: Average distance in metres 

to nearest neighbours, 

differentiated to sexes. 

do: observed average distance to nearest neighbour. 
dg: expected average distance when graves were randomly distributed. 
R = do/ de :nearest neighbour coëfficiënt)* 
n = number of graves involved. 

)° two outlying graves omitted. 
)•*• R-values: R = O, all points at same place; R = 1.0, random dispersion; 

R = 2.15, hexagonal pattern. 

STRUCTURLS SEX 

OF CERAMIC 

DECORAÏION M F X 

RECTILINEAR 4 7(5) 5 16 

BOTH 5(1) - 3 8 

CURVILINEAR 2(1) 3(3) 5 10 

11(13) 10(16) 13(5) 34 

TABLE 39: Structures o£ decoration 

on pots from graves at 

Elsloo, by sex. 

(between parentheses): indirectly 
sexed graves. 

X%,^P = 5.98 (9.36) .05(.01) 

STRUCTURES M F X 

C or R 

C and R 

6(7) 

5(6) 

10 (16) 10(3) 

3(2) 

2 6 

8 

11(13) 10(16) 13(5) 34 

TABLE 40: Single vs. doublé marked 

(by structures of ceramic 

decoration) graves at Els

loo, by sex. 

C: curvilinear decoration; 
R: rectilinear decoration. 
X̂  (M,F) = 5.97(9.31) p = .015(.003) 
(between parentheses): indirectly sex
ed graves added. 
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N. OF FINISHED 

OBJECTS M 
SEX 

I-

= 5 3 2 5 

4 4 3 7 

2 or 3 1 b 7 

8 1 1 19 

TABLE 41: Graves with more than modal 

contents. Differentiated to 

number of finished objects 

accompanying the deceased, 

by sax (specialized assem

blages omitted). 

(Also cf. TABLES 23, 25 and 42). 

TABLE 42: A listing of the graves with more than modal contents. 

= 5 FINISHED OBJECTS: 

4 FINISHED OBJECTS: 

2 or 3 FINISHED OBJECTS: 

male graves 

female graves 

male graves 

female graves 

male graves 

female graves 

001 , 003, 100. 

014, 087. 

005, 021 , 056, 071 . 

083, 105, 106. 

.112. 

062, 066, 089, 098,109, 111 

VALUE)° M 
SEX 

P 

= TREBLE 

DOUBLÉ 

7 

5 

1 

1 

8 

6 

12 2 14 

TABLE 43: Specialization of grave 

gifts, by sex, chiefly fi; 

ures omitted. 

)° value: number of items in special
ized category divided by 
number in other categories. 
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TABLE 44: A l i s t i n g of the graves with al lochthonous or fore ign- looking a r t e -

f a c t s . 

GRAVH NO. 
M'KRKERS 

ADZE I STAB&DRAC 
SEX STATUS)° REMARKS AUTO-/ALLO-

CHTHONE 

066 

067 

i + 

+ 

F 

M :} couple 
allo 

allo 

073 + - M 3 allo 

083 i + + F 6 specialist dubious 

085 + - m 2 allo 

087 i + - f 7 chiefly auto 

0 89 - + F 2 allo 

092 - + M 2 allo 

096 - + M 3 , allo 

074 i - + M A 2 sherds dubious 

101 4 - + X '1 each only dubious 

i graves discussed in t e x t . 
)° s t a t u s : number of a c t i v i t i e s represented by g i f t se t [cf. TABLE 26) 

ORIGINS 

ALLOCHTHONOUS 

DUBIOUS 

M 

4(5) 

1 

6(7) 

3 

TABLE 45: Summary of TABLE 44 with in-

ferred origins of interred, 

by sex. 
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MALE PARTNER 
S 
E FEMALE PARTNER S 

E 
GRAVES GRAVES X GRAVES GRAVES X 

003 006 X 011 012 X 

005 007 X 014 013 X 

021 022 P 016 017 X 

026 027 X 019 020 X 

033 034 X 022 021 M 

038 0 39 X 047 048 X 

042 0 40 X 050 051 M 

051 050 V 062 068 X 

055 054 X 064 063? X 

050 05 7 X 066 067 M 

067 066 r 083 085 X 

071 070? X 0 89 088 X 

074 0 75 X 09 3 094 X 

081 082 X 09 8 102? X 

096 097 X 099 100 M 

100 0 99 F 105 107? X 

112 113 F 110 108? X 

1 11)0 112? M 

1 13)0 1 12 M 

TABLE 46: Listing of paired graves 

for indirect sex-determin-

ation. "PAIRED": graves 

within average F-M dist

ance plus ene Standard 

deviation (cf. TABLE 38). 

)» : duogynous couple? 
? : distance slightly larger than 

criterium. 

TABLE 47: The distribution of the more frequent categories of grave gifts 

over the sexes; as TABLE 17, but with indirectly sexed graves added. 

CATEGORIES OF 

GRAVE GIFTS 

SEX 

M F / P LABEL 

undecd. pots 1 1 1 :" .75 .00 5 male 

undecd. sherds 8 12 1 .06 .32 gen. 

decorated pots 7 9 .39 .60 gen. 

decorated sherds 8 8 .08 . 80 gen. 

red ochre (lumps) 2 15 10.75 .001 female 

charcoal (lumps) 1 1 9 1 .00 . 33 gen. 

arrowheads 10 1 6. 18 .02 male 

blades 7 7 .01 .90 gen. 

querns - 14 16.12 <.001 female 

adzes III 13 - 12.24 <.001 male 

adzes IV - VI 7 6 .03 .85 gen. 

no. of graves 3 8 33 

.03 .85 
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MOTIFS 

STRUCTURllS w a v c s s p i r a l s 

CURVILINüAR 3 {i 9 

c;UR\'I + RHCri l . - b 6 

Ri;CTII,INHAR 10 1 1 1 

19 7 26 

TABLF. 4 8 : MAI.\' MOTIl-S v s . STRUCT-

URHS o f c e r a m i c d e c o r a t -

i o n , p e r g r a v e . 

MOTI I'S M F X 

u a \ o s 

s p i r a 1s 2 ( 3 ) 

S ( 8 ) 

2 ( 3 ) 

7 ( 4 ) 

3 ( 1 ) 

19 

7 

>> ( 1 0 ) - ( 1 1 ) 1 0 ( 5 ) 26 

TABLL 4 9 : M o t i f s o f c e r a m i c d e c o r -

a t i o n bv s e x . 

( l i e t w e e n p a r e n t F i e s e s j : i n d i r e c t l y 
s e x e d g r a v e s a d d e d . 

S P E C I A I . I 7 A T I 0 N 

STATUS J° ARROWll. AD2F;S POTTF,R\ *GRA\'FS N 

SUPFR (2 (3 ) (3 ) 

i iu ; i i 5 ( 1 (1) 3 1 7 ( 1 ) 

MliDlUM 2 2 4 

LÜW . 1 1 

NONE • • 2 2 

TABLH 5 0 : S p e c i a l i s t s ' p o s i t -

i o n s i n l i n e a g c mode 

o f p r o d u c t ] o n . 

( b e t w e e n p a r e n t l i e s e s j : c l i i e f l y 
f i g u r e s . 
)» f rom TABLE 2 6 . 
*GRAVES: g r a v e s o r i e n t e d p e r p -

e n d i c u l a r t o g e n e r a l NW-SF 
direct ion. 

N: no. of graves involved. 
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STATUS)» ALLOCliTHONHS ALL 

s u p e r - 3 

h i g h 1 12 
medium 4 35 

low 1 31 
n o n e - 32 

TABLE 51: Tositions of alleged allo-

chthones in lineage mode of 

production (see also TABLE 

44) . 

)" from TABLE 26. 

liLSLOO IlIENHEIM 

C h . 5 C h . 5 n C h . 3 C h . 5 11 

6 5 8 

7 5 

6 5 8 (1 b 2 b 6 5 8 

5 

17 

5 4 9 5 

17 
1 

1(1 

5 

17 
1 

1(1 4 5 17 
5 

1(1 4 5 17 
5 

1(1 

.•> 

17 

2 2 7 
.•> 

17 

2 2 7 
4 20 

1 1 12 

4 20 

1 1 12 
3 40 

1 1 12 
1 

1 
41 

1 1 12 

1 30 

n o l ' h u t s 5 2 n o f f i n d s 179 

TABLE 52: The phases of chapter 3 
compared with those em-
ployed in chapter 5 , plus 
the nuiiibers of huts per 
phase (Elsloo) and the 
numbers of finds per phase 
(Hienheim). 

v e r t i c a l ax i s : chronological sequence 
approximately p ropor t iona l to fac tor 
s c o r e s . 

LENGTH, M. LBK 1 LBK 2 

< 7 2 -
7 - 9 1 1 1 1 

9 - 1 1 15 22 

1 1 - 1 3 6 9 

13 - 15 2 6 

> 15 5 3 

n 41 5 1 

TABLE 53: Length of c e n t r a l p a r t s of 
huts in metres , a l l Dutch 
LBK s i t e s ( a f t e r Modderman 
1970(1): 104). 

avge. length 10.4 10.7 
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IIUTS STATU5 

type la 7 super 3 

type Ib 14 high 12 

type 2 32 moderate 35 

type 3 10 low 31 

none 32 

TABLE 54: A comparison of the numb-

ers o£ huts per type at 

Elsloo during LBK 2, with 

nos. of graves per status 

level in the graveyard. 

(no. of huts: non-datable and non-
classifiable huts added by redistrib-
utlon according to marginals). 

TYPIiS LBK 1 LBK 2 

la 13.7 (6) IS.0 (6) 

Ib 12.1 (12) 11.7 (9) 

2 & 3 8.8 (23) 9.8 (36) 

TABLE 55: Average lengths of central 

parts of huts in metres, 

per type and period, Dutch 

LBK. 

O number of observations. 
(from Modderman 1970 (I): 104). 

SHERDS 

PRESENT 

ABSENT 

TYPE la 
ALL OTHER 

TYPES 

34 

17 

TABLE 56: A comparison of frequenc-

ies of association with 

decorated sherds; for liuts 

of type la, and all other 

types. Data from Elsloo. 

HUTS N OF SHERDS 

type n avge range 

la 3 3 8 1(1 - 5 5 

Ih 1 1 35.2 6-181 

2 16 26.1 4-92 

3 7 31 .0 3-50 

TABLE 57: Numbers of huts per type 

VS. number of sherds; 

Elsloo. 
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TABLE 58: Hlsloo village. Micro-phases or grouped use as indicatcd by chron-

oiogical ordering of huts with decorated ware. See also I'ICS. 46-

5 0 and 51. 

CERAHIC PHASES 

NE X X X X X ? 

N X X X X X ? 

M XX X X X ? X X 

S X 

E X X X 

\) ^1 t . t 3 "̂ 4 "̂ 5 \ ^7 t g ^9 

TABLE 59: Average distances in metres between (the centres of the) huts per 

group and per phase, and between the centres of the various groups, 

Distances were calculated from schematic plans in llCS. 46-51, and 

relate to huts with decorated sherds only. 

GROUPS U'ITHIN DISTANCES BE TV/E EN 

PHASES \ E N M S F DISTANCES 

1 - 3 4 ( 6 ) 3 8 ( 1 2 ) 2 0 ( 2 ) - 1 4 0 ( 1 2 ) 

2 - 3 2 ( 3 ) 41 ( 5 ) - - 118 ( 9 ) 

3 3 6 ( 3 ) 2 7 ( 6 ) 19 ( 3 ) - - 90 ( 9 ) 

4 2 1 ( 4 ) - 37 ( 3 ) - 34 ( 3 ) 115 ( 4 ) 

5 - - 50 ( 3 ) - 4 2 ( 1 5 ) -

( ): number of observations. 

(1) (2) (3 ) 

.0 3 

.1 . . 

. 2 2 4 

. 3 4 5 

. 4 11 12 

.5 9 10 

.6 7 8 

.7 6 8 

. 8 2 3 

.9 . . 

1 .0 1 

TABLE 60; Frequencics of mixes for 

the variable STRUCTIIRES 

at Elsloo Village. 

C o l . (1) 

(2 ) 

(3) 

mix = (no. of c u r v i l i n e a r 
m o t i f s ) / ( a l l m o t i f s ) . 
no. of huts with more than 
10 decorated sherds 
no. of huts with decorated 
she rds . 

http://abi.es
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TABLE 61: The effects of sample length (top row) on the mix of a dichotomous 

variable: maximal and minimal proportions of any of the two attrib-

utes. (also cf. FIGS. 57 & 58). 

SAMPLL LLiNGTll 

IN GliNERATIONS 
= 1 1 U U 13 2 1 1 

^ 2 
3 31 4 5 10 

LIMIT VAL- a 

ULS OF MIX 1-a 

X 

X 

0 

I 

.2 

.8 

.33 

.07 

.43 

.57 

.5 

.5 

.6 

.4 

.67 

.33 

.7 

.3 

.75 

.25 

.8 

.2 

.9 

. 1 

'x : indetcrminablc' 

TABLIi 62: lilsloo Villagc. Hut types as distributcd over group and occupation 

phases. 

GROurs 

PHASES NL N M S L 

lb.2.x 

1 2.3.x 

(3?) 

2.2 

lb.2 x.x 

2 1 a . 2 . X 

1 b . 2 . X 
lb.3 

3 
Ib 

Ib 

1 b . 2 . X . X 

lb.2.3.x.x 

3.x 

la.2 

X 

4 
2 2.2 Ib .3.x x 

lb.2 

5 
2 

2 

lb.2.x 

2 . x. X 

NO. OF HUTS OBSERVABLE/GROUP: 

No. of groups with type 1 

No. of groups without type 

TABLE 63: The distribution of type 

la & Ib huts over the ob-

served groups at Elsloo 

Village (cf. TABLE 62). 
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HUT TYTIiS liLSLOO UIliNHP.IM 

l a 6 -
I b 13 1 
2 28 IS 
3 10 s 
X 35 16 

92 37 

TABLE 64: A comparison of the numb

ers of huts per type at 

Elsloo and at Hienheim. 

(from Modderman 19 77: 124) 

LENGTH (M) DUTCH LBK HIENHEIM 

< 7 2 1 

7 - 9 22 2 

9 - 1 1 37 3 

1 1 - 1 3 15 3 

13 - 15 8 3 

> 15 8 4 

n . o f h u t s 92 16 

a v g e . l e n g t h 1 0 . 6 1 2 . 4 

TABLE 65: The Icngths of the central 

parts of the huts; all 

Dutch LBK sites vs. Hien

heim)" 

Dutch LBK, from TABLE 53. 
)° Hienheim, estimated from plans in 

Modderman 19 77. 

TABLE 66: A comparison of the sizes and numbers of huts per type at Elsloo 

and at Hienheim. 

HUT TYPES 
ELSLOO LBK 

(1) ( 2 ) 

2 

( 3 ) 

HIENHEIM 

(1 ) ( 2 ) (3 ) 

l a 7 1 5 . 0 6 3 1 4 . 8 3 

1b 14 1 1 . 7 9 3 1 2 . 8 3 

2 
3 

32 

10 -
9 . 8 36 

10 • 

5 -
1 1 . 7 10 

(for Elsloo: conventional typology; for Hienheim: see text p. 
Col. (1) 

(2) 
(3) 

n. of huts of indicated type. 
mean length in metres of central part. 
n. of huts from which col.(2) has been calculated. 

SHERDS 

PRESENT 

ABSENT 

TYPE la ALL OTHER TYPES 

8 

10 

TABLE 67: Frequencies of associatioh of 

hut type la with at least 5 

decorated sherds, and of all 

other hut types . 
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HUTS 5HERDS 

type 11 avge . range 

ia 2 188.5 19-358 

16 3 48.7 5-82 

1 3 48.0 25-79 

3 2 111.5 7 2 - 1 5 1 

TABLE 68: Hienheim. No. of huts per 

type VS. no. of sherds. 

(cf. TABLE 57). 

TABLE 69: Hienheim. The mixes of the more important variables of pottery dec-

oration per find (pit complexes omitted). 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8] ( 1) (10) 

I- 2 528 1 .0 7 . .C .6 I .0 

- 8 728 .3 9 Ab. .2 .7 

-11 413 .6 8 abC .2 .7 

-12 666 1 - .0 -

-17 522 1 . 7 abC .4 .7 

-18 529 .8 7 aBc .4 .7 

-22 550 .3 9 aBc .4 .5 

-23 27 .3 8 Ab. .6 .6 

-24 275 1 . 1 - .2 -

-26 557 .0 1 aBc .2 .3 

II- 2 242 1 .B. .7 -

4 195 1 A. . .7 -

5 438 1 - .8 -

6 8 1 . 1 AB. .5 -

11 401 .5 9 aBc .3 .4 

12 319 .0 9 .Bc .9 .3 

13 182 .2 9 Abc .5 .3 

18 543 .8 9 aB. .3 .4 

19 381 .0 9 aB. .3 .4 

24 196 .1 9 Abc .4 .3 

27 243 - 8 .B. . 3 -

28 817 - 8 - .7 -

29 305 .0 1 aB .4 .2 

32 507 - 9 Ab. 1 . .2 

34 542 .4 8 A. . .4 -

38 183 .6 8 ABc .6 .3 

40 333 1 . 8 .BC .0 -
(contd.) 
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CD (2) (3) (4) (S) (f') (7) (3) ( V (10) 

111- 1 555 . 3 .8 ABc .1 .3 -

- 4 359 .2 .7 A. . .1 .4 -

- 7 729 - .6 Abc .3 .5 -

- 8 414 . 1 .9 aBc .2 .2 -

-17 549 - .7 - .1 - -

-19 322 1 . 1 Abc .2 .0 -

-21 548 .2 .8 .B. .3 1 . -

-22 749 1 . 6 A.C .4 .3 -

-23 703 1 . 6 .B. .7 - -

-26 721 .4 8 aBC .3 .2 + 

-27 68 1 . 7 Ab. .3 .3 

-28 292 1 . 6 aBc .6 .3 

-30 307 . 7 8 aBc .2 .2 + 

-31 324 1 . 8 .Bc .2 .2 

-40 620 .8 8 aBc .5 .4 

IV- 1 431 1 . 6 a.C .7 - -

- 2 16 6 1 . 6 Ab. .2 .3 -

- 6 743 - 5 A. . .4 - -

-12 36 5 .5 6 Abc .1 .2 - -/i 

-13 370 1 . 5 .B. .2 - 1/. 

-14 5 26 1 . 7 abC .3 .3 + ./4 

-18 30 2 - 2 .B. .3 - -

-19 313 .0 2 A. . .2 - -

-20 736 1 . 2 A. . .0 - -

V- 1 364 .7 8 ABC .5 .5 + ./8 

- 3 714 1 . 8 AB. .2 - 7/. 

- 4 360 - 6 .B. .1 .0 4/. 

- 5 64 8 - 4 A. . .0 . 3 1/5 

-13 546 - 3 .B. .0 .0 + ./8 

-15 55 1 1 . 2 .BC .0 - + 2/7 

-17 418 - 3 .B. .0 - + H ./5 

VI- 2 39 8 1 . 3 aB. .2 .0 + 1/9 

3 421 1 . 1 aBc .0 .1 + H ̂ 1/6 

5 1 74 1 . 1 .Bc .4 .0 + 1/7 

8 771 1 . 0 .Bc .0 - + 1/9 

12 145 1 . 1 .B. .2 .0 + 1/9 

16 10 1 . ü .Bc .1 .0 + 1/8 

( c o n t d . ) 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

(VI)-17 540 1 . .0 .B. .2 - + . ./lO 

-20 302 1 . .0 .B. .0 - t . • 1/9 

-21 781 1 . .0 - .0 - + . 1/9 

-23 422 1 . .0 aBc .1 .0 + + 3/5 

-24 362 - .0 .B. .0 - + . 10/. 

-2b 108 1 . .0 .Bc .3 .0 + 9 1/9 

Col. [1): rank nos.; refer to I'I GS. 60 to 65. 
(2): find nos. 
(3): mix (MAIN MOTU'S); no. of waves proportional to all MAIN MOTIFS in 

find. 
" (4): mix (STRUCTURFS); no. of curvilinear motifs proportional to all 

STRUCTURES. 
(5): mix (NUMFRICITY); a=simplex, b=duplex, c=triplex; CAPITAL letter in-

dicates preponderance in find. 
(6): mix (AUX. LINFS); no. of motifs with AUX. LINES proportional to all 

moti fs. 
" (7): mix (FORMAT); no. of pots without neck dccoration proportional to 

minimal numjjer of pots in find. 
" (8): multidented spatula: +, presence in find. 
" [9): goat foot tooi: +, presence in find. 
" (10); proportions of hatchos/stab-and-drag COMPONENTS in find. 

-: indicates missing data; . or .0, absence. 

BüILriXG PLOTS N .OF PITS 
PIIASES NW W SW SE E 0 X 

4 Ü x 0 . 1 1 

5 0 X 0 ox 5 4 

6 ox xo ox ox ox 11 11 

TABEE 70: Ilicnhein: the adoption of 

hatcliing and stab-and-draj 

over snacc and time. 

0: stab-and-drag. 
x: hatchings. 

PHASES 
OCCURP^NCE 

PURE MIXED 

4 3 

5 5 2 

6 1 10 

TABEE 71: Hicnheim: initial exclusivity of hatch-

ing and stab-and-drag COMPONENTS becominj 

inclusive occurrence per pit. 
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MIXES MA IN MOTIFS STRUCTURES 

PHASES < . 5 > < .5 > 

1 1 5 10 

2 5 4 17 

3 5 8 15 

4 5 5 2 4 

5 3 4 3 

(1 1 1 1 2 • 

TABEE 72; Hienheim. Summed and grouped 

distributions of mixes on 

two variables over time. 

main motifs: waves to all MOTIFS. 
structures : curvilinear to all STRUCT

URES. 

MIXES STRUCT. M. MOTIES 

. 9 - 1 . 1 7 

.7-.8 7 2 

.4-. 6 2 1 

. 2- . 3 - 1 

. 0 - . 1 1 2 

14 1 3 

TABLE 73: Hienheim. Summed distribut-

ions of the mixes of two var

iables of ceramic decoration 

as occurring in hut associat-

ed pits. 

HUT BUI EDING PEOTS 

TYPES NW W SIV SE E 

la 

Ib 

1 I 

1 2 

5 

3 

2 1 4 3 2 10 

3 1 1 1 2 5 

X 4 5 4 16 

b 4 0 1 1 10 37 

TABEE 74: Hienheim. Hut types vs. build

ing plots . 
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TABLE 75: Hienheim - coefficients of correlation between major dimensions of 

ceramic decoration. •. • 

s in j . I c d e n t ( . d s p a t u 1 a 

- 9 9 m u l t i p l e d e n t e d s p a t u l a 

- 4 4 3(1 " g e a t f o o t t o o i " 

0 5 - 1 8 - 0 " f i n g e r / n a i 1 

29 - 2 9 - 1(1 0 9 s i m p l e x 

0 3 - 0 3 0 8 - 1 1 - 5 4 d u p l e x 

-0(1 0 4 0(1 12 - 2 6 - 4 6 t r i p l e x 

- 5 4 5 4 3 1 - 0 8 21 0 5 0 1 p r e s e n c c o f n e c k d e c n . 

5 1 - 5 4 - 3 4 0 8 - 2 1 - 0 5 - 0 1 - 1 0 0 a b s e n c e o f n e c k d e e n . 

7 3 - 7 3 - 3 8 12 25 05 - 0 6 - 4 8 4 8 l i n e s 

62 - 6 2 - 2 6 0 5 20 02 09 - 4 3 4 3 29 p o i n t s 

- 3 8 36 4 2 - 0 9 - 0 6 00 - 0 6 33 - 3 3 - 4 2 - 3 9 h a t c h i n gs 

- 7 8 80 26 1 5 - 2 8 - 0 4 - 0 1 47 - 4 7 - 7 0 - 7 4 09 s t a b - a n d - d r a g p o i n t s 

0 9 - 1 6 - 0 8 56 0 3 - 0 2 0 4 - 1 2 12 12 - 01 - 0 9 - 1 7 f i n g e r / n a i l i m p . 

85 - 8 6 - 4 2 21 2 1 0 5 0 1 - 5 1 5 1 7 4 6 0 - 4 3 - " 6 15 c u r v i l i n e a r i t y 

- 8 5 86 42 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 0 5 - 0 1 51 -51 - 7 4 -dO 4 3 76 - 15 - 1 0 0 r e c t i l i n . 

- 5 8 59 20 - 17 - 1 1 - 20 18 2 1 -2 1 - 4 0 - 2 7 21 39 - 0 9 - 4 8 4 8 

38 - 3 9 - 2 0 1 ~ 11 2 0 - 1 8 - 2 1 21 40 2 7 - 2 1 - 3 9 0 9 4 8 - 4 8 

30 - 3 5 - 2 2 0 3 18 - 0 4 - 0 0 - 3 5 35 2 7 49 - 2 6 - 4 2 0 5 44 - 4 4 

-3(1 35 2 2 - 0 3 - 1 8 04 00 35 - 3 5 - 2 T - 4 9 26 42 - 0 5 - 4 4 44 

0 3 06 11 0 2 - 1 3 2 1 - 0 1 1 2 - 12 - 1 2 - 0 1 0 5 05 0 8 00 - 0 0 

3 3 - 3 0 - 3 8 0 1 1 3 - 1 5 01 - 3 0 30 42 16 - 4 4 - 1 7 - 0 3 40 - 4 0 

- 5 1 5 1 3 7 0 4 - 21 - 0 3 12 3 1 - 3 1 - 4 2 - 4 2 5 9 30 0 1 - 4 7 47 

40 - 4 0 - 2 5 0 1 2 8 - 0 9 - 0 8 - 0 2 0 2 4 5 3 5 - 2 1 - 4 1 0 2 4 3 - 4 3 

74 - 7 4 - 5 0 16 26 0 3 - 0 9 - 5 9 59 6 8 70 - 4 4 - 6 9 16 78 - 7 8 

- 3 0 28 42 - 1 8 - 1 2 24 - 1 2 2 5 - 2 5 - 3 4 - 3 0 6 8 09 - 14 - 3 9 39 

- 8 0 8 1 38 - 1 4 - 3 7 - 0 7 18 4 8 - 4 8 - 6 8 - 6 9 11 85 - 13 - 7 5 75 

0 7 - 1 0 - 0 5 3 7 1 7 - 1 4 - 0 0 - 0 8 0 8 0 7 10 - 0 8 - 10 2 3 0 8 - 0 8 

n-.üiMgui;s l(:) MJMliRICI l ï (G) :o.\i . \ c; ii;) COlPOMiVlS (B1 SlRUCTURi;S 

(contd.J 
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TABLfi 75 ( c o n t . ) 

wave 

- 1 0 0 s p i r a l 

- 1 5 1 S au.x . 1 i n e s 

15 - 1 5 - 100 110 a u x . 1 i n e s 

- 0 5 0 5 - 1 8 18 i n d e t e r i i i i n a t e 

- 18 18 3 5 - 3 5 - 5 3 p a r a l l e l 

2 3 - 2 3 - 3 1 31 - 0 7 - 5 9 o t l i e r s 

- 4 0 40 34 - 3 4 - 0 4 28 - 2 7 1 i n e s 

- 2 7 27 35 - 3 5 - 1 0 4 1 - 5 1 0 2 p o i n t s 

21 - 2 1 - 2 1 21 3 1 - 4 9 3 3 - 2 3 -4(1 h a t c h i n g s 

39 - 3 9 - 3 9 39 - 0 7 - 2 3 44 - 3 4 - 7 5 - 0 4 s t a b - a n d - d r a g p o i n t s 

- 0 9 0 9 0 8 - 0 8 -0(1 0 7 - 10 - 0 2 -0(1 - 1 0 - 0 9 f i n g e r / n a i l i m p r e s s i o n s 

MOT II-S AUX.LIN. DIRECT ION COMPONENTS (N) 

(B) (B) FILLINGS 

n = 179 r i nds ( g e n e r a l v a r i a b l e s ) ; n 
i a b l e s J . 

1(i4 ( b e l l y v a r i a b l e s ) ;n = 89 (ncck v a r -

ln=164l 

\ 40.9 516 60 9 714 83.7 91.3 96.3 
> 

•10 Z 

5 10 15 20 

PRINCIPAL C O M P O N E N T S 

TABEE 76: Hienheim. Eigen-values in 

principal components anal-

ysis of ceramic decoration, 

analyzcd on 52 attributes 

or 17 variables. 
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PC: 1 PC 2 PC 3 

s i n g l c - d c n t c d s T a t u l a - . ,S'J(i 0 2 5 . 0 9 9 

m u l t i - d c n t e d s p a t u l a . 89(1 - 0 36 - . 1 4 1 

" g o a t f o o t t o o i 1 . 5 1(1 0 9 1 . 2 8 5 

f i n g e r s / n a i 1 s - . 1 9 6 - 0 16 . 0 4 3 

s i m p l e x - . 3 2 8 35 2 - . 0 9 7 

dup 1 c.x - . 0 4 1 - 441 . 39 1 

t r i p l e x .0 (19 0 89 - . 1 2 2 

p r e s e n c e o f n e e •c d e c n . . (> ~ .ï 15 1 .0 45 

a b s e n c e o f n e c k d e c n . - . (1 " 3 1 5 1 - . 0 4 5 

1 i n o s - . "9(1 0 40 - .0 10 

p o i n t s - . " 2 0 - 0 9 9 .0 56 

h a t c h i n g s .4 87 1 18 . 4 8 8 

s t a b - a n d - d r a g p o i n t s . 8 20 - 0 19 - . 2 7 4 

f i n g e r / n a i l imp r e s s i o n s - . 1 80 0 58 .0 34 

c u r v i 1 i n c a r i t y - . 9 1 2 - 0 24 - . 0 1 6 

r e c t i 1 i nc a r i t y . 9 12 0 24 . 0 1 6 

wave . 5 2 7 36 7 - . 1 2 6 

s p i r a l - . 5 28 - 36 7 . 126 

a u x i l i a r y l i n e s - . 5 0 4 0 89 - . 2 8 7 

no a u x i l i a r y l i n e s . 5 0 4 - 0 88 . 2 8 7 

i n d e t e r m i na t e . 0 9 4 - 1 18 . 4 5 8 

p a r a l l e l - . 4 8 3 1 30 - . 56 6 

e t h e r s . 6 0 2 031 . 2 6 2 

1 i n e s - . 3 9 8 0 28 - . 0 5 3 

p o i n t s - . 8 5 0 - 1 56 - . 0 7 2 

h a t c h i n g s . 3 9 6 173 . 7 0 2 

s t a h - a n d - d r a g p 0 i n t s . 8 3 1 - 009 - . 36 5 

f i n g e r / n a i l imp r e s s i o n s - . 1 0 8 170 .0 24 

TABLE 77: l l i cnhc im. M a t r i x of 

f a c t o r l o a d i n g s (un-

r o t a t e d ) for major 

d i m e n s i o n s of ceram-

i c d e c o r a t i o n . 

no. of finds: 164. 
no. of attributes; 52 
or 17 variables 
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(1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5] (6) 

0008 5 2 6 36 

0010 119 6 16 164 0 0 1 0 + 0 0 1 1 + 0 2 2 8 

0011 - - - - in 0010 

0027 53 1 23 23 

0068 82 3 27 98 C-14: 5910+50 

0108 16 6 24 172 C-14: 5780+50 

0145 5 8 6 12 160 

0158 - - - - in 0275 

0162 - - - - in 0263 

0166 28 4 2 113 

0174 40 6 5 153 

0181 44 6 22 170 

0182 5(1 2 13 43 

0 1 8 3 151 2 38 68 

0195 7 2 4 34 

0196 24 2 24 54 

0200 36 3 16 87 

0218 - - - - in 0232 

0220 - - - - in 0245 

0221 - - - - in 0267 

0222 7 5 14 145 

0226 - - - - in 0265 

0227A 11 6 9 157 

0227B 1 1 3 6 77 

0228 - - - - in 0010 

0232 13 5 10 141 0218+0232 

0242 5 2 2 32 

0243 9 2 27 57 

0245 26 6 7 155 0220+0245 . 

0247 - - - - in 02 75 

0251 - - - - in 0 2 75 

0262 - - - - in 0275 

0263 108 5 9 140 0162+0263+0234 

0264 8 6 13 161 

0265 20 3 23 104 0226+0265 

0266 - - - - in 0267 

0267 53 3 36 107 0221+0266+0267 

0275 18 1 24 24 0158+0247+0251 
+0262+0275 

TABLE 78: Hienhe im. S i z e and c h r o n -

o logy of f i n d number s . 

(1) find no. 
(2) no. of sherds (belly only) 
(3) rank phase 
(4) rank, within phase 
(5) rank, cumulative 
(6) remarks 

(4) / (5): X possibly unreliable as 
find belongs to pit 
complex. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6~ 

0292 16 3 28 99 

0295 16 6 11 159 0295+0296+ 
+0297+0298 

0296 - - - - in 0295 

0297 - - - - in 0295 

0298 - - - - in 0295 

0299 27 6 14 162 

0302A 6 6 20 168 

0302B 5 4 18 129 

0305 15 2 29 59 

0 30 7 97 3 30 101 

0313 11 4 19 130 

0316 5 5 7 138 

0319 78 2 12 42 

0322 11 3 19 90 

0324 31 3 31 102 

0325 182 3 9 80 

0333 5 2 40 70 

0342 5 3 35 106 

0343 21 3 13 84 

0344 40 3 5 76 

0351 10 3 32 103 

0359 30 3 4 75 

0360 22 5 4 135 

0362 8 6 24 172 

0364 10 5 1 132 

contd.) 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

0305 50 4 12 123 

0370 15 4 15 124 

0380 10 3 12 83 

0 381 12 2 19 49 

0386 - - - - in 0396 

0387 - - - - in 0396 

0 391 - - - - in 0596 

0 59(1 82 6 27 175 0586+0587+0591 
+0596+0597 

0 39 7 - - - - in 0396 

0 39 8 6 6 2 150 

0401 92 2 1 1 41 

0413 80 1 1 1 1 1 

0414 37 3 8 79 C-14: 6125+35 

0418 5 5 17 148 

0421 39 6 3 151 

0422 33 (1 23 171 

0431 6 4 1 1 12 

0438 6 2 5 35 

0446 9 5 6 137 

0476 8 2 2 5 55 

04 7 7 14 4 16 127 

0489 

0504 

0506A 

0506B 

050 7 

0522 

0526 

0528 

0529 

0530A 

0530B 

0531 

0532 

0533 

0534 

0540 

1 15 

17 

6 

29 

9 

14 

59 

2 5 

82 

7 

83 

5 

10 

8 

6 

5 

5 

6 X 

18 X 

10 X 

32 

17 

14 

2 

18 

25 X 

9 X 

36 X 

1 X 

10 X 

2 X 

17 

1 16 

6 

166 

lü 

62 

17 

125 

2 

18 

175 

120 

66 

149 

158 

7 5 

165 

(13 

0542 

0545 

0545 

0546 

0547 

0548 

0549 

0550 

0551 

0 5 5 5 

0557 

0576 

0586 

0587 

0592 

0 59 5A 

0 59 3B 

0594 

0595 

0596 

0597 

0598 

0599 

0600 

0601 

0602 

0603 

0606 

0608 

0609 

0610 

061 1 

0615 

0614 

0615 

0616 

061 7 

0618 

0619 

(2) (3) 

5 2 

40 2 

30 

14 

56 

6 

27 

5 

14 

36 

15 

9 

6 

44 

18 

1 3 

17 

27 

22 

3 3 

15 

7 

14 

51 

8 

65 

7 

18 

9 

10 

7 

9 

7 

55 

17 

15 

(4) (5) (6) 

54 64 

18 48 

- in 0555 

15 144 

- in 0555 

92 21 

17 

22 

15 

1 

26 

25 

18 

26 

58 

29 

31 

37 

10 

4 

13 

21 

15 

15 

8 

30 

22 

17 

19 

27 

28 

2 

7 

17 

10 

30 

9 

11 

20 

22 

146 

72 

26 

X 96 X 

X 89 X 

X 56 X 

X 109 X 

X 177 X 

X 61 X 

X 1 O 8 X 

X 40 X 

X 1 15 X 

0545+0547+0555 

15 X 

51 X 

15 X 

86 X 

58 X 

60 X 

52 X 

X 47 X 

X 19 X 

X 27 X 

X 28 X 

X 133 X 

X 37 X 

X 128 X 

X 121 X 

X 30 X 

X 59 X 

X 82 X 

X 50 X 
(contd.) 
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( I ) 12) (3) (4] (3) (6) 

0620 72 3 40 1 1 1 C- 14: 6Ü00 

0 64 8 7 5 5 1 36 

0666 5 1 12 12 

0697 9 5 8 X 159 X 

0698 6 2 23 X 53 X 

0 70 1 74 1 21 X 21 X 

0703 15 3 23 94 

0714 5 5 5 154 

0720 6 3 14 X 85 X 

0 721 125 3 26 97 

0 728 30 1 8 8 

0729 10 3 7 78 

0736 5 4 20 131 

0 74 3 5 4 6 1 1 7 

0749 19 3 22 93 c-14: 6155+45 

0758 53 3 29 X 100 X 

0 7 59 13 4 15 X 126 X 

0760 10 2 41 X 71 X 

0761 9 1 25 X 25 X 

0762 3 2 1 4 X 4 X 

0763 15 3 10 X 81 X 

0764 17 2 1 X 31 X 

0765 24 4 1 1 X 122 X 

0767 15 2 33 X 63 X 

0771 9 6 8 156 

0 78 1 5 6 21 169 

0794 6 5 16 X 147 X 

0797 5 6 15 X 1 6 3 X 

0 80 7 8 6 19 X 167 X 

0817 1 3 2 28 58 

0821 36 5 3 X 74 X 

0823 5 5 1 1 X 142 X 

0866 6 5 34 105 

0868 21 6 6 154 0868+0870+ 
+0874+0875 

0870 - - - - in 0868 ' 

0874 - - - - in 0868 

0875 - - - - in 0868 

0876 - - - - in 1000 

(1 ) (2) (3) (4J (5) (6) 

0880 - - - - in 100 0 

0881 - - - - in 100 0 

0887 - - - - in 1000 

0888 - - - - in 100 0 

0889 - - - - in 100 0 

0 89 5 - - - - in 1 0 0 0 

091 1 40 4 3 1 14 

09 19 155 2 14 44 0919+0921+ 
+0952+0964 

09 21 - - - - in 09 19 

0937 - - - - in 10 00 

0943 - - - - in 100 0 

0947 - - - - in 100 0 

0952 - - - - in 0 9 19 

0969 - - - - in 09 19 

0976 - - - - in 

08' 

1 0 0 0 

6+0880+0881+ 

1 0 0 ü 74 6 28 176 +0887+0888+0889 
+0895+0937+0943 
+ 0947 + 0976/101 1 

1011 - - - - in 10 00 

1044 77 4 8 1 19 1044+1045+1046 

104 5 - - - - in 1044 

1046 - - - - in 104 4 

10 82 - - - - in 110 1 

10 8 3 - - - - in 1101 

1085 - - - - in 110 1 

1089 

1099 

109 16 

i n 110 1 

110 1 9 9 1 20 20 1082+1083+1085+ 
+ 1099 + 1 101 + 1134 

1115 76 6 4 152 C- 14: 5905+45 

1116 13 6 30 1 78 

1 134 - - - - in 110 1 

1 140 27 3 2 0 91 

1 1 4 3A 20 5 12 143 

1 143B 86 1 2 9 29 

1152 - - - - in 1 1 88 

1 187 - - - - in 1 188 

1 188 25 6 31 179 1 1 52 + 1 1 87 + 1188 

(contd.) 
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(IJ 12) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

1387 9 1 2 17 X 47 X 

139 2 24 3 39 X 1 10 X 

1393 5 2 35 X 65 X 

1395 14 2 16 X 46 X 

1396 78 3 24 X 95 X 

1397 8 3 5 X 5 X C-14: 6220 + 45 

1398 16 14 X 14 X 

1399 9 1 X 1 X 

1400 26 7 X 7 X 

1401 33 5 X 3 X 

1402 28 9 9 

1403 23 2 39 69 

1404 5 2 3 33 

1405 9 2 15 45 

1407 - - - - in 1420 

14 20 1 1 4 7 X 118 X 1407 + 1420 
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a o n v e r s i o n of a b s o l u t e numbers t o 1 0 - l o g a v i t h m s . 

A logari thm c o n s i s t s of two numbers: the f i r s t one (here to be en te red in 

the f i r s t column) descr ib ing the general magnitutde, and the other (here to be 

entered in the 2nd and 3rd columns) the p r e c i s i o n . Thus: 

counts be tw een 1 an d 9 (incl .) enter 0 in the first column. 
M 10 99 tl 1 tl 

II 

1t 

100 

1000 

999 

9999 

tl 2 
3 II 

et cetera 

Similarly, the precision is indicated by: 

counts of 1, 10, 100, 1000 enter 00 in 2nd and 3rd column. 

12, 120, 1200 08 

14, 140, 1400 15 

16, 160, 1600 20 

18, 180, 1800 26 

2, 20, 200, 2000 30 

23, 230, 2300 36 

27, 270, 2700 43 

3, 30, 300, 3000 48 

35, 350, 3500 54 

4, 40, 400, 4000 60 

5, 50, 500, 5000 70 

6, 60, 600, 6000 78 

7. 70, 700, 7000 84 

8. 80, 800, 8000 90 

9 90, 900, 9000 95 

10 100, 1000, 10000 00 

If the counts fall in between table values, the number to be entered can be 

found through interpolation. 
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C O D E B O O K P O R T H E E L S L O O C E M E T E R Y 

GROUP VARIABLE 
a t t r i b . 

no . REMARKS AND DE SCRIPT ION col.nos. 

general grave no. 01 

position 02 

03 

type o£ 

intermittent 04 

orientation 05 

posture o£ 

the corpse 

06 

grave number (ref.Modderman 1970(1)) 01-02-03 

S/N, from plan 04-05-06 

W/E, from plan 

empty grave-like pit; 

only gifts in gravepit; 

corporal remains, no gifts: 

corp. remains with gifts: 

cremation, no gifts: 

crcmation with gifts: 

calcined bone, no gifts: 

calcined bone, with gifts: 

azimuth of head : S = 00;SW=01;K = 02; 

NW=03;N=04;NE=05;E=06;SE=07. When 

no remains are visible for axis 

of pit: add 50. 

inapplicable, indeterminable = 99 

on the back: 0; left: 1; right: 2; 

inapplicable: 9; unknown: blank 

07-08-09 

10 

11-12 

13 

ceramics nature 

general 

0 7 

08 

09 

10 

undecorated pots: number 

undecorated sherds: number 

decorated pots: number 

decorated sherds: number 

14 

15 

16 

17-18 

decor. techniques 

ware)" 

components 

(belly) 

components 

(neck) 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

unidented spatula, no. of motifs 

multidented spatula, ,, 

10-log (lines) ; if absent: 99 

10-log (points) ,, 

10-log (stab-and-drag) ,, 

fo-log (hatchings) ,, 

10-log (lines) ,, 

10-log (points) „ 

19 

20 

21-22 

23-24 

25-26 

27-28 

29-30 

31-32 
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19 

20 

structures 21 

motifs 

fillings 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

direction 28 

of fin. 

29 

30 

31 

delim. of 32 

motif bands 33 

34 

secondary 35 

motifs 36 

motif ends 37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

auxiliary 

lines 

numericity 43 

44 

45 

46 

10-log (stab-and-drag); if absent: 99 

10-log (hatchings) „ 

curvilinearity, no. of motifs 
in belly zone 

rectilinearity „ 

wave motif " 

spiral motif „ 

empty bands " 

discontinuously filled bands ,, 

continuously filled bands ,, 

indeterminate, no. of motifs in 

belly zone 

parallel to axis 

oblique to axis 

perpendicular 

no limits to bands 

simple limits 

fringes 

"Zwickelfiguren" 

other types (not if attr. 40-42), no. 

of motifs 

none (rotated, translated motifs) 

unelaborated, no. of motifs in belly 

zone 

elaborated „ 

cadres 

symmetry axes 

no aux. lines 

simplex decoration 

duplex 

triplex 

quadruplex 

tl 

II 

33-34 

35-36 

37 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

red 

ochre 
hematite 47 

48 

lumps, number 

traces, number 

63 

64 

bog-ore 49 traces, number 65 
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f lint arrow 50 retouch on one side only, no. of points 66 

heads SI retouch on both sides „ 67 

scrapers 52 all types, number 68 

blades 53 blanks, number 69 
54 utilized blades, number - 70 

ether 55 - • nuclei 71 

56 debris 72 

querns querns 57 querns and quern fragments,no. of pieces 73 

58 whet stone and fragments ,, 74 

59 lumps of abrasive stone, unworked ,, 75 

adzes adzes öü adzes type I, no. of pieces in grave 76 

61 adzes type II, „ 77 

62 adzes type III, „ 78 

65 adzes type, IV, V, VT „ 79 

charcoal charcoal 64 charcoal not found: O 80 

present close to interment: 1 

present in gravepit fillings: 2 

N.B. (!)• When a 'GROUP' does not occur in a grave, do leave blanks. 
N.B. (2): What is described as occurring in the "grave pit filling" should not 

be entered. 
)" refer to Chapter 1. 
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50: Elsloo graveyard: specialists' positions in the lineage mode of production. 
51: Elsloo graveyard: allochthones' positions in lineage mode of production. 
52: The phases from Chapter 3 compared with those from Chapter 5. 
53: Lengths of central parts of Dutch LBK huts. 
54: Hut types at Elsloo vs. status at the graveyard. 

55: Lengths of central parts per hut type, Dutch LBK. 
56: Hut types and association with decorated sherds at Elsloo. 
57: Nos. of huts per type vs. nos. of sherds at Elsloo. 
58: Elsloo: micro-phases. 
59: Elsloo: within hut group distances. 
60: Elsloo: frequencies of mixes of variable STRUCTURES. 
61: Effects of sample length on mix of dichotomous variable. 

62: Elsloo: hut types per group and phase. 
63: Elsloo: distribution of hut types ia and ib over groups of huts. 

64: Hut types at Hienheim and Elsloo compared. 

65: Lengths of central parts of huts, Dutch LBK vs. Hienheim. 
66: Sizes and nos. of huts per type at Elsloo and Hienheim. 
67; Hienheim: type l a huts VS. decorated sherds associations. 
68: Hienheim: nos. of huts per type vs. nos. of decorated sherds. 

69: Hienheim: mixes of major variables per find. 
70: Hienheim: the adoption of hatching and stab-and-drag. 
71: Hienheim: hatching and stab-and-drag by phase. 
72: Hienheim: mixes of MAIN MOTIFS and STRUCTURES over time. 
73: Hienheim: mixes as occurring in hut associated pits. 
74: Hienheim: hut types vs. building plots. 
75: Hienheim: correlations between major dimensions of decoration. 
76: Hienheim: Eigen-values of principal components. 
77: Hienheim; factor loadings for major dimensions of ceramic decoration. 
78: Hienheim: chronology and size of finds. 
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SUBJECT INDEX 

A syn. B: 'B' emered at own locus, yet only with reference to 'A'. 
A incl. B: 'A' includes 'B' , whereas at locus 'B' reference to 'A' is 
made only. 
A; see al.so B: at entry 'B' a related subject is found. 

d e f = definition 

N = note 

T = table 

Adaplation 37, 122 
- pre-adaptation 126-127 
^</o/itof/>OTW43def-46,54 55,57, 134-135, Figs. 8-11 (43-45) 
Adzes of LBK provenience 85, 86, 87, 88, 93, 94, 95, loa, 113, 

114, I 18N8, 136, 153, 154; T . i o , T.15-17, T.43, T.46 
- markers of chronology 85-86, 93, 114, 116 
- markers of masculinity 87-89, 91; T.15-17, T.47 
- markers of men's societies 131 
Agriculture, Primitive; see also Community Society 81 , 11 o-111 
- LBK: 125, 127-128, 132, 133 
- shifting cullivation, swiddening: 126, 127 
- short term fallowing: 131-132 
Alliance, Syslems of; see also Marriage Rules, Social Structure, 

and Exchange; 6, 111, 123, 128, 132, 162-163, ' 68 , 172N5 
- unilineal: io4def, 105, 107, 148, 164-167, 170 

matrilateral: 104-105, 115, 122-123, 127, 130, 133, 139, 

148-149, 150-151, 152-153. 156, 164-165, 170, 171; 
Figs.4i( i05) , 52-56(146-147) 

patrilateral: 104-105, 122, 148, 165-167, 168, 170, 171; 

Fig-42(>o5) 
- bilineal; I04def, 106-107, 115, 119N10, 119N13, 133, 147-

'49 . ' 5 i - ' , 5 3 . ' 63 - 'Ö7. ' 72N5 
- - uxorilocal-patrilineal: 106; Fig.43(105) 

- - virilocal-matrilineal: 5-6, 106, 107, 111-112, 133, 148 

' 49 . ' 52 -153 . 'Ö5. ' 7o ;F 'g -44( '05) 
- models: 104 106; Figs.41-44(105) 
Anthropology, syn. Fthnology: 25N3, 38 
- unit of analysis: 28 
- related toarchaeological research: 27 -29 ,81 ,82 ,87 ,95 , 121, 

122, 125-126, 172N1 

- laws in 35-36, 80 
Archaeology i, 13, 26, 29, 31, 32-38, 40N5, 45, 46, 59, 72N2, 81 , 

82, 110, 172N1 
- and material validity 36-39, 82 
- and laws 33, 35-36, 38 
- recent paradigm shift 26, 37-39, 40N6, 40N7 

- 'new' archaeology 32-40 
- neo-marxist 108-111 
- processual 26, 39 
- structural 26, 39, 83, 121-122 
- systemic 26, 39 

- related to social research: 28, 81 , 120, 124-134, 136, 172N1 
.(̂ rroKj/ifarfi 93, 94, 95, 98, 102, 113, 115, 117N4, 118N8, 123, 

' 34 
- markers of male graves: 87, 88-89, 9 ' i T .15-17, T.47 
- in female graves: 89, 117N4 
/iHriiu/f, syn. Trait 3-4def, 7-8, 10, 11, 12, 20, 25N2, 26, 28-29, 

3 ' . 42-45. 47. 49. 5 0 - 5 ' . 54-55. 57. 70. 7 3 ^ 5 . ' 35 ; T.5 
- 'markers ' (of chronology, of kinship, etc.) 13,32 
- counting and coding 20, 21-24, 26 
- expressed as percentage of variable 20, 26, 31-32, 42, 48 
- weightingof 31-32, 48 
- key traits 33-34 
- adoptive period 43 

correlations between 46, 47-48 

Bandkeramik (sensu lato); see also Social Structure, Pottery 
Decoration, Grossgartach, Hinkelstein, LBK, Münchs-
hofen, Planig-Friedberg Group, Roessen, SSK, Stroke Ware 
Culture: 1, 12, i3def, 34-35, 39, 40N3, 44-45, 46, 111-114, 
120-124 

- a ceramic concept 13, 44-45 
- regional \'ariation 9, 12 
- chronological variation 9, 41 , 70-72, 72N1 
- decorated pottery 13-20, 20-24, 25N3, 27, 70-72 

literature on social structure 120, 124-134, 170-171 

- social structure 79, 120, 124-134, 136, 169-171 
Bavarian Roessen^ see SSK. 
Bayerisches Rössen,see SSK. 

B(^ mc« 87def, 95, 131, 132-133, 141, 171 

Ceremonial, see Ideology. 

Change, Socio-cultural; see also Continuity: i, 43-45, 55-57, 65, 
' 09 . ' 34 . ' 54 . '63-164; T.69-73 

- continuity and discontinuity 42-45, 55-57, 163 
- ' l a rge jump '5 idef , 57 
- rate of 50, 57, 163 
- Elsloo VS. Hienheim 65, 163-164 
CkiefSydef, 95, 113, 127, 128, 132, 133, 137, 141, 152, 158, 

170,171 
Chiefdoms 124 
Chronocentnsm and Elhnocenirism in archaeology 36-39, 93, 121, 124 
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Chronologr, see also Daling Methods 62, 70, 85, 114; T .4-5 

- relations with time 42, 46, 49, 50, 75-77, 134, 141-145 
- through variation and typologies 11, 47, 48, 49-50 
- 'marker ' attributes 13, 32, 48-50, 57, 62 

- the 'phase' concept 26, 50, 51-55, 57, 70, 72N2, 77-78, 85, 
' 20 , 130, 132, i 3 4 ; T . 4 , T . 8 , T . 5 2 , T . 5 8 ; F i g . 51(144) 

- and distributionoffinds46, 47, 50, 51-55, 57-70, 74-77, 85, 
158; T.52, T.69, T.77; Figs. 46-50 (142-143), Figs. 52-56 
(146-147), Figs. 60-65 ( '60-165) 

- and MVA 49-50, 62, 70, 73N8, 75-77, 85-86, 88, i 3 4 - ' 3 5 ; 
T.76 

Clan 3def, 5, 6, 119N13, 127, 128, 153-154, ' 6 8 
Ctassifuation: 1, 2-7, 26, 46, 82, 85 
- requirements 4, 8-g, 11 -12 ,31 , 158 
- partitioning 3-5, 8-9 
- relation to theory 3, 7-8, 13 
- relation to models i, 33-34, 44 

- relation to problem 3-4, 13, 14, 33-34, 44, 47, 148 
- relation to empirical data i, 13, 14, 20-24, 26, 158 

- Bandkeramik pottery decoration 1, 13-20, 20-24, ^ 5 ' ' ' ^ 5 

Fig.5('8) 
traditional i, 7-13, 112; Fig. 2(8) 

- - - a base for a paradigmatic classification 7, 13 
- extensional, enumerative 3def, 7, 19 
- intensional 3def', 7-8, 18-19 
- efficiency 24-25, 112, 148; T.i 
- non-classifiability 4, 10 
- taxonomie 4-6def, 9, 11, 33-34; Fig. i (5) 
- paradigmatic 4-6def', 8, 10-11, 13; Fig. 1(5) 
- polythetic and monothetic 6 7, 26 
Community Society incl. egalitarian and segmentary society; see 

also: Primitive Agriculture, Hunters and Gatherers, Segmen-
t a t i o n 8 i , 8 3 , 8 6 87def,90, 96, 108, 109, 1 löNidef, 121, 122, 
123, 125, 127-128, 140-141, 172N1 

- social differentiation 86, 87, 90, 95, 96, 121-122 
- and Household group 129-130, 139-141 
Compiementary Opposition see Scgmentation and C'.omplcmentary 

Opposition. 
Confidence Intervals; see also Statistical Methods 51-55, 57, 5 9 -

60, 65, 74 
Continuity; see also Discontinuity 1,37,41, 42def-45, 46, 47, 50, 

70-71, 72N2, 126, 130, 161, 167; T.3 
- models 42-45, 47, 50, 55-57, 59-60, 62, 65, 73N5; Figs. 

8-1"(43-45) 
- and tradilion 72N 1 
- ül LBK village settlements 130 
- 'pseudo continuity' 43def-45, 54, 70 
Correlations 47-48, 117N3 
- Q."'ypc VS. R-type 47-48, 60 
- of attributes 46, 47; T . 75 
- of dimensions 46 

Daling methods; see also Chronology, Radiocarbon, Strati-
graphy, 46-47, 73N8 

- indirect 116 

- T L ( = thermoluminescence) 46, 47, 58 

- statistical methods 46, 57-58, 73N8, 74 
- compared 47-48 
Decoration, Pottery 1, 40N3, 44, 93, 102, 171 
- variation i, 28, 44, 134 
- geographical variation 1, 13, 161-167 
- social variation 13, 122-123, 137, 148, 162-167 

- diachronic variation i, 10-12, 13, 29-30, 42, 45, 49-55, 

'38-139 . i 5 5 - ' 5 7 
- statistical analyses 13-20, 28-30; Figs. 12-25(50-77); 

T.75-76 
- observability T . 1 
- and research problem 28, 42, 50, 70-72, 120, 137, 171 
- Bandkeramik i, 8-13, 13-20, 25N6, 26, 40N3, 83, 137 

- - slip covering 40N4 

- - LBK 70-72, 138-140, 155-157; Figs. 3-5 ( ' 5 - ' 8 ) 
- - SSK 7o-72def, 155-157; Figs. 5-6(18-19) 
- and hut types 141, 158-159; T .56-57 , T .67-68 
Demography 109, 123, 126, 131, 140, 162-163 

- growth model 39, 126 
- sex ratio in Elsloo graveyard 87-90, 111,115 
- age distribution in Elsloo graveyard 90—92 
- and social structure 82, 109, 123, 126, 149-150, 162-163 
Descent; see also Kinship Systems, Social Structure 5, 96, 104, 

110, 149, 169-1 70 
- unilineal, matri 5, 104, 133, 139, 148, 152, 169 170; Fig. 

45(138), Figs. 52-56(146-147) 
- unilineal, patri 5, 104, 168, 169-170, 172N2 
- bilateral 119N9, 172N5 
- LBK 102, 107, 115, 127-128, 130, 132, 139, 147-149, 156, 

170-171, 172N5 
Ö!/ĵ M«'on 37-38, 126-127 
Dimension syn. Variable 3-4def, 14 ,25N2,42-44 ,47-48 ,65 , 134 
- and classification 3-4, l o - i 1, 13, 28 
- and attributes 3-4, 13-20, 28, 31-32, 57, 148- 149 
- independence of 46, 57 
Discontinuity; see also Continuity 41, 42-45def, 46, 50, 70, 71, 

72N2, 74-78; Figs. 13-16(52-59), Figs. 23-25(76-77); T.3 
- models of 42-45, 47, 51, 55-57. 59-6o, 65, 73N5 
- 'large jump '5 ide f , 72N2 
Division of Labour 82, 86, 127-128, 132 

- and sex 86, 87-90, 111, 114-115, 127-128, 132, 133, 139, 

' 57 . i 7 o ; T . i 5 - i 7 , T . 4 3 , T.47 

Economy; see also Division of Labour, Infrastructure 82, 92—93, 

108-111, 113, 122, 125, 127, 152, 171 
- site territories 131-132 
- LBK surplus production 110, 113, 126, 127, 131, 133 
Egalitarian Societies see Community Society 

Emic, see Etic and Emic 
Erosion of sites 27, 34, 137, 155, 161 
Etknocentrism, see Chronocenlrism and Ethnocentrism 
Etic and Emic studies of social structurcs 6, 38def, 40N6, 79 80, 

86, 93, 110 
Evolution 72N2, 108, 116N1 
- general 73N5, 122, 125-126 
- specific 72N2 
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Exchange, sce also AUiance Syslems, Kiiisliip Systems, Social 
Structure 96, 99-102, 107-108, i i i , 122, 125, 127-128, 
163-167, 170, 171, 172N1 

- and tradc 32, 111, 171 
- 'closed'systems 102 
- models 99-102; Figs. 33-37(101), Fig. 40(104) 
- complex 99def, 118N8, 119N9, 136-137, 172N5; Fig. 

3 4 ( ' o i ) 
- asymmetrical and linear 99-ioodef, 103-104, 107, 108, 

118N8, 126, 133, 136-137, 145, 170, 171, 172N5; Fig. 

35('<") 
- asymmetrical and altcrnating 100 io2del', 118N8; Fig. 

36(101) 
- symmetrical io2del', 118N8, 164; Fig. 37(101) 
- LBK 102-104, 107, 119N9, 125, 133, 145, 148-149, 163-

167, 170, 171 
Exogamy, see also Kxcliangc, Kinship Systems 5 6, 96, 112, 126, 

127, 148 
- models 150; Figs 57-58(150); T.61 
- exogamous units in LBK 126, 127, 148, 150, 165-167, 168 
ExtendedFamilies 125, 129 130, 132, 140, I49def-i50, 167, 171 

Faclois oj t'nHluctitm\'fi, 108 110 
Factor Scores see PC'A 
Fiiiation i72N2der 
Finds, syn. Ref'use Pits 26 29def, 31 32, 39N1, 4ÜN4, 44, 45, 

5 ' - 5 5 ; ' r ö 9 , T . 7 7 
- relation to research problem 13, 26 29, 39N1, 44 45, 155 
- 'closedness' 27-28, 29 30, 39N2, 45 
- and 'noise' 29-30, 39N2, 40N4, 59-60 
- and representativity 45, 59-60, 72N4 
- chronological distribution 46, 50-55, 74-78; T.2, T.77; Fig. 

17(63), Fig 22(75), t'ig- ••'4(77). l'"'g- 26(85) 
- relation to huts 13, 27, 45, 61 , 141 
- function 45 
- period of use 46 

- size 29- 30, 31 , 45, 136 
Flint ofBandkeramik provenience; see also /Xrrowheads 85, 87, 

93-94, 102, 118N8, 169;'F.10 
- blades, markers of male graves 87, 133 134; T. 15-17, 

T.47 
Frequency Distributions, see also Statistical .\nalyses 26, 28-30, 

3 ' - 3 2 
- decorated and undocorated ware on a site 28 29, 40N3, 

>47-'49> i 5 o - ' 5 ' . 168-169; ^''gs- 52-58(146-150) 
- purposely dumped waste 29 30, 51-55 
- accidcntally dumped waste 29-30 
- finds over time 50-55, 59-60, 75-77; T.2 
- finds over space 153 
- - gravegifts 96-103; Figs. 33-38(101 103), Fig 40(104) 
- attributes over dme 42-45, 55-57- 73N5; Figs 8-11 (43-45) 

'Gaat fooi looi' (German; (leisfiisslein) lo, i4def, 20, 32, 71; 
T.69, T.75-76 

Graveyard Studies 80 ,87 ,90 -91 , 121, 123, 124, 136 137, 169 170 

- LBK 89 92, 94, 9(>, 117N4, 131 

Grossgartach Culture 10, 13, 41 , 72 
Group, Algehraic 17, 25N3, 25N6; Fig. 5(18) 
Group, Social, see Household Group 

Hinkelstein 12, 41, 61 , 114 
- chronology 119N2 
Hislorical Materialism, see Marxism 
Household Group 2-], 110, 125, 127-128, 132, 149-150, 167, 171 

- diachronic continuity 130, 170 
- in relation to Bandkeramik finds 27, 149-150 

relations between 125, 127-128, 132, 151-152, 171 
- size 129, 139-140, 149-150, 157-158 
- - conversion factors 129-130, 149-150 
Hunters and Gatherers 81 , 110, 11 gN 14 
Hut Groups 141 -145; Figs. 46-50(142-143) 
Huts; see also Household Groups, Typologies ^Houses) 27, 134-

"35. 136, 149. ' 7 ' . >72 
asuni t sofanalys is2 7-29, 61 62, 81 

- life time 133, 150-151, 168, 171 
- SSK 28, 155, 159 

Ideology incl. Ceremonial, Ritual 86-87, '*̂ 8̂ 110, 121, 123, 

132-133 
- and the kin system 86, 112 
- archaeological observability 86-87, ' ' o , 112, 131 
Injrastructure; see also Social Formation 82, 108 109, 133 

and superstructure 108-109, 125-126 
modes of production io8def-109 

- factors of production 82 
- relations of production 82, 86, 96, 108-111 
- of Bandkeramik social formations 127-128, 154 
Innovation 43, 72N2, 135, 153, 155-156; T.69-71 
Invasion 38 

Am Groups see Kinship Systems 
Kinship Syslems; see also AUiance Systems, Descent, Social 

Structure 81-82, 86-87, 96def, 99-102, 121, 123, 125, 132, 

162-165, ' 68 
- change 162-167 

functions 86-87, 96, ' 09 . 116N1, 122-123, '48-149. 153 
- segments 81 , 86, 110, 122, 129, 148-149, 151, 170, 172N2 
- marriage classes 107, 115, 119N13, 119N14 
- Crow-Omaha type 119N9, 172N5 
- LBK 102-104, 106-107, 115, 133, 152-153, 162-167, ' 6 8 -

169,169-171 

LBK ( ^ Linear Band Keramik Cultures); see also Bandkera
mik 28, 41,_ 44-46, 61 , 124-134 

- social structure 102-104, 106-108, 115, 124-134, 137-154, 
154-169, 169-171 

- hneages 128, 132, 151-153, 154, 159, 161 
- settlement types 130, 145, 160-161, 168, 172, 1 72N4 

expansion 73N5, 126-127 
ending in Holland 114, 116, 119N12 

- ending in Bavaria 1,41, 70-72, 74-78 
Limburg Group, Limburg Ware 153 
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Lineages, see Kinship Systems-segments, and Modes ol' Produc
tion 

Marriage Rules; see also Alliance Systems 
- cross-cousin marriages 103-104 
- matrilateral 103-104, Figs. 41-44(105) 
- in LBK 103-104, i i ï 
Marxism syn. Historica! Materialism 83-84, 108-111, 125, 

127-128, 134, 170 
Matriliny, see Descent 
Men's Clubs 131, 132-133 
Afoo/iVAïc 73N5, 126-127 

- in Bavaria 73N5 

Melhodology 2, 32-39, 61 , 72N2, 120, 134-137, 169, 171-172 
Mix 3def, 30-32, 42def, 47, 59-60, 73N7; Fig. 9(43), Fig. 

11(45) .F 'gs-57-58(>5o);T.6i 
- evolut ionof5i , 57, 65, 72N4, 73N7, 148, 150, 163-164; Fig, 

9(43). F'g- 11(45) 
Modes of Production; see also Social Formation 83-84def, 108-

I I I , 128, 133-134, i 4 9 - ' 5 0 . •53-"54. ' 6 8 , 169 
- dominance 108-109, 116, 128, 133-134, 154, 169, 170 
Models 1, 34, 36, 39, 42-45, 47, 55def 
- and theory 36 
- and explanation 55 
- operationalization and empiry 44, 136-137 

- validation 61-62, 71 
- 'part icipants" VS.'observer's'79def-8o, 86 . • 
- 'mechanical ' vs. 'statistical' 79def-8o, 107, 108, 136 
- of (dis)continuity 42-45, 46, 55-58, 60, 71, 73N5 
- of exogamy 150; Figs. 57-58 (150); T . 61 
- of chronological distribution of finds 50, 57, 73N8 
- of population change 39, 73N5 
Moielies; see also Kinship Systems 112, 115 

- in the LBK 103, 107, 115, 133 
Muenchshoefen (Münchshöfen) 13 
Multiple Regresswn Analysis; see also Statistical .\nalyscs 73N8, 

77 78, 134; Fig. 24(77) 
Multivariate Analyses ( 'MVA') ; see also PCA, Multiple Regres-

sion Analysis 47-48 
- canonical analysis 58; T.6 
^Music Notes'' (German 'Notenköpfe') i7def, 22 

- diiferentiated from AUXiLiARY LINES 17 
MVA, see Multivariate Analyses 

.A/eotóAif 82, 86, 90, i i o - i i i , 116N1, 121-122 
- European Early 41, 49, 61 , 119N12, 119N14, 127, 128, 130 
- European Middle 41, 49, 164 
- ethnographic textbookson -socia l structure 116N1 
J^eolilhization TjN^, 123, 126-127 

JVoise in data, Statistical 27, 28-3odef, 39N2, 48, 59-60, 167 
- statistical defmition 28-30, 117N4 
- treatment in litcrature 28-30 
- Hienheim 30, 40N4, 167; Fig. 7(30) 
- Elsloo 62 

- Elsloo Graveyard 117N4 
'jVoteniöj5/«', see 'Music Notes' 

Operationalization 

- continuity 44-45, 130 
- sexes 87-90, 111, 115, 119N11; Fig. 27(90); T.46 

- ranking 92-95, 112, 131, 139-141 
- household types 140, 149-150 
- kinship 99-102, 104-106, 112, 122-123, 136, 147-148, 163-

168, 172N5 
- modes of production 111-114 

- social change 134-135 

Patriliny, see Descent 
Patrilocality, see Virilocality 

PCA ( ^ P r i n c i p a l Components Analysis); see also Statistical 
Analyses 47, 48-50, 57, 60, 87-89, 114, 117N3 

- selection of variables 47, 48-50, 62, 74, 134-135 
- defmition of components 48-49 
- selection criteria for components 48-49, 135, T. 76 
' independence of components 49, 135 
- Identification of components 48-49, 135-136 
- general, specific, bipolar components 49, 87, 112, 117N3def 
- noise in 48, 135 

- factor loadings 48-49def, 135; T.10, T.77 
- factor scores 49, 72N3def, 117N3, 134 
- rotation 73N8, 135 

- compared with canonical analysis 58; T.6 
- compared with multiple regression analysis 73N8; Fig. 

24(77) 
Peasantry 1 l o - i 11 

Phase, Chronological, see Chronology 
Pilot stüdy 
- chronology 48-50, 62, 70 
- social structure 80, 133, 169 
Planig-Friedberg Group 17 
Population Size 
- in Community Society 82 

Cook's Principle 73N5 
- in Bandkeramik society 129 
- - and site territory 131-132 

- estimated from Elsloo Graveyard 92, 119N14, 129 
- estimated from Elsloo Village 119N14, 129, 140, 145, 

149-150 

- estimated from Hienheim Village 159, 162-163, ' ' ' 7 " ' 68 
Positional Paradigm, see Status 
Pottery, Undecorated 28, 40N3, 87, 92-93 , 94, 118N8 
- a marker of male graves 88, 8g, 91 ; T . 15-17, T.47 
- in female graves 89 
Principal Components Analysis, see PCA 

Querm of Bandkeramik provenience 85, 88, 93-94, 102, 118N8 
- markers of feminity 88-89; T. 15-17, 'F.47 

Radiocarbon dating; see also Dating Methods 

- Hienheim 46, 58, 74, 75, 134; Fig. 16(59), Fig. 25(77); T.78 
- - a test for chronological sequencing 58, 75 
- Elsloo 134 

Ranking; see also Status 81, 86def, 92-96, 121, 127, 132, 139-

141,157-158 
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- and uealtli 8 i , 92-95, 112-113, 1 i(i, 121, \11, 129, 131, 132 

- in LBK society 92-96, 112-113, 116, 139 141, 157-158, 170; 
T.22-26, T.41-42 

- of settlements 82, 127, 128, 155 
Ranking Society 82, 86-87def, 94, 112, 116N1, 122 
Red Ochre 85, 93-94, 95, 102, 118N8 

- a marker of femininity 88-89, 95; T. 15-17, T.47 
- in male graves 89 
Rejuse pils, see Kinds 

Relnlional Paradigm 8l~H2, 122, 124 
- and positional paradigm 81-82 
- and structuralist paradigm 82-83 
Relevance 2 -3 , 33, 35, 47 

- and validity 25, 47 
of classification 3, 4 -5 

Reliability 24 25def, 35, 45-46, 47, 48, 49-50, 57-58, 108 
Representalivity 28, 34-35, 45, 136 

- and sample size 26, 28, 72N4 
- and sample distributions 28, 59-60 
fi^^irf?n«/?«/f,ï; see also Kinship Systems 104, 106, 125, 148 149, 

165-168, 170 

- uxorilocal 122, 165-168 
- virilocal 5, 114, 116, 133, 148 149, 150, 152 153, 165-168, 

I70-171 
- bilocal 126 
- neolocal 119N9 
- and extended families 149- 150, 171 
Ritual, sec Ideology 

Roessen (Rossen) Culture 10, 13, 71 
Roessen, Bavarian (Bayerisclies Rossen), see SSK 

sarka Phase, see Stroke Ware Culture 
SBK, see Stroke Ware Culture 
Segmental Society, see Community Society 
Segmentation and Complementary Opposition 124def 

- filiation 130, i72N2def 
- fissioning i26def, 131 
Seriation, see Dating Methods 

Settlement Analysis, Between 82, 122, 124, 125-127, 131, 133, 

• 5 3 - ' 5 4 . 165-167, 168-169, 170. i7>->72 

- VVithin 82, 122-124, 127-128, 130, 141-145, 149-150, 151, 
157-162, 165-167, 168, 170, i72N4;T .58 , T.59, T .63;Fig . 
51(144), Fig. 66(166) 

Settlement Relocation, see 'Wanderbauern ' 
Similarity and Dissimilarity as measures of variation 26, 28, 

46-47. 50 
'Snioothing' of distributions 50-5 idef, 55, 73N6 
- formula 51 
Social Formation; see also Infrastructure, Superstructure, Modes 

of Production, Social Structure 82, 83-84def, 108-111, 127-
128,133 

- relations of Infra- and Superstructures 3-4, 83-84, 108, 133 
- dominance of Mode of Production 108-109 
Social Siructure; see also AUiance Systems, Descent, Kinship 

Systems, Social Formation 80-84, 116N2, 120-124, 136, 
172N5 

- perceptability in the archaeological record 80, 134, 136 
5/)tfcm/z f̂l/zon; see also Division of Labour 83, 127, 141, 170 
- in neolithic technology 82, 111 

- heredity of 113, 154 
- in Elsloo Graveyard 95, 111, 113, 115, 133-134; T.43, T.50 
- in Elsloo Village 141, 154 
- in Hienheim 158, 169 
SSK (=^ Siich-Strich Komplex; formerly Bavarian Roessen) 1, 

10, 12, 41 , 70-72, 73N5, 74-78, 155 

- social structure 160-169, 169-172 

- ceramics 7o-72def, 167-168 
- relations with LBK 1,41,46, 70-72, 74-76, 161-162 
- relations with SBK 12,71 
- diachronical variation 10, 41 , 46, 72N1, 73N9, 165-168 
- Munzinger Type 41 
- Unterislinger Type 10, 41 , 71, 73N9 
- Oberlauterbach Type 10, 41, 71, 73N9 
Statistical Analyses; see also; Confidence Intervals, Frequency 

Distributions, Multiple Regression Analysis, Noise, PCA, 
and Representalivity 29-30, 34-35, 46-47, 150 

- requirements for 31-32, 34-35 
- units of 26-29, 46 
- sampling level 28, 30, 34-35 

- and data base 13, 26, 29-30, 31-34, 34-35, 135, 150 
- missing data 15, 20, 26, 72N3, 135 
- nearest neighbours 111, 114-115, 119N11, 145; T.38 
Status; see also Ranking, Specialization 79, 86-96 
- 'positionaf paradigm 79, 81 , 86-87, 133, 169-170 
- and relational paradigm 81 82, 121 
- network 82, 86, 124 
- h ie ra rchy8 i , 112, 121, 124, 131, 158 
- 'emic' & 'etic' 86 
- differentiation 81 , 86def, 121, 133, 169-170 
- , - s e x 8 i , 87, 91 , 94, 121, 131, 133, 139, 152-153, 169-170 
- archaelogical observability 80 -81 , 92-95, 125 
StratificationVi^Acï, 124, 125-126, 127, 131 

- LBK 94, 133-134, i39- i4 i> 158, i7o> ' 7 ' 
StratifiedSocieties è% 8(>Ae:{, 116N1, 122, 124, 125-126 
Stratigraphy; see also Dating Methods 46-47 
- Hienheim 46-47, 58-61 , 74 
Stroke Ware Culture, syn. SBK 9, 12, 41 , 71 
- relations with SSK 41,71 
Structuralism; see also Models, Social Structure 82, 96 
- paradigm 81-83, 119N9, 133 
- in archaeology 82 
Superstructure, see Ideology, Social Formation 
Systems Theory 37-38, 39-40, 125 

Taxonomy, see Classification 
Taxonomy, Numerical 7 
Theory 2 -3 , 28, 32-38, 80, 127 
- laws 33-36, 83 
Trait, see Attribute 

Tvpologies of Decorated Ware, see Classification Bandkcramik 

traditional 



242 SUBJECT INDEX 

Typologies of Bandkeramik houses 9, 157-159, 168, 172, 172N3 Validiiy 25def, 32-39, 45, 47, 48, 55-57, 70, 75 
def, 172N6; T.54-57, T.62, T.74 Faraife, see Dimension 

- functional 129-130, 132, 139-141, 151, 171; T.62 Virilocality, (syn. patrilocality) sec Residencc Rules 

- type I 130-138, 140-141, 151, 152, 155, 157-159, 168, 171, 
i72N3def; T.54-57, T.62-63 "Wanderbauern ( ^ m i g r a n t , or normadic agriculturalists) 

126, 130, 131, 132 
Uxorilocatity, (syn. matrilocality) see Residence Rules 
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